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INTRODUCTION

Anton Pannekoek (1 873-1 960) has remained until recent years a largely ne
glected and unknown figure in the history of socialist thought. 1 The partial
eclipse of Pannekoek that began in the 1 920's and the almost total eclipse
later do not mean that he can be regarded as a purely ephemeral and negligi
ble tendency in Marxist thought. On the contrary, his work can be viewed
as one of the most thorough, consistent, and intelligent attempts yet made to
develop Marxism as a theory of revolutionary practice, and the neglect he
has suffered might be considered less the result of a reasoned intellectual
j udgment than the consequence of a concurrence of unfavorable historical
events.
Pannekoek ' s long life and political career spanned several epochs of so
cialist history . His political maturity coincided with the rise of social democ
racy; his last years of political life witnessed the fir st stirrings of the New
Left. His writings left their imprint on both movements. D uring the i nter
vening years he was an international figure active in both the D utch and
German socialist movements . Prior to 1 914 he collaborated with Karl Kau
tsky on the Neue Zeit, taught in the SPD party schools, and along with Rosa
Luxemburg emerged as one of the leaders of the left wing of German social
democracy. Pannekoek was one of the first i n Europe to u nderstand the
funda mental weakness of the social democratic movement a nd to anticipate
its eventual collapse. Following the ou tbreak of the First World War, he was
the first to call for the formation of a new International and later became a
prominent figure in the Zimmerwald anti-war movement. Although he
played a pivotal role in the initial formation of European communism and
was a leader of the Comintern's Western European B ureau, P annekoek was
a mong the fir st to break with authoritarian communism. As the preeminent
theoretician of the Ger man 'left' communist KAPD i n 1920, Pannekoek ar
ticulated an alternative West European conception of communism and a
powerful critique of Leninist orthodoxy, .which earned him Lenin's denun
ciation in Left- Wing Comnnmism, an Irifantile Disorder. From 1 927 until his
death in 1 960, he remained active as the intellectual mentor of the qu;isi
syndicalist .' counciLcommunist' movement.
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On a theoretical level, Pannekoek c a n b e situated within a definite period
of European Marxist development spanning roughly the years 1900-1930.
He belongs to a remarkably able generation of Marxist intellectuals whose
concerns were defined by the disintegration of a politically and intellectually
debilitating Marxist orthodoxy and the search for new revolutionary alter
natives . In his bold and sweeping critique of the Marxism ofboth the Second
and Third Internationals, Pannekoek grasped - perhaps more lucidly than
any Marxist of his generation - the authoritarian tendencies in the political
movements inspired by Marxism and sought to develop new .anti-bu-:.
reaucratic models of revolutionary transformation . His extensive theoretical
reflections, which posed questions that were virtually unique within Marx
ism at the time, strikingly anticipated many of the most essential contribu
tions made by other thinkers of the Western Marxist tradition. 2 Like Lukacs,
he articulated the centrality of ideas and consciousness to historical develop_
ment and emphasized the organic link between class consciousness and class
organization. Like Gramsci, he sought to develop Marxism as a philosophy
of praxis and stressed the importance of combatting bourgeois ideological
domination by developing an independent proletarian hegemony . Like
Korsch, he attempted to strip Marxism of its concern with metaphysics,
highlight its i mportance as a critical method, and when necessary use the
Marxist conception of history to analyze the history of the Marxist move
ment itself.
Pannekoek's scientific accomplishments are no less prodigious. A pi
oneer in the development of modern astrophysics, Pannekoek began his
studies at the age of fifteen as an amateur astronomer fascinated by the Milky
Way. In 1 891 he entered the University of Leiden . A fter completing his
study of astronomy in 1 895, he became a geodesist at the Geodetic Su rvey
and in 1 898 was appointed observer at the Leiden Observatory. He received
his doctorate in 1902 and shortly a fterwards began a detailed investigation,
which extended over fifty years, of stellar distribution and the structure of
the galactic system. A mong his many discoveries were the groups of early
stars that were later called associations . Upon leaving his observatory post
for Germany in 1 906, he began a lengthy study of Babylonian as tronomy
and published several articles on the subj ect. Returning to Holland a fter the
outbreak of the First World War, he found no vacancies in astronomy and
was compelled to teach at the high school level. ln 1 9 1 9 he finally secured an
appointment at the University of Amsterdam where in 1921 he founded an
astronomical institute that now bears his name. It was here that Pannekoek
undertook his ground-breaking work in astrophysics. During this period,
he was one of the first to study ionization and line intensities in stellar at
mosphere. He also developed a method of determining distances to dark
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nebulae and applied modern photometric methods t o study the sun's at
mosphere during solar eclipses. In addition to his other research concerns,
Pannekoek also maintained a lifelong interest in the history of astronomy,
which culminated in his influential work, A History of Astronomy, an excel
lent and original study emphasizing the interrelation between the evolu tion
of astronomy and society . A mong his many awards was the gold medal of
the Royal Astronomical Society, the highest honor in his profession. When
Harvard University selected 72 of the world's most distinguished scientists
and scholars to honor with honorary doctorates at its tercentenary celebra
tion in 1 936, Pannekoek was one of the four recipients in astrono my. 3
Despite the broad contours of his thought, Pannekoek's social theorizing
in the later decades of his life often seemed out of tune with the ti mes, a
romantic and utopian holdover from an earlier phase of the socialist move
ment. Following Lenin's judgment in Left- Wing Comnnm.ism, communists
and social democrats alike vilified him for what they consider.�d his extreme
radicalism and rigid stands . Until recently, much scholarly treatment fol
lowed a similar pattern, which was often reinforced by the inaccessibility o f
key docu ments . When evaluated positively, Pannekoek often merited no
more than a footnote. The resurgence of conflict among students a nd work
ers in the 1 960's, however, led to a renewed interest in issues of democratic
participation and workers' self-management and a search for an anti-author
itarian Marxism, which occasioned a rediscovery of Pannekoek and his main
concerns. What resul ted was a flood of an thologies , reprints, and transla
tions of his writings in at least eight languages and several accounts of his
work. 4 While a necessary corrective to the earlier view of Pannekoek, much
of this work was marred by its uncritical and partisan character. S till others
delved into particular phases of his career, in isolation from the other phas
es. 5 In spite of this renewed interest, no published treatment of Pannekoek
has appeared which is at once co mprehensive and free of partisanshi p . 6
In a sense, one of the aims of the present study is to fill this gap by provid
ing a comprehensive and critical exposition of Pannekoek 's contribution to
socialist and democratic thought. But at the same time, this work aspires to
be much more. What I have also sought to do is reconstruct the historical
circumstances in which Pannekoek's theoretical development took place.
To fully understand Pannekoek's Marxism, it is necessary to critically exam
ine the social movements in which he was involved, the intellectual and
political traditions which shaped his concerns, the experiences and learning
process by which he came to his ideas, and the means by which he sought to
test and i mplement these ideas. Examined in such a manner, Pannekoek's
political career provides a privileged perspective from which to explore the
possibilities and limitations of revolutionary Marxism in Western Europe
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during the first half of the twentieth century. In particular, a consideration o f
Pannekoek's activities raises complex questions about the role of theory as i t
intersects with social movements and popular struggles. Consequentl y , one
of the underlying aims of this study is to examine the extent to which Pan
nekoek's theoretical conceptions were grounded in social reality, the extent
to which these ideas played a role in shaping reality, and the extent to which
they were ultimately circumscribed by the reality he sought to transform. It
is hoped that by looking at Pannekoek's long effort to develop a Marxism
that was both revolutionary and democratic, and the difficulties he encoun
tered in this task, we may be better able to understand why revolutionary
Marxism took the forms it did a fter 1 920.
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CHAPTER I

THE MAKING OF A SOCIALIST:
THE MILIEU OF PANNEKOEK ' S MARXISM

The Historical Context: Society and Social Democracy in the Netherlands
The milieu in which Anton Pannekoek came to political maturity had a deep
and profound effect in shaping both his initial political concerns and the
character of his thought. This milieu was defined by the relative absence of
an independent, mass-based, class-conscious, working class movement of
any significant dimensions. Due to several features of D utch socio-econom
ic development, the context in which Dutch social democracy struggled to
gain a foothold was markedly differen t from elsewhere in Western Europe.
A mong the most prominent factors shaping working class political cul
ture i n the Netherlands was the structure of the Dutch economy itself. Until
at least the first decade of the twentieth century, labor-intensive agriculture
remained the dominant sector of the economy. In the absence of coal and
mineral resources the Netherlands lacked the ingredients for the first phase
of heavy industrialization. Compared to the rest of Western Europe, indus
trialization came relatively late, gaining momentum only in the last decades
of the nineteenth century as an effect of the opening of the East Indies to
. private exploitation and the spillover of German economic growth . Even as
it became irreversible, the process of industrialization and modernization
developed only gradually and lagged far behind Great Britain, Belgium, and
Germany. Factory production methods and technical and organizational in
novations were accepted only slowly in a country characterized by a strong
spirit of traditionalism and lethargy, which had its roots in the prolonged
cultural and economic decline which began in the last quarter of the seven
teenth century .
Until well into the twentieth century, the non-agricultural sector of the
Du tch economy was still dominated by the commercial and shipping legacy
of an earlier era . Within the urban centers, the labor-intensive craft trades
and small-scale retail sector predominated. Of those workers subj ect to im
personal wage structures, the overwhelming majority were employed in the
transportation sector - predominantly as railway a nd dock workers. Lack
ing mineral resources, the Netherlands was unable to generate the mining,
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iron, and steel complexes found elsewhere i n Western Europe. What little
factory organization that existed consisted of small productive units which
were widely dispersed throughout the country. Only the complex of textile
mills in the Twente district presented an exception to this pattern. As a
consequence, the large and socially cohesive working class concentrations
common to the rest of Wes tern Europe which formed a base for socialist
organization were late in evolving. 1
The effects of these structural features were further intensified by the
passive and demoralized character of the Dutch work force. For over a cen
tury prior to the coming of industrialization, the underdeveloped nature of
the economy and a subsistance-level poor law system combined to create a
large class of semi-paupers. Long accustomed to poverty and being passive
beneficiaries of paternalism, the Dutch working class was reluctant to attrib
ute their misery to the emerging industrial capitalism, since they experi
enced neither the rupture of a pre-industrial way of life, nor a contrast in
material circumstances, which might have served to inspire revolutionary
resistance.
An equally formidable barrier to the emergence of a class-conscious work
force was the historical division in Dutch society between Catholics and
Calvinists. Far more than a simple religious division, this cleavage was ex
pressed in separate and distinct subcultures with long-standing historic
grievances which extended into every layer of Dutch society. The worker's
religious-cultural identification, which integrated him into a strong network
of ecclesiastical and political organizations, was at least as important as social
class as a factor in determining his social identity. 2 It was not surprising,
then , that by the turn of the century, competing parallel trade union move
ments had developed in both the Catholic and Calvinist subcultures. 3
Lacking clear lines of class identification, the Dutch working class was
slow to develop independent organizations to further their class interests.
Although trade unions first appeared in the 1 860's, they were often weak and
unstable organizations which had little impact on the development of the
Dutch working class. A viable national labor federation did not develop
until after the turn of the century. 4
In these circumstances, socialism took root in the Netherlands only slow
ly and painfully. Although a small and impotent Dutch section of the First
International existed briefly in 1 869, a national socialist organization was not
formed u ntil 1 88 1 , when three local socialist clubs joined to form the Sociaal
Dernocratische Bond (SOB - Social Democratic Union) .5 From its inception,
the SOB was dominated by the charismatic and powerful figure of Domela
Nieuwenhuis. 6 A former Lutheran pastor, Nieuwenhuis had developed a
sympathy for the poor while preaching in the province of Friesland - the
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most backward and u nderdeveloped province in the Netherlands - during
the 1 870's. In 1 879 he left the church and founded the socialist newspaper
Recht voor Allen. Although he corresponded with both Marx and Engels and
translated a n abridged version of Marx's Capital, Nieuwenhuis was never a
Ma rxist. At the outset, he was hardly more than a humanitarian social re
former whose eclectic writings and speeches combined ideas of an ethical,
utopian, and eschatological character.
During the early years of its existence, the SDB devoted most of its
efforts to waging a militant agitational campaign for u niversal suffrage. This
tactic, however, succeeded only in arousing the fears of the authorities, who
launched a campaign of repression against the SDB, which culminated in the
arrest and imprisonment of Nieuwenhuis in 1 886. Defeated in its efforts to
achieve suffrage reform and decimated by government repression, the SDB
began to increasingly question its commitment to parliamentary tactics.
This mood was reinforced by Nieuwenhuis' own bitter and solitary experi
ences in parliament after his election from a Friesland constituency in 1 888.
Ostracized by his bourgeois opponents, Nieuwenhuis began to move closer
and closer to anarchism. After his defeat in 1 891, he repudiated parliamenta
rianism altogether and declared that only revolutionary action could eman
cipate the working class.
While D omela Nieuwenhuis was reassessing his commitment to parlia
mentary tactics, a new tendency began to emerge within the SDB which
favored a Marxist party based on the German model. Two individuals play
ed a key role in shaping this movement: Frank van der Goes and Pieterjelles
Troelstra.
A gifted literary intellectual of aristocratic temperament, Frank van der
Goes was motivated by an almost aesthetic sense of social idealism.
Throughout much of the 1 880's he was active as a social reformer and prom
inent member of the Liberal Party, but by the late 1 880's he became con
vinced that only socialism could revitalize Dutch society. Upon j oining the
SDB in 1 890 he embarked upon a systematic study of German Marxism and
swiftly emerged as the leading intellectual proponent of Marxian socialism
in the Netherlands. Through his countless articles, translations and personal
contacts, Van der Goes was almost single-handedly responsible for intro
ducing a whole generation of Dutch intellectuals and militants to Marxism . 7
Although far less knowledgeable than Van der Goes in theoretical mat
ters, Pieterjelles Troelstra complemented him well by virtue of his superior
abilities as an agitator and organizer. Troelstra began his career as a young
lawyer in Friesland, where his work defending impoverished agricultural
laborers eventually led him to socialism. 8 Troelstra's first activity as a social
ist, however, was in the Peoples' Party of Friesland, which has been de-
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scribed a s 'a curious a malgamation of socialists, populists, and proponents
of land nationalization, a movement half and sometimes entirely bour
geois'. 9 Troelstra initially tried, and failed, to transform the Peoples' Party
into a social democratic party. In 1 891 he joined the SDB, where he was in
troduced to Marxist theory by Van der Goes.
Van der Goes and Troelstra first clashed openly with Nieuwenhuis at the
1 891 SDB Congress of Amsterdam over the question of parliamenfarian
ism. Thoroughly chastised, they began to organize a pro-parliamentary and
Marxist faction within the SDB. Organizational and financial support for
their efforts was soon forthcoming from the German social democrats and
from Henri Polak and the predominantly Jewish Algerneene Nederlandsche
Diarnantwerkers Bond (ANDB - General Dutch Diamond Workers' Federa
tion) , which at the time was the largest and most cohesive trade union in the
country . 10 A crucial turning point came when the 1 893 Congress of Gro
ningen overwhelmingly rej ected all forms of electoral activity and expelled
Van der Goes. At this point, a major dispute developed between Troelstra
and Van der Goes. Troelstra, less firmly committed to the German model of
socialism, felt that a split should be avoided. Van der Goes, however, fa
vored the formation of a completely new Marxist party and set up several
local organizing committees. 1 1 On August 24, 1 894, these groups met to
form the Sociaal-Democratische Arbeiders Partij (SOAP - Social Democratic
Labor Party) . Its program, drawn up by Van der Goes, was largely a carbon
copy. of the 1 891 German Erfurt program. 1 2
A part from establishing a new line of strategic and tactical demarcation,
the SDAP had little i mmediate i mpact on the small politically conscious
sector of the Dutch working class which still remained firmly committed to
the direct action tactics of the SDB. Except for the diamond cutters, who
constituted nearly three-quarters of the A msterdam membership, the party
had almost no base in the urban working class.13 Paradoxically, the main
organizational base of the SDAP was among the tenant farmers and landless
laborers of rural Friesland who had been politicized during the prolonged
economic crisis of the 1 880's. As late as 1 899, the SDAP was still considered
predominantly a Friesland movement.
Freed of its parliamentary fa ction, the SDB continued its development
toward a form of anarcho-syndicalism. Within a few years, Nieuwenhuis
and his followers - disdaining party organization entirely - dissolved the
SDB to regroup in the Nationaal Arbeids-Secretariaat (NAS - National Labor
Secretariat) , which the SDB had organized in 1 893 as a national trade union
federation.14 Through agitation within the NAS-affiliated unions, they at
tempted to pursue a policy of direct industrial action. For the next two de
cades, they were to remain the most militant and class-conscious sector of
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the D utch working class and the main working-class competitor of the
SDAP.

Struggling with Ideas: Pannekoek's Conversion to Marxism
Although Marxian socialism had little appeal to the Dutch working class
during the latter part of the nineteenth century, it did leave a lasting imprint
on an entire generation of Dutch intellectuals, a mong them Anton Pan
nekoek. Born to Johannes Pannekoek and Wilhelmina Dorothea Beins on
January 2, 1 873, the second of four children, in the small village of Vaassen,
located in the poor and backward agricultural province of Gelderland, Pan
nekoek spent a relatively happy childhood in a rural milieu. Like many other
Marxist intellectu als, he came from a family upwardly mobile from the low
er middle class. By hard work and a self-acquired education, his father rose
from a farming background to become a manager of a small foundry. His
father, a Calvinist turned free-thinker and a supporter of the Liberal Party,
was also a man of advanced ideas who made considerable sacrifices to edu
cate his four children. From his family, Pannekoek inherited a strong work
ethic and a serious devotion to occupation that help account for his incredible
productivity in two separate spheres. Like most middle class Dutch youth of
this period, Pannekoek was not of a particularly rebellious nature and no
serious conflicts marked his early years. Only a lame leg acquired in an acci
dent marred an otherwise tranquil childhood and created in him a pre
disposition toward solitude and intellectual activity. When he was twelve
years old, Pannekoek began to develop a strong interest in nature, par
ticularly in astronomy and botany. He had a particular fondness for collect
ing and classifying wild plants. In high school his interest in astronomy was
further stimulated by his science teacher, J . M . S mit, who helped him to
become an accomplished amateur astronomer. As a result o f S mit's encour
agement, Pannekoek decided to pursue a career in as tronomy at the Univer
sity of Leiden rather than become a high school teacher as he had initially
planned. 1 5
The composite picture that emerges of the young Pannekoek i s of a mod
est, sensitive, rather private person, excelling in the sciences, quick at lan
guages, and at the immense task of disciplining himself for self-imposed
studies. Even in his youth, the main traits of his intellectual work were
p resent. His reflective and highly rationalistic personality, a capacity for
clear writing which rarely needed correction, and a virtually photographic
memory made him a theorist almost by disposition who could hardly handle
isolated facts without knitting them into a theory. When he looked at the
world he saw only u nity and structure. His entire career, in both politics and
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astronomy, was t o b e an effort toward synthesis and system building, which
he often carried to extreme limits to achieve internal coherence. 'He potters
around with a little stick in the drainpipe of theory ', his friend Willem van
Ravesteyn later noted. 16
Following a long courtship, Pannekoek married Johanna Nassau Noor
dewier in 1 903 . A talented musician and a teacher of Du tch literature from a
family with deep roots in Dutch intellectual life, Johanna Nassau Noor
dewier had been one of the first women in the Netherlands to receive a
doctorate and was already a convinced socialist by the time she met Pan
nekoek. Through her, Pannekoek gained entry to literary and artistic circles.
In his marriage, which produced two children and lasted over fifty years ,
Pannekoek found a relationship that was at once intellectually, emotionally,
and politically satisfying.
In his personal life, Pannekoek's revolutionary Marxism was never trans
lated into a commitment against bourgeois society . He valued highly the
comforts and tranquility of a middle class home. 17 His life followed an or
derly, well-regulated pattern with regular time periods carefully alloted to
various intellectual proj ects. Like most intellectuals of the Second Interna
tional, his cultural tastes were conservative and classical. He liked essentially
the same music, art, and literature as any other fin de siecle intellectual. His
chief form of recreation involved long, solitary walks in the woods - an
activity he pursued with great vigor until the end of his life . Throughout his
political and scientific career, he always combined his visits to distant cities
for congresses and lectures with long excursions into the surrounding coun
tryside.
Until he was 26, Pannekoek conformed successfully to middle class
norms and expectations. At the time, the future seemed to hold for him a
secure and perhaps distinguished scientific career. Having experienced al
most no personal hardship or frustration, he had little in the way of a person
al sense of alienation . By his own admission, he found the middle class life
style and career opportunities that astronomy offered completely fulfilling
and saw little need to look beyond them.18 His only political activity was as a
member of the Liberal Party and chairman of a student debating society . 19
Although he was first introduced to the ideas of the left by his high school
science teacher J . M . S mit, a friend of Domela Nieuwenhuis who was later
expelled from his teaching position for speaking at a suffrage rally, these
ideas had no immediate impact on him. His whole pre-Marxian world view
was b uilt upon his faith in science as the primary instrument for the libera
tion of humanity and the source of all progress.
Pannekoek arrived at the socialist convictions only after an intense intel
lectual odyssey, or what he termed a 'struggle of ideas ' . 20 Although his con-
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version to socialism clearly did not derive from personal contact with the
hardships of the workers, it was conditioned in part by a growing political
awareness in D utch intellectual circles about the problems and inequities in
Dutch society during a time of rapid and disruptive social and economic
change. For P annekoek, the road to Marxis m began unexpectedly in Januar
y, 1899, when he encountered, in the reading room of the local Liberal Club,
the Leiden tulip grower and ardent socialist, Willem de Graaff who engaged
him i n a heated argument over the question of socialism. 21 Shortly after
wards, De Graaff gave him a number of books to read on the subj ect. For the
first time, Pannekoek began to grapple intellectually with major social prob
lems, which prompted him to ask: ' Why is it that I cannot participate and
find a place in the struggle? While others are actively striving to improve the
world, I sit reducing meridian plates. Science can only remain living when it
changes men and conditions. It must help prepare a better future [ . . . ] to
enable humanity to become free and happy. ' 22
The direction in which Pannekoek was moving became apparent in early
A pril, when he and his older brother Adolf, a career army officer, began to
draw up a plan for a u topian community based on the writings of Louis
Blanc. 23 S hortly afterwards, Pannekoek noted that he felt ' drawn' to the
doctrines of a number of largely idealist and utopian thinkers such as
Tolstoy, Kropotkin, Lao-tse, Thomas a Kempis, the elder Arnold Toynbee,
and the Persian Bahiaists. His feeling at the time was that, like science, each
of these doctrines strived, in their own way, for a better life. ' Why is it, ' he
asked, 'that scientific beliefs are considered clearer, higher, and more correct
than other beliefs?' 2•
W hile each of these doctrines had a side that appealed to Pannekoek, none
satisfied him complete! y. For this reason, he felt convinced that he was being
' driven by fate' toward social democracy, although he admitted it was not
clear why. His main obj ection to social democracy at this point centered
around his belief that it fostered a 'party spirit' and ' party hatred' . 25 The
critical turning point in Pannekoek 's political development came in early
June, 1 899, when De Graaff gave him a copy of Edward Bellamy's novel
Equality. The effect of this A merican utopian novel, he later noted, 'was as if
a blindfold had been removed [ . . . ] . For the first time it dawned on me that all
theories have a social basis and significance and develop in response to real
material interests rather than abstract reasoning'. 26
In Bellamy's Equality, Pannekoek found many of the themes that would
come to dominate his Marxism . Bellamy, in the course of describing a hypo
thetical egalitarian society, sought at the same time to identify the main
obstacles to its realization. He argued that the fundamental cause of class
domination was the continued predominance of the 'false teachings' of the
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dominant class and the lack o f class consciousness o n the part o f the masses.
He felt, therefore, that the primary task of a revolutionary movement was to
assault the doctrines of the old order by a 'diffusion ofknowledge among the
masses ' . 27 Before a revolution could begin, Bellamy argued, it 'must ac
cumulate a tremendous moral force, an overwhelming weight ofjustifica
tion'. 28
Following his reading of Bellamy, Pannekoek declared that his entire
outlook had been 'totally changed': 'Now I know for the first time what the
social democrats want and predict. Their beliefs are my beliefs, their aspira
tions m y aspirations. '29 Although Marxism provided Pannekoek with a new
explanation of social reality, it did not mesh well with either his career in
astronomy or his standing a mong the Leiden middle class. For this reason,
he was at first reluctant to make his newly found socialist convictions known
publicly. During the J uly, 1899 municipal elections he continued to work for
the Liberal Party. Following several further months o fhestitation, he fi n ally
announced his changed political perspective in mid-November a t a Liberal
sponsored meeting on educational legislation when - to the surprise and
disapproval of audience - he gave an address favorable to the socialist view
point. 30
Once begun, Pannekoek's political development was rapid and purpose
ful. Under De Graaff s tutelage, he began to digest the socialist classics. 31
Within a few weeks, Pannekoek felt confident enough in his understanding
of M arxism to write a short article enunciating the issue that was to predom
inate his theoretical work for the next sixty years: the relationship of ideas
and thought to social development. 32 Several months later, he wrote another
short article adding his comments to a lengthy debate that had been going on
in the independent leftist review De Kroniek between Frank van der Goes and
P. L. Tak over the nature of surplus value. 3 3 Pannekoek's theoretical ability
immediately caught the attention of Van der Goes who suggested that he
j oin him in an extended study of Marxist economics . 34 Through his collab
oration with Van der Goes, Pannekoek established regular contact with
most of the leading figures of Dutch social democracy and acquired many of
the intellectual skills necessary for his own emergence as a major theoretician
of D utch Marxism.

Rank-and-File Militant: Pannekoek and the SDAP in Leiden
Although he came to socialism by an intellectual route, Pannekoek was not
content to confine himself solely to theoretical activity. From 1 899 until his
departure for Germany in 1 906, Pannekoek was totally immersed in the
socialist movement in Leiden and these experiences provided a critical refer-
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ence point for his thought. His activities during these years were not unlike
those of many other working class militants involved in the daily life of
social democracy.
Shortly after he announced his conversion to socialism, Pannekoek j oin
ed De Graaffin an attempt to organize a SDAP section in Leiden. Despite an
extensive propaganda campaign at Pannekoek's and De Graaffs expense,
o nly 20 persons were present for the initial meeting in a room designed for
1 50. O f these, less than a half-dozen decided to affiliate with the SDAP. 35
Like the SDAP itself, the Leiden section took root only slowly and precari
o usly. Although a modest industrial city ofSS , 000 and a textile center since
the Middle A ges, Leiden was characterized by an ou tmoded and declining
industrial base, and a work force that was impoverished and demoralized
even by Dutch standards. 36 These conditions were reflected, at least in part,
in the absence of a trade union movement of any sizable dimensions. In these
circumstances, only a handful ofLeiden 's workers affiliated with the SDAP.
In 1 900, after a year of intense organiz�ng, membership stood at only 13;37 by
1 901 it had increased to 21;38 and by 1 903, to 29.39 Of these members, the
overwhelming majority were artisans a nd small tradesmen. 40
Despite a full-time commitment to astronomy, Pannekoek made his
presence felt in virtually all sectors of party activity; indeed, it might be said
that he was the moving force within the small Leiden section. At various
times, he served as chairman, secretary, treasurer, editor of the local weekly,
De Wekker, and was a frequent delegate to national congresses. Pannekoek' s
influence within t h e Leiden S D A P rested in part on the trust t h e members
extended to him for his hard work in keeping the section alive, and in part on
the qualities of his own personality - his equani mity, honesty, lack of desire
for power, and intense dedication. He enj oyed the sense of camaraderie that
the section provided and relished the long, informal discussions. His ability
to speak to the workers on their own level made him personally popular
with both the party rank-and-file and the local working class.
Over the next few years, Pannekoek participated in a variety of political,
economic, and educational activities intended to strengthen the power of the
local working class, which honed his skills as an organizer. Shortly after
Pannekoek was elected chairman in February, 1 900, the Leiden SDAP estab
lished, as a first step toward politicizing the working class, a League for
Universal Suffrage with Pannekoek as general secretary.4 1 A more impor
tant achievement came a month later when the party created (on Pan
nekoek's initiative) a steering committee to coordinate local working class
trade u nion, political, cultural, and economic activities. 42 Under the chair
manship of Pannekoek, this committee played a vital role in building a per
manent trade u nion movement in Leiden and in organizing support activity
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fo r local strikes of textile and metal workers. 43 In his activity o n this commit
tee, Pannekoek's overriding concern was with creating a new type of trade
union publication, which would seek to develop socialist consciousness
within the working class by providing a forum for the workers to write
about conditions in the local factories. He felt that by providing a means for
the workers to articulate, and attempt to understand, their most immediate
experiences, such a publication could help to foster a long, slow conceptual
process of development that would ultimately culminate in a socialist con
sciousness. 44 On an economic level , the SDAP sought, at Pannekoek's be
hest, to practice a form of anti-capitalist economics by establishing a cooper
ative bakery. Once again, Pannekoek played a central role by serving on the
board of directors, advancing a substantial loan, and on many occasions
working late nights in the bakery. 45
Although soft spoken and lacking in histrionic gifts, Pannekoek also dis
tinguished himself as a lively polemicist and orator by championing the
cause of Marxism in Leiden in numerous public forums, courses, and de
bates. In this activity, Pannekoek's constant preoccupation was with de
veloping a Marxist pedagogy grounded in the praxis of everyday life. He
sought to experiment with a variety of educational techniques intended to
make Marxist theory comprehensible to the workers in such a way that they _
could use it to gain a conscious understanding of their actions. Education,
from Pannekoek's standpoint, was conceived of as a means of initiating a
mass transformation of consciousness by elaborating and transforming basic
concepts perceived in the daily lives of the workers. He saw it as a process
leading from simple common sense to systematic and coherent thought.
Pannekoek began his educational work in the fall of 1 899 with a popularized
course on Marxist theory and soon expanded it to other courses. Several
years later, his courses became the nucleus of a 'development club' which
aimed at bridging the gap between theory and practice by studies centered
around various types of practical activities. 46 Pannekoek's educational work
was supplemented by a library and cultural center he organized to help raise
the cultural level of the local working class. To help combat what he felt was
one of the leading barriers to class consciousness and moral developmem,
Pannekoek also initiated a propaganda campaign against alcohol abuse. 47
For Pannekoek, the early years of socialist militancy in Leiden were not
easy. His intensive efforts made virtually no headway in radicalizing the
local working class. The handful of individuals who composed the small
section found themselves either repudiated or ignored by the workers. But
for the future development o f Pannekoek's thought, however, these experi
ences provided one of the key prisms through which he was to view the
main p roblems of socialist transformation. It meant that during his most
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formative period, Pannekoek's Marxism was nurtured in a setting where
historical conditions placed the q uestions of class consciousness and ide
ological development uppermost in his mind. As he noted in an analysis of
the situation in Leiden at the time: 'The future belongs to the workers , but
most o f them still do not know it. '48
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CHAPTER I I

MIND AND REALITY: PANNEKOEK' S
METHODOLOGY

Pannekoek and Dietzgen: The Dialectics of Distinction
Pannekoek's early years in Leiden also coincided with his rapid emergence as
a prominent theoretician of Du tch Marxism. Shortly after becoming a
Marxist in 1 899, Pannekoek began a prolonged theoretical inquiry into �he
nature of Marxism as a method of human social transformation. His first
major proj ect was an extensive study of Marxist economics made in collab
oration with Frank van der Goes. Dissatisfied with what he perceived to be
the determinism inherent in Marxist economics and hoping to develop a sci
entific framework for analyzing the relationship of human consciousness
and action to the material world, Pannekoek went on in 1 900 to a systematic
study of the philosophical basis of Marxism, starting with an examination of
the relationship between Marxism and Kantianism. Shortly afterwards,
Pannekoek discovered the writings of the German 'worker-philosopher'
Joseph Dietzgen, which marked the decisive turning point in his theoretical
development. 1 Through his study of Dietzgen, Pannekoek developed the
key philosophical and scientific concepts upon which he built his Marxism,
and which he retained with only slight revision and reformation throughout
the different phases of his political career.
Like Pannekoek, J oseph Dietzgen (1 828-1 888) has remained a largely ne
glected theorist, who was once widely known and respected. A tanner and
autodidact with little more than an elementary school education, Dietzgen
had been active in the socialist movement in both Europe a nd the United
States. 2 At the The Hague Congress of the First International, Marx intro
duced Dietzgen as 'our p hilosopher' . 3 Although critical of certain aspects of
Dietzgen's work, Marx pronounced it 'excellent and - as the independent
product of a working man - ad mirable' . 4 Engels, in Ludwig Feuerbach, subse
quently credited Dietzgen - somewhat loosely in view of their different con
ceptions - with the independent discovery of the materialist dialectic. 5 In his
extensive efforts to elaborate a specifically 'proletarian philosophy ' , Dietz
gen 's writings were deeply infused with the spirit of working class au to
didacticism, in which the enthusiasm for ideas was often combined with a
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reluctance t o develop them in a systematic manner. 6 It w a s this aspect of
Dietzgen's work, coupled with his often rough, abrupt, and repetitive lan
guage, which accounted for the skepticism and indifference his ideas met in
intellectual circles. This indifference, however, was partly offset by the pop
ular vogue his writings later enj oyed among many rank-and-file working
class militants during the first two decades of the twentieth century. 7
Dietzgen considered himself essentially a philosopher of science and
sought to develop an indu ctive methodology for attaining a comprehensive
view of the world for the purpose of prediction and control. From a philo
sophical standpoint, Dietzgen's main aim was to bridge the dualis m o f
thought a n d reality, a task inherited from the German classical tradition and
specifically from Feuerbach, of whom Dietzgen was initially a disciple and
correspondent. Dietzgen held that this duali ty could only be bridged by a
philosophy that was inductive and identified with natural science. In keeping
wi th this aim, Dietzgen rej ected the greater part of the Hegelian system on
the basis of its non-inductive character. On the most general level, Dietzgen
sought to establish: ( 1 ) the obj ective reality and unity of both the natural and
social processes; (2) the relative and tentative validity of all knowledge ob
tained about these processes ; and (3) the unity of human activity (par
ticularly thought activity) with the natural and social environment and its
importance as a factor conditioning it. From this point of departure, Dietz
gen developed his system along five main lines: a theory of knowledge and
cognition; a theory of philosophy and its dissolution; a theory ofscience and
its formation; a theory of'proletarian logic ' ; and a theory of' practical ethics ' .
The most original characteristic of Dietzgen' s philosophy was his at
tempt to develop a scientific and materialistic theory of understanding. The
human thought process , he felt, was as accessible to scientific analysis and
elaboration as any other natural or social process : 'If we could place this
general work of thinking on a scientific basis, ( . . . ] if we could develop a
method by which truth is produced scientifically, then we should acquire for
science in general and for our individual faculty ofj udgment the same cer
tainty of success which we already possess in special fields of science. '8 From
a political standpoint, Dietzgen envisioned his theory of understanding as an
a ctive element in the conti nuous transformation of mind and matter and an
indispensa ble intellectual tool for proletarian self-emancipation.
Dietzgen's first and best known study, The Nature ofHuman Brain Work
( 1 869) , represents his most systematic effort to formulate an inductive theo
ry of cognition. S tarting from a detailed critique of Kantian dualism and its
separation of the material world from the world of thought, Dietzgen at
tempted to affirm the unity and dynamic interconnection of all things mate
rial and non-material. In Dietzgen ' s conception, the world was viewed as a
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process of continuous formation, conflict, and interaction. From his per
spective, all forms of natural and human phenomena were o rga nized into
complex systems of circular causality with multiple and interlocking rela
tionships , each part of which could be explained only as a product of its
relations with the other parts. What this meant for Dietzgen's theory of
understanding was that the 'real world' was composed of an infinite and
continuously changing number of sense-perceptible qualities whose interde
pendence unites them into an integrated totality. The human mind, he felt,
in its in teraction with its envi ronment, attempts to generalize particular
combinations of sense perceptions into mental concepts. A concept of
thought, like everything else in the universe, is therefore composed of many
different parts. I t arises from the relation between a thinking brain and the
obj ect about which the brain thinks and is as much a product of the obj ect as
it is of the thinking process .
The key element in the formation of conceptual thought, Dietzgen insist
ed, was the process by which the mind abstracts the particular qualities from
the general qualities in various objects of thought and attempts to classify
them into different systems. According to Dietzgen, the senses perceive an
endless stream of phenom ena and the role of the mind, as the organ of
human understanding, is to make sense of this data by distinguishing and
naming parts of it. What actually occurs in this division and classification
process is the construction of units of a particular type on the basis of similar
characteristics which are then labelled with a name. Explaining this princi
ple, Dietzgen noted that a table, for instance, does not have an independent
existence of its own, but is simply a name given by the mind to a recurring
type of pheno mena perceived by the senses. It is an abstraction, a mental
construct that becomes separate from the whole only by the act of con
ceptualization . Dietzgen, at the same time, resolutely maintained that these
conceptualizations were not purely mental constructs in the idealist sense,
but were, in fact, abstractions derived from perceptions of an obj ectively
existing external reality. The mind was not so much constructing the exter
nal world as reconstructing an image of it. In attempting to draw out the
implications of this for human activity, Dietzgen argued that conceptualiza
tion defines the precise categories by which the world is viewed and acted
upon . In the process described by Dietzgen, the world is seen as a continuous
flow of events in which individuals play an integral part by utilizing their
minds to sort out these events, distinguish among them, generalize from
them, and act on the basis of their conclusions.
Dietzgen considered this classification and abstraction process to be di
alectical in the way that it mediates distinctions and differences in a particular
object of thought. As a dialectical process, thought recognizes that all things
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simultaneously form parts of other things and a t the same time change into
other things which require different names or descriptions. For D ietzgen,
dialectical did not necessarily mean absolute opposites or contradictions. In
his view, contradictions exist only through the mental separation of the
component parts of a particular object of thought. Without this mental act
there could be no contradiction. The mind merely constructs them and
makes them equal as part of the classification and systematization process.
Dietzgen treated it as axiomatic that no form of knowledge can ever be
regarded as absolute, but only as a tentative approximation of reality subject
to revision on the basis of further experience. All truths, as parts of the
world, were only partial truths. Truth and error flow into each other dialec
tically: 'Truths are valid only under certain conditions, and under certain
conditions errors may be true'. 9 In Dietzgen's view, a perfect truth could
only be one which was based on a recognition of imperfection.
In defining the relation of thought to the material world, Dietzgen stress
ed repeatedly that there was no such thing as a rigid distinction between
mind and matter. In his view, they were merely names to distinguish be
tween two different things, but since the names were abstractions derived
from phenomena they were not identical with the things. For Dietzgen, the
point to be emphasized was that mind and matter represented two key as
pects of nature artificially separated by mental classification, only because no
name had been developed to cover both terms . Dietzgen expanded this anal
ysis into a critique of what he termed ' mechanical materialism' - the view
that the world is composed of tiny particles of matter and that thought is the
product of the movement of these particles. Such a narrow conception of
materialism, he argued, wholly misunderstands the nature of the problem. It
fails to take into consideration the fact that parts of the world do not exist
separately, but only as interconnected parts of the whole. Matter in the sense
of tangible material does not possess the slightest preferential right to be
considered more important and more distinct than any other phenomena of
nature. To isolate one part of the universe and make it the basis of all other
parts, Dietzgen felt, was to ascribe an independent existence to what is essen
tially an abstraction. Only the complete world of p henomena itself - the
universe in its entirety - has a separate, independent existence of its own.
Dietzgen, however, made it clear that his hypothesis did not rule out a scien
tific explanation of the world based on the movement of atoms. In a passage
that broadly anti cipated the theoretical course of modern physics, he noted:
'Atoms are groups. As smallest parts they exist only in our thoughts and
thus give excellent service in chemistry. The consciousness that they are not
tangible, but only mental things, does not detract from their usefulness, but
heightens it still more. ' 1 0
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Although Dietzgen's system, like Marx's , aimed at u nderstanding and
transforming the world on the basis of the social division of labor, he never
managed to work out the political and social i mplications of his theories.
The task of establishing the relationship between Marx and Dietzgen thus
fell upon Pannekoek. For Pannekoek, the discovery of Dietzgen provided a
critical link between Marxis m and his professional role as a natural scientist:
' Here I found for the first time everything that I had been looking for: a clear ,
systematic elaboration of a theory of knowledge and an analysis oft h e nature
of concepts and abstractions . [ . . . J Through this reading I was able to com
pletely clarify my conception of the mutual relationship between Marxism
and a theory of knowledge and develop it into a unified whole. ' 1 1 Dietzgen's
theory of understanding, Pannekoek felt, had the potential to serve as the
philosophical basis of not only Marxis m, but also of the natural sciences 12
Following an intensive study of Dietzgen's writings, P annekoek e!ll
barked on a lengthy effort to integrate Dietzgen's doctrines into the theory
and practice of the socialist movement. Pannekoek began this effort in 1 901
with his first major work as a Marxist, an essay on Kant's Philosophy and
Marxism, 1 3 in which he counterposed Dietzgen's 'proletarian philosphy' to
the neo-Kantian philosophy of the revisionists. This analysis was broadened
the following year when Pannekoek made contact with Dietzgen's son Eu
gen and journeyed to Germany to discuss with him ways of popularizing the
elder Dietzgen's ideas. At Eu gen Dietzgen's request, Pannekoek agreed to
write an introduction to a collection of Joseph Dietzgen's writings . 14 Two
goals dominated Pannekoek 's thinking in these early reflections on Dietz
gen. On one hand, he sought to establish Dietzgen's place in the history of
philosophy and socialist thought and show the practical significance of his
dialectics for proletarian emancipation; on the other, he sought to give
Marxism a firmer methodological grounding as a counterweight to meta
physical ideologies .
In Pannekoek's view, Marx had elaborated only on the nature of the
social process of production and its fundamental significance for social de
velopment without really concerning himself with the qµestion of the
human 'spirit' (Geist) , * other than to show that it derived its content from
the material world. The question thus remained open: what was the exact
content of human consciousness and what was its real relation to the material
world? This gap in Marxian theory, Pannekoek felt, coupled with the tradi-

*

Although the word 'geistig' might best translate as ' mental', Pannekoek in h i s own English
writings specifically chose the term 'spiritua l ' . By spiritual, h e meant a combination of
subjective, menta l , in tellectual, psychological, and moral qualities.
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tional influence exercised b y bourgeois thought, was one of the main reasons
for the erroneous understanding of Marxism by anti-Marxists and revision
ists alike. Dietzgen, by making the human mind the special subj ect of his
investigation, and attempting to show the exact content of the process of
human consciousness, had made a major contribution toward filling this
gap. Pannekoek declared that, for this reason, Dietzgen 's theory of under
standing constituted 'the essence of foundation of[ Marx's] theory of society
and man ' . 15 By constructing out of philosophy a ' science of the human spir
it', Dietzgen 'raised philosophy to the position of a natural science, the same
as Marx did with history ' . 16 For this achievement, Dietzgen could be ranked
'third among the founders of"socialist science", next to Marx and Engels'. 17
As a result, Pannekoek contended that 'a thorough s tudy ofDietzgen's writ
ings is an i mmediate necessity for anyone desiring to learn the p hilosophical
fundamentals of Marxism and the pro letarian outlook on life ' . 1 8
To lend additional credence to his assessment of Dietzgen, Pannekoek
also attempted to render a critical and dynamic account of the development
of 'proletarian philosophy' itself, using both Dietzgenian and Marxist cate
gories of analysis. The first stage in this process, he maintained, began with
Kant. The significance of Kantian philosophy was twofold. It was at once
' the purest expression of bourgeois thought' and a precursor of modern so
cialist philosophy. 19 Since ' freedom' of production, competition, and ex
ploitation were all at the heart of the developing capitalism of the late eight
eenth and early nineteenth centu ry, Kant's emphasis on ' freedom' and ' free
will ' corresponded to the needs and aspirations of a rising bourgeoisie. By
challenging the mechanistic materialism of the French rationalists, Kant also
provided a firmer foundation for religious belief, clearing the way for a re
vised form of faith and freedom of the will. Yet in focusing on sensory
experience and on the organization of the human mind, Kant made the first
valuable contribu tion to a scienti fi c theory of understanding and human
causation, which was a necessary component of any proletarian philosophy.
Pannekoek argued that a second stage in the development of a scientific
theory of understanding came with Hegel . In strictly social terms, Hegel 's
thoug h t was the product of the reaction against both bourgeois society and
bourgeois philosophy that developed after the French Revolution. Histor
ically, Hegel 's attempt to develop a practical critique of bourgeois philoso
phy as but one part of a larger intellectual effort to provide a theoretical
j ustification of the Restoration. Stripped of its social origins and transcen
dental character, the real significance of Hegelian philosophy lay in the fact
that it provided an excellent theory of the human mind and its working
methods: 'The vicissitudes of the absol u te spirit in the course of its self
development are but a fantastical description of the process which the real
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human mind experiences i n its acquaintance with the world and its active
participation in life. Instead of the evolution of the absolute idea , the dialec
tics henceforth becomes the sole correct method of thought to be employed
by the real human mind in the study of the actual world and for the purpose
of understanding social development. '20 This quality of Hegel's work,
however, could not be fully appreciated until Dietzgen had created the basis
for a dialectical and materialist theory of understanding. Like Dietzgen, Pan
nekoek was q uick to reject Hegel 's doctrine of knowledge and absolute truth
and to question the direct applicability of Hegelian methodology to Marx
ism. 'The Hegelian garb in which Marx and Engels clothed their philosophi
cal ideas, ' he charged, ' makes it very difficult for modern people to grasp the
underlying principles ' of Marxism. 21
The conclusion that Pannekoek drew from this analysis was that ' the
idealist philosophical systems from Kant to Hegel which consist chiefly. of
the development of the dialectical method, must be regarded as the indispen
sable pioneers and precursors of Dietzgen's proletarian philosophy'. 22 The
previous systems, far from being useless speculations, were ascending stages
of understanding characterized by increasing truth and decreasing error. As
an intellectual process, Dietzgen's system represented the 'scientific con
tinuation of former philosophies, just as astronomy is the continuation of
astrology and of the Pythagorean fantasies, and chemistry the continuation
of alchemy '. 23 Dietzgen, therefore, 'completed the work of Kant, j us t as
Marx completed the work of Adam S mith' . 24 Dietzgen's philosophy, more
over, was neither 'his' philosophy nor a new system of philosophy, but
merely one of the more systematic intellectual components of the historical
mode of abstraction of a rising working class. Although Dietzgen's 'prole
tarian philosophy' was a direct and logical successor to previous bourgeois
philosophical systems, it differed fundamentally from them in the sense that
it sought to be less. Whereas earlier philosophical systems pretended to give
absolute truth, Dietzgen o ffered only a finite and temporary realization of
truth which could be further perfected only through the course of social
development. Dietzgen 's methodology, Pannekoek felt, signified 'the com
pletion and conclusion of philosophy, which is equivalent to saying that
philosophy as such passes out of existence, while its place is taken by the
science of the human mind, a part of natural science'. 25

Theory and Social Development: The Class Basis of Science
Following his intensive study ofDietzgen, Pannekoek began a new period of
inquiry into the relationship between Marxism and science, which he hoped
would help establish a more authentically scientific basis for Marxism. His
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starting point was a detailed examination of the role of science i n social
development. Pannekoek directed his inquiry on two levels: an examination
of the methods, meanings, and objects of inquiry behind scientific knowl
edge; and an analysis of the origins and position of science in human social
and mental activity.
Taking as his point of departure Dietzgen's theory of understanding,
Pannekoek argued that scientific thought was characterized by a process of
systematization, conceptualization, and practice. From this standpoint, the
goal of science is to find the knowledge that explains existing relationships in
such a way as to enable one to predict, change, and control them. While facts
represent the basis of science, facts alone do not form a science. Science is the
systematization of facts into general conceptions and rules within a world
structure suitable for the computation and prediction of future events. In a
conception which bears many similarities to the later 'scientific realism' of
Roy Bhaskar and others , Pannekoek argued that the basis of science was
found in human social life and practical activity. 2 6 As an element in the gen
eral process of social development, science originated not so much from an
abstract urge fo r truth and knowledge, but as a spontaneous practice born of
social needs. Science, Pannekoek felt, was only one among many social ac
tivities arising from society and developing - as other social activities do - in
part autonomously and in part as a component of the overall structure of
society. Although primitive societies are characterized by various forms of
theoretical knowledge, science in the real sense of the word can arise only at a
higher stage o f civilization, with the invention of script, which enables prac
tical knowledge to be transformed into scientific knowledge by establishing
relationships between concepts. Through script, conceptions acquire an in
dependent existence of their own, which allows them to be handled, stored,
compared , and connected with each other. 27
As conceptualized by Pannekoek, science was not only a special form o f
human thought activity, b u t also an integral part of the general social and
economic process ofa particular epoch. Within the framework of social de
velopment, science ' stands as a mental tool next to the material tools and,
itself a productive power, constitutes the basis of technology and so is an
essential part of the productive apparatus'. 2 8 Approached from this point of
view, science represents a response to socially produced motivations and
purposes and is based on socially stimulated modes of inquiry and explana
tion. As part of a larger mode of abstraction, science has always reflected a
particular epoch i n its subject matter, its laws, its metaphysical propositions
and in its embedded values. The new scientific ' truths' that evolve out o f
each epoch represent an important and indispensable source of 'spiritual
power' , both for the development of new technologies and the new social
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relationships that arise o u t o f them. Consequently, the emergence of a par
ticular form of scientific consciousness or structure of ideas cannot be sepa
rated from the social conflicts of its era: 'A new rising ruling class is able to
understand through its particular class situation new truths that serve its
interests. These new truths then become a powerful weapon in the struggle
against the rulers of the declining social order, who have neither interest in,
nor understanding of, the new doctrines and perceive them only as a threat
[ . . . ]. So it was with the natural science that accompanied the rise of the
bourgeoisie; so too is it with political economy, which is a science of the
proletariat. '29
Pannekoek treated it as axiomati c that the emergence of new forms of
scientific consciousness entailed an intense process of 'spiritual struggle' in
which new views are both counterposed to the old views and at the same
time evolve out of them. The development of natural science in the nine
teenth century, for instance, represented an expression of the growing his
torical self-understanding of an emerging bourgeoisie and a necessary pre
condition for industrial expansion . ' Under the impulse of technical require
ments of capitalism, the evolution of the natural sciences became a triumphal
march of the human mind. Nature was subjugated first through the discov
ery of its laws by the human mind, and then by the material subordination of
the known forces o f nature to the human will in the service of our main
obj ect' , of commodity production . 30 He felt that for these reasons the natural
sciences could be considered 'the spiritual base of capitalism ' . 3 1
While stressing the class origins of science, Pannekoek rej ected the view
that every class maintains its own special set ofscientific doctrines. For Pan
nekoek the point to be emphasized was that a certain form of science can be
both an obj ect of and a weapon of class struggle, and that a class has an
interest only in the investigation and diffusion of those truths which directly
advance its own living conditions. Scientific ideas are therefore both classless
and class-defin ed. Thus, while the natural sciences of the nineteenth century
could be termed 'bourgeois' on the basis of their obj ects and interests , they
were obj ective in their cognitive achievements. Scientific objectivity corre
sponded to the class interests of the bourgeoisie and represented a powerful
social norm. But for this same ruling class, Marx's doctrine of capitalist
development represented a dangerous threat to their interests, and self-pres
ervation compelled them to struggle against it and ignore its validity. For the
proletariat, on the other hand, belief in the scientific validity of Marxism
gives them greater power to struggle, and for this reason Marxism can also
be seen as a norm of self-preservation. Both forms of science, therefore, aim
for obj ectivity within their respective class frameworks. For the physical
sciences, this meant that there could be no such thing as a 'bourgeois science'
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to be replaced b y a 'proletarian scien ce' . The question of a specifically pro
letarian science, he felt, was one of an entirely different form of historical
consc10usness.
What a Marxist critique of science must be directed against, Pannekoek
argued , is the class-determined ideological interpretation and class-deter
mined practical utilization of science whenever it conflicts with the needs of
humanity. By the same token, the methodology of the natural sciences can
not be used to criticize and improve Marxism. The real task is to use Marx
ism to criticize the role of the sciences in capitalist society. By this criterion, a
sociological understanding of the origins and development of scientific ideas
is part of a true appreciation of science. To the extent that socialism implies
the further growth of productive forces , it also implies a corresponding
g rowth of science. The science and technology of the hypothetical socialist
fu ture - no matter how altered - can only be based on all previous scientific
and social accomplishments. To the principle of scientific obj ectivity, how
ever, would be added that of social responsibility.32

Social Kno wledge of a New Kind: Pann.ekoek's Conception of Historical
Materialism
Pannekoek's synthesis of Marx and Dietzgen provided him with the intellec
tual tools to develop a conception of Marxism which was unique on the the
oretical spectru m of the Second International. In Dietzgen, he found a major
source of critical inspiration and an intellectual counterweight to the mecha
nistic Marxism that permeated the Second International . In theorizing his
own conception of Marxism, Pannekoek's immediate aim was to develop a
theory of knowledge and transformation which could be applied to the
foundations of society. To achieve this, he sought to incorporate into Marx
ism a new monistic outlook which would reconcile scientific materialism
with the volitional qualities of human consciousness. At the most basic level,
he felt this meant: 'History is nothing less than the deeds and actions of men;
but these deeds and actions must be willed; [ . . . ] Marxism [ . . . ] attem:>ts to
address itself to the origins of this will. '33
As initially conceived by Marx, the materialistic conception of history
was meant to be an anti-metaphysical theory based on the evidence of
human sense data, to be examined 'in the manner of the natural sciences ' .
While the later writings of Marx reflected a n increasingly positivistic trend,
it was primarily Engels, in his Anti-Diihring, and later his spiritual heir, Karl
Kautsky, who generalized the historical materialism advanced by Marx into
what came to be considered an extension of natural science. At the core o f
this methodology, which defined the Marxism ofboth the Second a n d Third
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Internationals, was a conception of the dialectic a s the 'supreme science'
governing the general laws of movement and development for nature,
human society, and thought. Through this methodology, Marxism was in
creasingly transformed into a cosmogony, a total scientific synthesis of uni
versal validity for all q uestions of social, historical, and natural develop
ment.
W hile remaining firmly committed to the basic evolutionary premises of
the classical Marxist paradigm, Pannekoek challenged the mechanistic and
determinist form it had taken, by attempting to retrieve the subj ective and
active elements in Marxism. I n broad historical terms, Pannekoek felt that
the ' new spiritual science' of Marxism (Pannekoek uses the terms Marxism,
spiritual science, social science, and historical materialism interchangeably)
was both a 'theoretical expression' of a new stage of social development and
one aspect of the 'spiritual culture' of a new ascendent class. 34 As the system
atizers of the ideas and experiences of a rising working class movement,
Marx and Engels were the first to transcend the limitations of bourgeois
thought and, for this reason, could be viewed as ' the first class scientists of
the proletariat'. 3 5 At the same time, Pannekoek maintained that the set of
doctrines collectively termed Marxism were themselves the outcome of a
long process of active 'spiritual development', in which new ideas arise from
conflicts with old ideas . Since 'every thinker can only work with the existing
conceptual materials of his era ' , Marx's ideas arose directly out of the intel
lectual doctrines of the bourgeoisie. Marx's economic theories, for instance,
were firmly grounded in the work of bourgeois economists such as Ricardo
and Adam Smith and his philosophical doctrines were largely a continuation
of the revolutionary philosophy of the bourgeoisie. 36
In attempting to pinpoint the theoretical and cognitive possibilities of
Marxism, Pannekoek argued that since all actions occur through the inter
vention of human consciousness, Marxism, as a true 'science of human ac
tion', could only be based on a 'science of the human spirit' , which Dietzgen
had provided in his dialectics of distinction. Like the methodology of science
in general, Marxist methodology must be based on a careful process of con
ceptual synthesis and clarification, in which existing conceptions are con
stantly dissected,
compared, improved, rej ected, and molded into new ones
.
in a continuous search for greater unity and wider differentation. 37 In keep
ing with this view, P annekoek maintained that the dialectic was neither a law
of motion nor a special scientific theory in itself, but simply a method of
comprehending reality which finds expression only in the forms of con
ceptualization constructed by the mind. In this knowledge of properties lies
the basis of p rediction. For Marxism, this meant that social predictions must
be based strictly on knowledge about the nature and development of capital-
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ism. 38 As early as 1 904, Pannekoek specifically rejected Engels' three laws of
materialist dialectics - transformation of quantity, interpenetration of oppo
sites, and negation of the negation - and declared that it was Dietzgen rather
than Engels who developed the framework for a real Marxian dialectic. 39
On the basis o f his fundamental distinction between social and natural
science, Pannekoek ruled out any direct connection between Marxism and
physical theory: '.The spiritual sciences differ from the natural sciences not so
much in their obj ect as well as in their method, their notion of science. While
the purpose of the natural sciences is to formulate, by way of abstraction
from reality, a system of laws and formulas, in which the universal is ex
pressed, the purpose of spiritual science is to describe a given series of real
ities in such a way, that the particularity and individuality of each reality is
adequately expressed. '4° For Pannekoek, there were no doubts that Marxism
was a science, but a science founded on the new theoretical object of social
practice. There could be no such thing as deriving social theory either from,
or by analogy with, physical processes, or conversely, by reading social laws
of development into nature. Nor was there any similarity between theory
and practice in historical materialism and hypothesis and experiment in the
physical sciences. Theory functioned not to unravel the laws of nature or the
mystery of the universe, but to provide new levels of historical con
sciousness for a developing revolutionary workers' movement. 41
In the same vein, Pannekoek insisted that Marxism could never be con
sidered a theory of physical materialism. What distinguished physical mate
rialism (or what Pannekoek chose to call 'bourgeois materialism') from his
torical materialism, he maintained, was its conceptual focus . For historical
materialism, matter was essentially 'an abstraction, a concept by the spirit
out of phenomena which our sensations construct' . 42 From a methodologi
cal standpoint, this meant that:
' Historical materialism sees the results of science, concepts, substances, natural laws
and forces, although formed b y nature, as first o f all the products of the mental work
of humanity. Bourgeois materialism, on the other hand, from the point o f view o f
natural science sees all this as belonging t o nature which has been discovered and
brought to light only b y science. Natural scientists consider the immutable sub
stances, matter, energy, electricity, gravity, ether,_the law of gravitation, the law of
entropy, etc. , as the basic elements o f the world itself, as reality, that which has to be
discovered. Form the viewpoint of historical materialism, however, these are prod
ucts which creative mental activity forms out of the substance of natural phe
nomena . '43

Pannekoek attributed the fact that Marxism had become identified with a
theory o f physical materialism to a fundamental misinterpretation of Marx's
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doctrines. What w a s most critical for Marx, he felt, w a s n o t the division
between matter and spirit, but that between reality and fantasy. 44
Probing further into the scientific character of Marxism, Pannekoek
moved to a specific examination of the nature of laws and predictions in
Marxism . Pannekoek took the position that all science consists of doctrines
and hypotheses which rest on differing degrees of certainty. All ' scientific
truth' is therefore relative; it is considered the best truth of the moment, and
it is part of a process of continuing develop ment. It contrasts with 'dogmatic
truth ' which is based on 'pri mitive experiences' and is viewed with complete
certainty as the final truth . 45 On this basis, Pannekoek felt that it stood to
reason that an even more tentative causal relationship between laws and
predictions existed for the social sciences: 'Through the immense complica
tion of social relations "laws" of society are much more difficult to discern,
and they cannot be put into the form of exact formulas. Still more than in
nature they may be said to express not the future but our expectations a bout
the future. It is already a great thing that, whereas former thinkers were
groping in the dark, now some main lines of development have been dis
covered. '46
Indeed, Pannekoek had contended as early as 1 901 that it mattered very
little whether or not Marx's theories, or even his basic methodology, were
completely valid, but that they produced results through practice just as the
natural sciences had continually produced significant findings with wrong
methods. 47 Thus, j ust as the history of astronomy, for example, was ' full of
predictions that did not come true, of disagreements that alarmed the scien
tists and had to be explained by new unforeseen circumstances', so too
would be the new ' class science' of Marxism. 48 To speak, therefore, of
Marxism as a set of absolute doctrines and predictions would be 'a half
defeat, a laying down of one's arms ' . 49
Marxism, in Pannekoek's view, was a science to the extent that the social
development and revolutionary activity which it reflects and seeks to explain
requires the comprehension of its own subject matter, methodological con
cepts, and procedures . The conditional validity of its propositions depends
both on the state of its external subject matter and the internal articulation
and development of its own conceptual categories. From such a perspective,
no statement about Marxism could ever be considered final. Marx's theo
ries, and the social practice on which they are based, do not stand outside the
course of social evolution, but undergo a constant process of transforma
tion, development, and regression. In a broader historical sense, it was not
the ideas of Marx per se that had the greater significance, but the fact that
these ideas represented the first systematic formulation of the ideology of a
rising revolutionary working class movement. His theories sprang from the
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recognition o f an actually existing social movement opposed t o the prevail
ing conditions, and they were expected to help this movement realize its
own potentialities . The theoretical and philosophical formulation of ideas
was, from this standpoint, not the basis of, but just the transitory ideological
form of the revolutionary class struggle. A Marxism ossified in the doctrines
of Marx and Engels, Pannekoek felt, not only was not, but could never be, a
theory of proletarian revolution. 50
In a cognitive sense, Pannekoek felt that the scientific categories of Marx
ism could only arise with and be understood by the proletariat since it is the
only class that has an interest in discovering the inner laws of society and can
look at society in an unbiased manner. Marxism, therefore, was a science
which allows the working class to see through the mask of bourgeois ideol
ogy and develop an understanding of its own revolutionary possibilities.
Pannekoek insisted that what distinguished Marxism from all other past the
oretical and scientific systems was the fact that it represented the first authen
tically popular form of scientific consciousness. Whereas for the bour
geoisie, science represents a system of abstract ideas and concepts to be used
by intellectuals, historical materialism constitutes an integral part of the
worker's own li fe experiences. For Pannekoek, what was to be stressed was
that for the workers Ma rxism represented merely a form of'ordered knowl
edge, a short su mmary of reality' based on their productive experiences,
which both explains and clarifies these experiences as a guide to daily praxis:
'It is very unlikely that many of the socialist workers have ever read Kant or
Hegel, and perhaps not even Marx, Engels or Dietzgen. But they have
something enti rely different : life itsel f. [ . . . ] it is their own life experiences
which represent the study form which gives them certain convictions. ' 5 1
From the standpoint of its cognitive possibilities in the realm of daily life,
Marxism represented a 'revolution in science' for which it would take at least
a generation to fully comprehend. 52
Pannekoek's most sustained effort to apply his conception of science and
Marxism can be found in his treatment of the question of Darwinism. Few
q uestions had more centrality to the ideology of the Second International
than that of the relationship between Marxism and Darwinism. The inex
tricable link between Marx and Darwin had been given the firm imprimatur
of Engels. In the works of semi-o fficial philosophers like Kautsky - who, in
fact, had initially come to socialis m through his interpretation of Darwinist
evolutionary doctrine - Marxism was interpreted as an extension of D ar
winist evolutionism applied to human history. 53 Unlike most Marxists of
the Second International, Pannekoek resolutely opposed all attempts to inte
grate Darwinism into Marxist doctrine. Pannekoek first addressed himself
systematically to this q uestion in his 1 91 2 brochure, Marxism and Darwinism,
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a work h e considered t o b e among his best. His immediate practical a i m was
to combat, on the one hand, the 'bourgeois Darwinists' who sought to use
Darwinism as an intellectual justi fication for capitalism, and the orthodox
Marxist, on the other, who saw it as 'natural proof of the inevitability of
socialism. The basis of Pannekoek's analysis was outlined in his earlier dis
tinction between natural and social science. 'The scientific importance of
Marxism as well as of Darwinism, ' he wrote, ' consists in their following out
the theory of evolution, the one upon the domain of the organic world [ . . . ] ;
the other, upon the domain of society. '54 What this meant was that Marxism
and Darwinism were completely independent of each other and should re
main in their own domains. To carry a theory from one domain to another
where different laws are applicable would necessarily entail wrong con
clusions. This did not mean that they were opposed to each other, but that
they supplement each other in the sense that according to the Darwinian
theory of evolution the ani mal world develops up to the stage of man : and
from then on the Marxian theory of evolution applies. What was important
in Darwin's work was the recognition that under certain circumstances
some animal kinds will develop into other animal kinds through a mecha
nism of natural law. The fact that this natural law became identified with a
struggle for existence analogous to capitalist development did not a ffect the
validity of his theory, nor, conversely, did it make capitalist competition a
'natural law'. The differences between Marx and Darwin werejust as signifi
cant as their similarities and the failure of Marxists to recognize them was a
major weakness of their scientific position.
In drawing out the political implications of his analysis , Pannekoek ar
gued that Darwinism, like all scientific formulations, was not mere abstract
thought but a n integral part of the class struggles of its epoch. In this in
stance, Darwinism functioned as a ' tool of the bourgeoisie' in its struggle
against both the remnants o f feudalism and the proletariat. By undermining
the entire foundation of orthodox Christian dogma, Darwin's theory de
stroyed the main ideological prop of the opponents of bourgeois rule. But
Darwinism worked equally well for the bourgeoisie as a weapon against the
proletariat. By seeming to offer ' scientific' proof of i nequality and teaching
that struggle is unavoidable, Darwinism served as a powerful counterweight
to the socialist doctrines of equali ty and cooperation. What Marx and Dar
win really had in common, Pannekoek felt, was to shatter an old, rigid, im
mobile world view. For socialists, therefore, the real significance ofDarwin
ism lay in the fact that it represented a precondition for understanding histor
ical materialism rather than a doctrine directly related to it in any way.
In attempting to establish a more authentically scientific basis for Marx
ism, Pannekoek stressed repeatedly that his effort represented more than a
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purely intellectual inquiry. From Pannekoek's standpoint, Marxism, al
though clearly an objective science, was not intended to be above values, but
had an obligation to serve the practical aims of the class struggle. Like sci
ence in general, the goal of Marxism was explanation in practice; the doc
trine was only a mediu m to this end. Marx's aim, Pannekoek argued, was
not to proclaim doctrines about social organization, but to clarify social
events as a prelude to action. Theory for Marx was above all partisan, and
had meaning only as an indivisible and essential part of social transforma
tion. His theories sprang from the recognition of an actually existing social
movement opposed to the prevailing social order, and they were expected to
help this movement realize its full potentialities. 55
Pannekoek' s early efforts to restore the active and conscious dimension in
Marxism represented an advanced and insightful early critique of the mecha
nistic and fatalistic tendencies in orthodox Marxis m. Perhaps more than any
other Marxist theorist of the years before 1914, Pannekoek recognized the
failure of Marxist orthodoxy and set out to establish the conditions under
which an authentically scientific and transformative Marxism could be real
ized. But at the same time, this effort was seriously weakened by the a mbig
uous and even contradictory nature of many of his insights. For example, in
attempting to specify how scientific knowledge about society might be ob
tained and applied by the socialist movement, Pannekoek remained at a high
level of generality. In many cases, the terms, concepts, and premises that he
employed to analyze the main components of Marxism were either exceed
ingly vague or lacking in clear application to the extent that their practical
effect was often reduced to the level of platitude. He constantly assumed as
correct - without examining or proving - key assumptions which were cen
-tral to his analysis. There is, for instance, nowhere to be found in his work
even the slightest questioning of the scientific validity of Marxism. On the
contrary, he always went out of his way to defend Marxism as a 'scientific
weapon' of the working class. Left with these shortcomings and a mbigu
ities, Pannekoek was often compelled to revert to many of the very tenden
cies he sought to reject. For all his emphasis on the relative and tentative
validity of all forms of knowledge, Pannekoek's Marxism, with its con
clusive 'scientific truths' and laws of development, had a powerful sense of
finality, of having discovered truth or at least the way to truth. The result
was that his a ttempt to revitalize Marxism as a theory of transformation
ultimately floundered.
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CHAPTER III

D UTCH LEFT MARXISM IN FORMATION:
THE NIE UWE

TIJD LEFT,

1899-1906

From Romanticism to Marxism: The Origins of the Nieuwe Tijd Croup
In his early reflections on philosophy and Marxism, Pannekoek sought to
provide a new conceptual scheme in which social developments might be
comprehended by the workers as a prelude and stimulus to more consci9us
forms of action. P annekoek first attempted to apply this methodology to
specific questions of socialist strategy in the context of a general ideological
and political crisis of Dutch and European social democracy.
Like the socialist movement elsewhere in Europe, the SDAP experi
enced, in the years following the turn of the century, a rapid process of
political differentiation between Marxists and revisionists, although the cir
cumstances and nature of this conflict took a specifically Dutch form . 1 Dur
ing its early phases, the history of this struggle is in large part a history of a
small circle of intellectuals centered around the party's theoretical review,
De Nieuwe Tijd. The origins of this group are directly traceable to a series of
developments in Dutch intellectual life which led to the radicalization of a
group of Holl and's most prominent intellectuals.
Although the closing decades of the nineteenth century were a difficult
time for the nascent Dutch socialist movement, they marked a period of
renaissance for Dutch cultural and intellectual life. A prevailing feeling of
general optimism, which coincided with the growing momentum of indus
trial development, generated great intellectual ferment and propelled a
cultural revival in all areas: literature, art, music, architecture, science, and
philosophy. Within this context, there developed, in the 1 880's, a group of
young poets, writers, literary critics, and artists, informally known as the
'Tachtigers' ('Eightyers '), who wanted to renew Dutch culture and restore it
to a position comparable to what it had been in the seventeenth century.
Although the ' Tachtigers' initial critique of Dutch society was based on ro
manticism and individualism, the movement laid the foundations for the
emergence of a Marxist movement in literary circles after 1 890. 2
The ' Tachtigers' movement was first given specific form in 1 885 when
Frank van der Goes and several other liberal intellectuals founded the literary
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review, De Nieuwe Cids. Iconoclastic in its orientation, the Nieuwe Cids was
in touch with everything new and unconventional in Du tch social and intel
lectual life . Although its prime concern was with literary matters , the
Nieuwe Cids sought at the same time to be the focal point for an intense
intellectual self-questioning in matters of art, politics, and science. Under
Van der Goes' editorship, the Nieuwe Cids became the essential point of
reference for a generation of Dutch intellectuals and introduced i mportant
themes which were later developed and extended in Dutch Marxism. 3
Throughout the late 1 880's the political focus of the Nieuwe Cids shifted
steadily to the left , echoing the evolving views ofVan der Goes and his close
collaborator, the journalist Pieter Lodewij k Tak. 4 This shift was closely con
nected to the larger interplay of social forces in Du tch society . The p ro
longed economic crisis which began in the mid-1880's generated widespread
unemployment and poverty which received public attention in a series of
well-publicized parliamentary inquests. Throughout the country, the so
cialists held numerous public meetings and demonstrations at which
scathing criticisms were leveled at the economic structure of society. These
were also the years of the great public orations ofDomela Nieuwenhuis, in
which he incessantly called upon the Dutch people to begin a new life. For
Van der Goes and many other young Dutch intellectuals, these events repre
sented their first exposure to a systematic social critique of Dutch society.
A s events pushed his political development forward, Van der Goes
moved from publishing short political and social essays sympathetic to the
working class to an attempt to develop an aesthetic theory j ustifying the
unity of art and social commitment. In 1 889, he initiated a prolonged debate
on Marxism and literature which was gradually transformed into a debate
- over the merits of socialism versus individualism . As a result, the ' Tachtigers'
soon split into t w o hostile wings, with o n e group gravitating toward indi
vidualism and mysticism and the other toward Marxis m. 5
From the group of young Marxist writers which first crystallized in the
mid-1 890's, two individuals soon came to prominence: Herman Gorter and
Henriette Roland Holst.
Born the son of a Calvinist pastor, Herman Gorter (1 864-1 927) was by
the 1 890's the foremost poet in the Dutch language. For Gorter, the transi
tion to socialism came out of his incessant probing into the meaning of life.
Prior to becoming a Marxist, the dominant influence on his thought had
been S pinoza 's philosophical writings, to which he was attracted by the em
phasis on interconnectedness and the unity of physical and metaphysical
forces . Like many other Dutch intellectuals, Gorter was first exposed to
socialism through the essays of Van der Goes (who was also his cousin by
marriage) . Gorter's acceptance of socialism arose from his conviction that
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only the working class was capable of creating a new cultural a n d moral
order. 6 At Van der Goes' urging, Gorter began a systematic study of Capital,
followed by an intensive study ofKautsky, of whom he later became a friend
and fervent admirer. Like his poetry, Gorter's socialism bore the imprint of
an intense moral idealism and a search for unity coupled with a passionate
commi tment to action . Whereas his early verses combined a pansexualist
inspiration with a vision of transcendental beauty, his later Marxist poems
moved toward a lyricism celebrating the unification of mankind with the
cosmos, in which a socialist universe was depicted as the final goal of hu
manity. 7 The theme that uni ted his poetry with his politics was his belief that
poetry, as an 'expression of the emotional and spiritual life of an era ' , must
be a representation of the feelings evoked in the struggles of the era. For this
reason, Gorter felt poets had the duty to merge with the working classes in
order to participate in 'the currents of the future'. 8 A powerful orator, and an
impassioned defender of the underdog, Gorter came to incarnate Marxian
socialism for many Dutch workers .
I n the theoretical development of Dutch Marxism, Gorter played a role
second only to Pannekoek. It would be difficult to imagine a man more
temperamentally different from Pannekoek than Gorter, yet together the
two men decisively shaped the character of Dutch left Marxis m, giving it its
distinctive ideas and style. Whereas Pannekoek's personality was serene and
analytical, Garter 's was an unstable compound of deeply contradictory ele
ments: gentleness and softness competing with a volatile temper, impulsive
ness and exuberance followed by long periods of silence and reflection.
Throughout nearly three decades of close friendship and political collabora
tion, Pannekoek and Gorter, complemented each other admirably. Pan
nekoek, often absorbed in arduous theoretical problems, frequently ignored
details of practical application, while Gorter often directed his energies to
practical matters and questions of organization and propaganda. In Pan
nekoek's political insights, Gorter placed 'unlimited trust'. 9
Like Gorter, Henriette Roland Holst (1 869-1 952) was also a talented poet
and writer with passionate and wide-ranging intellectual interests who came
to socialism largely from 'ethical-aesthetic motives ' . 10 O f patrician origins,
her manifold talents later made her the doyenne of Dutch literature for nearly
a generation. Beneath her brilliant, subtle mind and boundless zest for action
lay a undercurrent of mysticism, which surfaced only in her poetry, and
often made her Marxist polemics in reality a struggle with herself. 1 1 Al
though influenced by Van der Goes' essays, her socialism developed largely
from her friendship with Gorter. 1 2 Shortly after meeting Gorter in 1 893, she
immersed herself, at his suggestion , in a systematic study of Spinoza and
Dante, which served as a major source of inspiration for both her literary and
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political work. When Gorter began his study of Capital with Van der Goes,
she j oined him. An equally important source of influence on her socialism
came from William Morris, whom her husband had known, and whose
work she began to translate. From Morris, she acquired the vision of a world
organized on the basis of human fellowship and fulfillment in creative labor.
For Roland Holst, socialis m signified a ' re-unification of the ideal and social
reality', the coming of a new era in which ' thought, contemplation, action,
and life are brought to unity in the existence of the individual' through a new
organizing principle of society. 13
In April, 1 897, at the urging of Van der Goes, both Gorter and Roland
Holst j oined the SDAP at the. Congress of Arnhem. Almost immediately,
the focal point of their activity became the party' s theoretical review, De
Nieuwe Tij"d. The Nieuwe Tijd had been founded a year earlier by Van der
Goes and was intended as a Dutch equivalent of the Neue Zeit. Over the
course of the next few years, the editorial board was expanded to include - in
addition to Van der Goes, Gorter, and Roland Hols t - Pannekoek, the essay
ist and pharmacist Pieter Wiedijk (pseudonym ] . Saks) , the patrician busi
nessman and j ournalist F . M . Wibaut, and the historian Willem van Rave
steyn. Because of its private financing (largely by Van der Goes) , the Nieuwe
Tijd remained outside party control, which enabled it to develop from the
beginning the critical, independent, interrogative spirit that helped give Du
tch Marxism its unique character.
During the early years of its existence, the Nieuwe Tijd group was, to a
large extent, still intellectually dependent upon German Marxism, par
ticularly u pon the works of Karl Kautsky. This influence was particularly
pronounced in the economic essays ofVan der Goes, who often attempted to
_ give the basic conceptions of German Marxism a more voluntaristic inter
pretation. But by the turn of the century, a more independent outlook began
to emerge a mong the Nieuwe Tijdists in which much of the emphasis of
Marxism was shifted away from economics toward psychological and
cultural factors.
Ideologically, the Nieuwe Tijdists took as their point of departure the
ethical and subj ective idealism which had initially inspired their transition to
socialism. In their search for an alternative to the degradation of the human
spirit under industrial capitalism, the Nieuwe Tijdists were motivated by the
vision of a rational socialist community, born out of a fundamental transfor
mation of life . Their vision promised a new man in a new world and called
upon individuals to look beyond their immediate interests and seek, both
within society and themselves, a new moral, cultural, and intellectual order.
The basis of this new society, they felt, lay in the working class solidarity,
self-activity, and revolutionary energy that arose out of the class struggle.
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To help integrate their subj ective idealism into revolutionary Marxism, the
Nieuwe Tijdists appropriated the philosophical writings ofJoseph D ietzgen,
which they often gave varying interpretations. Pannekoek, for instance, em
p hasized the methodological and scientific aspects of Dietzgen's s ystem,
while Gorter and Roland Holst were attracted to the sublime, quasi-re
ligious, and visionary foundations which they felt Dietzgen gave to social
ism. 1 4 Pannekoek later contended that it was precisely this emphasis on
Dietzgen that prevented D utch Marxism from degenerating into 'mecha
nism' and reformism. 15
Although most of the editorial board was well-versed in all areas of
Marxist thought, a limited form of specialization soon developed. Philoso
phy and science were handled by Pannekoek; theory by Pannekoek, Gorter,
and Roland Holst; economics by Van der Goes, Wiedijk, and Wibaut; aes
thetics by Gorter and Roland Holst; and sociology by Roland Holst. From
this complex interplay of personalities and ideas, the Nieuwe Tijd emer g ed as
a beacon of critical Marxist thought which rivaled Kautsky's Neue Zeit in its
richness and complexi ty . Du ring the first two decades of the twentieth cen
tury, this ' school' of Marxism exercised - through countless articles , books ,
pamp hlets, speeches, and political contacts - an influence on European social
democracy that extended well beyond the boundaries of Holland. As events
in the SDAP pushed the Nieuwe Tijdists' political development forward, this
rich theoretical inquiry formed the basis of an increasingly integrated theory
of revolutionary Marxism.

'First L ife, Then Theory ': The Trade Union, Agrarian, and School Debates
The factional struggle in the SDAP developed slowly, almost uncon
sciously, before suddenly bursting forth into open political conflict in the
spring of 1 901 . During the SDAP's formative years - when it was numer
ically little more than a sect - all sections of the party were concerned pri
marily with organization and growth. 1 6 Yet beneath this apparent harmony,
the embryonic outlines of factional groupings were already present by the
turn of the cen tury.
The Marxist intellectuals grouped around the Nirnwe Tij'd were almost
immediately forced to confront an entrenched reformist wing centered
around the typographer Willem Vliegen, the painter J . H. Schaper, and the
engineer Henri van Kol. Unlike their German counterparts, the Dutch revi
sionists had little interest in theory and would not admit to supporting revi
sionism. Only Vliegen would speak openly of the 'close bonds of sympathy'
he had fo r Bernstein . 17 The sentiment of the majority of party activists was
perhaps sy mbolized by Troelstra, the titular head of the pa rty, who consid-
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ered himself a Marxist and follower of Kautsky. While not ruling out the
possibility of revolutionary action, Troelstra's admitted main concern was
to develop the party into a ' great power' by parliamentary means. 18 In ap
proaching questions of strategy, the centrist group around Troelstra was
fully aware of the relative weakness of the industrial working class sector in
the Netherlands and was prepared to appeal to non-proletarian elements in
building the party's strength. During the intra-party debates , the Troelstra
faction usually formed a common voting bloc with the revisionists, with
whom they had few differences over policy and strategy.
Although open factional s truggle did not develop until the spring of
1 90 1 , the first shadows of conflict were cast as early as 1 899 over the question
of trade union policy. The immediate issue was what type of policy to pur
sue in regard to the anarcho-syndicalist followers ofDomela Nieuwenhuis,
who had regrouped within the NAS labor federation. The NAS had been
formed in 1 892 by the SDB in response to a call by the Second International
for the formation of social democratic labor secretariats. Although the NAS
was organizationally independent of the SDB, its leadership and much of its
membership had come out of the SDB. Like the French revolutionary syn
dicalists, with whom it maintained close contact, the NAS defined its mis
sion in revolutionary terms. It rej ected parliamentary action and centralized
leadership and sought to psychologically prepare the workers for revolution
by direct industrial action. 1 9 In key areas such as A msterdam and Rotterdam,
the NAS unions served as a formidable barr_i el to the development of a social
democratic base in the working class.
B y the late 1 890's, a powerful ideological and organizational challenge to
the NAS was rapidly developing in the form of the General Dutch Diamond
_Workers Federation (ANDB) . Led by the diamond cutter Henri Polak, the
ANDB was modeled on the B ritish trade unions , with which Polak had
become familiar while living in London . 20 Unlike the NAS, the ANDB
stressed the importance of compulsory dues, salaried officials , a large treas
ury, centralized leadership, and a disciplined rank-and-file. Starting in 1 898,
Polak began to campaign for a social democratic trade union federation
modeled on the ANDB.
As the SDAP began to wrestle with the problem of what type of trade
union policy to pursue, it became increasingly clear that a major difference in
outlook separated the Nieuwe Tijdists from the party leadership. Troelstra,
concerned mainly with building a labor movement willing to cooperate
with the SDAP and augment its power, vigorously opposed any form o f
cooperation with the N A S unions. The Nieuwe Tijdists, on the other hand,
maintained a more benevolent attitude toward the NAS unions and stressed
their fighting qualities. Gorter argued at the 1 899 party congress that the
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SDAP should actively support the N A S unions and proposed the creation of
a ' mechanism for common struggle' between the party and the unions. 21 In
late 1 900, Troelstra presented a detailed proposal for the formation of a new
social democratic trade union federation modeled on the ANDB . 22 Gorter
openly challenged this view and argued that the real task was to make concil
iatory ouvertures to the N A S . 23 Gorter followed this up by introducing a
resolution at the 1 901 party congress calling for financial support for the
NAS unions. 24 Jn the end, neither Gorter's nor Troelstra's position pre
vailed. By this point, however, the trade union question had been super
ceded by a larger debate over agrarian policy.
I n contrast to the briefdebate over trade union policy, the agrarian debate
was particularly sharp and estabbshed for the first time the clea r lines of
factional cleavage. 25 The roots of this debate are traceable to the weakness of
the SDAP in the urban sector and its strength in the rural provinces of the
north where much of the agrarian population had been radicalized b y the
prolonged economic crisis of the mid- 1 880's. The immediate issue involved
a clause in the party's agrarian program which provided for the leasing of
municipal lands to small tenant farmers who were then free to employ wage
labor to work it.
In the spring of 1 90 1 , Gorter came to the conclusion that this clause which had initially been put into the agrarian program at Troelstra 's request
- represented a fundamental deviation from Marxist principles. In order to
initiate a discussion on this question, he placed an 1 895 article by Engels in
the Nieuwe · Tijd and buttressed it with a short article by his friend Karl
Kautsky criticizing the Dutch program on orthodox Marxist grounds.
Troelstra immediately defended the clause on the grounds that it was re
sponsive to rural needs and accused Gorter of substituting an ' appeal to au
thority' for his lack of knowledge. 26 Gorter, hoping to strengthen his posi
tion for the upcoming party congress, responded with a blistering attack
entitled 'Troelstra tegen Kautsky', in which he accused Troelstra of attempt
ing to turn the SOAP into a reformist party defending the interest of 'fanati
cal s mall property owners'. 27 More fuel was added to the fire when Troelstra
suggested that the party had more important things to do than simply pursue
the class struggle and promote socialism. In his view, the fundamental issue
at stake was quite simple: ' First life, then theory. ' 28
The debate over agrarian policy dominated the entire proceedings of the
April, 1 901 Congress of Utrecht, with the discussion largely a re-echoing of
the earlier polemics. After heated debate, a compromise was finally reached
which authorized the executive to appoint a special commission to examine
the entire program . When the commission finally reported in 1 905, the a
grarian question had long since been dwarfed by more important issues.
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Unlike others of the Nieuwe Tijd group, Pannekoek - disdaining contro
versy and preoccupied with theoretical and organizational work - remained
deliberately aloof from the factional struggle. Indeed, when the agrarian
debate first erupted, Troelstra invited Pannekoek to visit him in Haarlem in
the hopes of enlisting him in the struggle against Gorter. 29 At Utrecht, Pan
nekoek entered the debate only reluctantly and chose to focus on the subj ec
tive aspects of the agrarian question. He warned that the leasing of municipal
lands would create an attitude of competitiveness and envy among the tenant
farmers and agricultural laborers at a time when they were beginning to
develop feelings of solidarity. The principal task of the party in the rural
areas, he maintained, was to build a socialist consciousness by explaining
and analyzing the causes of rural poverty. 30
While the battle over agrarian policy raged, a parallel, but more compli
cated, cleavage was slowly developing over educational policy. 3 1 Like the a
grarian debate, this dispute had its roots in the SDAP's early dependence on
a non-proletarian constituency in the north . In February, 1 901 , Troelstra,
concerned about the growing appeal of Abraham Kuyper's Calvinist Anti
Revolutionary Party to the SDAP's agrarian and lower middle class electoral
supporters, proposed that the SDAP endorse state aid to confessional
schools. 32 Throughout 1 90 1 , a discussion on this question continued with
out leading to factional strife within the SOAP. Indeed, Van der Goes de
fended a policy similar to Troelstra's, which maintained that the working
class had a right to determine where to educate their children. 33 Pannekoek
seconded this argument by noting that both public and confessional schools
were equally tied to the apparatus of bourgeois ideological domination. To
oppose state subsidies, he felt, would only create a needless conflict between
believing and non-believing workers. 34
The school issue became a source of conflict only in December, 1 90 1 ,
when the A msterdam section o f the Sociaal Democratische Opvoeders Bond
(SDOV - Social Democratic Educators Union) passed a resolution calling
upon the SDAP to oppose any form of state subsidies to confessional
schools. The leader of this move was Jan Ceton, the SDOV's national secre
tary, who was close to the Niei1we Tijd group. Troelstra quickly responded
with an editorial in Het Volk which condemned the motion as ' reactionary'
on the grounds that it would greatly hinder the activity of the party. 35 Gorter
and Roland Holst i mmediately drafted a j oint letter affirming a preference
for state schools and opposing the extension of subsidies for confessional
schools. 36
Throughout the first three months of 1 902, the debate raged almost daily
in the columns of Het Volk. On one side was Troelstra and the party leader
ship; on the other, Ceton, Gorter, Roland Holst, and Wiedijk; while Pan-
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nekoek and Van der Goes remained neutral. The issue raised here was once
again one of Marxist principle. Ceton, Gorter, and Roland Holst argued that
the defined policy of the Second International favored free, compulsory sec
ular public education and that any form of support for confessional schools
would be a serious deviation from accepted Marxist principles. Troelstra
defended his position by contending that, while the German-developed doc
trines were correct, they had to be applied in a Dutch context. An even more
vehement debate followed at the Congress of Groningen in March, 1 902,
which finally culminated in a compromise resolution affirming the desirabil
ity of placing all education under state supervision, but at the same time
supporting s tate s ubsidies to confessional schools on a parity with the public
schools. Like the agrarian debate, the school debate had little immediate
impact on party policy, and its principal effect was largely to poison personal
relations between the party leadership and the Nieuwe Tijd group .

Deepening of the Split: The Dutch Mass Strike Wave of 1903 and its Aftermath
The year 1 903 marked a critical turning point in the history of the left op
position. Prior to this time, the factional struggle had revolved around spe
cific questions of policy . With the great Dutch mass strike wave of 1 903, this
debate entered a broader strategic phase. What was at stake now was nothing
less than the nature of the SDAP, its leadership, strategy, and commitment
to revolutionary principles. For Pannekoek, the events of 1 903 also marked
an important j uncture, both for the development of his thought and for his
commitment to the factional struggle. Whereas Pannekoek had earlier
sought to avoid factional strife, he was now thrust directly into the limelight
as the main spokesman of the opposition.
The mass strike wave of 1 903 - which still represents the greatest labor
dispute in the history of the Netherlands - took place against a backdrop of
rapid trade union organizational growth and militancy. D uring 1 902, a se
ries of escalating labor disputes occurred a mong the A msterdam diamond
workers, the A msterdam building trades, and the textile workers of the
Twente district, which had a powerful impact on the consciousness of the
working class. The strike wave itself began in early J anuary, 1 903, as a series
of spontaneous work stoppages in the port of Amsterdam in response to an
attempt by the shipping companies to enforce a wage cut by hiring non
union workers. 37 When the employers refused to negotiate and discharged
the striking workers, the NAS unions responded with a series of strikes
which led to a two-week defacto general strike in the harbor. Almost imme
diately, the syndicalist strike actions spread to the railway workers in
Amsterdam, who transformed what had begun as a sympathy strike into a
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parallel railway strike for higher wages. At a meeting of over 2,000 railway
workers in The Hague on J anuary 22, a resolution calling for a national
transport strike was overwhelmingly approved despite strong opposition
from the union's social democratic leadership. 38 The crisis reached a new
height when other NAS unions throughout Holland threatened to join any
national strike movement that might develop. Con fronted with this situa
tion, the railroad companies and harbor firms q uickly capitulated on January
31 , giving the strikers virtually a total victory .
A mong the Nieuwe TUd group , the mood was one of exaltation. Pan
nekoek spoke of the strike wave as a 'glowing fireball descending from the
sky ' brightly illuminating the path to proletarian liberation. 3 9 In their great
enthusiasm, the Nieuwe TUdists believed that class solidarity and action
would bridge the gap between the party and the trade union movement and
allow the workers to rise above parochi al interests under the inspiration of
socialism. 40 Speaking j ointly at a public demonstration with Domela
Nieuwenhuis, Gorter declared to tu multuous applause: 'Let us now forget
everything that divides us and unite ourselves against capitalism. '41
This triumph of class solidarity, however, was soon met by a coun
teroffensive by the employers. The clear lines of a major national class con
frontation were drawn in February, when the Kuyper government began to
draft a package of anti-strike legislation prohibiting strikes in the railroads
and public sector. In an a ttempt to head off such legislation, a Resistance
Committee was organized, composed of the SDAP, the NAS, and various
independent trade unions. Over the course of the next few weeks, the com
mittee began to organize a series of mass meetings and demonstrations in an
attempt to exert extra-parliamentary pressure on the government. During
this period, a protracted debate began in the Resistance Committee over the
question of proclaiming a general strike, with the anarcho-syndicalists in
favor, and the socialists and non-NAS trade union leaders hesitant. W hat
finally emerged was a compromise tactic in which the commi ttee was al
lowed to call a railway and dockworkers' strike at an opportune time in the
parliamentary debate, but could expand it into a general strike only if it was
necessary to assure the strike's success .
Despite the obj ections of the SDAP leaders Troelstra and Vliegen and the
railway union 's socialist leader Jan Oudegeest, the Resistance Committee
proclaimed a railway and dockworkers' strike for. April 6. Several days ear
lier a number of spontaneous strikes had already broken out in certain small
industries in A msterdam. In contrast to J anuary, the railway and harbor
firms were now well organized , able to draw from a pool of strikebreakers,
and in a much better position to intimidate their employees. Sensing a major
confrontation, the government also brought large numbers of troops to
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Amsterdam and positioned them throughout the city. A t the same time, the
Resistance Committee had undertaken no serious efforts to organize the
strike, and, in fact, delegated this task to leaders such as Oudegeest, who had
opposed the strike from the beginning . In this circumstances, the railway
and dockworkers' strike was poorly supported except in the port of A mster
dam. Nonetheless, on Wednesday evening, April 8, the committee pro
claimed the general strike for the following day. Bakers, metalworkers, con
struction workers, municipal employees, cigarmakers, and diamond work
ers followed the call, but the threats of the employers kept enough workers
on the job to keep the industries running. Consequently, the committee had
little choice but to call the strike off the same day it began, despite the pro
tests of many of the anarcho-syndicalist workers.
The failure of the April strike had far reaching consequences for the
Dutch working class. On the most general level, it destroyed the fighting
capacity of the trade u nion movement for nearly a decade. From the iail
roads alone, 2, 000 of the most militant workers were dismissed; throughout
the country as a whole, perhaps as many as 4, 000 workers lost their jobs. 4 2
From a political standpoint, this defeat also widened and made permanent
the schism between the anarcho-syndicalists and the socialists. The anarcho
syndicalists accused the socialists of defeatism and betrayal, while the social
ists charged that the anarcho-syndicalists were irresponsible and adventur
ist. In the a ftermath of these events, the SOAP moved toward the creation of
a social democratic trade union federation, which culminated in the forma
tion of the Nederlandsch Verbond 11an Vakvereenigingen (NVV - Netherlands
Federation of Trade Unions) in 1 905.43
But for Pannekoek and the Nieuwe Tijdists, the brief and abortive strike
wave left an indelible double legacy: it established for the first time the legit
imacy of the mass political strike as an instrument of socialist strategy; and it
confirmed the primacy of the masses, rather than the organization, as the key
agent of socialist transformation. Pannekoek boldly predicted that out of
actions such as the strike wave of 1 903, there would develop both a new
movement and a new level of theoretical consciousness. 44
Within the SDAP, the failure of the A pril strike led to both a renewed
attack on Troelstra's leadership and a p rolonged theoretical debate over the
question of the general strike. Throughout February, Troelstra, in contrast
to other SDAP leaders such as Vliegen and Oudegeest, had shared much of
the Nieuwe Tijd group's enthusiasm for a general strike, in the belief that it
would be useful as a pressure instrument for gaining universal suffrage. On
March 17, however, Troelstra suddenly reversed himself and launched an
editorial a ttack on the impending strike. 45
Troelstra's editorial, which had been completely unauthorized by the
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party, unleashed a storm of protest from the Nieuwe Tijd group . Pannekoek ,
leading the assault, responded with a caustic letter accusing Troelstra of
weakening the determination of the workers and destroying their hard-won
unity. 46 Troelstra countered by accusing Pannekoek of 'unbounded super
fi ciality' and of attempting to drag the party on an ' anarchist adventure' . 47
Pannekoek responded with uncharacteristic invective, charging that
Troelstra had ' betrayed' the movement. 4 8 Troelstra, however, refused to
print the article on the grounds that it lacked 'consideration, honesty, and
good faith ' . 4 9 Pannekoek subsequently drafted still another article which
Troelstra once again refused to print. A fter a bitter exchange of correspon
dence, Pannekoek announced his intention to bring the matter up at the
upcoming p arty congress . s o Pannekoek was soon j oined i n his attacks on
Troelstra's leadership by Gorter and Roland Holst, although their criticisms
were more temperate in tone.
At this point, the Nieuwe Tijdists began to direct their efforts at securing
Troelstra's removal as editor of Het Volk. As early as 1 901 , Pannekoek had
p rivately criticized Troelstra for failing to use Het Volk to develop Marxist
insights within the party . 51 Although Pannekoekj oined with Van der Goes
in an abortive attempt to remove Troelstra as editor in 1 902, this question
did not assume major i mportance until the appearance of Troelstra's 1 903
strike editorials and his refusal to print Pannekoek's articles. By then,
Nieuwe Tijdists considered it of vital i mportance to have unrestricted access
to the columns of Het Volk since it was the only medium through which
their views could be disseminated to the SDAP rank-and-file. The Nieuwe
Tijdists mounted an aggressive campaign to remove Troelstra as editor
throughout 1 903. Troelstra, irritated by the attacks on him, finally announced his resignation in September, 1 903, and was replaced by the Fabian
socialist P . L . Tak. Although not of the left, Tak was trusted by them and
was considered an acceptable compromise candidate.
Beyond the immediate q uestion of Troelstra's leadership, there lay the
more fundamental question of the legitimacy of the general strike as an in
strument of socialist strategy. As early as 1 902, a minor debate on this issue
had arisen within the SDAP as an outgrowth of the national suffrage strike in
Belgium. When, in 1 903, the q uestion assumed immediate practical signifi
cance during the debates in the Resistance Committee, Roland Holst took
the lead in formulating a political strike strategy, first setting forth her argu
ments in the March 24 issue of Het Volk. 52 In the months that followed,
Roland Holst expanded her ideas into a major theoretical work on the gener
al strike and social democracy, 53 which was widely circulated throughout
Europe.
The Nieuwe Tijdists first attempted to carry the mass strike debate into
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t h e ranks of the party at the Congress of Enschede i n May, 1 903, when
Gorter introduced a resolution calling for the SDAP's participation in future
general strikes . Despite a spirited defense of their position, the Nieuwe TUd
ists were forced to yield to a compromise resolution proposed by P . L. Tak
which approved the general strike in vague terms, but pronounced the goal
of universal suffrage more desirable. 54 Undeterred by this rebuff, the Nieuwe
Tijdists almost i mmediately began to focus their energies on changing party
policy a t the congress the following year.
In order to give their case a more solid foundation, the Nieuwe TUdists
selected Pannekoek to draft a report to be presented at the 1 904 congress
stipulating the conditions under which the mass political strike could be used
as a tactic of social democracy. Although Pannekoek explicitly posed the
mass political strike as a ' new form of struggle', he stopped short of advocat
ing its use as a tactical end in itself. He argued that the mass strike was a
necessary and useful supplement to other tactics which could be effective in
achieving certain limited ends or resisting reactionary attacks on the work
ers. At the same time, Pannekoek warned that because the use of the mass
strike would, in almost all cases, lead to a confrontation with the capitalist
state, it was a 'very dangerous medium' which must be used with extreme
caution. 55 A modified version of this report, which was more critical of the
anarcho-syndicalists, was accepted by the party executive and was intro
duced at the 1 904 congress. After a heated exchange with the party right led
by Vliegen, the report was ratified by a narrow four-vote margin, due in
large part to support from the Troelstra faction. 56 Although the Nieuwe TUd
ists claimed this decision as a victory, i t remained unclear as to whether the
resolution was passed as an a ffirmation of an executive bureau decision or as
a n endorsement of the Nieuwe TUd group's formulations.
The Nieuwe TUdists ' developing strategic views underwent a further rad
icalization as a result of the Russian Revolution of 1 905. Under the impetus
of the Russian mass strikes , the Nieuwe TUdists became convinced that an era
of revolution was near at hand and that the mission of the party was to
prepare the Dutch working class for a revolutionary crisis by instilling a
Marxist sense of class struggle. As in 1 903, their mood was one of exaltation.
In Pannekoek' s opinion, the Russian Revolution signified the end of a thirty
year period of peaceful parliamentary struggle and the beginning of a new
epoch of 'stormy revolutionary struggle' . The events in Russia, he felt,
would lead to a radicalization of the Dutch suffrage movement, first by way
of Germany, where a powerful revolutionary suffrage movement was al
ready beginning to stir. 57
The Russian events helped give a special sense of urgency to a new dis-
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pute that developed in the summer ofl 905 , over the question of supporting
non-socialist candidates on the second ballot. Prior to the 1 905 elections, a
coalition had been formed to unseat the Anti-Revolutionary Party of Abra
ham Kuyper. For the Dutch working class, this question was of paramount
i mportance since Kuyper was identified with the anti-strike legislation and
repression of 1 903 and was an irreconcilable opponent of universal suffrage.
At the 1 905 party congress, the SOAP accepted, in the interests of party
harmony, a j oint Pannekoek-Troelstra resolution which specifically rejected
a strategy of supporting en bloc all anti-Kuyper candidates on the second
ballot, except for those who publicly declared themsel ves in favor of univer
sal suffrage. This situation changed suddenly when the anti-Kuyper coali
tion gained a larger than expected vote on the fi rst ballot, which opened up
the possibility of a second ballot victory. Since it was believed that the anti
Kuyper forces would attract a sizeable amount of working class support, the
party executive and the editorial board of Het Volk both publicly reinterpret
ed the congress decision to mean that individuals were free to vote their
consCJence.
This unilateral decision triggered a sharp response from the left, with
Pannekoek leading the assaul t. By now Pannekoek 's role in the factional
stru ggle was such that the Nieui11e TUdists were often informally referred to
as ' Pannekoekers' 58 Writing first in Het Volk on July 1 , 1 905, Pannekoek
accused the party leadership of having reversed the congress decision by a
' cunning exegis ' . He charged that instead of presenting the run-off to the
rank-and-file in terms of the antithesis capitalism-socialism, the party lead
ership had presented it as a struggle against the Kuyper regime, thereby
weakening the political consciousness of the workers, destroying party dis
cipline, and promoting 'a spirit of disorganization and political corruption in
the party' . 59 What was at stake, Pannekoek insisted, was not the Kuyper
government - which was merely the particular manner in which the general
policy of a class was conducted - but the ideological p reparation of the
working class for the revolutionary suffrage struggles that might develop as
an outgrowth of the Russian Revolution w
Troelstra, charging that the left's distrust of the leadership had become a
'mania', responded to these accusations by requesting that the next party
congress formally condemn the Nieuwe TUd group.61 The stage was set for a
major confrontation when a special commission was created to examine
Troelstra 's accusations and issue a report for the upcoming congress.
The 1 906 Congress of Utrecht turned into a debacle for the Nieuwe Tijd
grou p . A fter examining Troelstra 's_ accusations, the special commission
concluded that the Nieuwe Tijdists had been guilty of a ' misuse of the free-
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dom of criticism' a n d 'undermined the unity o f the party ' . A fter a heated
debate, the report was approved overwhelmingly.62 Badly chastized, the
Nieuwe Tijdists countered with a boycott of all party activities.
I n the aftermath of Utrecht, it was no longer possible to escape the fact
that the factional differences in the SDAP were growing steadily wider and
could no longer be reconciled. A strong radical tendency had managed to
develop and consolidate itself within Dutch social democracy and had no
intention of yielding to the pa rty leadership. From a romantic rebellion
against bourgeois society and culture, the Nim we Tijd group had moved to a
militant, activist conception of revolutionary Marxism which stressed the
importance of class, the necessity of revolution, and the creation of a new
social, moral, cultural, and intellectual order. In attempting to develop their
revolutionary practice, they firmly rejected theoretical revisionism and
practical reformism, maintained a deep mistrust of parliamentarianism, and
advocated an active strategy of confrontation with the state and capital . At
the same time, their strategic orientation revealed, even at this early date, a
nu mber of the fundamental flaws in Dutch Marxism. Although their subj ec
tively oriented Marxism introduced new and unique categories to Marxist
analysis, the Nieuwe Tijdists' desire for a fundamental revolutionary trans
formation was not matched by a clear conception of the social and economic
reality they sought to transform. In formulating their strategic analyses,
Pannekoek and the Nieuwe Tijdists often preferred to argue by explication
and in terms of general and abstract categories of universal validity rather
than attempt a systematic and empirical analysis of Dutch social and eco
nomic deveiopment. In the domain of practice, the Nieuwe Tijdists were
limited by their inability to generate either a mass following or a grassroots
cadre to translate their views into action. For all their stature, the Nieuwe
Tijdists' i nfluence in the party remained scattered and confined largely to
their intellectual and propaganda activities. But in the final analysis, the
Nieuwe Tijdists' lack of support in the SDAP was less a consequence of their
shortcomings than a reflection of the special features of the party's develop
ment. Formed initially as a reaction to the revolutionary doctrines of
Domela Nieuwenhuis, cut off from the revolutionary sector of the working
class, and dependent on a rural and middle class constituency, the SDAP was
conditioned almost from its inception as a middle class reform party depen
dent on parliamentary tactics.
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CHAPTER IV

BRINGING SOCIALIST INSIGHT TO THE MASSES,
1906--1 909

The Berlin Years: Theoretical and Propaganda Work for the SPD
Although his own political development had progressed considerably with
in the framework of the SDAP, Pannekoek had become more and more
frustrated by the time-consuming squabbles of the Dutch socialist move
ment and by his isolation from any major center of socialist activity. He
yearned to break out of his barren, provincial milieu and plunge into the
center of the international socialist movement in Germany, where he felt his
theoretical abilities could be more effectively used . This aim was realizl'!d in
1 906 when Pannekoek was offered a teaching position at the newly-formed
SPD central party school in Berlin.
The SPD's offer was in large part an outgrowth of a close personal rela
tionship Pannekoek had established with Karl Kautsky. Pannekoek's first
contact with Kautsky came in 1 900, when he attended a lecture by Kautsky's
in Amsterdam, sitting, as he later noted, below the podium 'at the feet of the
master' . 1 Regular contact was established a year later, when Pannekoek
wrote Kautsky to inquire about correspondence between Marx and Dietz
gen in the SPD archives and to initiate a discussion with Kautsky about the
importance of Dietzgen for Marxist theory . 2 Kautsky, by now fully aware
of Pannekoek's theoretical abilities, responded by asking him to contribute
articles to the Neue Zeit. This relationship was deepened during the course of
the next few years through extensive correspondence and collaboration on a
variety of theoretical projects. Through Kautsky, Pannekoek also developed
contacts with others of the German anti-revisionist left, such as Franz
Mehring, who persuaded him to write regularly for the Leipziger Vol
kszeitung. Pannekoek's political views during this time were s till firmly situ
ated within the orthodox Marxism elaborated by Kautsky, which he sought
to supplement with Dietzgen's theory of understanding. Praising his mentor
Kautsky, Pannekoek declared that he ' toward [Kautsky's] work [feels] only
as your pupil ' . Kautsky's theorizing, he contended, 'so greatly fills me with
new thoughts, deep insights, and excellent instruction that I am unable to
spot any possible faults ' . 3
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I n his correspondence with Kautsky, Pannekoek constantly underscored
the importance of developing a broad, popular understanding of Marxism as
a necessary precondition for any further advances by the workers' move
ment. Starting in 1 903, Pannekoek made it known to Kautsky that he was
interested i n moving to Germany to perform full-time theoretical and edu
cational work for the SPD. Such work, he maintained, was far more com
patible with his personality than his role as a political activist and organizer:
' [ do not possess much in the way of a fighting nature; my inclinations are
more those of a school master. Continually debating and seeking to win
enough support and influence for our side is not my vocation . What interests
me is to teach, learn, explain, and enlighten whenever anyone is willing to
listen. '4
Like Pannekoek, many others of the German left had also become con
vinced that the spread of revisionist ideology within the SPD could be
checked only by intensive theoretical education. In early 1 906, the SPD ex
ecutive approved a resolution calling for the formation of a central party
school in Berlin for the purpose of raising the ideological level of the party
by bringing select party functionaries and journalists to Berlin fo r six
months of intensive courses in political theory, economics, history, law and
j ou rnalism. 5
O nce offered a teaching position, however, Pannekoek was hesitant
about accepting it. His hesitation was only one of the first of a series of
lifelon g conflicts over his preference for the orderly, comfortable life of a
succesful intellectual and his commitment to an activist, revolutionary
Marxism. Although Pannekoek noted to Kautsky that his thoughts were be
coming 'increasingly bound up with Marxism and less with astronomy', he
was still reluctant to give up the security of his observatory position. 6 Fol
lowing a trip by Pannekoek and Gorter to Berlin to discuss the matter,
Kautsky managed to obtain for Pannekoek a salary offer of3,600 marks per
year, which was a 600 mark increase over his observatory position. 7 This
offer - which was nearly double the average wage of a worker - drew op
position from a n umber of trade union functionaries. Bebe!, for instance,
observed to Kautsky that many workers regarded i t as an attempt by an
intellectual to gain 'an extra wurst'. 8 In the end, Pannekoek accepted the
position partly out of a sense of opti mism about the revolutionary prospects
of social democracy in Germany, and partly out of his growing dissatisfac
tion with the outdated meridian work being performed at the Leiden Obser
vatory. 9
Throughout the summer of 1906, Pannekoek corresponded extensively
with Kautsky, Mehring, and Bebe! about the exact nature of the party school
and its relationship to the intellectual development of the socialist move-
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ment. Drawing on his experiences with popularized Marxist education in
Leiden, Pannekoek called for a fo rm of instruction based on a conceptual
process which teaches the workers to distinguish and clarify the basic ele
ments of socialism in their daily lives. Without providing specifics, he
stressed that instead of being allowed to degenerate into a passive form of
indoctrination, theoretical education must become an active process o f self
education and clarification of reality with clear practical goals . He warned
that without a proper understanding of both the material and spiritual ele
ments of capitalism, only external and i mmediate factors would be taken
into consideration and tactics would be governed either by established tradi
tion or by a superficial empiricism. 1 0 This analysis was bound up with his
belief that the party school and the Neue Zeit might together serve as the
'spiritual center' of the international socialist movement. 1 1
Pannekoek arrived in Berlin i n early November, 1 906, and stayed a s a
guest in the Kautsky household1 2 before finding permanen t quarters in the
suburb ofZehlendorf. On December 1 6 , he began teaching a course entitled
'Historical Materialism and Social Theory ', which heavily emphasized the
subj ective factors in human development. 13 Pannekoek's teaching career,
however, ended abruptly in September, 1 907, when the police barred him
and the Austrian Rudolf Hilferding from teaching on the grounds of non
citizenship. Shortly afterwards, the SPD executive replaced Pannekoek with
Rosa Luxemburg and Hilferding with Heinrich Cunow.
Except for six months severance pay from the SPD, Pannekoek was left
with no regular source of income. Through Kautsky's efforts, Pannekoek
obtained a temporary position organizing the Motteler archives in Leipzig .
At about the same time, Wilhelm Pieck, secretary of the SPD in Bremen,
offered him a position in a proposed local party educational program. Pan
nekoek, however, declined on the grounds that to move from a national
position to a local position would be a 'step backwards' and that, in any case,
he preferred to remain in Berlin to continue his close collaboration with
Kautsky. 14
Pannekoek's financial problems were finally resolved when Mehring
suggested that he write a weekly newspaper column to be sent to subscribing
German socialist news papers. Mehring's suggestion also provided Pan
nekoek with a n opportunity to resolve in practice some of his longstanding
criticisms about the inability of the socialist p ress to fulfill basic educational
tasks.
Pannekoek began his 'correspondence articles' in February, 1 908, and
continued them on a weekly basis until the outbreak of the First World War.
B y charging five marks an article to the small circulation papers and up to
twenty marks to the larger papers , he earned a regular monthly income of
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between 200 and 300 marks. 15 At the outbreak of the war, Pannekoek h a d 2 6
subscribing papers, along with a nu mber of individuals, a mong them V . I .
Lenin. As in his educational work, Pannekoek sought t o use his articles to
deepen the theoretical knowledge of the working class by clarifying and
amplifying their basic life experiences. He constructed each article to illus
trate the application of Marxist methodology to analyzing day-to-day so
cial, political, and theoretical questions. Like all of his writings, they were
characterized by their clea r, concise, and analytical prose and by an attempt
to draw out the practical consequences for action.
Pannekoek's journalistic work was supplemented by a variety of other
activities. Through Kautsky, he obtained a part-time position as book editor
of the Neue Zeit. He also served as a frequent and popular travelling lecturer
for the SPD, which provided him with many opportunities to establish rela
tionships with left groups throughout Germany. In close contact with most
of the leading theoreticians of German Marxism and freed from the con
straints of organizational work and factional struggle, Pannekoek during his
three a nd a ha! f years in Berlin was able to devote his full attention to the
theoretical work that helped establish him as a Marxist theorist of interna
tional stature.

Intransigent Ma,-xism on the Offensive: The Tribunist Left
Throughout his prolonged stay in Germany, Pannekoek continued to play a
prominent role as a theoretician of the Dutch left opposition, and the experi
ences of this group remained an essential point of reference for his thought.
For Pannekoek and others of the Dutch left, the censure at the Congress of
Utrecht had clearly demonstrated that the gap separating them fro m the
SDAP leadership had widened into a chas m. Faced with the prospect of
losing their influence in both the pa rty administrative structure and press,
the Dutch left gradually began to realize the need to move beyond the tradi
tional intellectual channels of the Nieui.ve Tijd and develop a vehicle for dis
seminating their views within the party. This realization provided the initial
impulse for the emergence of a new and more militant left opposition group,
which ultimately grouped itself around the weekly newspaper, De T,-ibune.
While the older Nieuwe Tijd group still continued to function as an active
opposition and the main center of theoretical analysis, the Tribunist left be
gan to steadily displace it as the driving force of the revolutionary left within
the SDAP . 1 6
Three individuals provided the leadership for this new group of young
activists : David W ij nkoop, Willem van Ravesteyn, and Jan Ceton. Foremost
a mong the three was David Wij nkoop ( 1 876-1941 ) . The son of A mster
dam's head rabbi, Wijnkoop became a socialist while still a youth after at-
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tending a speech by Domela Nieuwenhuis . 17 Following activity in the stu
dent socialist movement, Wij nkoop joined the SDAP in 1 898, and, despite
his youth and emotional temperament, began a steady rise to prominence.
Owing to his superior oratorical and organizational skills, he was elected
chairman of the powerful and prestigious Amsterdam Ill section in 1 902.
Wij nkoop's most formative experience, however, was as a salaried pro
pagandist in the Twente textile district during the strike wave of 1 903. His
existing dissatisfaction with the party leadership was exacerbated when
Troelstra blocked his request to be placed in the position permanently. Like
Wij nkoop, Jan Ceton ( 1 875-1 943) also came out of the A msterdam I I I sec
tion, where he served as secretary. A biology teacher by profession and head
of the SDAP teacher's federation, Ceton had helped initiate the school de
bate in 1 902. Although a skilled organizer and administrator, Ceton soon
gained a reputation as the most militant and uncompromising of the three
young activists. 18 Unlike Wij nkoop and Ceton, Willem van Ravesteyn
(1 876-1 970) was a scholar and theoretician by temperament. The first Marx
ist to receive a doctorate in the history in the Netherlands, Van Ravesteyn
joined the Leiden branch of the SDAP in 1899 and almost immediately be
came a friend and protege of Pannekoek. 19
In the aftermath of the Utrecht defeat, Wijnkoop, Ceton, and Van Rave
steyn began to lay the groundwork for a separate Marxist weekly newspaper
of the left. The idea of such a newspaper had been a long-standing concern of
many oppositionists who felt that the Nieuwe Tijd reached only a s mall intel
lectual audience. As early as 1 903, Wij nkoop, while a propagandist in Twen
te, had proposed - with Pannekoek and Gorter's support - the creation of a
regional weekly newspaper modeled on the Leipziger Volkszeitimg. When
this project was rejected, Wij nkoop wrote bitterly to Van Ravesteyn : 'I think
that something has been lost in Twente, as well as the entire nation, for the
propagation of a real, proletarian socialism. '20 Two years later, Wij nkoop
proposed a weekly supplement to Het Volk to help bring Marxism to the
working class, but this proposal was also rejected by the party leadership . 2 1
Finally, in J une, 1 906, the triumvirate began to seek supporters and contrib
utors throughout the country for an independent newspaper of the left
aimed at instilling a Marxist sense of class consciousness in the working
class. 22
This task acquired added urgency following the Congress of Haarlem in
1 907, which cul minated in the full-scale capitulation of the Nieuwe Tijd
group. Seeking to stimulate a spirit of reconciliation, Henriette Roland
Holst declared in the name of the Nieuwe Tijdists that their return to active
participation in party activities was no longer dependent on withdrawal of
the Utrecht condemnation. 23 But for Wijnkoop, Ceton, and Van Ravesteyn,
as well as for Pannekoek and Gorter, the decision to capitulate was a deep
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disappointment. The conclusion they drew from this was that the left had n o
choice b u t t o attempt t o mobilize both the party's rank-and-file a nd the
workers outside the party. I n Pannekoek's opinion, the creation of a news
paper to aid this effort was now an ' absolute necessity ' . 24
By July, 1 907, most of the necessary financial support for an independent
radical newspaper had been secured (much of it coming from Gorter) , and
publication was set for the fall. 25 Pannekoek, for his part, agreed to w rite a
regular ' Berlin letter' column discussing various theoretical and practical
questions. 26 At this point, the group had only three main bases of support in
the party: the Amsterdam Ill section, Gorter's Bussum section, and Pan
nekoek' s Leiden section.
Following a number of delays, the first issue of the Tribune finally ap
peared on October 19, 1907 . In the initial manifesto, the 'Tribunists' de
clared that it was their intention to provide an internationally oriented week
ly for the purpose of clarifying, improving, and enlarging socialist in
sights. 27 In this spirit, the Tribune editors stressed the importance of accom
plishing what the Nieuwe Tijd had never done: carrying the struggle for a
militant Marxist policy directly into the ranks of the party and the working
class. To help build the publication and translate their views into action,
Wij nkoop and Ceton began to use their extensive trade union and party
contacts to organize ' clubs' of supporters in the various sections of the party.
The Tribunists' strategy was premised on the belief that the Russian Rev
olution of 1 905 and the intensification of the Prussian suffrage campaign
signified the beginning of a new and potentially revolutionary phase of the
class struggle. I ndeed, the Tribune's emergence coincided with a period of
economic crisis, unemployment, strike activity, and rapid trade union
growth in the Netherlands . I n these circumstances, the Tribunists felt that an
open rebellion against the party leadership, if not i mminent, was at least a
major possibility. This perspective was partially confirmed by the support
that the Tribune received during the early months of its existence from a
broad spectrum of men not usually associated with the left such as Henri
Polak, Joseph Loopuit, A . S . de Levita, and F . M. Wibaut.
In their long struggle against the party leadership, the Tribunists accepted
the German SPD as the model of a proper Marxist policy and formulated
their basic ideological conceptions according to the orthodox Marxism of
Karl Kautsky. At the same time, their revolutionary activist practice re
mained firmly anchored to a larger tradition of what might loosely be
termed intransigent Marxism. More an attitude than a conscious tendency,
it was a Marxism which stressed a militant opposition to the capitalist state
in all its forms and an unrelenting proletarian struggle for its abolition.
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Pannekoek p rovided one of the Tribunists' first detailed theoretical sta te
ments in December, 1 907, in the form of a four-part installment analyzing
the nature of the SDAP. Pannekoek's anal ysis was formulated in response to
a major article by Troelstra, which argued that social democracy would
eventually have to come to terms with parliamentary democracy. 28 In reply
ing to Troelstra, Pannekoek developed in great detail the argu ment that
Troelstra was no longer developing tactics on the basis of the class struggle,
but was openly preparing the party for a future integration into the bour
geois political system. 29 Wij nkoop expanded upon these criticis ms by argu
ing that the party's slow membership growth was a direct consequence of its
failure to pursue an active course of agitation in the urban areas. 30
The Tribu nists adopted similar criticisms in regard to the SOAP-domi
nated trade unions affiliated with the NVV. In December, 1 907, Wijnkoop
contrasted the aggressive militancy of the Russian unions with the passivity
of the NVV unions. 3 1 Ceron, the Tribune's trade union specialist, formulated
what was to be the Tribunists' basic position when he argued that the SDAP
had actively fostered revisionism in the trade union movement. The growth
of a union bureaucracy, the failure to support strikes not organized by the
NVV, the lack of socialist consciousness in the trade union press, the NV V's
shift of support from the eight-hour day to the ten-hour day, and its passive
attitude toward the suffrage movement were all cited by Ceton as the con
sequences of revisionist policies. 32 Not content to confine themselves solely
to intellectual analyses, the Tribunists also attempted to support and encour
age spontaneous strike activity, which often brought them into conflict with
the NVV leadership.
The key to the Tribunists' strategy, however, was their belief that a mili
tant suffrage struggle might serve as a catalyst for the radicalization of the
Dutch working class. Starting in J anuary, 1 908, Pannekoek began to put the
suffrage question in sharp theoretical focus with his reporting on the Prus
sian suffrage demonstrations . For Pannekoek, the demonstrations only con
firmed his belief that Germany was entering a new and potentially revolu
tionary period in which the power of the state was breaking down while that
of the working class was increasin g. He fervently believed that the suffrage
movement had the potential to awaken a great, irresistible wave of socialist
militancy that woul d sweep away the old order. 33 In Holland, the Tribunists
focused their energies on demanding that the SOAP withdraw from the
Liberal-dominated Committee for Universal Suffrage and conduct an
independent class-based agitational campaign modeled on the Prussian
movement.
During the first few months of the Tribune's existence, the party leader-
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drew from this was that Kautsky's perspective was derived from con
ceptions formed during the early stages of the worker's movement, which
accounted for his fear of defeat and emphasis on self restraint. Pannekoek felt
that his own position reflected the s'e ntiments of a younger generation of
workers, whose conceptions had been forged during the mass struggles of
the preceding decade. 1 8
Kautsky, less reserved in his judgments, respo�d�<i b_y_ac.c_using Pan
nekoek of advocating 'syndicalist conceptions' . His sharpest reaction,
however, was reserved for Pannekoek's emphasis on the destruction of the
capitalist state. 'Up 'ti] now, ' he wrote, ' the difference between social demo
crats and anarchists has consisted in the fact that the former wanted to con
quer state power while the latter wanted to destroy it. Pannekoek wants to
do both . ' Kautsky continued by citing numerous quotations from Marx and
Engels to prove his point that state power was as much a mechanism for
dispossession of ruling classes as it was one of class domination. To this
argument, he added: 'Perhaps Pannekoek wants to abolish the state function
of the officials? But we cannot do without officials even in the party and
trade union organizations, much less in the state administration. Our pro
gram demands, not abolition of state officials, but their election by the peo
ple. ' As a final rebuke, he su ggested: ' I strongly suspect that Pannekoek is
gathering material for a book whose title could be: "Mass Action by Isolated
Men " . ' 1 9
The debate was brought to a close with a short rejoinder by Pannekoek in
which he accused Kautsky of substituting name calling for discussion of the
issues. To Kautsky's charges of syndicalism, Pannekoek retorted: 'If he is
correct that these views are syndicalist then so much the better for syndical
ism . ' Beyond this, Pannekoek pointed out that Kautsky's extensive use of
quotations from Marx and Engels re�ealed the basic contrast between their
methodologies: 'I have used almost no citations of Marx and Engels because
those who have completely absorbed this new science which they brought to
us do not need to continually prove that they are following in their footsteps
with citations from their work . [ . . . ] There is nothing better he could have
done to highlight the differences in our method and views. ' Such an ap
proach, he felt, was the 'direct opposite' of Marxism . 20

Militants Against the Apparatus: The Bremen Left
Pannekoek's break with the theory and practice of official social democracy
corresponded to, and was greatly reinforced by, his move to the heavily
industrialized city of Bremen in the spring of l 910 to organize and teach in a
local SPD school. I n contrast to his years in Berlin, Pannekoek was fully
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immersed i n t h e active life o f the party a s a teacher, propagandist, a n d leader.
During this period, Pannekoek was probably more intimately involved in
the everyday life of the workers than at any other time in his political life. His
four years within the organizational framework of Bremen social democ
racy provided a fertile ground for the elaboration of his own thought and
were among the most vital and productive ofhis life . In Bremen, Pannekoek
found himself within a bastion of the German left, to whose inchoate radical
ism he helped give a coherent structure. During the years which followed,
Pannekoek was to exercise, through his contact with both the membership
and the functionaries, a decisive influence on the development of Bremen
social democracy. As a result of Pannekoek's extensive organizational and
ideological work, the Bremen left emerged as 'the best anchored grouping of
the extreme left wing of the Social Democratic Party' . 21
The nature of the local economy had a powerful conditioning effect upon
the development of a left wing social democratic movement in Bremen.
During the period 1 890-1 9 1 0, Bremen experienced a rapid process of indus
trialization and urban growth which transformed the city from a commer
cial center into a stormy industrial metropolis. Between 1 888 and 1 907, the
number of industrial workers increased fourfold: from 8 , 463 to 33, 825. Eco
nomic growth from the mid-1 890s onwards was concentrated largely in the
technologically advanced and highly concentrated shipbuilding industry ,
which swiftly became the mainstay of the city's economy. In 1 895, this sec
tor of the economy ranked seventh with 849 workers; by 1 907 it had reached
second place with 5, 633 workers, a rise o f 563 . 5 per cent. Only the building
trades, which owed much of their prosperity of the rise of this industry,
counted more workers. The growth of the shipbuilding industry acted as a
further stimulus to growth in several other advanced industries. Between
1 888 and 1907, the number of workers employed in metal processing rose
from 2 , 381 to 3,465 (or 45 . 5 per cent) ; in textiles, from 1 , 304 to 2, 073 (or
58.9 per cent) ; in the printing trades from 748 to 1 , 059 (or 41 . 6 per cent) .
Economic growth was also reflected in the highly concentrated nature of
capitalist enterprises in Bremen. In 1907, 66. 3 per cent of the work force in
the shipbuilding and machinebuilding industries worked in shops with more
than 200 workers; 13. 1 per cent in shops with 51 to 200 workers; 12. 1 per
cent in shops with 1 1 to 50 workers; and only 8. 5 per cent in shops with less
than 10 workers . Two shipyards alone accounted for 3, 830 workers. The
working class itself was dominated largely by semi-skilled male workers,
most of whom had migrated to Bremen from elsewhere and had little in the
way of a craft union tradition to draw upon. By 1 907, 57. 5 per cent of the
work force had been born elsewhere. A further factor defining the socio
economic character of Bremen was the low standard ofliving of its working
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critical role i n undermining the influence of the craft union leadership i n the
party. An indefatigable organizer who combined the qualities of a bu
reaucrat and an agitator, Pieck almost singlehandedly built up a strong base
,
for the radicals in the industrial districts of Bremen. Within a few weeks of
taking office, Pieck had increased party membership from_3,912 to 5 , 610. 24
In the ensuing tactical debates, Pieck's organizational skills played an indis
pensable role in confirming the line of the radicals among the rank-and-file.
A third source of radical influence lay in the local SPD's extensive educa
tional program , which the left had developed to radicalize rank-and-file
trade union militants. This program began in the fall of l 905 with the forma
tion of a worker's educational committee which sponsored a series of forums
and lectures. To a large extent, this committee was an outgrowth of the
debate earlier that year over participation in the Liberal Goethebund, which
led many to see the need for a form of workers' education separate from
bourgeois education. A proposal to establish a more formalized structure
with a paid permanent instructor, however, was vetoed for the time being
by the trade u nion leadership. The i mpetus for much of this emphasis on
education came from a group of socialist educators organized within the
Teachers' Society, who were a mong the most prominent and influential
activists of the left. 25
I n firm control of the Burger-Zeitung, the secretariat, and the party's local
educational program, the left was by 1 906 in a position to disseminate its
radical conception of MarXism to the rapidly growing membership. Their
position was also greatly enhanced by the longstanding practice of holding
regular general membership meetings of all the local sections at which major
political questions were discussed and debated. It was these forums, above
all else, which insured that the radicals retained the confidence of the mem
bership. The first major opportunity to translate their views into action
came in March, 1 908, when spontaneous street demonstrations over the
suffrage question erupted in Bremen for the first time. During the course of
the next few months, the radicals pursued a long and intense agitational
campaign in the Biirger-Zeitung and in mass membership meetings for the
use of the mass strike and other extra-parliamentary methods . Throughout
1 908 and 1 909, this issue became interwoven with a growing criticism of the
national SPD leadership. By September, 1 909, the Burger-Zeitung was pre
pared to assert that only the 'energy of the masses ' and the elan of a revolu
tionary mass movement could animate social democracy with the 'new spir
it' necessary for its revitalization. 26 On the basis of this perspeqive, it was
clear by the fall of 1 909 that the maj ority of the Bremen movement was
already in what would later be termed the left radical camp.
Sensing the imminence of a new epoch of revolutionary struggles, the left
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class. In 1 906, the aggregate income of the Bremen working class, which
constituted two-thirds of the population, was twenty million marks less
than the aggregate income of the wealthiest 2. 6 per cent of the population. 2 2
Taken together, these socio-economic factors combined to create an unin
tegrated, volatile, and permanently aggrieved work force, whose inchoate
radicalism profoundly shaped the course of Bremen social democracy.
Until 1 903, the socialist movement in Bremen was dominated by a re
formist group led by Friedrich Ebert, which had its base in the craft unions.
Throughout 1 903 and 1 904, internal tensions within the party built up
rapidly, resulting in the crystallization of separate reformist and radical
Marxist factions. This train of developments began in October, 1 902, when
Heinrich Schulz became editor-in-chief of the Bremer Biirger-Zeitung, which
gave the left a powerful mechanism for defining the political direction of the
movement. A former teacher, whose Marxism was shaped largely by ethical
and humanitarian considerations, Schulz had been a longstanding opponent
of the traditional line of Bremen social democracy. Schulz's principal collab
orator on the Biirger-Zeitung was Alfred Henke, a genial former cigar-maker
who personified the self-educated worker-intellectual of the turn of the cen
tury. Through his weekly 'From the Factory' column, Henke sought to
inculcate a radical Marxist spirit within the membership. 23
Schulz's first opportunity to promote a radical Marxist tactic came during
the 1 903 Reichstag elections, when he campaigned in the Biirger-Zeitung
against a proposed SPD alliance with the Liberals. When the election unex
pectedly resulted in the victory of the SPD candidate, it greatly strengthened
his position. A second issue of demarcation arose in the fall of 1 903 over the
question of how to locally implement the condemnation of revisionism that
had been pronounced at the Congress of Dresden. By J anuary, 1 905, it was
becoming clear that the radicals were gaining the upper hand when the re
formists suffered a major defeat over the question of continued SPD par
ticipation in a Liberal educational society, the Goethebund, following a long
campaign against it by Schulz in the Biirger-Zeitung. It was this defeat which
prompted Ebert to leave for Berlin to work in the party secretariat. These
issues, however, were dwarfed by the mass strike debate of the summer of
1 905, in which the left's position prevailed completely.
While these controversies were significant in defining the radical posi
tion, they were not decisive in the consolidation of a radical maj ority. What
was crucial was the left's growing influence in a number of key institutions
of Bremen social democracy. Next to their control of the Biirger-Zeitung, the
left's main source of influence was in a local secretariat which had been cre
ated in May, 1 906 to administer the day-to-day affairs of the party. Under
the control of the radical carpenter Wilhelm Pieck, the secretariat played a
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resurrected its longstanding plan for a permanent, joint educational program
with the trade unions. When this proposal was proved in late 1909, Wilhelm
Pieck conveyed to Pannekoek an offer to organize the program and serve as
'scientific instructor'. Although Pannekoek had turned down a similar of
fer in 1 907, his growing dissatisfaction with his work in Berlin now led him
to readily accept. For Pannekoek, this appointment marked the culmination
of a long informal relationship with Bremen social democracy. His first
contact with the movement came in September, 1905, when at Schulz's invi
tation, he came to lecture on religion and socialism. This relationship was
deepened the following year when he taught with Schulz in the SPD central
party school. During the course of the next few years, the Biirger-Zeitung
became one of the most regular outlets for his theoretical writings, which in
turn played a critical role in defining the political perspective of Bremen
social democracy.
Pannekoek's appointment provoked heated opposition from the trade
union functionaries, who feared it would strengthen the position of the radi
cals. Since the unions were responsible for 1 , 500 marks ofPannekoek's 4,000
mark salary, their support was essential. The issue was finally resolved,
however, only by taking it directly to the trade union membership. Twenty
three unions and 1 2, 844 members voted to confirm Pannekoek as opposed
to twelve unions and 8,362 members against his appointment.
In setting up_the party school, Pannekoek emphasized the importance of
developing a radical pedagogy as part of the proces of 'spiritual liberation'
required by the new epoch of mass actions. A properly conducted pro
letarian education, he felt, would help lay the groundwork for the emer
gence of a new type of party and trade union official who would no longer be
tied to a 'corrupt and bureaucratic system'. In structuring his coursework,
which was centered around social theory and the history of the worker's
movement, Pannekoek attempted to develop a more popularized version of
the material he had used in the central party school. This task was not with
out its difficulties. 'Everything must be newly developed, built up and sus
tained', he complained to Pieck, 'without textbooks, models or methods, or
extracted from abstract scientific works and popularized. Because of the
elementary nature of much of the material, he felt 'more like a schoolmaster
than a scientist'. Pannekoek's courses, which were always coordinated
with a variety of practical activities, were held at night to audiences of rank
and-file trade unionists. During the turbulent political struggles of the next
decade, this group of several hundred former students played a key role in
defining the political direction of the Marxist left in Bremen.
In the formulation of the basic strategic perspective of the Bremen left,
Pannekoek was joined by two other key activists: Karl Radek and Johann
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V

CON SCIOU SNE S S AND WORKER S ' SELF
EMANCIPATION : PANNEKOEK ' S POLITICAL
THOUGHT PRIOR TO 1910

Consciousness and Socio-Economic Reality: Pannekoek's Theory of Ideological
Hegemony
Prior to 1 9 1 0, Pannekoek's political views were still comparatively consist
ent with the orthodox Marxism of the Second International, as defined by
thinkers such as Kautsky, Bebel, and Plekhanov. But Pannekoek's early
intellectual investigations and his theoretical reflections on the historical
events of l 903, 1 905, and 1 908, and on the process of political differentiation
within the international socialist movement were gradually leading him to
elaborate the outlines of a new revolutionary tactic, which would be devel
oped and extended in his thought in the years a fter 1 91 0.
W hat differentiated Pannekoek's political theorizing from the main
stream of social democracy during the first decade of the twentieth century
was his attempt to apply his basic Marx-Dietzgen synthesis directly to the
question of revolutionary strategy. Although he remained a convinced ma
terialist, the major question which absorbed all of his attention and intruded
itself into all aspects of his thought was the question of Geist, or more p re
cisely the role of subj ective ('spiritual ') fa ctors in human development. Pan
nekoek's interest in this question arose partly from his concern as a scientist
with the relationship between theory and reality and partly from the prevail
ing consensus in Dutch intellectual circles about the necessity of a new moral
and cultural order.
In attempting to define the role of collective consciousness in social trans
formation, Pannekoek sought to fill a major gap in Marxist theory and tackle
what he regarded as the ultimate political question. Marx had never ad
dressed himself to the p roblem of consciousness in a systematic manner
other than in generalized s ta tements scattered throughout his writings. His
views were governed by two fundamental assumptions: (1) that all con
sciousness is determined solely by social existence, and (2) that mental con
ceptions can be changed on a mass scale only through social p raxis. Beyond
these rather generalized assumptions, consciousness was implicitly seen as
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the natural outgrowth o f the changing internal dynamic of capitalist de
velopment, with socialism the inevitable consequence. 1 As a result of this
theoretical preoccupation with the mode of production as the determining
factor in historical development, classical Marxism failed to adequately ex
plain, let alone confront, the problem of developing a mass revolutionary
consciousness .
I n grappling with this problem, Pannekoek sought to answer two prim
ary questions: how do individuals and groups perceive the world and their
relationship to it? Under what conditions can these perceptions change?
From his Dietzgenian starting point, Pannekoek attempted to situate con
sciousness in the realm of everyday thought and life. According to this per
spective, consciousness, in its broadest sense, is a perception or 'spiritual i m
age' of the world, formed through interaction with that world and by the
limitations and possibilities which determine this interaction. Human
thought is, above all, practical: it is a tool for understanding and coping with
the natural and social environment by the evaluation of the efficacy of var
ious courses of action. Consciousness is ' determined ' , only in the sense that
it is circumscribed by the possibilities and limitations inherent in a given
natural and social environment. Like Dietzgen, Pannekoek felt that the
human mind perceives the world as a continuous flow of events and attempts
to categorize and distinguish among these events as a precondition for ac
tion. The actions that arise from these perceptions constitute experiences,
which in turn serve as a basis for future actions and perceptions. If a certain
action or pattern of behavior is continuously successful over a long time
span, it will become habitual and the view of the world in which it is rooted
will also become habitual or traditional. In this manner, traditional patterns
of thought and action are preserved spiritually - in literature, science, art,
religion, and philosophy - as culture. 2
Pannekoek's investigation of the relationship of philosophy to economic
and social reality led him, in 1 90 1 , to view the material world and the world
of consciousness as constituting an inseparable entity in which each re
ciprocally conditions the other. Without changing the structure of society,
one could not change the structure of consciousness. But the converse also
held true: a revolutionary upheaval in the economic and social structure of
society was i mpossible without a revolution in the forms of consciousness.
Proletarian revolution must develop simultaneously in both the economic
and 'spiritual' spheres: 'As never since the first advent of production of com
modities there has been such a fundamental revolution, it must necessarily
be accompanied by an equally fundame[n]tal spiritual revolution . [ . . . ] The
new understanding [ . . . ] gains ground step by step, waging a relentless battle
against the traditional ideas to which the ruling classes are clinging. This
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struggle is the mental companion of the social class struggle. '3 Without de
nying the primacy of material factors, Pannekoek envisioned the revolution
ary struggle as an ideological process shaped by the gradual and diffuse Aow
ofideas and life experiences. He argued that a socialist revolution must begin
with the workers striving to overturn the barriers to proletarian thinking in
their daily lives: men must think change before they can accomplish change.
Pannekoek s tressed that while the outcome of a proletarian revolution
would ulti mately be determined by the physical power of the working class,
i t was not this power alone that was decisive but the ' spiritual power' which
precedes it and determines its use. In an analysis which strikingly anticipated
many of the themes in the later theory of ideological hegemony made fa
mous by Antonio Gramsci, 4 Pannekoek noted : 'The material power, which
the proletariat possesses through num bers and im portance for the process of
production , would be of li ttle value for him, when his spiritual superiority
above his capitalistic opponents did not come to it. [ . . ] our power lies in the
deep understanding of the laborers for every detail of capitalism, in other
words in the Socialistic knowledge, in the theory of Socialis m. '5 This
a mounted above all to the belief that: ' Spiritual emancipation, self-thought is
the precondition for material liberation, for self-action. ' 6 Revolution, from
Pannekoek's standpoint, represented a victory of the mind, ofrustorical un
derstanding and revolutionary will . The consciousness of the proletariat was
as much a factor affecting historical evolution as the material factors fro m
which it arises. The class struggle, while corresponding to the material
stru cture of society, was, in the final analysis, a struggle of consciousness .
Pannekoek's belief that the subjugation of the working class was not en
tirely due to economics and force alone, was not solely the result of intellec
tual investigation . The problem which had most troubled him as a young
socialist in Leiden was the widening gap between the expectations of Marx
ism and the actual beliefs of the workers . The apparent apathy and indif
ference of the masses to the appeals of the socialists expressed for Pannekoek
the fact of their subordination, not only to the force of the state, but also to
the 'spiritual superiority of the ruling minority' which ' presides over all spir
itual development, all science'. Through its control over institutions such as
the schools, the church, and the press, the minority 'contaminates ever
larger numbers of the proletarian masses with its conceptions ' . Pannekoek
regarded this 'spiritual dependence of the proletariat on the bourgeoisie' as
the ' main cause of the weakness of the proletariat'. 7 The proletariat is totally
dependent intellectually and culturally on the bourgeoisie and acquiesces in
its own enslavement.
Pannekoek contended that if the proletariat is to assert i ts own ideological
hegemony, i t must create its own culture as an essential part of the revolu.
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tionary struggle. I n words that could almost b e taken from Gramsci, he
noted: 'These crude, tattered, uneducated, and despised proletarians, they
are in reality the bearers of a higher culture. [ . . . ] Socialist culture is dis
tinguished from bourgeois culture not only by the fact that it is much broad
er, but also by the fact that its inner content is completely different. This
culture is one which will place men in a completely different relationship to
natu.re, the external conditions of life, and other men. '8 From this stand
point, Pannekoek argued that the real significance of socialism lay not just in
its ability to create a new mode of production, but in its capacity for a funda
mental cultural transformation. 9 This emphasis on the creative, constructive
aspect of proletarian revolution, as opposed to the destructive aspect of over
throwing capitalism, was to remain a constant theme in Pannekoek's Marx
ism.
Given the 'spiri tual superiority' of the ruling class and the need for a 'spir
itual revolution' of the working class, the corollary question arises : W hat is
the precise nature of this proletarian consciousness and how is it developed?
Proletarian class consciousness, according to Pannekoek's conception, was
not an abstract realm of thought identified with a particular set of doctrinal
beliefs, but a socio-historical mode of abstraction closely connected to a
complex combination of ideas, beliefs, feelings, and sentiments that are inte
gral to the concrete daily life experiences of the working class and are a
defining characteristic of its political action. Proletarian thought, for Pan
nekoek, assumed a nu mber of varying and interacting forms, all of which
were 'abstract, generalized expressions of [ . . . ] reality'. 1 0 Two such 'thought
forms' were of particular i mportance : ideology and theory (science) . Ideol
ogy constitutes 'a system of ideas, conceptions, and plans, a spiritual expres
sion of the conditions of material life and class interest'. 11 It arises when a
specific class universalizes in consciousness what is particular to their eco
nomic needs. Since ideology arises directly from the daily practice of work
and life, much of it rests on unconscious feelings, perceptions, and drives,
which often do not correspond to the reality of their context. For this reason,
Pannekoek felt, ideology forms the basis of, but not the total content of, rev
olutionary class consciousness. Theory, on the other hand, represents the
highest expression of developed class consciousness because it ' turns blind,
instinctive social actions into conscious well-thought-out social actions' by
separating the particular, short term, individual interests from the general
and long term interests of the class. 1 2 Theory, in this capacity, enables men to
'rise from unconscious drives to fully conscious, purpose-minded men' ca
pable of building and sustaining the new society. 13
Pannekoek maintained that out of the continuous interaction between
theory and ideology there emerges a special set o f 'categories of understand-
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ing', which define the proletarian conception of reality and are unique to
proletarian thought. These categories differ fundamentally from bourgeois
categories of understanding, which are static and consider o nly the present.
But Pannekoek was far from clear o n how these categories arise and precise
ly what they meant in practice. He noted only that they involve antagonistic
notions that teach the proletariat to view social development as a unified
p rocess of interaction - notions such as revolution and evolution, theory and
practice, final goal and movement. 1 4
In seeking answers a s t o h o w latent class consciousness could be trans
formed into revolutionary consciousness, Pannekoek argued that this pro
cess begins with knowledge about the nature of capitalist exploitation. This
knowledge is obtained through the day-to-day proletarian work and life
experiences within the capitalist order which run counter to the dominant
bourgeois ideology. Revolutionary consciousness, the realization by the
workers that they are capable of managing society and production on their
own, develops from this foundation. It involves , above all else, the con
struction of a 'social ideal' or ' mental picture' of a new social order: 'Men
must continually adapt their ideas and views about the possible and appro
priate arrangement and organization of society to the progress of produc
tion, continuously creating new social ideals. [ . . . ] Since everything which
man does must first exist in his mind as purpose and will, every new social
order before it becomes a reality must necessarily first lead a spiritual exist
ence as a more or less relevant ideal of a coming society. ' As a historical
illustration of this principle, Pannekoek cited the cases of the invention of the
steam engine and spinning machine, which were tied to the social ideal of the
' unlimited possibilities of industrial development' and the 'unlimited free- dom of private enterprise' under capitalism. 15
From this point of departure, Pannekoek conceived ofrevolutionary con
sciousness as arising organically out of the interplay between socio-econom
ic development and working class self-activity. Since concepts and modes of
behavior are based on perceived experiences of social reality, they are con
tinually changing as the social reality underlying them changes. What was
p ri mary, he felt, was the impact of capitalist development on the mental
experiences of the working class: 'The development of modern giant indus
try destroys ancient traditions, throws down old customs, and makes a tab
ula rasa of minds, which then become capable of accepting absolutely new
ideas'. 1 6 The new relationships and experiences under capitalism show the
workers the possibility and necessity of a socialist order, and give them at the
same time confidence in their own growing power and ability to conquer
and rule society. But the real activating element of revolutionary con
sciousness, Pannekoek stressed, was 'continuous struggle' . Clear know!-
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edge about the nature of capitalism, the state, society, and the bourgeoisie
could be grasped practically and theoretically only by a fighting and politi
cally organized proletariat engaged in the tedious day-to-day process of
breaking down, differentiating a mong, and finally identifying the unity of
the contradictory forces which define particular phases of social develop
ment. Through this continuous process of conceptualization and reconcep
tualization, each new struggle of the working class, each new confrontation
with the bourgeoisie, becomes part of a progressive awakening that will
ultimately lead the proletariat to victory. 17
This process, Pannekoek felt, could be consciously accelerated by an
organized socialist movement through its educational and propaganda ac
tivities. Propaganda, in this context, however, was viewed by Pannekoek as
an 'amplifi cation and explanation' of what the workers already see, and
perceive in their daily life and work, rather than something directed at _
them. 18 The consciousness of the working class would not change in re
sponse to propaganda alone, whatever its content. Revolutionary class con
sciousness was not something that could be infused from outside the work
ing class, because the workers would perceive it as irrelevant to their basic
experiences: 'Every class can shape its own ideas only on the elements of
reality it knows directly; it does not understand, and therefore ignores ,
whatever is foreign to its own experience. ' 1 9 In contrast to Kautsky, Lenin,
and others , Pannekoek constantly deemphasized the role of bourgeois intel
lectuals in educating the proletariat for socialism. He argued that while the
intellectuals articulate class concepts and strategy in their role as theorists,
they do not become the final repository of social knowledge. Revolutionary
class consciousness belongs exclusively to the workers, who gradually ex
pand their potential for systematic and critical thinking in the very process of
transforming society. From Pannekoek's perspective, there could be no po
litical thinking outside the framework of the class struggle that was not in
some way bourgeois. For those middle class intellectuals active in the social
ist movement, the real significance of their acceptance of Marxism lay in the
fact that it enabled them to shed their role as ideological defenders of capital
ism. 20
In his analysis of the factors which impeded the development of revolu
tionary class consciousness, Pannekoek emphasized in particular the role of
traditional ideas left over from the thought systems of the past. According to
Pannekoek, the tin1e lag between the emergence of new material structures
and the new modes of consciousness that correspond to them was likely to
be extremely long, particularly in areas of limited capitalist development,
such as Holland. For this reason, Pannekoek felt that many of the prevailing
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ideas i n the workers ' movement still bore the stamp of their bourgeois ori
gins. This was particularly true, he argued, for the two main working class
ideological and tactical divergences from Marxism: anarchism and revision
ism.
Pannekoek attributed the ideological basis of both anarchism and
revisionism to the heterogeneous character of the workers' movement. He
maintained that because of the uneven cha racter of social development, the
workers' movement had initially developed as a coalition of different social
groups adversely affected by capitalism. United only by a common opposi
tion to the sta tus quo, each of these groups have their own distinct, and often
differing, interests, and a mental outlook shaped by the reality of their own
daily experiences, which together define their approach to tactics . U sing
such reasoning, Pannekoek argued that the nominal tactical opposites of
anarchism and revisionism were both, in fact, an expression of a petit bour
geois mental outlook. Historically, the petit bourgeoisie has been a class of
malcontents predisposed to oppose the existing social order, whose lack of
social cohesiveness causes them to plunge from one extreme to another:
'Sometimes it is intoxicated with revolutionary slogans and tries to seize
power by means of putsches; sometimes it crawls sha melessly at the feet of
the upper classes and tries to wheedle reforms from them by cunning and
deceit. Anarchism is petit bourgeois ideology gone mad; revisionism is the san1e
ideology with its teeth drawn. '21 What anarchism and revisionism have in com
mon is a bourgeois view of the world combined with proletarian sentiments.
While espousing the proletarian cause, they borrow their concepts and pat
terns of thought from the bourgeois world and do not seek the radical
changes in mental attitudes that are a prerequisite for proletarian ema ncipation.
From Pannekoek's standpoint, anarchism represented the ideology of a
declassed petit bourgeoisie, whose ideas ·vere merely a continuation of petit
bourgeois i ndividualism and the outdated tradition of bourgeois revolution.
Despite the revolutionary nature of their doctrines, the anarchists could not
perceive the need for a new mode of production; their vision of a new society
was based entirely on nostalgia and fantasy. Revisionism, on the other hand,
had its socio-economic base in an alliance between the petit-bourgeoisie and
a 'labor aristocracy' within the workin g class which had achieved high
wages through strong organization and a strategic economic position. 22
Rather than a new proletarian world view, their peaceful evolutionary so
cialism was merely a framework for achieving limited practical goals, while
the earlier bourgeois goals continued to co-exist. But what was most critical
for Pannekoek was the subj ective impact of revisionism on the working
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class. Revisionism, h e stressed , ruins the class consciousness, solidarity, and
moral strength of the workers and induces them to expect more from bour
geois good will than from enlighten ment by their own efforts.
I n his theorizing on the spiritual and ideological dimension of proletarian
revol ution, Pannekoek clearly distinguished himself in the years prior to
1 9 10 as the first Marxist to articulate the centrality o f ideas and consciousness
to historical development. But for all the importance and originality o f his
insights, Pan nekoek's fonnulations on consciousness and hegemony con
tain definite li mitations and lacunae which seriously impaired the effective
ness of his theoretical work. Al though the concept of ideological hegemony
lay at the center o f his strategic perspective, Pannekoek - unlike Gramsci failed to develop an in-depth institutional and historical analysis of precisely
how it functioned in practice . f-lis inclination was to view hegemony less as a
sociological category and more as an ideological symbol. Moreover, quite_
apart from the absence of any discussion of the institutions for the transmis
sion of bourgeois i deology, there is also a drastic simplification of the ide
ologies transmitted. For Pannekoek, the dominant ideology in a social for
mation is always a pure manifestation of the ideology of the dominant class,
which in turn is a pure reflection of the life conditions a nd world outlook of
that class. There are o nly two classes which can aspire to ideological do mina
tion - the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Internal political or social differen
tiation within these classes was explained by Pannekoek as simply failures to
achieve full class consciousness. The contamination of pristine class ideolog
ical conceptions by elements derived from the ideologies o f other classes is
thus an automatic sign of political error.
Pannekoek 's efforts to counter the reality of bourgeois ideological domi
nation were also marked by a serious lack of balance between the importance
he attached to developing an independent proletarian spiritual and cultural
outlook and the strategic perspective he offered the workers' movement to
attain it. While recognizing the tenacity of traditional attitudes and the diffi
culty of developing a revolutionary class consciousness, Pannekoek's a naly
sis did not encourage serious inquiry into the actual psychology of the work
ers or a syste matic consideration of the relationship between economic atti
tudes and inherited attitudes. Divorced from a ny concrete analysis of how
bourgeois ideology might be penetrated, Pa nnekoek's theory o f conscious
ness becomes little more than an assigned historical mission o f the p roletari
at. In effect, he was forced to retreat to the comfort of a highly fatalistic
analysis which implied that a fundamental revolution i n consciousness
would occur as an outgrowth of social development. Like most Marxists of
the Second International, Pannekoek remained firmly convinced that the
rise of the proletariat could not be halted precisely because of the role it
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occupied in the industrial system of production. This tension between the
voluntarist and determinist elements of his Marxism would permeate the
entire corpus of his theoretical writings.

Organization. and Ideological Development: Pan.n.ekoek's Conception of
Revolutionary Praxis
In the domain of practice, Pannekoek's concern with the question of con
sciousness led him to construct a revolutionary strategy based on the con
sciousness-raising capacity of various forms of proletarian action. This con
ception \¥as rooted in his twin assumptions that conscious political action by
the proletariat was indispensable to the creation of socialism and that the
funda mental mode of creating class consciousness was through proletarian
self-activity. Although Pannekoek began to formulate his strategic views in
response to specific issues from 1 90 1 onwards, the earliest full exposition of a
comprehensive revolutionary strategy came in his 1 906 article 'Theorie en
beginsel in de arbeidersbeweging' (Theory and Principle in the Labor Move
ment) , 23 which was later expanded into his 1 909 work, Die taktischen Dif
Jeren.zen in. der Arbeiterbewegun.g (The Tactical Differences in the Labor Move
ment) . 24
Pannekoek's conception of the revolutionary process was rooted directly
in the fundamental assumptions of the Erfurt program, the leading pro
grammatic document of the Marxism of the Second International, which
sought to synthesize day-to-day reform activity within the capitalist order
with the broader revolutionary goal of socialism. W hile Pannekoek no
where explicitly challenged the prevailing strategy of the Second Interna- tional p rior to 1 9 1 0, he did seek to refine it and shift its main focus. What
Pannekoek stressed was the subjective factors within the objective process of
revolution and the direct link between the maturation ofthese factors and the
development of the forms of working class organization and self-activity.
Pannekoek's conception of proletarian revolution revolved around what
he termed the three basic 'power instruments' of the proletariat: i ts size and
economic importance, its class consciousness and knowledge, and its orga
nization and discipline. The immediate objective of the class struggle, he
felt, must be to increase the social power of the proletariat by strengthening
its power instruments. The proletariat was faced with two key tasks: devel
oping consciousness and building an organization to challenge the state. Un
like the purely objective factors such as the size of the proletariat, conscious
ness and organization were dependent upon human will and allowed choice
and decision. 25
Pannekoek remained generally committed to the basic orthodox Marxist
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premise that proletarian organization - in both its party and trade union
forms - was a necessary counterweight to capitalist organization and the
social corollary of economic development. He took it for gran ted that ' a
strong, tightly disciplined, compact body animated by a single will' was
necessary to counter the main power instru ments of the bourgeoisie: the
state and the army. 26 But in addition to their role as fighting instruments
against the organizations of the bourgeoisie, proletarian organizations also
represented an essential component of the new society. Writing in the a fter
math of the D utch mass strike wave of 1 903, Pannekoek noted: 'The disor
ganization of capitalism cannot be achieved without an organ. But desiring
the disorganization of the old forms does not mean complete disorganiza
tion . It means the organization of the new . The trade unions, political parties
and cooperatives are the instruments for achieving this. They create new
organs within the old organism in the same manner that the trusts and large
.
scale industries grew up inside the old body of capitalism. '27 Through its
organizational forms, the proletariat acquires the necessary strength and uni
ty to act as a self-conscious class: 'O rganization binds them together, unites
their diverse wills into a single will, behind which rests the collective power
of the masses. '28 From this standpoint, revolutionary organization was con
ceived by Pannekoek in the Dietzgenian sense as a process of interaction.
Organization, consciousness, and struggle were not independent factors
mechanically separated from each other, but were, in fact, different facets of
the same process .
In theorizing the role of the proletarian organization, Pannekoek's pri
mary concern was with the impact of organization on the inner character of
the working class. What most sharply distinguished p roletarian organiza
tion from bourgeois organization, he argued, was its internal or subjective
qualities. Proletarian organization was a means by which the workers devel
opped the solidarity and discipline necessary for their everyday struggles,
and the conviction that the collective interest must prevail over personal in
terests. Through their participation in proletarian organizations, the work
ers are transformed into new men with new habits and new modes of
thought. From their organizations, the workers acquire a unity and sense of
pu rpose that transcends formal statutes and organizational structures: 'The
real u nity, of which the organizational unity is only an expression, is spiritu
al in nature; it lives in the hearts and minds of the proletariat, in both con
scious knowledge of the intellect and spontaneous feelings of the heart. This
form of proletarian u nity, which consists of both insight and warm feelings,
has a dual content and significance. It arises from both a feeling of opposition
to the other classes and from a sense of belonging to their own class. '29
Pannekoek felt that the connecting link between the subjective and objec-
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tive aspects of proletarian organization was discipline, which represents ' the
spiritual mortar which unites scattered individuals into a hard, powerful
collectivity'. 30 U nlike the compulsory discipline of a bourgeois army, how
ever, proletarian discipline is freely granted and for this reason represents an
integral part of proletarian consciousness and morali ty.
Pannekoek maintained that these internal qualities of proletarian organi
zation would be the most decisive in the class struggle. Writing shortly after
the Russian Revolution of 1 905, he declared :
'No blows can destroy knowledge, insight, and class consciousness; on the contrary,
every attempt at repression only aids in the natural growth o f a spirit of resistance
until i t acquires the h i gher character o f an irresistible revolutionary energy. A l though
the external form o f the existing organizations might disa ppear, the organizational
chara cter, the discipline, and the willingness to subordinate personal egotism and
mood to a great class i n terest that has been inculcated by so many years o f struggle,
will never disappear, but will be realized i n spontaneous mass acrions. ' 3 1

Taking up the question of the role of the party, Pannekoek argued that
the task of the social democratic party was two-fold: it was both the primary
class instrument for waging broad political struggles and a catalyst for ' spir
itual education ' . As an instrument of class struggle, the social democratic
party u nites diverse sections of the working class and allows them to rise
above parochial interests by throwing them into a struggle against the cap
italist system in its entirety. But, for Panneko :::k , what was most critical was
the radicalization of consciousness and the socialization of knowledge that
comes from the party's theoretical and practical activities. Through its use of
Marxism as a 'spiritual science', the party serves as an instru men t of clarifi ca
_tion by ordering and systematizing experiences so that the working class can
fully comprehend reality and can act to change it. 32 Pannekoek 's conception
of the relationship between party and class, as it emerged from these for
mulations, was noteworthy for the limited role he assigned to the party.
Although Pan nekoek acknowledged the party's primary role - both politic
ally and theoretically - he held its function to be a subordinate one, once the
masses were not the passive tool of the party, but the reverse: the party was
the tool of conscious class action .
Like most European socialists, Pannekoek accepted the ' twin pillar' theo
ry of organizatio.n which divided the workers' movement into separate
political and economic wings. Within the framework of this analysis, he
viewed the trade unions as the 'natural form of proletarian organization'
which had the fun ction of uniting the workers on the limited basis of craft or
trade. But at the same time, Pannekoek - anticipating Gramsci's later cri
tique of trade u nionism - departed from this position by arguing that the
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u nions, instead o f being adversaries o f capitalism, were ' venders o f labor
power' that 'operate on the same territory' as capitalism. To the extent that
they help secure a standard of living sufficient enough to preserve the vitality
of the working class for future exploitation and prevent revolts which might
disrupt production, the unions serve as a 'conservative force consolidating
capitalism'. 33 Nonetheless, Pannekoek was still convinced during this period
that the u nions had a potentially revolutionary role to play as well. The
critical factor, he felt, was the changing reality of capitalism which had the
potential to turn the unions into 'organs of revolutionary transformation'.
Since capitalism was constantly required to maximize its profits by inten
sifying exploitation of the workers, the unions would be equally compelled
to fight to defend the workers' interests . During these struggles, the u nions
would help awaken class consciousness, instill a sense of combat, break
down old illusions, and generate discipline and feelings of solidarity. 34 The
'gigantic moral elevation' that ocurs in these struggles, Pannekoek insisted,
was a necessary precondition 'for transforming the weak worker into a con
queror of capitalis m ' . 35
From these formulations, it becomes clear that for Pannekoek socialist
revolution was conceived of as a slow and laborious conquest of political and
economic power, through an incessant revolutionary struggle waged by a
large, militant, well-organized, and class-conscious working class , to be
achieved not by the imposition from above of the dictatorship of the prole
tariat and the socializa tion of the means of production, but by the consolida
tion of a new society from below, fighting step by step all the elements of the
old society . In the process hypothesized by Pannekoek, the key element in
the dialectical interaction between organization and consciousness was con
stant struggle: 'The practice which gives the best knowledge of capitalism,
the state, and society, is continuous struggle; the practice which encourages
the growth of organization and discipline, is struggle. The i mproved in
sights and strengthened feelings of power that result from these struggles
lead in turn to new struggles which further clarify and bind men closer to
their organizations. '36
During this period, Pannekoek took it for granted that socialist parlia
mentary activity was an indispensable form of struggle for the working
class. I n assessing the histo rical possibilities and limitations of parliamentary
tactics, Pannekoek argued that the electoral arena had a dual character: it was
both the 'normal form of domination by the bourgeoisie', and ' the best way
to increase the strength of the working class ' . 37 I n parliament, class relation
ships appear in their true form . Socialist parliamentarians are compelled to
struggle over the practical day-to-day questions in a way that places these
questions in their proper relationship to both the capitalist system and an
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alternative socialist conception of life. By arousing a sense of purpose and
belonging, parliamentary conflict increases feelings of proletarian solidarity
and morality and strengthens working class organization. Revolutionary
parliamentarianism, when properly conducted, represents a powerful
mechanism for waging a relentless spiritual struggle against the traditonal
ideas of the ruling class. While the parliamentary struggle is not the class
struggle itself, it does, in a sense, constitute the 'essence of the class struggle'.
Jn the speeches of the small nu mbers of socialist deputies, the interests and
ideas of the masses are expressed in condensed form. Pannekoek's reasoning
reflected his conviction that instead of maintaining the 'illusion that the vot
ing-paper can guide our ship through calm waters to the harbor of the future
state', the historical task of socialist parliamentarianism was to help trans
form the working class into 'a self-aware and organized class ready for com
bat'. 38
Yet throughout Pannekoek's writings on this ques tion, there is a continu
al equivocation and an acute awareness of the debilitating aspects of parlia
mentary strategy on revolutionary activity . As early as 1 902, he criticized
the SDAP for its over-reliance on electoral methods and for building its
organizational structure exclusively on electoral lines. His deep concern was
that the party was developing into a ' gigantic election club' at the expense o f
its revolutionary mission. 39
Pannekoek attempted to resolve this a mbiguity by arguing that what
threatened the party was a specific ' bou rgeoi� conception' of parlia mentari
anism. This conception, he maintained, views the parliamentary struggle as
the struggle for power itself and seeks to substitute the actions of a s mall
handful of representatives for the actions of an entire class. Under these
conditions, the party deputies 'take up a special position; they become a
special class, the "guides " ' . 40 Because of their personal skills, their technical
knowledge, and their familiarity with political intrigues, they regard them
selves as superior to non-parliamentarians. To use parliamentarianism in
this manner, Pannekoek argued, was to erode.the very foundations of work
ing class organization. Once persuaded that their deputies will make all deci
sions for them, the workers will no longer have any reason to form autono
mous organizations and will confine their mental efforts to voting in election
years.
The Russian Revolution of 1 905 not only inspired Pannekoek with new
hopes for revolution in Europe, but it also raised important questions in his
mind about the prevailing social democratic tactics. Although Pannekoek
continued to assign a primary role to the party, trade unions, and parliamen
tary activity until 1 91 0, a growing disenchantment with these methods be
gan to surface in his writings after 1 905. The Russian events, he wrote, had
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'pushed the masses into the foreground a s instruments of war' and made it
imperative to consider ' new methods of tactical warfare'. 4 1 These feelings
were reinforced and intensified by the Prussian suffrage demonstrations of
January, 1 908. Pannekoek immediately pronounced the demonstrations 'a
medium of struggle of the first rank which we must adopt'. 42 Noting that
Dietzgen had spoken of the ' natural inclination of men not to see the limita
tions of what they perceive as truth ' , Pannekoek cautioned in regard to the
traditional tactics: 'This truth is not absolute; it has its limitations. At the
same time as the workers' movement grows as a result of parliamentari
a nism the flaws of this method become clear; it seems i mpossible to attain
our goals through these methods alone. A revolutionary struggle by the
masses themselves with other, more powerful, mediums i s necessary. ' 4 3
For Pannekoek, the events of 1 905 and 1 908 had made it clear that the 'age
of splendid parliamentarianism' was coming to an end. He argued that the
parliamentary phase of the class struggle began after the failure of the Paris
Commune had taught the workers the futility of using armed resistance
alone. To counter the enormous spiritual and material power of the bour
geoisie, the workers were forced to use bourgeois institutions to strengthen
their power and adapt their tactics to the prevailing bourgeois hegemony.
Under these conditions, parliamentary and trade union tactics began to as
sume an independent existence of their own and many considered the idea of
shifting to another mode of struggle a 'romantic illusion' . But at the same
time, Pannekoek saw a steady erosion of the bourgeoisie's ideological and
moral hegemony, which was forcing them to rely more and more on their
'material instruments of power' . Confronted with this new situation , the
masses would have no choice but to mobilize their own power and struggle
directly against the power instruments of the bourgeoisie. In the i mpending
epoch of extra-parliamentary action envisioned by Pannekoek the workers'
own insights and mass organizations would become the determining power
factors rather than their leadership. In these circumstances, conflicts between
the ' high statesmen perspective' of the leaders and the 'clear proletarian con
sciousness' of the masses would become unavoidable. 44 During this phase of
the class struggle, political action and trade union action would merge into a
united mass struggle: 'The organized masses are now entering into the fray,
endowed with class consciousness, discipline, and the strength gained in
previous conflicts; their organization: the trade unions, their political knowl
edge, socialism. '45 But these themes were as yet only fragments and outlines
for the future. A more precisely articulated theory of mass action had to
await the political and strategic debate that developed in German social de
mocracy following the P russian suffrage demonstrations of 1 9 10.
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Moral Consciousness and Social Transformation: Pan.nekoek's Conception of
Proletarian Ethics
In attempting to develop a unified theory of social transformation, Pan
nekoek attached particular importance to the role of ethics in social practice.
Pannekoek 's immediate goal was to formulate a specifically Marxist con
ception of ethics to counter the Kantian ethics of the revisionists, which he
felt was an ideological effort by a part of the bourgeoisie to develop an ethical
capitalist alternative to socialism. He vigorously challenged their belief that
Marxism needed to be supplemented with a normative ethic and sought at
the same time to integrate ethics into a non-deterministic conception of so
cial science. I n a broader sense, Pannekoek also considered the question of
defining a proletarian conception of ethics an i mportant element of the
struggle for proletarian hegemony. Although Pannekoek's treatment of the
question of ethics was more popularized and less systematically developed
than other aspects of his thought, his analysis nonetheless demonstrated o
riginality and insight on a number of points.
Pannekoek regarded his efforts in this area as an extension of the ethical
system worked out earlier by Dietzgen. On the basis of his theory of knowl
edge, Dietzgen had sought to develop a 'scientific' or 'inductive' theory of
morals which avoided any pure speculation or a priori thinking. Dietzgen felt
that moral reasoning, like all other forms of thinking, must rest on given,
concrete materials or objects, which in this case are socially experienced
needs and interests. Just as knowledge in general is derived from the demar
cation of given sense obj ects to be classified and explained, moral reasoning
works upon given needs and interests to distinguish the general from the
particular, the essential from the transitory. Moral reasoning arrives at these
distinctions by determining what is generally useful or appropriate to
achieving a given objective, expressing the needs and interests of a particular
group in particular circumstances. In this way, it distinguishes good needs
from bad needs, true interests from assumed interests, and essential wants
(rom accidental appetites. 46
From his Dietzgenian starting point, Pannekoek viewed ethics, or moral
consciousness as an essential part of human mental activity, in other words ,
as ' the spiritual element of social labor and human existence' . 47 Morality, in
this case, meant the totality of principles of human conduct which regulates
the behavior of individuals and groups in society. According to Pannekoek,
moral ideas, beliefs, and sentiments serve as functional ideologies and are an
integral part of social practice. As such, they represent one of the foremost
causes of human action. In defining the relationship of ethics to social prac
tice, Pannekoek stressed that the key element in the formation of ethical
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conceptions was social class. Each class, h e argued, fashions its own distinct
moral truths out of its own life experiences, aspirations, and practical needs.
For the system as a whole, the moral truths of the dominant class have the
primary function ofsanctioning existing social and productive relationships.
As an illustration of the differences in class morality, Pannekoek cited the
Dutch mass strikes of 1 903. For the bourgeoisie, the strikes represented a
'criminal' act which was greeted with horror and indignation. Crime, in
their view, was defined as anything which disturbed order in society, which
in reality meant any disruption of the conditions of peaceful profiteering .
The workers, on the other hand, applauded the strikers as courageous men
who had sacrificed their own interests to class solidarity. Pannekoek made it
clear at the same time that although moral concepts arise out of class inter
ests , the two were not always synonymous. During the 1 903 strikes, for
instance, the D utch workers were faced with a choice between a solidarity

strike which j eopardized their organizations and a neutrality which made
them in effect strike-breakers. By choosing the solidarity strike, the workers
effectively destroyed their organizations. Taking up the question of why an
action which was so harmful to the workers' interests was considered a high
ly moral act, Pannekoek argued that it was because as a general rule soli
darity is usefu l to the working class and without it victory is impossible.
What this meant was that a moral act might not always be a useful act, a
rational act, or a worthy act, but it must be an act that is carefully analyzed
for its long term consequences. From this standpoint, the difference between
class interests and ethics represented a difference between two types of inter
est: the temporary, short-term, particular interest, and the permanent, long
range, general interest . These distinctions, Pannekoek held, could only be
made by a mode of thinking which was scientific and inductive. 4 8
In an analysis similar to that later developed by Georg Lukacs, Pannekoek
located the ethic of the proletariat in its class consciousness. For Pannekoek,
this ethic could come to fruition only through the dialectical interaction be
tween the proletariat and its self-activity. Through its self-activating strug
gle for survival within the capitalist system, the proletariat is constantly
forced to develop new moral motivations and virtues . These new moral
motivations and virtues, in turn, enable each member of the working class to
rise above his own personal interests and lift his mind to what is required by
his class and society as a whole. Without this new p roletarian moral power,
the struggle for socialism would be impossible. Chief a mong these new
proletarian virtues, he felt, were the workers ' capacity for solidarity, subor
dination to the collectivity, self-imposed discipline, and self-sacrifice for the
class interest. Pannekoek counterposed this 'new proletarian morality' to
bourgeois morality, which was characterized by its wide gap between moral
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ideals a n d actual actions a n d by i t s increasing lack of connection t o any form
of social praxis. 49
In stressing the relationship between ethics and social practice, Pan
nekoek explicitly disavowed the revisionist view that Marxism arose simply
as a form of moral outrage against the miseries of capitalist exploitation. He
argued that it was the exploited position of the working class within the
capitalist mode of production that forced them to challenge the system. As
Pannekoek put it: 'It is the cry of indignation of the victims and the op
pressed themselves, the cry of hatred and of menace against the torturer; it is
the shout of the fi ghter calling on his comrades, still drowsy and crushed
with anguish, to j oin with him, reminding them of the torments they are
enduring. And this cry of indignation, this rousing battle cry, has as little to
do with ethics as has the anguished cry of a tortured animal or the excited
shouts of men fighting for their freedom. •so The tactical conclusion Pan
nekoek drew from this was that socialist propaganda should not rest on
moral objections to the abuses of capitalism, but on a clear scientific knowl
edge of the inherent tendencif'.s of capitalist development. To do otherwise
would lead only to being ' pulverized by the enormous power of Capital' .
The q uestion was not, therefore, simply one o f saying that capitalism must
be abolished and replaced by a better order because it is bad and unj ust, but
the reverse: because capitalism can be abolished and replaced by a better
social order it is bad and unjust. Rather than ethics being the basis of Marx
ism, it is Marxism which provides a materialistic interpretation of ethics .
This line of argument led Pannekoek to the conclusion that Marxism, by
providing a scientific framework for s hifting the dominant mode of reason
ing away from conceptions based solely in terms of profit and individual
- gain toward thinking in terms of self-conscious control of the productive
process itself, had its 'greatest implications in the area of ethics ' . 51
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CHAPTER VI

STRUGGLING MARXISM IN PRACTICE, 191�1914

Break with the Marxist Center: Pannekoek Against Kar�tsky
For Pannekoek, the years 1910-191 4 were extraordinary ones of intense
practical activity at the base of German social democracy, which by a painful
process, brought him into opposition to official social democracy. Although
his influence in the SPD was at its zenith, Pannekoek by 1 909 was becoming
increasingly disenchanted with his activities at the summit of German socia (
democracy. Living in the middle class suburb of Zehlendorf, where he was
deprived o f a local party section in which to participate, Pannekoek found
his contacts confined to the heads and functionaries of the party and began to
feel increasingly isolated from the active life of the movement. He felt that
his theoretical work often had an abstract and sterile character because it was
not rooted in any living reality. Writing later of this period in his life, Pan
nekoek spoke of it as 'a life among the gods' in a ' world apart that was
completely different from the real world'. Pannekoek went on to draw the
conclusion that the leadership of German social democracy was little more
than an 'interest group of their own', completely detached from the base of
the party. These growing doubts about his work in Berlin were com
pounded by the considerable financial uncertainties that his journalistic
work carried with it. He compared his difficulties in finding subscribers to
his correspondence articles to the experiences of a small grocer who con
tinually sees his customers leave and envies the stable salaried man who has a
fixed income to count on. 1
By 1 909, deep fissures were also gradually emerging in Pannekoek's rela
tionship with Kautsky. Although Pannekoek continued to be a regular Sun
day dinner guest at the Kautsky household, the close harmony that charac
terized the early years of their relationship was no longer present. In early
1 909, Kautsky expressed major reservations about Pannekoek's view of
Marxism and Darwinism. Kautsky also felt Pannekoek's basic Dietzgenian
methodology and his emphasis on the 'spiritual' factors in social develop
ment were incompatible with a Marxist perspective. 2 But the issue that e
voked Pannekoek 's wrath was Kautsky' s refusal to support the Tribunists
when they fa ced expulsion from the SDAP . Pannekoek accused Kautsky of
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having ' deserted ' Marxism and suggested that Kautsky's intervention could
have prevented the Tribunists' expulsion.3
These emerging differences between Pannekoek and Kautsky, however,
were overshadowed by a more fundamental process of political differentia
tion which had been developing within German social .democracy since
1 905. What had hitherto been confined to latent theoretical differences crys
tallized suddenly into divergent strategic perspectives in the spring of 1 91 0.
These events began on February 4, when the Bethmann-Hollweg govern
ment released the draft of its long-awaited suffrage reform bill, which pro
posed almost no changes. Demonstrations broke out almost immediately in
Berlin and the larger Prussian towns and continued throughout February
and March. The high point of this movement came with the Berlin demon
stration of March 6, which drew 1 50, 000 persons despite a police ban. 4 This
mood of militancy and unrest received additional reinforcement from a set
of parallel large-scale s trikes in the economic sector, which involved nearly
370, 000 workers during the course o f 1 9 1 0 . 5 From March onwards, the suf
frage and strike movements began increasingly to overlap, leading many to
see the long-awaited merging of political and economic forms of struggle.
The first major tactical confrontation came in late February, when Rosa
Luxemburg drafted a long article entitled, ' What Further?' calling for inten
sification of the suffrage movement. When both Vorwarts and the Neue Zeit
refused to print the article, she began a two-month speaking tour of Ger
many in order to bring the question directly to the rank-and-file.
Jn order to justify the position of the executive, Kautsky launch.ed the
first of a series of verbal assaults on Rosa Luxemburg and the left with a
serialized Neue Zeit article entitled ' Was nun?' (What now?) , in which he
defended a return to parliamentary tactics. Kautsky argued that the excite
ment of the masses was not nearly sufficient for such an 'extreme course' as
the mass strike and advocated instead a 'strategy of attrition' (Ermat
tungsstrategie) . For Kautsky, the real task of the party was to organize the
proletariat for the Reich stag elections two years away. A victory in these
°elections, he felt, would create the conditions for a final 'strategy of over
throw' (Niederweifungsstrategie) . To insure this victory, the party had the
' duty' to 'utilize the organization to prevent all attempts at a premature mass
strike' . 6
At Rosa Luxemburg's request, Pannekoek entered the debate in April,
1 9 1 0 , with a series of articles defending her position. Pannekoek declared
openly that the key issue confronting the movement was the contradiction
between the will to struggle of the masses and the inability of the party
leadership to give expression to that will . Against Kautsky's 'strategy of
attrition', Pannekoek reasserted the need for an offensive strategy aimed
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ultimately at destroying the foundation of the capitalist s tate through inten
sification of mass movements. 7
Pannekoek's position was premised on his belief that the mass struggles
of the spring of 1 91 0 were fundamentally different from all previous forms
of mass action since for the first time the proletariat possessed a conscious
knowledge of both its situation and its mission. He felt that this ' new revolu
tionary disposition of the masses' represented a critical turning point in the
history of the socialist movement. In his view , the mass strike debate was
only the outward theoretical expression of a fundamental struggle between
opposing forces within the socialist movement. In seeking to locate both the
material and spiritual sources of these opposing forces, Pannekoek argued
that the continuing commitment to parliamentary and trade union tactics by
Kautsky and others was rooted in the very structure of the social democratic
movement itself, i n its 'bloated bureaucratic apparatus' and representative _
leaders, whose positions and power were directly tied to the old doctrines
and tactics. But Pannekoek fel t that during periods of social upheaval the
power of this group would dissipate rapidly as perceptions change swiftly
and the ' constraining power of tradition' loses its force: ',During � i::i:: v olu
tionary epoch, when relationships are in constant flux, there arise com
pletely new experiences which bring new thoughts to the mind, which then
begin to clarify what have hitherto been only hazy presentiments. From
these new experiences the conclusions that are to be employed at the follow
ing struggles may be drawn. '8 Pannekoek maintained that, in these circum
stances, only the masses could feel the compell-ing necessity of the new situa
tion since their position and perceptions were the least tied to the old doc
trines and tactics.
The tactical debate was brought to a new pitch of intensity the following
year when Kautsky launched another offensive against the left radicals in the
form of a serialized Neue Zeit article entitled 'Die Aktion der Masse' (Action
by the Masses) . 9 Kautsky's aim was to provide a more comprehensive the
oretical j ustification for his position by grounding it in a broad and detailed
social and historical analysis of the role of mass actions in social develop
ment. While admitting tha t spontaneous street actions by the masses had
often been a decisive revolutionary factor throughout history, Kautsky
pointed out that such actions often served reactionary ends as well. In any
case, Kautsky felt these forms of intervention had been largely superceded
by the newer and more highly developed forms of activity embodied in the
party and trade unions .
I t w a s at this point that Pannekoek - following a n extended critique of
Kautsky's position in his correspondence articles - proposed to Kautsky that
they detail their different conceptions in a comprehensive and systematic
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manner in the Neue Zeit as a means of theoretical clarification. What inspired
Pannekoek was his belief that the Neue Zeit was failing in its mission of
clarifying issues and deepening and improving insights. His deep concern
was that the socialist movement develop a proper understanding of the new
phenomena of mass action and imperialism as a prelude !O a m ajor strategic
and 'spiritual' reorientation. In order not to give Kautsky a pretext for rej ect
ing the proposal, Pannekoek suggested that the debate take place after the
elections . 10 Even before the debate could begin, however, the theoretical
tactical controversy became interwoven with a conflict of a more personal
nature which threatened to destroy the remaining bonds of friendship be
tween P annekoek and Kautsky. During the winter of 1 9 1 1 , the secretary of
the editorial board of the Neue Zeit, Gustav Eckstein, rej ected one of Pan
nekoek's regular book review columns on the grounds that it could be used
by the opponents of the party in the elections. Pannekoek, mindful of the
similar effort to censor Rosa Luxemburg two years earlier, suspected that
Kautsky might have been involved in the decision and wrote him a blistering
letterthreatening to cease his collaboration on the Neue Zeit. 11 This incident,
he charged, was 'not accidental' , but 'a symptom that on important basic
q uestions we are now completely opposed to each other' . 1 2
The Pannekoek-Kautsky debate itself began in J uly, 1 91 2, with the pub
lication of Pannekoek's essay, 'Massenaktion und Revolution' (Mass Action
and Revolution) which was intended as a reply to Kautsky's 'Die Aktion der
Masse'. In the course of his essay, Pannekoek outlined the basic components
of his newly developed theory of mass action. What Pannekoek envisioned
was a continuous and expanding series of mass actions ranging from ordi
nary street demonstrations to the general strike. These actions would serve
to educate, collectivize, and strengthen the proletariat for the coming strug
gle for power while simultaneously weakening the foundations of the cap
italist state. In Pannekoek's view, the main rationale for these actions lay not
Tn their obj ective aims, but in their subj ective impact on the consciousness of
the working class. The end of this process , he felt, would be 'nothing less
than the complete transformation of the proletarian mentality' . 13
In emphasizing the internal dynamic of mass mobilization against Kauts
ky's attitude of 'passive expectation', Pannekoek argued explicitly that,
given the aggressive character of imperialism, the proletariat had no choice
but to defend itself by a direct assault on the power instruments of capital
ism. Once again, P annekoek stressed as he had in 1910, the necessity of the
ultimate destruction of the capitalist state by the power i �s truments of the
proletariat: 'It must be beaten, its power must be broken' . 14 It was precisely this
emphasis that later prompted Lenin, in 1 91 7, to devote a m ajor portion of
State and Revolution to the P annekoek-Kautsky controversy. 15
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Kautsky responded t o Pannekoek's criticisms with a n article entitled ' Die
neue Taktik ' (The New Tactic) in which he reproached Pannekoek for 'sim
plifying Marxism' and 'spiritualizing organization ' . Pannekoek's claim that
the essence of proletarian organization lay in its subj ective and spiritual
qualities, Kautsky contended, was 'a master stroke of social alchemy'.
Kautsky took special pains to attack Pannekoek's call for the destruction _g f
- state power, maintaining that it was not __P._;ised on an analysis of 'conc�te
relationships and real states ', but on simplistic speculations about abstrac
tions ' . The real task of the proletariat, Kautsky maintained, was to form a
government responsive to its needs and interests by winning a maj ority in
parliament. Kautsky felt that mass action could be j ustified 'only in occa
sional, extreme instances when the masses no longer can be held back'. Pan
nekoek, he charged, in extolling the dynamic of mass struggles, failed to
understand that the goal of the workers' movement was not struggle in
itself, but specific results. The indiscriminate use of struggle would not lead
to ever greater strength, but to exhaustion and decomposition of the move
ment. Kautsky, noting that Marx once used the term 'parliamentary creti
nism' to denigrate over-reliance on parliamentarianism, concluded his re
marks by suggesting that the terms ' mass action cretinism' might well be
applied to Pannekoek's over-emphasis o n mass action. 1 6
Pannekoek, hoping to influence the upcoming party congress first took
up Kautsky's arguments in a series of articles in the Bremer Biirger-Zeitung
and Leipziger Volkszeitung, 17 and expanded upon these thoughts several
weeks later in a Neue Zeit article entitled 'Marxist Theory and Revolutionary
Tactics' . In this essay, Pannekoek placed the question of Kautsky's meth
odology s quarely in the forefront of the discussion, when he accused him of
using 'un-Marxist reasoning' to conclude that the masses were unstable· and
unpredictable. But Pannekoek went a step further and attempted to pinpoint
the social and cognitive source of this error rather than attribute it to person
al failure or dishonesty o n Kautsky's part. He attributed his differences with
Kautsky to a difference in perception based on different experiences in dif
ferent stages o f the workers' movement. Pannekoek's point of departure
.
.
was his belief that Marxism was�omposed of both deterrnln.ist and activist
elements, each of which had received different degrees of emphasis in dif
ferent historical periods. During the early phase of industrialization, when
socialists were confronted with the task of organizing the proletariat and
preventing premature putsches, Marxism took on a predominantly histor
ico-economic character as a means of giving the movement self-confidence
and a long range justification. But as the proletariat became better organized
._ and more capable of active intervention in social life, Marxism was in
creasingly seen as a theory of proletarian action. The conclusion Pannekoek
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drew from this was that Kautsky's perspective was derived from con
ceptions formed during the early stages of the worker's movement, which
accounted for his fear of defeat and emphasis on self restraint. Pannekoek felt
that his own position reflected the s'e ntiments of a younger generation of
workers, whose conceptions had been forged during the mass struggles of
the preceding decade. 1 8
Kautsky, less reserved in his judgments, respo�d�<i b_y_ac.c_using Pan
nekoek of advocating 'syndicalist conceptions' . His sharpest reaction,
however, was reserved for Pannekoek's emphasis on the destruction of the
capitalist state. 'Up 'ti] now, ' he wrote, ' the difference between social demo
crats and anarchists has consisted in the fact that the former wanted to con
quer state power while the latter wanted to destroy it. Pannekoek wants to
do both . ' Kautsky continued by citing numerous quotations from Marx and
Engels to prove his point that state power was as much a mechanism for
dispossession of ruling classes as it was one of class domination. To this
argument, he added: 'Perhaps Pannekoek wants to abolish the state function
of the officials? But we cannot do without officials even in the party and
trade union organizations, much less in the state administration. Our pro
gram demands, not abolition of state officials, but their election by the peo
ple. ' As a final rebuke, he su ggested: ' I strongly suspect that Pannekoek is
gathering material for a book whose title could be: "Mass Action by Isolated
Men " . ' 1 9
The debate was brought to a close with a short rejoinder by Pannekoek in
which he accused Kautsky of substituting name calling for discussion of the
issues. To Kautsky's charges of syndicalism, Pannekoek retorted: 'If he is
correct that these views are syndicalist then so much the better for syndical
ism . ' Beyond this, Pannekoek pointed out that Kautsky's extensive use of
quotations from Marx and Engels re�ealed the basic contrast between their
methodologies: 'I have used almost no citations of Marx and Engels because
those who have completely absorbed this new science which they brought to
us do not need to continually prove that they are following in their footsteps
with citations from their work . [ . . . ] There is nothing better he could have
done to highlight the differences in our method and views. ' Such an ap
proach, he felt, was the 'direct opposite' of Marxism . 20

Militants Against the Apparatus: The Bremen Left
Pannekoek's break with the theory and practice of official social democracy
corresponded to, and was greatly reinforced by, his move to the heavily
industrialized city of Bremen in the spring of l 910 to organize and teach in a
local SPD school. I n contrast to his years in Berlin, Pannekoek was fully
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immersed i n t h e active life o f the party a s a teacher, propagandist, a n d leader.
During this period, Pannekoek was probably more intimately involved in
the everyday life of the workers than at any other time in his political life. His
four years within the organizational framework of Bremen social democ
racy provided a fertile ground for the elaboration of his own thought and
were among the most vital and productive ofhis life . In Bremen, Pannekoek
found himself within a bastion of the German left, to whose inchoate radical
ism he helped give a coherent structure. During the years which followed,
Pannekoek was to exercise, through his contact with both the membership
and the functionaries, a decisive influence on the development of Bremen
social democracy. As a result of Pannekoek's extensive organizational and
ideological work, the Bremen left emerged as 'the best anchored grouping of
the extreme left wing of the Social Democratic Party' . 21
The nature of the local economy had a powerful conditioning effect upon
the development of a left wing social democratic movement in Bremen.
During the period 1 890-1 9 1 0, Bremen experienced a rapid process of indus
trialization and urban growth which transformed the city from a commer
cial center into a stormy industrial metropolis. Between 1 888 and 1 907, the
number of industrial workers increased fourfold: from 8 , 463 to 33, 825. Eco
nomic growth from the mid-1 890s onwards was concentrated largely in the
technologically advanced and highly concentrated shipbuilding industry ,
which swiftly became the mainstay of the city's economy. In 1 895, this sec
tor of the economy ranked seventh with 849 workers; by 1 907 it had reached
second place with 5, 633 workers, a rise o f 563 . 5 per cent. Only the building
trades, which owed much of their prosperity of the rise of this industry,
counted more workers. The growth of the shipbuilding industry acted as a
further stimulus to growth in several other advanced industries. Between
1 888 and 1907, the number of workers employed in metal processing rose
from 2 , 381 to 3,465 (or 45 . 5 per cent) ; in textiles, from 1 , 304 to 2, 073 (or
58.9 per cent) ; in the printing trades from 748 to 1 , 059 (or 41 . 6 per cent) .
Economic growth was also reflected in the highly concentrated nature of
capitalist enterprises in Bremen. In 1907, 66. 3 per cent of the work force in
the shipbuilding and machinebuilding industries worked in shops with more
than 200 workers; 13. 1 per cent in shops with 51 to 200 workers; 12. 1 per
cent in shops with 1 1 to 50 workers; and only 8. 5 per cent in shops with less
than 10 workers . Two shipyards alone accounted for 3, 830 workers. The
working class itself was dominated largely by semi-skilled male workers,
most of whom had migrated to Bremen from elsewhere and had little in the
way of a craft union tradition to draw upon. By 1 907, 57. 5 per cent of the
work force had been born elsewhere. A further factor defining the socio
economic character of Bremen was the low standard ofliving of its working
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class. In 1 906, the aggregate income of the Bremen working class, which
constituted two-thirds of the population, was twenty million marks less
than the aggregate income of the wealthiest 2. 6 per cent of the population. 2 2
Taken together, these socio-economic factors combined to create an unin
tegrated, volatile, and permanently aggrieved work force, whose inchoate
radicalism profoundly shaped the course of Bremen social democracy.
Until 1 903, the socialist movement in Bremen was dominated by a re
formist group led by Friedrich Ebert, which had its base in the craft unions.
Throughout 1 903 and 1 904, internal tensions within the party built up
rapidly, resulting in the crystallization of separate reformist and radical
Marxist factions. This train of developments began in October, 1 902, when
Heinrich Schulz became editor-in-chief of the Bremer Biirger-Zeitung, which
gave the left a powerful mechanism for defining the political direction of the
movement. A former teacher, whose Marxism was shaped largely by ethical
and humanitarian considerations, Schulz had been a longstanding opponent
of the traditional line of Bremen social democracy. Schulz's principal collab
orator on the Biirger-Zeitung was Alfred Henke, a genial former cigar-maker
who personified the self-educated worker-intellectual of the turn of the cen
tury. Through his weekly 'From the Factory' column, Henke sought to
inculcate a radical Marxist spirit within the membership. 23
Schulz's first opportunity to promote a radical Marxist tactic came during
the 1 903 Reichstag elections, when he campaigned in the Biirger-Zeitung
against a proposed SPD alliance with the Liberals. When the election unex
pectedly resulted in the victory of the SPD candidate, it greatly strengthened
his position. A second issue of demarcation arose in the fall of 1 903 over the
question of how to locally implement the condemnation of revisionism that
had been pronounced at the Congress of Dresden. By J anuary, 1 905, it was
becoming clear that the radicals were gaining the upper hand when the re
formists suffered a major defeat over the question of continued SPD par
ticipation in a Liberal educational society, the Goethebund, following a long
campaign against it by Schulz in the Biirger-Zeitung. It was this defeat which
prompted Ebert to leave for Berlin to work in the party secretariat. These
issues, however, were dwarfed by the mass strike debate of the summer of
1 905, in which the left's position prevailed completely.
While these controversies were significant in defining the radical posi
tion, they were not decisive in the consolidation of a radical maj ority. What
was crucial was the left's growing influence in a number of key institutions
of Bremen social democracy. Next to their control of the Biirger-Zeitung, the
left's main source of influence was in a local secretariat which had been cre
ated in May, 1 906 to administer the day-to-day affairs of the party. Under
the control of the radical carpenter Wilhelm Pieck, the secretariat played a
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critical role i n undermining the influence of the craft union leadership i n the
party. An indefatigable organizer who combined the qualities of a bu
reaucrat and an agitator, Pieck almost singlehandedly built up a strong base
,
for the radicals in the industrial districts of Bremen. Within a few weeks of
taking office, Pieck had increased party membership from_3,912 to 5 , 610. 24
In the ensuing tactical debates, Pieck's organizational skills played an indis
pensable role in confirming the line of the radicals among the rank-and-file.
A third source of radical influence lay in the local SPD's extensive educa
tional program , which the left had developed to radicalize rank-and-file
trade union militants. This program began in the fall of l 905 with the forma
tion of a worker's educational committee which sponsored a series of forums
and lectures. To a large extent, this committee was an outgrowth of the
debate earlier that year over participation in the Liberal Goethebund, which
led many to see the need for a form of workers' education separate from
bourgeois education. A proposal to establish a more formalized structure
with a paid permanent instructor, however, was vetoed for the time being
by the trade u nion leadership. The i mpetus for much of this emphasis on
education came from a group of socialist educators organized within the
Teachers' Society, who were a mong the most prominent and influential
activists of the left. 25
I n firm control of the Burger-Zeitung, the secretariat, and the party's local
educational program, the left was by 1 906 in a position to disseminate its
radical conception of MarXism to the rapidly growing membership. Their
position was also greatly enhanced by the longstanding practice of holding
regular general membership meetings of all the local sections at which major
political questions were discussed and debated. It was these forums, above
all else, which insured that the radicals retained the confidence of the mem
bership. The first major opportunity to translate their views into action
came in March, 1 908, when spontaneous street demonstrations over the
suffrage question erupted in Bremen for the first time. During the course of
the next few months, the radicals pursued a long and intense agitational
campaign in the Biirger-Zeitung and in mass membership meetings for the
use of the mass strike and other extra-parliamentary methods . Throughout
1 908 and 1 909, this issue became interwoven with a growing criticism of the
national SPD leadership. By September, 1 909, the Burger-Zeitung was pre
pared to assert that only the 'energy of the masses ' and the elan of a revolu
tionary mass movement could animate social democracy with the 'new spir
it' necessary for its revitalization. 26 On the basis of this perspeqive, it was
clear by the fall of 1 909 that the maj ority of the Bremen movement was
already in what would later be termed the left radical camp.
Sensing the imminence of a new epoch of revolutionary struggles, the left
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resurrected its longstanding plan for a permanent, joint educational program
with the trade unions. When this proposal was proved in late 1909, Wilhelm
Pieck conveyed to Pannekoek an offer to organize the program and serve as
'scientific instructor'. Although Pannekoek had turned down a similar of
fer in 1 907, his growing dissatisfaction with his work in Berlin now led him
to readily accept. For Pannekoek, this appointment marked the culmination
of a long informal relationship with Bremen social democracy. His first
contact with the movement came in September, 1905, when at Schulz's invi
tation, he came to lecture on religion and socialism. This relationship was
deepened the following year when he taught with Schulz in the SPD central
party school. During the course of the next few years, the Biirger-Zeitung
became one of the most regular outlets for his theoretical writings, which in
turn played a critical role in defining the political perspective of Bremen
social democracy.
Pannekoek's appointment provoked heated opposition from the trade
union functionaries, who feared it would strengthen the position of the radi
cals. Since the unions were responsible for 1 , 500 marks ofPannekoek's 4,000
mark salary, their support was essential. The issue was finally resolved,
however, only by taking it directly to the trade union membership. Twenty
three unions and 1 2, 844 members voted to confirm Pannekoek as opposed
to twelve unions and 8,362 members against his appointment.
In setting up_the party school, Pannekoek emphasized the importance of
developing a radical pedagogy as part of the proces of 'spiritual liberation'
required by the new epoch of mass actions. A properly conducted pro
letarian education, he felt, would help lay the groundwork for the emer
gence of a new type of party and trade union official who would no longer be
tied to a 'corrupt and bureaucratic system'. In structuring his coursework,
which was centered around social theory and the history of the worker's
movement, Pannekoek attempted to develop a more popularized version of
the material he had used in the central party school. This task was not with
out its difficulties. 'Everything must be newly developed, built up and sus
tained', he complained to Pieck, 'without textbooks, models or methods, or
extracted from abstract scientific works and popularized. Because of the
elementary nature of much of the material, he felt 'more like a schoolmaster
than a scientist'. Pannekoek's courses, which were always coordinated
with a variety of practical activities, were held at night to audiences of rank
and-file trade unionists. During the turbulent political struggles of the next
decade, this group of several hundred former students played a key role in
defining the political direction of the Marxist left in Bremen.
In the formulation of the basic strategic perspective of the Bremen left,
Pannekoek was joined by two other key activists: Karl Radek and Johann
27
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Knief. Karl Radek, who played a role second only to Pannekoek's in the
theoretical development of Bremen left radicalism, was a Polish-born activ
ist who had a long career in the Russian, Polish, and German social demo
cratic parties. Thin, small, and nervous, with an often vitriolic tempera
ment, Radek combined broad knowledge with a sarcastic wit. Radek's spe
cial talents lay in journalism, which found expression in countless articles for
the Biirger-Zeitrmg. His contacts with the left elsewhere in Germany and
abroad were to play a crucial role in cementing a network of the left. 32
Johann Knief, by contrast, had been a long-standing activist within Bre
men social democracy. A teacher from a working class background and a
talented musician, Knief, combined an introverted, and at times· melan
choly, temperament with qualities of absolute sincerity and firm dedication
to principles. Kniefs earliest activities were in the Teacher's Society where
he emerged in 1909 as the leader of the social democratic faction. During that
same year, he attempted to develop a 'Section for Scientific Socialism' with
in the Society in order to further an understanding of socialism among Bre
men teachers. Kniefs original intention had been to recruit Pannekoek to
organize and direct this program, but his project failed to materialize. 33 Knief
first began to write for the Biirger-Zeitrmg as a music critic in 1910 and within
a year rose to political editor. Of all Pannekoek's friendships in Bremen,
none was more important or closer than his relationship with Johann Knief.
During Pannekoek's four years in Bremen, Knief was a regular dinner guest
at the Pannekoek household, where he often joined Pannekoek's wife Anna
in playing duets on the piano. Politically, Pannekoek and Kniefmaintained a
'teacher-pupil' relationship; Knief later acknowledged that Pannekoek had
been the major political influence on his life. 34
The significance of Pannekoek, Knief, and Radek for the theoretical de
velopment of the Bremen left became readily apparent in the political con
troversies which occurred after 1910. In the months prior to Pannekoek's
arrival in April, 1 910, the Bremen movement was caught up in the excite
ment generated by the Prussian suffrage demonstrations. The Biirger
Zeitung set the tone by proclaiming the demonstrations the 'beginning of the
German Revolution' in a front page editorial. 35 The suffrage question,
however, soon became interwoven with a local issue involving the dismissal
of a socialist teacher who was also a leader of the Teacher's Society. The
Bremen SPD responded swiftly by organizing mass demonstrations which
continued throughout March and April, on occasion ending in clashes with
the police. The largest of these was held on March 1 4 and involved 12,000
persons. 36
These actions were followed by a lengthy discussion of the question of
mass action in the Biirger-Zeitung and in membership meetings· throughout
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the spring and summer of 1 910, with Pannekoek's evolving formulations
defining the parameters of the debate. By the time of the Congress of Mag
deburg in September, 1 91 0, the Bremen SPD had developed into the leading
proponent of mass action within the SPD. Shortly before the congress
opened, the Bremen delegates took the initiative and organized a caucus of
the left which found expression in a resolution drafted by Pannekoek and
Rosa Luxemburg, and later signed by 62 delegates, calling for 'bold and
thorough mass action of the working population, using every means avail
able, including the mass strike'. 37
The growing antipathy of Pannekoek and the Bremen left toward the
traditional forms of working class organization was heightened by a pro
longed dispute with both the national and local trade union leadership. Pan
nekoek defined the parameters of this conflict shortly before he arrived in
Bremen in an article entitled ' Unteroffiziere' (Noncommissioned Officers) ,
which he characterized the struggle between leaders and rank-and-file in the
trade union movement as an 'irreconcilable opposition between revolution
and authority, between subversion and order'. Drawing upon military met
aphors, Pannekoek advanced the proposition that the trade union bu
reaucracy represented a key consolidating agent of capitalism: 'There is a
contrast between the masses and their leaders. [ . . . ] The social democratic
noncommissioned officers do what the Prussian noncommissioned officers
cannot do; they quiet the unruly masses, accustom them to discipline and
divert them from revolution. ' Pannekoek argued that this 'corruption of the
movement ' represented the ' main hope' of the bourgeoisie.
Pannekoek's accusations unleashed a storm of protest in the trade union
movement. The main point of contention involved Pannekoek's use of the
phrase 'noncommissioned officers' - a term that was particularly insulting in
working class circles since many workers, while in the army, had been sub
j ected to abuse by noncommissioned officers. In the end, Pannekoek was
forced to back down and admit that the phrase was ill-chosen.
Pannekoek's critique of the trade union bureaucracy was given added
credence by a series of events which occurred during the course of bitter
three-month-long dock and shipyard workers' strike in the fali ofl 910. The
strike itself began as a response to a lock-out in Hamburg, but its origins
were traceable to several years of progressively deteriorating work condi
tions in the shipyards involving wage cuts, lengthening of the work day, and
speed-ups, which were a response to growing foreign competition in the
shipbuilding industry. Although the B remen trade union leadership tried
in vain to prevent the strike from spreading to Bremen, the pent up resent
ment of the workers could not be held in check and strike fever spread
rapidly throughout the shipyards. Almost immediately, a major conflict de38
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veloped between the leadership and the rank-and-file over how vigorously
to pursue the strike.
The aggressive militancy of the rank-and-file, however, failed to affect
the union leadership's conduct of the strike. Following three months ofhard
struggle, the executive of the metal workers' union moved to end the strike
on terms unfavorable to the workers. This decision unleashed a storm of
protest from the rank-and-file. In Bremen, a mass meeting of the metal
workers' union held to vote on the agreement turned into a violent con
frontation between strikers and union offi c ials, forcing the leadership to call
an abrupt halt to the proceedings. When another meeting was held several
days later, the agreement was rejected by a vote of 1,748 to 1,177.41 Al
though the agreement was eventually pushed through by the executive, it
left discontent smouldering in the rank-and-file. From a political standpoint,
the strike experiences both helped solidify the ties between the radical SPD
leadership and the local working class and continued to serve as a special
ideological reference point for the organizational politics of Bremen left rad
icalism.
When the executive of the metal workers' union later attempted to defend
their policies at a public forum by charging that the rank-and-file were 'ca
pricious, unreliable, and incapable of making important decisions' , Pan
nekoek responded with another prominent article entitled
'Gewerkschaftliche Demokr.atie' (Trade Union Democracy) . He now ar
gued that the trade unions had taken on the characterist,ics of the capitalist
structures to which they were nominally opposed - they had become large
scale, hierarchical, highly organized, and rigidly disciplined bodies with
their own character, mentality and traditions. In terms of income, status,
lifestyle, and modes of reasoning, the union executives often had more in
common with the capitalist managers than with the rank-and-file workers.
They had become a body with a will to live and fight for their own interests,
which were separate from those of the workers. Pannekoek felt that because
of this the trade union bureaucracy induced a psychology of passivity and
deference to authority among the workers. Instead of instilling class con
sciousness, the union leaders perpetuated a form of consciousness that
bound the workers to the capitalist order. This line of argument drove Pan
nekoek to the conclusion that cleavages of the type which had emerged be
tween leaders and rank-and-file during the shipyard strike were both 'inev
itable and necessary'. To help democratize the movement, Pannekoek
drafted a proposal calling for the formation of independent shopfloor organ
izations chosen directly from the workers themselves, which would be able
to convey the mood and will of the masses and 'form the ideal organs to lead
and build the political mass strikes'. Although Pannekoek did not, at this
42
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point, use the term 'workers' councils' , the main elements of council organi
zation were clearly present in embryonic form in this proposal.
Once again Pannekoek's comments aroused the wrath of the German
trade union leadership, who responded with a series of blistering personal
attacks. Typical were the remarks in the official publication of the General
Commission of German Trade Unions, charging him with living in an 'aris
tocratic quarter' of Bremen under circumstances which no worker could
ever hope to attain. 45 The high point of this controversy came in March,
191 1 , when Pannekoek debated the German trade union leader Karl Legien
before an audience of 3, 000 - ,4,000 in Hamburg. 46 Pannekoek followed this
up with a speaking tour of various parts of Germany to defend his position
before trade union audiences.
In Bremen, Pannekoek's conflict with the trade union leadership became
tied to a direct clash of organizational power when the local trade union
leaders attempted to organize a boycott of his courses and deny union fund
ing of his salary. Throughout March and April, 1 91 1 , the Bremen left and
the trade union leaders held a series of public discussions in an attempt to
resolve their differences. These meetings, however, turned out to be more
tumultuous th-a n conciliatory, often, as Henke noted, taking on the character
of 'a cockfight between Pannekoek and some of the trade union representa
tives' . 47 The conflict was temporarily defused when Pannekoek agreed to
have his course load reduced in return for a withdrawal of union financing. 48
The issues posed by this controver&y were revived with even greater in
tensity during the course of a second shipyard workers' strike �n July and
August bf 1913. 49 In contrast to the earlier strik�, this one was a wildcat
strike, organized and conducted expressly against the wishes �f union lead
ership. Once again, the strike was precipitated by events in Hamburg, where
18,000 shipyard workers spontaneously walked off their jobs to protest their
employers' refusal to negotiate.5° Almost immediately, the strike spread to
Bremen, where 3, 000 shipyard workers walked off their jobs without au
thorization from their organizations and held a mass meeting demanding
that the strike be officially sanctioned. The strikers were soon joined by the
local woodworkers' -union and within a few days over 9,000 workers were
on strike in Bremen. 5 1 The trade union leadership, however, continued to
deny the strike official recognition, leaving the strikers to the mercy of the
employers' strike breaking tactics. When the union leaders began to invoke
disciplinary measures against the strikers, t�ey had little choice but to yield.
The final result was that several thousand of the most militant workers were
blacklisted from their jobs.
While these events_ were in progress, Pannekoek set himself .t he task of
providing a more solid theoretical justification for the strike actions. In his
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opinion, the wildcat strike tactic represented a 'small-scale revolution' and
theessence of proletarian struggle in the epoch of imperialism. The tactical
conclusion that Pannekoek drew from the strike was that traditional trade
union discipline could only be used to limit the mass struggles of the future.
The conditions for victory, on the other hand, required the very qualities
that the leaders sought to suppress in the masses: their revolutionary energy,
solidarity, and willingness for self-sacrifice. 53
Although the tide of events turned against the strikers, their experiences
only confirmed for many Bremen workers the organizational critique which
Pannekoek and the left radicals had been articulating since at least 1908. The
prevailing view of many was summed up by a resolution which was over
whelmingly accepted by a vote of 432 to 45 at a membership meeting of the
Bremen woodworkers' union, the last of the striking unions to return to
work: 'It is not our belief that the strike is lost that has compelled us to take
this action [return to work] , but the callow bureaucratization of our execu
tive, which has defeated every effort of support. We strikers are of the opin
ion that if the executive had been willing to aid the struggle, our opponents
would have been defeated. It was not our opponents who defeated us, but
our own organization and the shortsightedness of our executive. '54 Paul
Dittman, one of the strike leaders in Hamburg, bitterly noted that the day
would come when the workers would 'settle with the central bureaucracy' . 55
As events pushed their theoretical development forward, Pannekoek and
the Bremen left began to increasingly turn their attention to influencing na
tional party policy. Throughout the spring and summer ofl 912, the Bremen
left focused much of their energies on developing a comprehensive policy of
organizational reform for the SPD to be presented at the Congress ofChem
nitz. In July, a proposal by Pannekoek was approved, which called for the
formation of two advisory bodies independent of the party leadership. One,
a purely theoretical body, was to be composed of the 'best political minds of
the party', who would devote their time to analyzing the major political
questions of the day. This body was to be supplemented by an organiza
tional council composed of representatives from the large cities and indus
trial districts, who would advise the executive on the mood of the masses. 56
At Chemnitz, Pannekoek's proposal for party reform became closely
linked to resolutions on imperialism and armaments limitations. As the
main spokesman of the Bremen left, Pannekoek defended with relentless
efficiency the left radical position that imperialism and armaments produc
tion would inevitably lead to war and could be effectively com batted only by
revolutionary mass actions. He argued that it would be a grave error for the
SPD to attempt to ally with hypothetical anti-imperialist tendencies among
certain sectors of the bourgeoisie. In the end, the left suffered another de52
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feat when the congress overwhelmingly approved a resolution submitted by
the executive declaring that the dangerous effects of imperialism could be
mitigated only through arms accords and free trade.
For Pannekoek, the events ofChemnitz only confirmed his view that the
Marxist center was abandoning Marxist tactics and uniting with the revi
sionists to form 'a gigantic kind of reformism'. Chemnitz, he argued, mark
ed only the preliminary stage of a 'deep spiritual struggle' which would
eventually be paralleled by a direct struggle against the party apparatus. 58
Strengthened by the decisions of Chemnitz and by the emergence of a new
centrist faction in Bremen, the local reformists took the opportunity to
mount a two-month long offensive against the left. Since Pannekoek had
emerged as the leading spokesman of the left, the reformists attacked him
with particular vehemence, terming him a 'syndicalist', ahd a 'great wor
shipper of the masses' . A campaign to have him expelled, however, drew
virtually no support. 59
The debate over armaments and imperialism resumed with new fervor at
the Congress ofJena in September, 1913. At the congress, Pannekoek and
the Bremen delegation joined forces with Rosa Luxemburg and other left
groups to present sharply worded resolutions opposing the party's recent
support for the military budget and reaffirming the use of the mass strike and
other offensive tactics. 60 In contrast to Chemnitz, however, this congress
was marked by significant gains for the left radicals, who managed to obtain
about 30 per cent of the vote. 61 Pannekoek, in his post-congress summary of
the events at Jena, now felt optimistic enough to assert that the left radicals
had become a decisive minority 'bringing to expression the driving spirit of
the masses' .
By the eve of the First World War it was clear that Pannekoek and the
Bremen left radicals had embarked on a course markedly different from that
of the SPD majority. The intersection ofPannekoek's theoretical reflections
with the concrete political experiences and active political struggles of the
Bremen left radicals and the local working class had combined to create a
distinctive radical consciousness and movement. The radicalism of the Bre
men left stressed that the limits of the traditional parliamentary and trade
union tactics could be transcended only by radical tactics, by the use of the
mass strike, reliance on rank-and-file initiative, and by the formation of new
structures of proletarian power. The strength of the left radicals lay not in
their numbers, but in the effectiveness of their political leadership, the clarity
of their political analysis and goals, and in the intense dedication of an activ
ist cadre. Their agitation helped galvanize the aggressively dissatisfied part
of the working class, whose actions seemed to confirm the left's radical pol
itical perspective. Knief summed up this situation when he observed that
62
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'our threads to the organization are becoming looser and looser . . . and our
connection with the motherbody increasingly lost' . 63
'Sect or Party?' The Dutch SDP

While these developments were unfolding within German social democ
racy, a similar process of political differentiation was already well underway
in Holland. Pannekoek, although in Germany, continued to be closely con
nected to these events and played a major role in placing them in theoretical
focus. Forced out of the SDAP by the events at Deventer, the Tribunist
opposition gathered in Amsterdam on March 14, 1909, to formally proclaim
the Sociaal Democratische PartU (SDP - Social Democratic Party) . The pre
vailing mood was one of exuberant optimism. The shared assumption was
that the workers of the large industrial centers - Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
and the Twente textile district - would rally to them on the basis of theii
intransigent Marxist propaganda. Jan Ceton captured this buoyant sense of a
new beginning when he observed: 'The workers await us. [ . . . ] If we delay,
they will no longer listen to us. '64 As a theoretical starting point, the SDP
adopted an orthodox Marxist program identical to that of the SDAP, which
they claimed the Troelstra leadership had violated. Gorter declared in a pas
sionate address that whereas the SDAP was like 'a ship without a rudder',
the SDP would remain 'firm and unshakeable, convinced of the truth of our
principles' . 65 The actual number affiliating with the SDP, however, fell far
short of expectations. O nly about 400 persons (about 5 per cent of the total
membership) left the SDAP to join the new party. These included 1 60 from
Amsterdam, 65 from Rotterdam, 56 from Leiden, and 25 from Utrecht. 66
The optimism of its leaders notwithstanding, the SDP emerged from its
first congress under conditions of considerable uncertainty and confusion.
For several months, the split was far from definitive as groups in both parties
continued to work for reunification. These efforts were led primarily by
members of the now-divided Nieuwe Tij"d group. Of this group, Pannekoek,
Gorter, and Wiedijk affiliated with the new party, while Roland Holst, Van
der Goes, and Wibaut remained in the SDAP. Henriette Roland Holst's sup
port for the SDAP, however, was still highly qualified at this point. In early
March, she addressed a letter to the SDAP executive which noted her 'inner
agreement' with the new party and warned that in the event of any further
attempts to restrict freedom of expression she too would withdraw. 67 Ro
land Holst followed this up with a lengthy appeal in the Nieuwe Tij"d- which
was unaffected by the split - for both parties to attempt to work out their
differences. 68
The first significant step toward a compromise was taken when Roland
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Holst and Wibaut appealed to the International Socialist Bureau (ISB) to
mediate the dispute. On March 10, 1909, Gorter and Wijnkoop met in
Brussels with the Belgian leaders of the ISB, Vandervelde, Anseele, and
Huysmans. The Belgians formulated a three point proposal which called for
the abolition of the Tribune, a guarantee of freedom of expression for the
Marxist minority, and the addition of an editor from the Tribune to the new
weekly Marxist supplement to Het Volk. While the SDAP agreed to accept
the proposal, the SDP rej ected it. Within the SDP executive, Gorter and
Mendels favored accepting the proposal, while Wij nkoop, Ceton, Van
Ravesteyn, and two others were opposed. This decision was subsequently
ratified by the membership by a vote of 257 to 135. 69 In protest, Mendels
resigned to rejoin the SDAP, while Gorter seriously considered doing so.70
Gorter delineated his own reservations sharply when he noted to Pan
nekoek: 'Wijnkoop and Van Ravesteyn did not want a compromise; they
were so absorbed in the thoughts of their own party with themselves as
leaders, that they no longer wanted to remain in the old organization. [ . . . ]
Wij nkoop is someone who sees two ways to reach a goal, a right way and a
wrong way, and always chooses the wrong way because he doesn't trust the
right way. '71
The new party began life on the defensive, the product as much of expul
sion as the search for an independent path. During the first year of its exist
ence, the SDP was guided largely by the principles which had characterized
the Tribune from its inception, those of a militant, intransigent, activist
Marxism. Although the day-to-day leadership of the new party rested with
Wijnkoop, Van Ravesteyn, and Ceton, Pannekoek and Gorter played a
prominent role in the initial formulation and dissemination of the SDP's
ideology. Despite their initial hesitation, both Gorter and Pannekoek soon
began to support the new party with full enthusiasm. Pannekoek summed
up his new attitude in a letter to Roland Holst: 'What we earlier saw as a
defeat [ . . . ] , we now see differently. Now that everything is behind us, it
appears as something completely natural and logical that could have de
veloped in no other way. What we once perceived as a disaster and which
brought with it suffering and struggle, now represents liberation. '72 At Gar
ter's request, Pannekoek journeyed to Bussum to help draft brochures and
other documents for the new party. Following his return to Germany, Pan
nekoek began a campaign to promote the Tribunists' cause within German
social democracy.
The first test of the SD P's strength came in the June, 1909 election. In the
three districts - Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Leiden - where the party ran
legislative candidates the result was a stunning defeat. Despite an extensive
propaganda campaign, the SDP received a combined total of only 542 votes,
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or about 1 . 5 per cent of the total vote in each district.73 Even before the
electoral campaign got underway, the SDP suffered a major loss when the
majority of the Utrecht section and about ten members of the Amsterdam
section left to rejoin the SDAP. 74 In assessing this defeat, Gorter attributed it
to the average worker's lack of knowledge about socialism: 'He thinks too
much in terms of bourgeois type politics. He thinks too little of his own
politics, of his own power . ' For this, Gorter's proposed remedy was only
'propaganda and more propaganda'. 75 Henriette Roland Holst, noting that
the SDAP had drawn 8, 200 votes in the same districts (up from 6, 500 in the
previous elections) , viewed it as an argument for SDP members to return to
the SDAP. 76
With its membership base weak and its electoral prospects limited, the
SDP's flagging optimism was sustained largely by the wave of mass actions
which characterized the last years of the pre-war period. In the wake of the
Prussian suffrage demonstrations of February 191 0, Pannekoek's writings on mass action began to appear regularly in the Tribune, so that under his
influence the theory of mass action swiftly became the strategic cornerstone
of Dutch left radicalism.
The SDP's first attempt to intervene in a mass struggle came during a
four-month-long strike of Amsterdam construction workers in early 1910.
Since the strikers were affiliated with the syndicalist NAS, both the SDAP
and the NVV refused to support the strike. The SDP, however, imme
diately offered active material and moral support to the strikers and accused
the SOAP and NVV of collusion with the employers . The strike also
provoked a lengthy discussion in the SDP over what type of policy to main
tain toward the trade union movement. Ceton su mmed up what later be
came the SDP's official policy, when he argued that the SDAP had been
captured by the trade union bureaucracy of the NVV and transformed into
an organization concerned only with securing minor reforms beneficial to
the trade unions. Only the NAS unions, he felt, were acting on the basis of
the class struggle.
What was increasingly becoming a defacto alliance between the SOP and
the syndicalists was further cemented in the summer of 191 1 when a bitter
dockworkers' strike broke out in the Amsterdam and Rotterdam harbors.
The Amsterdam unions were affiliated with the NAS while the Rotterdam
unions were affiliated with the NVV. The Rotterdam unions, however,
quickly voted to accept the employers' offer and left the Amsterdam unions
to continue the strike on their own. Several days later, the SOAP executive
over the obj ections of the remaining 'peace Marxists' - voted to discontinue
all support for the strike. As in the case of the construction workers' strike,
the SDP immediately threw its full weight behind the strike. By now, the
77
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SDP leaders were willing to appear jointly with the syndicalist leaders at
strike support meetings. When the strike was finally broken - following
several bloody confrontations - by government-protected strike-breakers,
the SDP accused the SDAP of sabotaging it.
Within the SDAP these events triggered a renewed internal crisis, which
appeared to offer new prospects for the SDP. At the 1912 SDAP congress,
the 'peace Marxists' attempted to censure the executive for refusing to sup
port the striking syndicalist workers. When the censure motion failed,
Henriette Roland Holst and Henk Sneevliet, chairman of the Dutch Union
of Railway and Tram Personnel, resigned from the SDAP. Roland Holst,
still harboring doubts about Wij nkoop's personality and methods, again re
frained from joining the SDP. Sneevliet, although sharing many of her res
ervations, nonetheless j oined, becoming the first trade union leader of any
consequence to affiliate with the new party. 79
The SD P's alliance with the syndicalists was formalized as a cornerstone
of party policy at the 1 9 1 1 Congress of Rotterdam. Wijnkoop, calling for a
'unity of struggle', declared: 'Not only the SDP, but also the syndicalists [ . . . ]
must become stronger, because the cooperation that is a necessary precondi' tion for any meaningful kind of unity, arises only out of strength, when
there is no longer a possibility of being destroyed. ' In j ustifying this alliance,
he argued that the syndicalist unions were qualitatively different from the
'bourgeois' unions of the NVV because of their willingness to struggle. For
many in the SDP, this alliance was viewed as the party's first major break
through. As Van Ravesteyn later noted, it 'raised to a considerable extent the
self-consciousness of the membership and the feeling of the indispensability
of their organization, and earned them a certain name and reputation among
_the undoubtedly socialist-inclined, struggling workers, who were adverse
to politics but found their reference point in the syndicalist trade unions'.8 1
The SD P's first attempt to use this alliance as a means of developing a base
.�the working class came in late 191 1 , when itjoined with the syndicalists to
form a National Agitation Committee against the High Cost of Living.
From a strategic standpoint, the SDP viewed this organization as a mecha
nism for channeling discontent over rising inflation into a mass movement. 82
This committee, which was open to all organizations 'willing to act from the
standpoint of the class struggle', was composed of representatives from the
SDP and about a dozen anarchist and syn_d icalist organizations and unions.
The committee's main function was to organize a series oflocal demonstra
tions leading up to a national demonstration on April 1 2, 1912. 83 The results
of these efforts, however, were unusually meager. Despite an intensive
propaganda campaign, only about 400 persons participated in the national
demonstration. 84
78
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As the SDP continued to confront the realities of Dutch society, the
bright hopes which had sustained morale through the formative period in
creasingly gave way to an undercurrent of pessimism and self-doubt. A year
after its formation, the SD P's membership had risen to only 505 and the new
party was forced to admit that it still remained 'totally unknown' to the
working class. 85 By 1 91 1 , this figure stood at a mere 575 and the bitter reality
was clear: 'Our small sections throughout the country have a difficult strug
gle ahead of them. A year later, the number had dropped to 5 1 1 and the
party could only note: 'Struggle, struggle, and still more struggle - that
must be our watchword. '87 In 1913, the figure was 533;88 in 1914, 525 .89 In
1913 alone over one hundred members left the party, many to rejoin the
SDAP. 90 More troubling still was the low circulation of the Tribune, which
had attained only 1 , 266 subscribers by 1914.91 Nor did the SDP show any
improvement in the electoral arena. In the 1 913 elections, the party drew
only 1 , 340 votes in 18 districts, in contrast to 1 44, 000 for the SDAP.92 Even
Gorter fared poorly, obtaining only 196 votes as opposed to 5,325 for the
SDAP candidate. 93 These weaknesses were further compounded by the par
ty's low proportion of working class members. Although the SD P's social
composition remains difficult to gauge, it is clear that the 'pure proletarian'
element represented a minority. A survey made by the party in 191 1 revealed
that 56 per cent of the members were either self-employed or white-collar
workers, predominantly teachers and office workers. 94 Only in the former
Amsterdam I I I section was there a sizable core of working class supporters.
While the SDP floundered, both the SDAP and the NVV experienced a
rapid process of growth. In the year after the split, the SDAP picked up
1 , 000 new members - over twice what it had lost to the SDP. Starting with
9, 500 members at the time of the split,95 the SDAP increased to 1 5,667 by
1913;96 a year later, following a spectacular rate of growth, it had reached
25,708.97 During the year of 1913, the party's sections grew phenomenally,
from 284 to 389, and the circulation ofHet Volk from 23, 519 to 30, 149. 98 By
the eve of the war, the SDAP had become a full-fledged mass party of the
Dutch working class. Signifi c antly, much of this growth was concentrated
in the large urban industrial centers - the very areas where the Tribunists had
placed their highest hopes . A similar pattern of growth characterized the
NVV, which grew from 40,628 members in 1910 to 84, 434 in 1914.99
The contrast between the SDP's small membership base and the high
hopes and expectations of its founders led to a continuing internal debate
over the nature of the party and its relationship to the working class. For
many, the disparity between the party's proclaimed mission of rallying the
Dutch working class and its actual strength was so serious as to undermine
the party's credibility. The SD P's small numbers, lack of concrete achieve'86
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ments, intransigence in practical matters, and the chiliastic nature of its
propaganda, all contributed to the impression that the party was little more
than a sect. Sneevliet spoke for this group when he left the SDP to rejoin the
SDAP on the grounds that the SDP's emphasis on disseminating Marxist
principles had made it little more than 'a kind of Marxist Fabian Society'.
Among the party leadership, the prevailing view was that the SDP was in
a transitional stage similar to that of the SDAP during the period 1 890-1897,
when the old socialist movement had lost its strength and the new one had
not yet fully matured. This maturation, they felt, would come only in the
course ofthe turbulent new struggles of the future. Gorter summed up what
he felt was the key issue in a major article entitled, ' Sekte of Partij ?' (Sect or
Party?) . While warning of the dangers of isolation by doctrinal purity, Gor
ter argued that what distinguished a party from a sect was not its numbers,
but its relationship to the future course of social development: 'Whenever a
group, no matter how small, bases its actions on the development of society,
then it is a party, yes, the party [ . ] [S]cience, theory and the tactics which
flow from it are what make a workers' party, not the number of members.
Conversely, a workers' party whose actions are not based on the knowledge
of society is not a real party even ifit has a hundred thousand supporters. It is
only a crowd, masses of people gathered around a troop of demagogues. '
Gorter made it clear that he felt that whatever its shortcomings, the SDP's
existence was now completely j ustified by the fact that the SDAP had be
come a 'confirmed state party' with the objective function of integrating the
working class into the capitalist state.10 1
The failure of the SDP to move beyond its initial membership or to make
the party a political vehicle of any significant sector of the Dutch working
_class was rooted in both the organizational deficiencies of the party and in
several factors affecting the development of the Dutch working class after
1909. The economic recovery which followed the economic crisis of
1908-1 909 raised expectations within the working class of a major improve
ment in living conditions. But the workers anticipated that these improve
ments would be secured through the traditional trade union and parliamen
tary channels. With the SDAP and the NVV able to provide an alternative
more suited to the immediate needs of the workers, the SOP was unable to
penetrate the socialist-inclined sector of the working class. The hopes of
radicalizing the Dutch working class were further checked when, starting in
1910, the SD AP initiated a series of highly successful extra-parliamentary
actions on behalf of universal suffrage. Powerless to pursue a revolutionary
tactic, the SDP was largely confined to evangelical activity. Only at the level
of ideas was it able to offer a serious challenge to the SDAP.
But despite its inability to generate a mass working class following, the
100
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SDP managed to develop during the first five years of its existence a clear
profile that set it apart from the SDAP and enabled it to sink roots suffi
ciently deep enough to sustain it in the difficult years ahead. The tenacity of
the new party derived in part from the nature of its theoretical concepts, but
it was also sustained by a small band of organizers and propagandists, who
succeeded in giving the rank-and-file of the party a beliefnot only in a higher
socialist mission, but also a conviction of the invincibility of their cause.
Pannekoek, in an article commemorating the foundation of the Tribune,
attempted to place the party's existence in historical perspective. The SDP,
he was now prepared to assert, was part of a larger current of 'international
struggling Marxism', which was a political tendency coming 'increasingly
to the forefront'. The split within Dutch social democracy, he felt, was only
'an earlier and sharper form' of political differences that were beginning to
emerge on an international scale.
102
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CHAPTER VII

MASS ACTION AND REVOLUTION:
PANNEKOEK'S POLITICAL THOUGHT, 1910--1914

Revolution and Class Transformation: Pannekoek's Theory of Mass Action

Pannekoek's whole theoretical and political outlook underwent a dramatic
reformulation in the wake of the Prussian suffrage demonstrations of 1 910.
In the aftermath of these events, Pannekoek gave explicit form to many of
the fundamental conceptions which had formerly been only implicit in his
writings. Whereas he had previously viewed extra-parliamentary mass ac
tion and parliamentarianism as different aspects of the same process of revo
lutionary development and defended them as equal in importance, he now
began to denigrate the value of parliamentary activity altogether, posing it as
a historically superceded form of struggle.
In shifting the main terrain of struggle from parliament to extra-parlia
mentary action, Pannekoek made use of the term 'mass action' in such a way
that he transformed what had been largely a vague expression into an all
embracing slogan and an increasingly integrated revolutionary strategy.
Defining mass action as 'an extra-parliamentary political act of the organized
working class, by which it operates directly and not through the medium of
- delegates', Pannekoek conceived of this new form of struggle less as a tactic,
or even a series of tactics, but more as a total orientation toward revolution
ary activity, based on a new process of interaction between the class, its
power instruments, and political action. The unity of all these factors, he
felt, was realized in the masses, in whom lies the power, the economic dis
content, and the accumulated feeling of rebellion necessary to wage a deci
sive struggle for power. 1 The central assumption underlying his conception
was that the complex of militant actions generically termed 'mass action'
were both a product and a symptom of the new developments within Euro
pean capitalism. In the process described by Pannekoek, mass action was
viewed as defensive in the sense that it was the only viable proletarian re
sponse to the ruling class offensive known as imperialism, and offensive in
the sense that it was a mechanism of direct revolutionary struggle and an
indication of the rising strength and self-confidence of the proletariat.
2
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What Pannekoek envisioned was a prolonged epoch of confrontation be
tween the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, characterized by a succession of
graduated mass movements and struggles. These actions would serve to
educate, collectivize, and strengthen the proletariat for the coming struggle
for power, while simultaneously weakening the foundations of the capitalist
state: 'Each assault by the proletariat upon the individual effects of capitalism
means a weakening of the power of capital, a strengthening of our own
power and a step further in the process of revolution. '3 Pannekoek made it
clear that a central aspect of this process involved the destruction of the
moral authority of the bourgeoisie - its main source of power - so that all
that remained were the 'material instruments of force'. The final phases of
the revolution, he felt, would be characterized by a direct struggle between
the instruments of force of both classes until 'one of the two opposing sides
in struggle lies vanquished, its power annihilated, and political rule falls into _
the hands of the victor'. Compared to this conflict, the previous parliamen
tary struggles were but 'skirmishes for forward position' during which the
main power instruments remained in reserve.
Although Pannekoek considered the mass strike to be the most important
of the various forms of mass action, he viewed it as just one weapon in the
social democratic arsenal, and definitely not the final act in the overturn of
society. This tactic, he felt, was as multi-faceted as the class struggle itself
and could not be adapted the same way each time like a pre-set mechanism or
recipe. The mass strike was no more a 'wonder medium' than parliamen
tarianism. Although the mass strike allowed the full expression of pro
letarian power in a way that was possible with no other medium, it could
never be used as a substitute for that power. In itself, the mass strike was a
'dead mechanism', without 'the will, the feeling of power, and the revolu
tionary energy of the masses' which precedes it and determines its use. What
was decisive were not the objective consequences of the strike, but the
mood, enthusiasm, and self-confidence of the men who choose to use it. 6
At an even deeper level, Pannekoek felt that mass action and its dialectical
opposite, imperialism, were both part of 'a revolution in thought and feel
ing, a new orientation of the spirit' that corresponded to a certain stage of
social and economic development. In the practice of mass action, Pan
nekoek saw a continuous dialectic of consciousness and activity which
would ultimately shape a new society. Pannekoek located the starting point
of this process of transformation in what he termed 'the revolutionary in
stincts of the masses'. According to Pannekoek, these 'social instincts' differ
from the natural inborn instincts of animals in the sense that they evolve
from the basic day-to-day perceptions embodied in working class life expe
riences and relationships. Through their work, the workers perceive that
4
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they are exploited by capital and are aroused by this misery and exploitation
to rebel. In these social instincts of the class struggle, he felt, reside the force
which drives the masses forward in great social struggles. 8
But what was most important, indeed theoretically decisive, in Pan
nekoek's formula, was his concept of the 'organizational spirit' (Organisa
tionsgeist) . According to this conception, the real nature of proletarian organ
ization comes not from the external organizational forms, but from the inner
lives of the workers themselves, which generates feelings of solidarity, col
lectivity, commitment, self-sacrifice, sense of purpose, and class identity.
This spirit, he felt, was the real activating element of the workers' move
ment:
'The organizational spirit is the living soul of the labor movement which gives power
and capability for action to the body. But, unlike the soul of Christian theology, this
im mortal soul does not Aoat a round lifeless in the sky, but remains, i n fact, always
grounded in an organizational body, living in the common organized actions of those
it j oins together. This spirit is not something abstract o r imaginary, put forward in
contrast to the " real, concrete organization" of the existing organizational forms, but
it is, in fact, somethingj11sl a s real a n d co11crete as these forms. I t binds its element, the
individuals, just as firmly together as any statute could ever d o so that even if their
external bond o f statutes were severed these individuals would no longer be loose
atoms competing against each other. ' 9

It was this spirit which creates the capacity to struggle, dissipates the fear
of the state, and receives its fullest expression in mass actions. To ignore this
p rinciple was to ignore what distinguished proletarian organization from
any other form of organization.
� conclusion Pannekoek drew from this was that socialism could never
be achieved by the gradual attainment of a parliamentary majority, but only
by the steady erosion of the bourgeois state and the simultaneous creation of
a proletarian counter-state through the process of mass actio�1; _ 'As the
organization of state power degenerates and its strength ebbs away, so the
new form of social organization, the self-created democratic organization of
p roletarian struggle, develops into a greater and greater power in society,
taking over the functions intrinsic to the general regulation of production.
.. r_�nekoek fervently believed that within the new proletarian organizational
forms there would develop completely new •1alues and human relationships
which would prefigure a new type of society. With this suggestion that the
·new working class institutional forms would supplant existing institutional
forms in the course of the revolutionary struggle and provide the framework
for the future socialist state, Pannekoek broke new ground in Marxist theo
ry_. F:� r the first time a Marxist theorist was prepared to assert that the es_
' 10
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sence of socialism lay ,not in the future state but in the process of socialist
transformation itself.
These fundamental themes were built on a substratum of ideas about the
role and limitations of traditional working class organizations and the rela
tionship between leaders and masses. It was a corollary of Pannekoek's anal
ysis that the existing working class organizational forms were incapable of
accomplishing the task of social transformation since they still reflected to a
considerable extent the stability of capitalist society. He argued that because
of the bureaucratic nature of the traditional '-'Vorking class organizations, the
leaders were far less radical in terms of basic revolutionary perceptions and
insights than the masses of workers. Unlike the workers, whose thoughts
were derived from perceptions of collectivity, the party and trade union
functionaries could -think only in terms of themselves. 11 For these reasons,
Pannekoek's concern was increasingly .focused on the masses as the direct_
instrument of social transformation: 'As long as they continue to look to
their leaders and wait for the word, the movement can never take its proper
course. Only when the masses themselves seize the initiatiye, lead their or
ganizations along new paths, and press the authorities forward, only then is a
strong revival of our struggle possible. '12 For the workers, the first task was
to 'liberate themselves from the old vi�w that their leaders will dQ_ J�.yery
thing for them at the correct time' . 13
At the same time, Pannekoek was careful not to advocate a general theory
of spontaneity. He continued to assign the party a central role in preparing
the workers for revolutionary mass actions . Pannekoek repeatedly made it
clear that the party had the initial political task of unifying the previously
fragmented masses and 'molding them into an entity with a conscious pur
pose and with power in its own right' . 14 Quite clearly, at this stage, Pan
nekoek still saw the party as synony111ous with the masses, since it was the
party which was assigned the task ofchanneling the 're�olutionary energy of
the masses' into constructive action and leading
· assault on the state. He
" the
insisted that the party must neve � limit itself !:�' a passi�e, restraining role,
but must become an active catalyst of revolution once it determines that
conditions are ripe for mass struggles . It was this organized and conscious
element of mass action, Pannekoek maintained, that would most sharply
distinguish the German Revolution from the Russian Revolution of 1 905 . 15
It followed from Pannekoek's analysis that the party exercises a leader
ship function only in the sense that it pursues an active socialist politics
which shapes and leads the struggle of consciousness to its ultimate goal. A
politics ofthis kind, he felt, requires a creative leadership capable of respond
ing directly to the nuances of every revolutionary situation, stimulating and
broadening the struggle, widening its goals, generating new tactics, all in the
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continuous dialectic of consciousness and activity which lies at the heart of
the relationship between party and class. Such a leadership, however, cannot
create the conditions of struggle, for these conditions are an elemental fea
ture of the evolution of capitalism itself. Nor can it direct the struggle along
lines predetermined by the leadership, for the revolution is a complex pro
cess spanning years or even decades, rather than a fixed-piece military en
gagement between the forces oflabor and capital. While the party serves as a
vital expression of the 'developing thought' and 'revolutionary spirit' of the
workers, the workers can gain the necessary insights into their historical
mission only through the direct practice of mass action. 16 In contrast to the
theories ofKautsky, Lenin, and others, which viewed the party as the agent
which stimulates the inert, unconscious - or 'trade union conscious' - class
into revolutionary struggle, Pannekoek reasserted what he felt was the cen
tral insight of Marx's historical project: that the proletariat develops its own
awareness of itself in the course of a struggle rooted in the logic of capital
ism.
Pannekoek ' s theory of mass action possessed a sweeping power and orig
inality, but it was ultimately flawed by its vagueness. Throughout his writ
ings on mass action, Pannekoek seldom went beyond the general and the
rhetorical. Although his ideas were based on a variety of different experi
ences of mass action in the pre-war period, Pannekoek deliberately a.v.o ided
specifying the precise organizational and institutional forms w.hich the
struggling workers were likely to develop and utilize. This task _h e left in
stead to the creative capacities of the masses actually involved jn the strug
gles of the future, since it was their character and forms of organization that
would be transformed in the process. 'Is it not obvious, ' he asked, 'that a
proletariat which has succeeded in building such exemplary organizations,
in the face of every obstacle and despite the fiercest repression, will find it a
simple matter to have an apparatus capable of directing and administering
public life within forty-eight hours?' 1 7 In grappling with the complex ques
tion of how the capitalist state and its power instruments were to be de
stroyed, Pannekoek left unanswered key questions which his entire analysis
by its very nature posed. What weapons and what type of military strategy
would the workers' movement use? What would happen if imperialism at
tacked the workers' movement before it reached full maturity? His approach
was marked by a constant overestimation of�he factors which would render
social democracy irresistible and an underestimation of the forces of capital
ist domination. Although he acknowledged that violence would be initiated
by the repressive forces of the state, Pannekoek conceived of the revolution
largely as a non-violent process based on working class consciousness and
stressed that armed force represented the 'weak side of proletarian power'. 18
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But as to what would actually happen when the capitalist state deployed its
forces, Pannekoek could only hold out the possibility that in a phase of
accelerating workers' power the rank-and-file soldiers of working class ori
gin would refuse to fi r e on their class comrades.
Economics and Social De11elopment: Pannekoek's Theory of Imperialism

Pannekoek's theory of mass action was closely linked to his theoretical as
sessment of imperialism. Like most Marxists of the Second International,
Pannekoek felt that the increasingly po'Nerful and aggressive nature of the
capitalist states, the ideologies of militarism and nationalism, growing com
petition and heightened international tensions, were all tied to a fundamental
change in the nature of capitalism, which was termed imperialism.
Pannekoek's unique theory of imperialism evolved directly out of his
conception of the relationship between economics and social transforma
tion. As early as 1 900, Pannekoek, in a letter to Frank van der Goes, outlined
the basic elements of this conception. In attempting to define the role of
economics in social transformation, Pannekoek argued that while economic
factors are undoubtedly primary, they are but one of many interrelated parts
of the totality of the human environment. All human actions, no matter how
independent they may appear, are 'equal products' of this total process of
development which is mediated through the minds of men. Since he felt that
it was the process ofinteraction itself that was critical, Pannekoek ruled out a
sharp distinction between evolution and revolution, arguing that it was only
their external appearances that gave them separate designations . What this
meant for Pannekoek's theory of social development was that the critical
link between economics and revolution was not economic crisis or collapse,
but the understanding and active intervention of the revolutionary class,
which translates changes in the economic structure into 'social reality'
through conscious political action.
It was on this basis that Pannekoek chose to emphasize the non-economic
aspects of imperialism. Unlike Lenin, Rosa Luxemburg, and others, Pan
nekoek did not regard imperialism as the ' final phase of capitalism' resulting
from intrinsic economic and structural changes, but as the outcome of an
'active striving' on the part of the bourgeoisie. 21 As he defined the problem,
imperialism was not simply a form of interest politics for the bourgeoisie or
a defense mechanism against the proletariat - although both elements were
present - but a full-fledged system of capitalist rule. Pannekoek insisted that
like all forms of social rule, the main source of imperialism's strength was
spiritual. What was critical was the ability ofimperialism to project a power
ful social ideal: ' [ . . . ] to the bourgeoisie as a whole is given a new world ideal,
19
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the vision of its own nation standing dominant among all the peoples of the
earth. And this vision, it is hoped, will do something to inspire those who
have found themselves powerless in the path of the overpowering ideals of
humanity and world brotherhood represented by the Social Democracy.
These themes were brought into sharp focus in the course of a lengthy
controversy with Rosa Luxemburg. Although Pannekoek had little interest
in establishing a precise economic definition of imperialism, he accepted for
the most part the theoretical framework of his collaborator Karl Radek,
which located the main dynamic of i mperialism in capital export. This view
stood in sharp contrast to Rosa Luxemburg's conception, which viewed
imperialism as the inevitable consequence of the constant expansion of cap
italist production and the need to establish n ew market outlets to absorb it.
Since this question had important implications for revolutionary strategy,
Pannekoek undertook a detailed and penetrating critique of Luxemburg's
position. Although he built his conception on the basis of a highly technical
criticism of her analysis of capitalist reproduction, Pannekoek's overwhelm
ing preoccupation was with the social, historical, and ideological aspects of
imperialism. In challenging Luxemburg's belief that imperialism was an
economic 'necessity' of capitalism and prelude to its inevitable collapse,
Pannekoek began by rejecting what he termed 'mechanical necessity' in the
laws of capitalist reproduction. What Rosa Luxemburg viewed as an un
avoidable economic drive toward imperialism, he felt, was in reality only 'a
part of imperialism, but not im perialism itself. The history of capitalism,
Pannekoek argued, had been characterized by various and continuous forms
of expansion, much of which involved competition for world markets. I m
perialism was only an intensification of this tendency and simply 'the par
ticular form of expansion for the era ' .
Having made i t clear that imperialism did not arise a s a n economic imper
ative ('mechanical necessity'), Pannekoek went on to argue that it emerged
out of specific social needs ('social necessity'). By 'social necessity' Pan
nekoek meant the ability of a group to consciously choose and carry out the
long-range course of action that was most appropriate to their general needs
within defined historical circumstances. Pannekoek considered 'social ne
cessity' to be neither a predetermined course of action nor pure voluntarism,
but a form of active understanding and intervention which serves as a key
connecting link between economics and the actions and desires of men.
From this standpoint, i mperialism was a 'necessity' for capitalist develop
ment only in the sense that it was something which the capitalist class under
stood as useful and desirable and had the capacity to attain. I mperialism
emerged at this particular period because it corresponded to the needs and
wishes of the newly dominant banking and monopoly sector of the bour' 22
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geo1s1e, which through its technological, ideological, and organizational
power, had gained superiority over the other sectors within the capitalist
class, and was, therefore, free to pursue its policies at will. From this per
spective, it is clear that, for Pannekoek, imperialism implied a totality of
interaction, in which a unity of politics, ideology, economics, and action
come together as a conscious act of capitalist society.
Pannekoek felt that the manner in which imperialism had developed as a
manifestation of the will of the bourgeoisie provided an analogy for the
emergence of socialism : socialism would come only when the working class
understands that socialism is necessary and desirable, wills its creation, and
has the power capability to establish it. For these reasons, capitalism could
never be expected to end by some 'great, fantastic final crisis', although
temporary crises would instill in the workers the will to struggie and compel
them to strengthen their forces.
On these grounds, Pannekoek charged that the emphasis on economic
necessity and the inevitability of capitalist collapse in Rosa Luxemburg's
analysis of imperialism 'obfuscates more than it clarifies, the particular fea
tures of the world politics of capital' . 24 Taken strictly, such a position, he
felt, would a mount to nothing less than the abolition of the need for the
oretical work, for propaganda and agitation, for organization, and for the
preparation for the conquest of political power.
In theorizing imperialism as a total ideological, social, political, and eco
nomic process, Pannekoek attached particular importance to its unified
world-wide character. From this, he derived another element of revolution
ary strategy. The world-wide capitalist chain, he felt, might be broken at its
weakest links, in the colonial and semi-colonial lands. A series of anti-colo
nial revolutions in Asia and Africa, he maintained, would 'give the signal to
the European proletariat for their struggle for freedom':25 'The political rev
olution in Asia, the insurrection in India, the rebellion within the Arab
world, are imposing a decisive obstacle against the expansion of capitalism
in Europe. [ . . . ] bloody clashes are becoming more and more inevitable.
There is a link between the Asian wars of independence and colonialism and
the world war among European nations . '26 Although Pannekoek, with these
formulations, was among the first to argue the importance of colonial liber
ation movements as a stimulus to revolution in Europe, this theme remained
only a fragmentary and undeveloped part of his theory of revolution, due in
large part to his inability to reconcile this belief with his views on the na
tional question.
23
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Class Struggle and Nation: Pannekoek and the National Question

_

A third major component of Pannekoek's 1 9 1 0- 1 914 theoretical-strategic
paradigm centered around his conception of the role of the nation and na
tionalism in socialist theory and practice. For Pannekoek, the problem of
developing a correct Marxist approach to the question of nationality was
signifi c ant both as a major reference point in the debate over reform or revo
lution and as part of the tactical imperative of countering nationalistic impe
rialism and its drive toward war.
Although the question of the nation and nationalism impinged on the life
of the socialist movement at numerous points, the movement had no firm
attitude toward these questions, due in part to an ambiguous legacy in social
ist theory. Marx and Engels gave neither a systematic theory of nationality
nor a precise defi n ition of the concept of the nation. Their writings on na
tionality were for the most part unsystematic and largely ad hoc political
positions on specific strategic questions. In their early writings, both
showed considerable enthusiasm for large-scale political units, believing
that small states were an impediment to economic development. While ad
mitting that the bourgeois nation state had served an historically progressive
function, they contended that it was a transitory phenomenon which bore
the seeds of its own destruction. The extension and internationalization of
the capitalist market, they felt, would lead to a rapidly growing similarity
between nations at the expense of national identity. As early as the Commuri
ist Manifesto, Marx and Engels had posed the internationalism of the pro
letariat as the agency of the nation state's destruction, with the famous slo
gan: 'The working men have no country' . In their later writings, however,
both men - forced to confront the political realities of their era - showed
much more hospitable consideration to the claims of small and oppressed
nationalities, such as the Poles, Irish, and Hungarians. 27
Due to the fundamental ambiguity and equivocation in their formula
tions, the writings of Marx and Engels could give no clear answer to the
problem of the nation state as it presented itself to social democrats in Eu
rope in the years before the war. Several major attempts were made to come
to terms with this question theoretically. Among the first to deal with this
question in a systematic manner was Karl Kautsky, who argued that the
modern idea of nationality arose with the bourgeoisie and corresponded to
their economic needs. The most critical factor in the formation of nations, he
maintained, was a national language, which was essential to social produc
tion, and which probably emerged from idioms used by traders. For this
reason, he considered the mono-national state to be superior to the multi
national state. Kautsky was evasive when faced with the question of the
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workers' relationship t o the nation. While rej ecting bourgeois nationalism,
he maintained that the proletariat was the guardian ofthe genuine interests of
the nation and suggested that the removal of class antagonisms would solid
ify national unity. 28
The most sustained attempt to develop a Marxist theory of nationality,
however, came with the Austrian theorist Otto Bauer's Die Na
tionalitiitenfrage und die Sozialdemokratie (The National Question and Social
Democracy), a work that remains the major Marxist treatise in the field.
Bauer's intended aim was to provide a theoretical justifi c ation for the na
tionalities program adopted by the Austrian social democrats. Unlike other
orthodox Marxists, Bauer did not regard the nation as a transitory mode of
organization peculiar to bourgeois society. Nor did he accept Kautsky's
view that language was a decisive factor for defining a nation. Bauer defined
the nation as a totality of people 'molded by a common destiny into a com
mon type', so that they possess a common national character. 29 By a 'com-
mon destiny', Bauer meant primarily a historical community sharing the
same culture. While believing that the origins of the nation were linked to
certain relationships of economics, politics, and social development, Bauer
felt that the nation eventually became independent of these factors: 'The
national community exists, even if the state should collapse, for it is itself
living in each and every individual. At the same time, Bauer emphatically
rej ected the notion that national ties would merge in the course of economic
development and argued that national differences would continue to exist
even under socialism. As a substitute for the bourgeois principle of na
tionality, with its tendencies toward war, he offered an alternative socialist
principle which stressed the democratization and full development of na
tionhood and the national culture under socialism. Carried to its logical con
clusion, this meant that the class struggle was at the same time a parallel
struggle for national emancipation and possession of the national culture.
Pannekoek's contribution to this discussion took the form of a lengthy
brochure entitled, Klassenkampf und Nation (Class Struggle and Nation) .
Pannekoek was motivated to enter this discussion largely on the basis of his
belief that the type of nationalist sentiment embodied in Bauer's writings
represented a powerful obstacle to the development of the self-contained
proletarian hegemony that would be necessary to confront international
capital in the epoch of imperialism. Bauer's principal error, Pannekoek
insisted, was his failure to employ a Marxist methodology. Instead of view
ing nations as the product of social evolution subject to rapid and constant
future development, Bauer had relied on static bourgeois categories which
viewed national diversity as arbitrarily defined by nature, an expression of
the innate differences between men based on race, origins, and language.
'30
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In setting up his own definition of what constitutes a nation, Pannekoek
argued that the determining factor in nation-building was neither language
nor common destiny, but the process of political and economic develop
ment. Although language was the most important attribute of a nation, the
two were not identical, as the cases of the United States and England with
their similar languages, and Switzerland with its multi-languages, clearly
illustrated. Pannekoek's principal thesis, however, was that through inces
sant mutations based on labor and economic life, historical development had
produced a variety of different forms of social organization, of which the
nation was only one. A mong these were tribal organizations, empires, com
munal villages, regions, and religious orders. All of these, he felt, embodied
the two key characteristics of Bauer's definition: a common destiny and a
common character. As an even more pertinent example, Pannekoek cited
the case of the medieval church, which with its sense of community and
culture, its common history and vast administrative structure, its own intel
ligentsia and language, constituted almost a nation in its own right. Like
Marx, Pannekoek viewed the modern nation state as a transitory form of
social organization peculiar to bourgeois society. The modern nation, he
argued, was completely different from the earlier peasant nation. What dis
tinguishes it is the institution of the state - 'the combat organization of the
bourgeoisie'. 32 While the nation represents an important community of in
terest for the bourgeoisie, the state is the real, solid instrument for protecting
its interests.
Pannekoek enlarged upon this definition by criticizing Bauer's use of the
category ' community of destiny'. While accepting the legitimacy of the cate
gory, Pannekoek felt that the forms constituting a particular 'community of
destiny' were different for each class due to the different experiences of social
labor. From this standpoint, the peasants, for instance, of China, India, and
Egypt had more in common with each other than with different classes
within their own nation. For the proletariat, this meant that their 'communi
ty of destiny' could never be defined by specific national characteristics and
boundaries, but only by a common community oflabor and struggle. In this
context, the nation state signified little more than a form of'foreign domina
tion' over the character and destiny of the proletariat.
Pannekoek extended this analysis into a critique of Bauer's category
'community of culture' . Culture, he contended, begins in the continuous
restructuring of concepts that goes on inside the mind and evolves into a
'community of ideas' or 'forms of thought which have become historical'.33
In other words, what can be considered a nation's culture is simply an ab
stract rendering of common experiences transmitted by a common lan
guage. There could, therefore, be no common 'community of culture' be-
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tween the bourgeoisie and the proletariat except in the most transitory sense,
since the foundations of their thought and their vision of the world are so
completely dissimilar. What often appears to be a commonly shared culture
is in reality only a spiritual tradition of the past, which will disappear with
the intensification of the class struggle.
In these circumstances, Pannekoek felt that the acceptance of bourgeois
culture could only obscure class consciousness and weaken the self-con
fidence of the workers: 'Our objective requires a new, bold type of human
being, fully conscious of its role, and audacious in both thought and action.
For this reason, the struggle requires that the workers be liberated from the
paralyzing effects of bourgeois culture. Pannekoek emphasized that the
proletariat had the duty to pursue its own cultural destiny, which could
become a living reality only in the context of the class struggle. The struggle
for socialism, he felt, stimulates the spirit of the workers to create their own _
values and forms of social and mental life, which are opposed at all points to
bourgeois culture. Since the workers' 'community of struggle' is interna
tional in character and their aspirations and shared experiences are similar,
both the destiny and culture of the proletariat would be world-wide in
scope. What superficially appears to be a separate nationality and culture will
disappear with the bourgeois society to which it is connected. As an organi
zational alternative to the nation state, Pannekoek envisioned a future trans
national community of organization, production, and culture encompassing
the whole of humanity.
The tactical conclusion Pannekoek drew from his analysis was that 'the
concept of the nation can play no role in the theory and practice of social
democracy'. 35 Acceptance.of the idea of the nation in any form by socialists
would lead orify to the unification of fundamentally different class interests
and the preservation of the status quo. Nationalism, Pannekoek was pre
pared to assert, represents 'the most powerful of.bourgeois ideologies '.36
Pannekoek made it clear that while nationalism represented a major source
of bourgeois ideological hegemony, it was not simply an artifi c ial doctrine
imposed by the rulers upon the masses. Like every system of thought and
feeling, nationalism arises spontaneously out of the depths of society and
proceeds on the basis of economic realities and necessities. The bourgeoisie,
however, attempts to intensify these spontaneous feelings by artifi c ial
means. Pannekoek stressed that while the conceptual structure of national
ism was based on ideas and traditions of the past, it did not belong to those
outdated ideologies which were gradually being extinguished by modern
conditions. It was, on the contrary, a living ideology, drawing its force ever
anew from fertile economic soil, and standing in the center of the class strug
gle. Translated into practical terms, this meant that demands for national
'34
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autonomy, or for the reestablishment of former nation states such as Poland,
could have no place in socialist propaganda and tactics. National objectives
and slogans, Pannekoek felt, would only deter the proletariat from its real
objective by dividing them into different nationalities and allowing class
consciousness to degenerate into national hatred. 37 But to counter nationalist
ideology, Pannekoek could offer nothing beyond a more-or-less routine call
for programs and propaganda stressing class over nationality. He took it for
granted that nationalist sentiment would disappear as one of the side effects
of the radicalization of consciousness that occurs through mass action. Pan
nekoek' s rigorous internationalism was tempered only by his acknowledge
ment (in a position close to Bauer's) of the right of national minorities to
autonomy in administrative and j udical matters and by his belief that na
tional parties must continue to exist, in order to conduct propaganda and
educational activities in different languages.
Although Pannekoek's prescription for dealing with the problem of the
nation was rather ambiguous, he left no doubt about the immediate political
relevance of this question. The growing accommodation to nationalism, he
felt, was only one aspect of a more general malaise affecting the socialist
movement. Posed in its broadest terms, the historical choice, for the socialist
movement and for the future ofhumanity, was becoming increasingly clear:
either a fundamental transformation of the existing social order through
mass action and internationalism, or nationalism and war. 38
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CHAPTER VIII

WAR AND REVOLUTION, 1914-1919

War Against War: Pannekoek and the Zimmerwald Left

The activities of Pannekoek during the years 19i4-1919 must be seen against
a background of dramatic world events. In pre-1914 Europe, revolution had
been largely a doctrine and a dream to which small groups of determined
men dedicated their lives. By 1919, a revolutionary mood pervaded all of
Europe. The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the German Revolution of
1918 seemed at long last to mark the beginning of the world-wide pro
letarian revolution to which Pannekoek had dedicated the past twenty years
of his life.
Although Pannekoek was perhaps the most perceptive Marxist analyst of
the crisis of social democracy prior to 191 4, he, like most others of the Marx
ist left, was caught completely off guard by the sudden capitulation of the
movement to nationalism at the outbreak of the war. Forced back to Holland
by the war, Pannekoek immediately began the painful task of analyzing and
pinpointing the crucial characteristics of social democracy which had dis
armed it at its moment of supreme challenge. In a major article entitled, 'The
Downfall of the International', which was widely circulated in German,
English, Dutch, and Russian versions, Pannekoek took the position that the
war was a clear indication of both the weakness of social democracy and the
gigantic power of imperialism . The capitulation of the Second International
to nationalism, he felt, was due to the fundamental spiritual weakness of the
movement which had its roots in the appropriation of initiative from the
masses by a growing bureaucratic apparatus. The whole course of develop
ment of the movement had been directed for a long time toward an accom
modation with capitalism and a reconciliation with a part of the bourgeoisie.
The war had only accelerated what would otherwise have been a slow pro
cess of transformation. Unlike other left leaders such as Lenin and Trotsky,
Pannekoek chose to stress the objective factors conditioning this process of
capitulation rather than to attribute it to treacherous leadership. Explaining
why the workers had displayed so little revolutionary energy and allowed
themselves to be so easily misled by the bourgeoisie, Pannekoek for the first
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time began to speak of prosperity as the underlying cause of the deradicaliza
tion of the workers' movement.
From this analysis, it was only a small step to the conclusion that the pre
war socialist movement was dead. The war crisis, Pannekoek felt, posed
directly the question of revolution and the old movement with its passive
bureaucratized structure was incapable of playing a revolutionary role. In
the course of his remarks, Pannekoek became the first Marxist theoretician
to signal the downfall of the Second International and to raise the demand for
the formation of a Third:
'The Second International is dead. But this ignoble death is no accident; like the
dO\.vnfall of the first International, the collapse of the second is an indication of the
fact that its usefulness is at an end. It represents, in fact, the downfall of the old
fi ghting methods of the epoch. [ . . . ) And out of these new conditions a new Interna
tional of Labor will grow, more firmly founded, more strongly organized, more
powerful and more Socialistic than the one that perished. Looking beyond this terri
ble world-fire, we revolutionary Socialists boldly erect u pon the ruins the standard of
the new, the coming of Internationalism. "

Of this assessment, Lenin noted several weeks later: 'The only one who
had told the workers the truth - although not loudly enough, and sometimes
not quite skilfully - is Pannekoek [ . . . ]. His words [ . . . ] are the only socialist
words. They are the truth . Bitter, but the truth. '2
As Pannekoek began the task of analyzing the failure of socialist interna
tionalism, he was forced to confront an equally uncertain situation in his
own life. From a personal standpoint, the war years were to be among the
most difficult years Pannekoek would experience - years ofeconomic uncer
tainty and wandering. Like many others, he initially expected the war to be
of short duration and planned on being able to resume his work in Bremen
within a few months. During the first year of the war, Pannekoek lived with
his in-laws in Arnhem and attempted to support himself as a journalist. His
first job was writing articles for a British newspaper. Conflicts with the
editors soon arose when they requested that Pannekoek provide details
about personalities rather than theoretical interpretations, and after several
weeks, he resigned. He next found a part-time job writing on foreign policy
for the Nieuwe Amsterdammer. In the spring of 1915, aware that the war
would be of long duration and that there were no vacancies in astronomy,
Pannekoek accepted a job teaching high school science, first in Helmond,
and later that summer in Hoorn. This was supplemented by a once-a-week
unpaid lectureship on the history of astronomy at the University of Leiden,
which he hoped to use to re-establish himself in astronomy after having
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maintained only peripheral contact with the field since 1 906. In 1 9 1 7 he
moved to another high school position in Bussum, where Gorter and several
other leftist intellectuals lived. These positions were always precarious; Pan
nekoek has noted that he felt a constant pressure to avoid public talks or any
type of activity that might be reported in the local press.
Pannekoek's political activity in the aftermath of August, 1914 was di
rectly linked to a broader process of left regroupment within the interna
tional socialist movement. This process of regroupment derived its chief
impetus from Lenin and the Bolsheviks and had its organizational base in
what later became known as the Zimmerwald movement. 4 Lenin's first for
ay at left regroupment came at a conference of ltalian and Swiss socialists at
Lugano, Switzerland, on September 27, 1914, at which he presented his
September 5 theses on turning an imperialist war between nations into a civil
war between classes. At this gathering a major division of opinion emerged
between the revolutionaries, who felt the main task was to use the war as a
catalyst for socialist revolution, and the pacifists, who felt the primary duty
was to end the war. When the Italian and Swiss socialists called for an inter
national conference of all socialists opposed to the war, Lenin began to focus
his energies on building a strong revolutionary presence at the conference.
A key element of Lenin's strategy of revolutionary regroupment was his
desire for an alliance between the Bolsheviks and the Dutch SDP, which he
regarded as among the best of the revolutionary groupings. To facilitate this
alliance, Lenin wrote Wij nkoop proposing that the two parties formulate a
joint declaration and requesting that the SDP send representatives to the
upcoming conference. Wijnkoop and others in the SDP leadership,
however, rejected Lenin's proposal on the grounds that the conference was
opportunistic in character and would not be a gathering of revolutionaries. 6
Lenin, however, persisted and again wrote to Wij nkoop, warning of the
'great danger' for the movement if his plan for an international declaration
by the Marxist left failed to materialize. 7 When this attempt proved equally
fruitless, he wrote to Radek requesting that he arrange for Pannekoek - who
was a strong supporter of the proposed conference - to play a mediating
role. 8 When Pannekoek failed to make headway, Radek sent Pannekoek a
telegram on the eve of the conference requesting that he come on his own
and offering to pay his way. Pannekoek, however, declined on the grounds
that only Wijnkoop could represent the SDP.9
The international conference which met in the Swiss mountain village of
Zimmerwald from September 5 to 8, 1915, marked both the complete and
clear segregation of minority and majority socialists into separate camps and
the general consolidation of a distinct left current within the anti-war minor
ity. Of the Dutch, only Henriette Roland Holst was present. During the
3
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proceedings, Lenin once again offered a resolution calling for a direct revolu
tionary struggle against capitalism and the formation of a new International.
Although Lenin's resolution managed to gain the votes of only about one
third of the delegates, this was regarded as a minor victory by the left.
More encouraging fo r the left was the creation o f a n International Socialist
Commission in Berne to coordinate future activities, which Lenin saw as the
potential nucleus of a new International.
In order to influence this body and to disseminate their own views, the
left established a coordinating bureau of their own. In the fall of 1915, this
bureau, at the initiative of Karl Radek, began to lay the groundwork for the
creation of a separate international publication of the left. Pannekoek had
first broached the idea of such a publication in the spring of 191 5, arguing
that it might serve as a spiritual counterweight to Kautsky's Neue Zeit and an
instrument of theoretical clarification. 12 Following consultation with Lenin,
Radek suggested in October to Pannekoek and Roland Holst that a German
language review be started in Holland. Radek proposed as well that Pan
nekoek and Roland Holst serve as co-editors, although it was understood
that he was to be the real source of power. The initial editorial board envi
sioned by Radek was to consist ofhimself, Pannekoek, Roland Holst, Lenin,
Trotsky, Mehring, Borchardt, and perhaps Grimm, Zetkin and Frania. For
Lenin, Pannekoek's cooperation was extremely crucial; one ofhis conditions
for supporting the publication was that Pannekoek, 'whom we see as our
representative' [of the Zimmerwald left] , be placed on the editorial board. 13
Pannekoek's willingness to edit the new publication was based in part on
his desire to .articulate his own conception of revolutionary regroupment.
Although closely allied with Lenin on the Zimmerwald left, Pannekoek's
strategic analysis diverged from Lenin's at several key points. At the most
basic level, Pannekoek made it clear that his fundamental concern was with
advancing a strategy based on political consciousness and mass action, rather
than, as he felt Lenin advocated, one based on splitting the existing socialist
movement and a continuation of the traditional tactics. 14 A regrouping of the
socialist left, Pannekoek argued, was possible only on the basis of an 'inter
nationalism of deed' founded upon incessant opposition to the ruling cla�.. ses
in every country. 1 5 To attempt to build a new international movement on
the basis of conferences and delegates alone would lead to 'nothing more
than an International of Leaders' .
The projected international review became reality in January, 1 91 6, un
der the name Vorbote. In the introduction, Pannekoek defined the main aim
of the publication as one of providing theoretical support for the struggle
against imperialism. Pannekoek made it clear that this task involved, in the
first instance, a ' merciless analysis of the inadequacies of the old revisionist
11
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and radical socialism' as a prelude to a full-scale organizational break with
social democracy. What was needed was a completely new spiritual orienta
tion which could only arise out of a long hard process of theoretical clarifica
tion and struggle:
'Now is the time to gather together everything in the way ofnew ideas, new slogans,
new propositions, to inspect them, to test them, to clarify them by means of discussion
and thus to make them of service to the new struggle. [ . . . ] But this struggle is only
made possible by an uncompromising struggle against all the elements of the former
social democracy, which would bind the proletariat to the chariot of imperialism;
against open imperialists who became ordinary agents of the bourgeoisie as well as
social patriots of all tinges who seek to reconcile incompatible antagonisms and to
keep the proletariat from struggling against imperialism by the most acute methods.
Theformation ofthe Third International will be possible only after a resolute break with
social patriotism . ' 1 7

Despite the high hopes of Pannekoek and others, Vorbote was plagued by
a series of factional controversies almost from the moment of its inception.
Following the appearance of Pannekoek's introduction, Lenin charged that
Pannekoek had transformed the review into a personal organ and was evad
ing his responsibilities as a representative of the Zimmerwald left. 18 These
differences were compounded by an even deeper conflict between Lenin and
Radek over the question of national self-determination. Lenin also felt that
Radek was guilty of 'intrigues' against him and was attempting to remove
his supporters from the editorial board. Lenin added to this the accusation
that both Pannekoek and Radek were 'incorrect' in th":ir approach to the
struggle against Kautskyism. Criticism from another quarter came from
Trotsky, who felt that 'the Russian and Dutch extremists' were attempting
to build their own International. Trotsky also felt that the idea of using the
publication to organize the workers and build a broad movement of the left
was a 'pure Leninist utopia'. Due in part to the inability of the left to resolve
these differences, Vorbote ceased publication with the second issue.
While Pannekoek's influence diminished after the failure of Vorbote, this
failure had little impact on the development of the Zimmerwald left itself.
By the time of the second conference of the Zimmerwald movement at
Kienthal, Switzerland, in April, 1916, it was clear that the left had estab
lished a momentum which could not be broken. Although the left was still a
minority, it, nonetheless, had a signifi c ant impact on the resolutions which
were approved by the conference. For the left, Kienthal brought to the sur
face a new spirit of self-confidence and gave eloquent testimony to what was
becoming a deepening fissure within European social democracy.
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From Sect to Party: The SDP and the New Internationalism

Although personal circumstances limited his active participation in the inter
national movement, Pannekoek's theoretical work found fertile soil in the
intransigent internationalist setting of the Dutch SOP and continued to play
a vital role in the party's political development. Despite Holland's neu
trality, the war opened a new epoch for the SOP, which both tested the
party's commitment to left radicalism and offered new possibilities for real
izing its goals and strategies. Drawing heavily from Pannekoek's con
ceptions, the SOP, during these years, attempted to assemble and guide a
coalition of syndicalists, pacifists, and Christian socialists for the purpose of
turning rising dissatisfaction engendered by the war into revolutionary mass
action. 22
When confronted with the t)1reat of war in late July, 1 91 4, the SOP left no
doubts about its continuing commitment to revolutionary internationalism.
Through its defacto alliance with the syndicalists, the party was able to avoid
total isolation and act in a swift and unequivocal manner. Within the span of
a few days, an SOP-sponsored ad hoc organization known as the Samen
werkende A rbeidersvereenigingen (SA V - Society for Labor Cooperation),
which was originally set up to combat a proposed anti-labor act, began to
shift its focus to anti-war action. On August 1 , the SA V - which consisted of
the SOP, the NAS, the Internationale Anti-Militaristische Vereeniging (Anti
Militarist A ction Society) , and the national unions of ship and dock workers,
building workers, cigar makers, metal workers, and municipal workers issued a manifesto calling for 'war against war' to mark the start of an ag
gressive agitational campaign. During the next few days, the SA V dis
tributed over 1 00 , 000 copies of the manifesto and held street demonstrations
which drew as many as 7, 000 persons.23 By contrast, the SOAP, during this
same period, took a position fully supporting military mobilization.
In the turbulent days that followed the outbreak of the war, the Tribune
steadfastly affirmed the SD P's apocalyptic conviction that the war presaged
the 'bloody dawn of the communist society'. 24 Almost immediately, the
SOP formulated a series of agitational demands against the economic aus
terity measures i mposed by the Dutch gov�rnment. But the focal point of
the SDP's agitational work centered around its call for military demobiliza
tion. To pursue this demand, the SOP directed its efforts toward building a
popular coalition of left groups outside the SOAP.
The most important alliance the SOP developed was with the Bond van
Christen- Socialisten (BCS - Union of Christian Socialists). Originally
formed in 1 9 1 0 as part of the Dutch peace movement, the BCS, through the
appeal of its evangelical, biblically-based anti-militarism, had developed
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into a force of considerable significance. 25 In late 1915, the SDP and the BCS
agreed to run a joint electoral bloc of Christians and Marxists in the spring
elections. This electoral campaign was complemented by an aggressive joint
anti-conscription campaign which centered around encouraging individuals
to refuse military service. In j ustifying this alliance, the SDP argued that the
main antagonism was no longer between Marxists and non-Marxists, but
between reformists and revolutionaries, nationalists and internationalists.
Any action that brings revolutionary cooperation in actions against imperi
alism, they felt, had ' more value than a dozen programs'. The election itself
marked a significant gain for the SDP. In comparison to a total of only 1 , 340
votes for the SDP in the 1913 election, the joint bloc drew 2 1 , 408. 26
This alliance provided the basis for a larger and more intensive anti-mili
tarism campaign during the spring ofl 916, which received its vital impetus
from the steady deterioration of living conditions in the Dutch urban cen
ters. The catalyst for this campaign came in late March, 1 91 6, when the
torpedoing of the 'Tubantia' brought a renewed threat of Dutch entry into
the war. On April 2, the SDP and its syndicalist, pacifist, and Christian
socialist allies issued a j oint manifesto denouncing both the threat of war and
the deterioration of living conditions. This was followed by a large well
attended conference in Amsterdam chaired by Wijnkoop on April 24, which
marked the start of a mass a l?jitational campaign. Within ten days, four dem
onstrations against unemployment and food shortages were held in Amster
dam, which drew large numbers of women and the unemployed. For the
first time, the propaganda of the SDP began to have an echo within the
Dutch working class. The high point of this campaign came with a national
demonstration in Amsterdam on June 2 1 , which drew 25,000 persons. 'At
last! ' Wijnkoop shouted from the podium.
The prospects of the SDP received a further boost in May, 1916 when the
party amalgamated with the 200 member Revolutionair Socialistisch Verbond
(RSV - Revolutionary Socialist Society) . The RSV had been formed in early
1915 on the initiative of Henriette Roland Holst and was composed largely
of young left wing members of the SDAP who were disenchanted with that
party's pro-mobilization policies. Although minor political differences ex
isted between the SDP and the RSV, the principal dividing point involved
the long-standing personal animosity between Roland Holst and Van Rave
steyn and Wij nkoop. The rapprochement between the two groups began
when Karl Radek - arguing that 'two sects are no better than one' - per
suaded Pannekoek to play a mediating role. Pannekoek's first success came
when he persuaded Roland Holst to help maneuver the Nieuwe Tijd which
had hitherto occupied an uneasy middle ground between the SDP and the
SDAP - directly into the SDP camp. Formal unifi c ation came at the SDP
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congress i n May and brought the party's total membership up t o 700 and
provided it with a new infusion of talent.
The SDP's achievements during the spring of 1916 gave for the first time
some plausibility to the party's ambition to become a political vehicle of the
Dutch working class. The immobility that had plagued the party since its
foundation seemed finally to have been overcome. As the war progressed,
the SDP continued to draw new strength and vitality from a growing radi
calization of the Dutch working class. Although Holland never experienced
a revolutionary upheaval, the years 1917 and 1918 were marked by rising
discontent and unrest, which took the form of food riots, demonstrations
against scarcity, and a growing mood of militancy among many garrisoned
soldiers (to which the SDP catered with a semi-legal paper, the Soldaten
Tribune) . In the belief that the Dutch revolution would develop as an out
growth of revolution in Germany, the SDP also devoted considerable ener
gy to aiding the German left through the network of ties originally de
veloped by Pannekoek. These efforts involved a variety of clandestine ac
tivities such as surreptitiously smuggling literature into Germany, aiding
German deserters, and publishing a German-language newspaper. 31
The SD P's prestige in the Dutch working class was also greatly strength
ened by the impact of the Bolshevik Revolution. In the months following
the Bolshevik seizure of power, the SDP swiftly gained the reputation as the
'official outpost' of the Russian Revolution in Western Europe. 32 To keep
the membership informed of events in Russia, the Tribune provided a regular
Russian supplement. At the Congress of Leiden in May, 191 8, the SDP
changed its name to the Communistische Partij van Holland (CPH - Commun
ist Party of Holland), which gave it the distinction of being the first party in
Western Europe to use the designation communist.
From the beginning of the Russian events in February, 1917, Pannekoek
attempted to follow the course of the revolution through garbled newspaper
accounts and analyze its significance for European socialism. Pannekoek's
commentary on the Russian Revolution was marked by his ardent and en
thusiastic support of Lenin and the Bolsheviks. He expressed few doubts or
reservations about the character of the revolution: it was, in his view, a
popular transformation based on the new institution of democratic self-ad
ministration, the soviet. Unlike other left radicals such as Rosa Luxemburg,
Pannekoek during this period was either unaware of, or more likely, chose
to minimize Lenin's actual views on party organization. His confidence in
the Bolsheviks was based in large part on what he perceived to be their
uncompromising commitment to wage a revolutionary class struggle. He
stressed repeatedly that the Bolsheviks' strength lay not in their organiza
tional structure, but in their aggressive militancy and fi r m commitment to
30
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Marxist principles. It was precisely these qualities, he felt, that had enabled
them to channel spontaneous protests over hunger into a powerful revolu
tionary mass movement. The Bolsheviks fully understood that the 'ripeness'
of a society for socialism is determined to a considerable extent by the 'ripe
ness of the proletariat for struggle and power' . 33
Although he felt that the Russian Revolution captured the essence of the
new socialism that was slowly emerging throughout Europe, Pannekoek,
even at this early date, felt the need to stress the different conditions under
which the proletariat was fightin g in the West. In Russia, he argued, the key
factors were the opposition of the bourgeoisie to the czar and the discontent
of the peasantry. In Germany and the rest of Western Europe, the revolution
would have a completely proletarian character, but the workers would first
have to 'free themselves spiritually' from a long and debilitating legacy of
parliamentary and trade-union struggle. 34
Like Pannekoek, most members of the CPH interpreted Russian Bolshe
vism primarily through the prism of their own experiences and traditions,
which, in fact, had little in common with Bolshevik theory and practice.
Along with Pannekoek's extensive writings, the CPH's main ideological
reference points during the years 1917 and 1918 were Gorter's World Revolu
tion and Henriette Roland Holst's Mass Action and Revolution. Both of these
works were largely popularized versions of Pannekoek's theoretical for
mulations, which stressed the imminence of the world revolution and the
centrality of the workers' councils, mass actions, and internationalism in the
revolutionary process. These were also the years during which the party
'paid special attention to the IWW as a new and original form of militant
trade unionism'. 35 This attention was due in no small measure to the ac
tivities of the Dutch engineer S.J . Rutgers, who had come under the influ
ence of the IWW while living in the United States during the war years. In
his reports to Dutch readers, Rutgers stressed that the IWW was completely
distinct from syndicalism and maintained that its main conceptions 'are cer
tainly no less than the concepts most of us have developed over the past few
years' . 36
Through its alliances, its extensive propaganda, its intransigent interna
tionalism, its connection to the Russian Revolution, and its militant cam
paign against the war economy, the SDP became during the period
1917-1918 what it had not been at the beginning of the war: a party with a
growing presence in the Dutch working class. But at the same time, the
SD P's successes illustrated the limitations of their strategy. The Tribunists
excelled at ad hoc protest and radical propaganda, but they were unable to
find a strategy for radicalizing the Dutch working class, let alone make a
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social revolution, and they still could not overcome the dominance of the
SDAP in the working class.
Militants Against the Current: The Bremen Left and the Formation of German
Communism

For the Bremen left, the First World War marked a new stage of political
development in which they moved rapidly from being radicals within the
social democratic tradition to being revolutionaries outside of it and against
it. 37 Although events forced him to remain in Holland during the war years,
Pannekoek continued to exert, through his writings and personal contacts in particular through his close friend Johann Knief - a decisive influence on
the political development of the Bremen left. Drawing heavily on Pan
nekoek's analyses, the Bremen left developed, during the war years, into one
of the two opposing poles' around which the early German communist
movement gravitated.
From the earliest days of the war, Pannekoek saw Bremen as a potential
model for the new type of revolutionary movement that he felt would arise
out of the war. Shortly after returning to Holland, he began to devise plans
to bypass the German censors so that his articles could continue to appear
regularly in the Bremer Burger-Zeitung. By October, he was ready to outline a
strategy for the future. Pannekoek's prognosis for the future was based on
his beliefthat the principal task confronting the left was to overcome the 'old
awe' of the SPD. But Pannekoek stopped short of advocating ari immediate
break with the party. He counselled that for the moment nothing could be
done except to prepare the workers ideologically for an eventual break with
the SPD and for the forma.tion of a completely new type of workers' move
ment. His only concrete suggestion for the present was to urge the Bremen
left to take the initiative and create an independent left radical publication
aimed directly at the workers.
For the Bremen left, the first year of the war was a year of confusion and
despair. In the immediate aftermath of the war, the left lost its most promi
nent leaders: Pannekoek returned to Holiand; Knief was mobilized and !.ent
to the front; Radek was forced to leave for Switzerland. At the same time,
many of their working class supporters were drafted. As a consequence, the
left swiftly lost many of their positions of influence in the party and trade
unions. Disorganized and under conditions of severe repression, the left
could do little more during the winter and spring of 1 914-1 5 than distribute
an occasional clandestine anti-war leaflet.
The first step in building an organized anti-war opposition came inJanu38
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ary, 1915, with the creation of a discussion circle fo r selected activists within
the Bremen SPD. To help develop a praxis for the anti-war movement, the
circle immediately embarked on a systematic study of Pannekoek's theoreti
cal writings.39 The circle received a major boost in the fall of 1915 when
Knief was able to resume his political activity after being discharged from
the army for shell shock. In the upcoming months, Kniefs leadership was to
be crucial for the organizational and ideological regroupment of the left in
Bremen. Almost immediately, Knief began to rebuild the left's extensive
network of shop-floor militants in order to lay the groundwork for mass
actions against the war.
Despite these gains, systematic anti-war activity remained confi n ed to
the small circle of activists throughout most ofl 91 5. The tense truce that had
prevailed in Bremen in late 1914 began to unravel only during the winter of
1915-1 6. As signs of disaffection began to slowly surface, the left gained
renewed confidence, and by the late fall of 1915, felt strong enough to start
disseminating their views in broader circles.
These developments were only one element of a larger process of left
regroupment going on in Germany at the time. Throughout 1915, the ranks
of the anti-war opposition grew steadily. By the end of the year, left radical
opposition groups held positions of power in Berlin, Hamburg, Leipzig,
Stuttgart, and Brunswick. In Berlin, Rosa Luxemburg and her collaborators
came out in April, 1915, with the publication, Die Internationale, and later
that year began to issue the so-called Spartakus letters.
As the opposition movement continued to gain momentum,· the Bremen
left began to develop an extensive network of national and international
contacts which helped make them a vital force within the European revolu
tionary left. Through Radek, close ties were forged with both the Zimmer
wald left, and Lenin and the Bolsheviks. In Germany, a particularly close
relationship was established with Julian Borchardt and his publication Licht
strahlen, which served as a major outlet for the writings ofPannekoek, Knief,
and Radek. The most important ties, however, were with the Hamburg
group of left radicals led by Laufenberg and Wolffheim, whom Knief had
spent a year bringing to a Pannekoekian position. Relations with the Spar
tacist group in Berlin, by contrast, were strained due to a combination of
pre-war animosities and deep-seated strategic differences. The principal di
viding point involved the Spartacists' unwillingness to break with the cen
trist opposition grouped around Kautsky, Bernstein, and Haase and attempt
to build a new type of revolutionary organization.
The year 1916 stands as a major turning point in the development of the
anti-war opposition. As that year progressed, the movement grew from one
of small, isolated groups of militants to a movement of mass proportions.
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The first signs o f mass discontent began to arise over purely domestic ques
tions such as the decline in rations and real wages. This mood of discontent
began to assume an increasingly political form following the arrest and sen
tencing of Karl Liebknecht for statements he made at an illegal May Day
demonstration. In Bremen, Knief launched a major agitational campaign,
beginning with a demonstration of socialist women against the rising cost of
living on June 22. Several days later, 400-500 persons marched through the
city center in solidarity with Liebknecht. Following Liebknecht's sentencing
on June 29, several thousand workers took to the streets for several days
shouting anti-war and anti-government slogans. On July 4 - partly on the
initiative of the left - 4, 000 shipyard workers of the Weser firm went on a
wildcat strike for higher wages and declared their solidarity with
Liebknecht. 43
The growing sense of strength and self-confidence of the Bremen left led
them to create - following extensive consultation with Pannekoek - the
review Arbeiterpolitik in June, 1916.44 The defined aim of Arbeiterpolitik was
to provide the workers with a new 'spiritual orientation' and liberate them
from the 'stultifying power of the organizational bureaucracy of offical so
cial democracy' . Its main themes were clearly Pannekoekian in character. It
stressed repeatedly that the SDP, through its bureaucracy and base in the
labor aristocracy, had become a new 'social imperialist' party fully inte
grated into the capitalist system. Unlike the Spartacists, they felt that the
vital question was not one of reforming the SDP, but one of drawing sharp
new lines of demarcation for the coming epoch of workers' power. 45 Under
the editorship of Knief and Paul Frolich, and with major intellectual contri
butions from Pannekoek and Radek, Arbeiterpolitik swiftly emerged as the
leading theoretical organ of the German revolutionary left.
Starting in the fall of 1916, the Bremen left began to lay the groundwork
for the formation of a new party of the left. This task became particularly
urgent when the entire anti-war opposition - both left and center - was
expelled from the SPD in January, 1 917. In the hope of uniting the left, Knief
invited the Spartacists to write for Arbeiterpolitik and journeyed to Berlin for
discussions with their leaders. But these overtures failed to blunt the mutual
hostility and suspicion between the two groups. Shortly before the second
national conference of the opposition at Gocha in April, 1917, the Bremen
left organized a caucus of the left in a final attempt to reach agreement on a
common strategy. The Bremen group and its Hamburg allies, along with
the Borchardt group and Spartacist supporters in various cities, favored a
new party of the left, but were opposed by the majority of Spartacists and
the Dresden left. 46 When the majority ofSpartacists joined with the centrists
to form the Unabhiingige Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutsch/and (USPD - In-
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dependent Social Democratic Party of Germany), the Bremen left accused
them of attempting to restore the 'old leader politics' and withdrew to con
tinue their efforts to form a separate anti-bureaucratic revolutionary party of
the left. Although their conception of the new revolutionary movement
was as yet undefined, the Bremen left, on the eve of the great revolutionary
upheavals of191 7-1918, had clearly differentiated themselves from both the
Spartacists and USPD on two key points: they demanded an organization
built on completely different lines than the old forms being reproduced in
the USPD; and, to make the break from pre-war social democracy com
plete, they wanted an action-oriented organization arising out of the strug
gle itself.
The events at Gotha gave a powerful impetus to a discussion within the
Bremen left during the spring of 1917 over the precise form of organization
to adopt for the future. From their Pannekoekian perspective, the Bremen
left maintained that the old forms of party and trade union were unsuitable
for the revolutionary upheavals expected in the future and called for new
direct class instruments of revolutionary struggle. The model they envi
sioned was inspired in part by the American Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW) . Familiarity with the IWW came from the Hamburg left radical lead
er Fritz Wolffheim, who had edited and IWW publication in the United
States, and from the activities ofAmerican IWW sailors in the ports of Ham
burg and Bremen. In March, 1917, Wolffheim published a proposal for a
new type of'unitary organization' (Einheitsorganisation) combining the func
tions of party and trade union. His underlying assumption was that the cen
tralizing and cartelizing tendencies of imperialist capitalism could be com
batted effectively only by a loose, class-wide network of autonomous facto
ry-level organizations. 48 This view was immediately adopted by Knief who
journeyed to Hamburg for extensive discussions with Wolffheim on how to
develop the new organization.
The Bremen left's search for a new organizational structure coincided
with, and received powerful reinforcement from, a spontaneous strike wave
which broke out throughout Germany in April, 1917. While the strikes·were
primarily a response to the deterioration of living conditions, a marked rev
olutionary temperament began to show itself in many areas. In Leipzig, a
workers' council was formed to coordinate the strike, which represented the
first appearance of this institution on German soil. Although the strike
movement has commonly been termed the Shop Stewards Movement, in
fact, it went much deeper in terms of the self-organization and participation
of the working class. To circumvent the trade union leadership's ban on
strikes, the workers organized an extensive network of factory delegate
committees (Betriebsriite), which provided the embryonic structure for the
workers' councils which arose throughout Germany the following year.
47
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In· Bremen, the political character of this movement was determined
largely by the left. During the course of over a decade of political struggles,
the left had developed an extensive network of shop-floor militants in the
great shipyards and large industrial plants, which would play a pivotal role
in the struggles of 1917-1919. While the left could not mobilize the workers
at will, they could, however, focus their discontent on particular issues and
give it a political form, turning, in many cases, elemental expressions of
unrest into impressive demonstrations of strength.
Encouraged by the April strikes, the Bremen left helped launch another
wave of strikes and demonstrations throughout June and July, 1917. When
the government responded by mobilizing its forces against the left, Knief
was forced to go underground to avoid arrest. Intending at first to go to
Holland to collaborate with Pannekoek, Knief changed his mind shortly
before reaching the border and decided he could be more effective in
Berlin.
Upon reaching Berlin, Knief resumed his efforts to form a new left radi
cal organization. By July, he had managed to form an action committee out
of a number of local groups from throughout Germany which issued a for
mal call for the formation of a new organization that was 'not a new leader
party', but an instrument for 'bringing into being a new form of political
life' . In response to this call, thirteen delegates gathered illegally in Berlin on
August 26, 1 91 7, for the foundation congress of what was officially termed
the Internationale Sozialisten Deutsch/ands (!SD - International Socialists of
Germany) .
Despite the high hopes of Knief, this action was more a gesture of intent
than an act of organization. Although the ! SD was proclaimed a 'unitary
organization', its extact structure was deliberately left vague on the assump
tion that its precise form would develop organically out of the struggles of
the future.
The ISD's belief in an impending revolutionary upheaval received addi
tional reinforcement when a second national strike wave broke out in Janu
ary, 1918. These events began with the walkout of400,000 metal workers in
Berlin on January 28. Within a few . days, the strike had grown to encompass
over a million workers and was the largest manifestation of popular discon
tent in Germany up to that time. In Bremen, the ISD played a prominent
role in helping coordinate a strike of several thousand shipyard workers,
which was put down only through a two-week military occupation on the
docks. 52
These strikes clearly indicated that, among the German working class,
radical anti-war tendencies were gaining ground and that the mood of politi
cal unity which permeated the country at the beginning of the war was
rapidly disappearing. Although eight months went by without a serious
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outbreak of working-class action, both economic conditions and the mili
tary situation continued to deteriorate. Following major defeats in mid-Sep
tember and early October, the worsening military situat.i on could no longer
be concealed from the public, and the atmosphere of the country appeared to
change overnight.
The revolution itself began with a naval mutiny at Kiel on November 4,
1918, and spread like an avalanche throughout Germany. The initial course
of events seemed to confi r m the perspective of Pannekoek and the German
left. The form of the German Revolution was almost exactly as they had
predicted: spontaneous mass actions and mass strikes, which found institu
tional form in the workers' and soldiers' councils. During the first days of
November, over 10,000 such councils were elected in virtually all work
places and garrisons, and power was temporarily in their hands. While it is
clear that the example of the councils (soviets) in the Russian Revolution
played an essential role in propagating the idea of the council as an organiza
tional form, this example was ofless importance than the experiences of the
German workers themselves during the preceding two years. Due in part to
the role of the SPD, which almost immediately became the dominant force
in the councils and the government, both the collapse of the old state and the
development of a proletari� n council system were a less radical process in
Germany than in Russia.
In Bremen, the revolution began on November 4, 1918, with a strike of
several thousand dock and shipyard workers. It was completed two days
later, when revolutionary sailors arrived from Kiel to disarm the local mili
tary garrison. Although the !SD - which became the Internationale Kom
munisten Deutsch/ands (IKD - International Communists of Germany) in late
November - played only a limited role in the revolution, the party was
prepared to move decisively in the days which followed. Through its con
trol of the former SPD organization, its extensive network of factory mili
tants, its long experience of political struggle, its outstanding agitational and
theoretical leadership, and its rapport with the local working class, the IKD
was well-placed to seize the revolutionary initiative. 56
Although not a direct participant in the German Revolution, Pannekoek,
nonetheless, played a central role in the elaboration of the IKD's strategic
perspective. During the critical weeks of November and December, his the
oretical analyses appeared regularly in A rbeiterspolitik and, in fact, outnum
bered those of all other contributors. Pannekoek's evaluation of the situation
turned on his assumption that the November revolution was a bourgeois
revolution in which proletarian mediums had been used to accomplish bour
geois ends while the old institutions of state power still remained intact. On
this point he bluntly stated: 'The proletariat has no cause to be proud [ . . . ] .
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Only the smallest part of its task has been accomplished. ' He concluded that
a transition from the bourgeois to the proletarian stage of the revolution was
possible only if an active minority of the working class discarded the pre-war
forms of organization and attempted to act within the framework of the
councils to radicalize the class as a whole. Pannekoek, at the same time,
cautioned against relying uncritically on the councils on the grounds that
they were not yet pure proletarian institutions. What was essential was to
insure that the councils serve as instruments of proletarian clarification and
consciousness as a prelude to a full-scale struggle for socialism. 57
Despite the strength of the IKD, the first weeks of the revolution had few
radical effects in Bremen. The former city administrative structure still con
tinued to function under the supervision of the central workers' council.
Officers were expelled from the soldiers' councils, but opposition from the
troops prevented the formation of a Red Guard. The councils were active
and purposeful in their daily work, but it was largely in their mood rather
than their actions that they differed from councils elsewhere in Germany
during the early weeks of the revolution.
Under Kniefs leadership, the IKD launched a campaign of agitation and
organization to help radicalize the revolution. This campaign began on
November 29, when Kniefled a crowd of20,000 demonstrators to present a
series of radical demands to a session of the central workers' council. 58
Throughout December, the pace of events continued to gain momentum.
On December 1 2, the central council arrested bourgeois hostages only to
release them a day later. On December 24, the council voted not to support
the national assembly elections and reaffirmed its si..: p port for the council
system. Five days later it began to distribute arms to members of the IKD
_ and the USPD. The first trial of strength came two days later with the return
of the Seventy-Fifth Infantry Regiment to Bremen. Fearing that it might
serve as a Freikorps formation, a coalition of armed workers and revolution
ary soldiers surrounded and disarmed the regiment. 59
While these developments were taking place in Bremen, the German
Revolution was becoming increasingly polarized into two hostile camps.
This conflict, which found symbolic expression in the opposing slogans national assembly or council system - was a struggle based on two funda
mentally different interpretations of the G erman Revolution. Almost imme
diately after assuming power, the SPD-dominated provisional government
led by Friedrich Ebert allied itself with the apparatus of the old regime and
moved quickly to undermine the power of the councils and disperse the
forces which desired to drive the revolution to the left. The future course of
the revolution was made clear when the provisional government began to
make preparations to convene a constituent national assembly to determine
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the final political form of the state. The left, convinced that this would have
the effect of placing the governmental structure in the hands of the non
proletarian social classes, continued to demand a government based solely
on the council system. By the time of the national conference of workers'
and soldiers' councils on December 1 6, it was clear that the remaining power
of the councils existed in name only.
In the chaotic first weeks of the revolution the lack of unity between the
IKD and the Spartacists weighed heavily upon the left and darkened their
future prospects. By late December the fear of an anti-revolutionary tenden
cy consolidating itself was strong enough to galvanize the IKD and the Spar
tacists to put aside their differences and unite to form the Kommunistische
Partei Deutschlands (KPD - Communist Party of Germany) . But the pro
ceedings of the unification congress held in Berlin from December 30 to
January 1 clearly revealed that the fundamental differences in outlook be-_
tween the two main currents of German communism still had not been re
solved. The principal dividing point involved the nature of the new organi
zation itself. The Spartacists favored a centralized organization capable of
responding uniformly to any type of revolutionary situation, while the IKD
called for a loose federation oflocal groups united only by a kind of'spiritual
unity'. This question merged into the related question of whether to con
tinue to work within the existing trade union federations or attempt to form
new 'unitary organization'. In order to head off a controversy, Rosa Luxem
burg intervened to have both questions referred to a special commission.
The most controversial debate, however, involved the question of whether
to participate in the upcoming national assembly elections. This time neither
Rosa Luxemburg nor Karl Liebknecht were able to sway the membership
and the motion against participation passed by a lopsided vote of 62 to 23.60
The KPD's first test of strength came within days ofits formation, in the
abortive revolt that has gone down in history as the Spartacist uprising. In
Bremen, events took a different course when a council republic seized and
held power for three weeks. This action was in part a tragic misunderstand
ing based on the assumption that the events in Berlin marked the beginning
of the second revolution. But behi�d this seizure of power lay weeks of
propagandizing by the left on the need to proclaim a form of council power.
Although Knief, who was slowly dying from complications following an
appendectomy, advised against a seizure of power, the momentum estab
lished earlier could not be reversed. 61 This ill-planned action began on J anu
ary 10 with a KPD-led occupation of the local trade union offices, which
swiftly broadened into an armed demonstration in front of the city hall at
which the Socialist Republic of Bremen was boldly proclaimed. To head the
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new council republic, a Council of Peoples' Commissars was created, con
sisting of representatives of the KPD, USPD, and the soldiers' councils. 62
The council republic's existence was precarious from the start. Its three
weeks of tenuous rule were marked by new levels of political activism and
demonstrated widespread support for the revolutionary aspirations of the
left, but the localized conditions precluded substantial social and economic
reforms and insured that the elaborate new governmental structure re
mained largely a paper system. The first confrontation came on January 1 4,
when, at the urging of the SOP, part of the military garrison launched an
abortive rebellion protesting attempts to disarm the army. Although the
republic managed to survive the revolt, its troubles continued to mount.
The most serious problem was a credit boycott by the local financial institu
tions which began on January 21 . During the next few days intermittent
street fighting broke out again. At this point, the republic, searching for a
satisfactory way out, declared its willingness to hold regular elections. On
January 25, Noske, the SPD minister for internal security, announced his
intention to crush the Bremen revolt militarily as a means of demonstrating
the authority of the central government. Two days later he gave orders to a
Freikorps regiment to march on Bremen and establish a provisional govern
ment. The battle for the city began on February 3 and continued throughout
the next day with heavy casualties. The final blow came on February 5 when
the Weser docks - a long-time bastion of the Bremen left - were occupied. In
the aftermath of this bloody defeat, the councils were dissolved and a new
SPD-dominated provision�! government established. 63
This apparent failure of the radical left dampened but did not destroy
Pannekoek's belief in the possibility of a second revolution. The left's defeat,
- as he saw it, represented only a 'small episode' in a whole period of revolu
tionary struggle. He felt that the January offensive - which he had resolu
tely opposed - was not a struggle for power, but a battle only for certain
power positions which had been shaped by the November revolution. Pan
nekoek steadfastly maintained that the revolution must either go forward
toward conquest of new power positions or face loss of those positions con
quered in November. Pannekoek took it for granted that the time was not
ripe for a full-scale test of strength, since the German bourgeoisie still had
considerable military power at its disposal. At the same time, however, Pan
nekoek was ill-prepared to revise his thinking to meet the new situation. In
his view, it was still the doctrines from the pre-war era that represented the
'worst obstacle to socialist revolution'.65 The workers, he insisted, were
ready and willing to struggle, but they still expected the call to come from
above and continued to listen to the old social democratic leaders. The Spar64
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tacists had unwittingly reinforced this process b y their alliance with the In
dependents. Had the Spartacists broken from the USPD earlier, he main
tained, then the workers might have had a better understanding of the situa
tion and perhaps not have acted so rashly. The Independents, for their part,
instead of building a socialist consciousness, had relied on a form of'revolu
tionary verbalism' which had no connection to revolutionary practice. But if
Pannekoek felt impelled to blame the failure of the second revolution on the
strength of the old organizations, he still did not have any specific policies or
methods the new movement might adopt to counter the appeal of these
organizations . On the contrary, he remained unshakeably convinced that
the whole process would be largely spontaneous; he felt that as mass actions
spread and intensified the old organizations would be increasingly unable to
play a restraining role. For the present, he saw only a state of spiritual disori
entation in which the old norms had fallen and the new had not yet broken_
through and must be prefi g ured by struggle. His basic formula for revolu
tion remained essentially unchanged: 'The growth of communism in Ger
many is the growth of communist thought, of the will to conquer power,
and the preparation for revolution.
For the German communist movement, 1919 was above all a year of self
definition and reassessment. Although the January offensive revealed the
inability of the left to make a social revolution, their defeat did not end civil
strife in Germany. The remainder of 1919 was characterized by general un
rest and scattered uprisings as rising expectations and deteriorating living
conditions combined to create a volatile atmosphere. In Munich, another
council republic was proclaimed and held power for three weeks in April.
Troops were sent to quell disturbances in Hamburg, Leipzig, Halle,
Brunswick, and the Ruhr. During the course of the year, nearly 5,000 strikes
occurred throughout Germany. 67 These developments helped give a special
sense of urgency to a lengthy tactical debate between the two currents of
German communism, in which Pannekoek became a major participant.
Despite their common participation in the events ofJanuary and Febru
ary, the amalgamation of the IKD with the Spartacists did not go smoothly.
The first shadows of conflict were cast in June, 1919, when Paul Levi, who
had assumed leadership of the KPD after the deaths of Luxemburg and
Liebknec;ht, attacked the Bremen and Hamburg organizations for their lack
of discipline. Levi considered the left to be largely responsible for the KPD's
defeat and felt the party's first task was to restore authority through central
ization. Levi also reasoned that the only way the KPD could escape its isola
tion was to adopt parliamentary tactics to rid itself of its left wing, and seek
to attract the 800, 000 members of the USPD.
The former IKD, for their part, tenaciously held to their Pannekoekian
'66
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position that a transition to the socialist stage of the revolution was possible
only on the basis of new forms of working-class organization and a complete
break with the politics of pre-war social democracy. Throughout the sum
mer and fall of 1 9 1 9, a renewed discussion of the question of revolutionary
organization dominated internal party life in Bremen and Hamburg. From
this discussion, the former IKD left emerged more convinced than ever that
the party must become a decentralized federation devoted to propagating the
ideas of 'unitary organization' and the council system. 69 These themes were
summarized in a program drawn up by Pannekoek, which became the focus
of a heated debate at a national conference of the KPD in August, 1 9 1 9.
Shortly after the conference, Levi, with the theoretical support of Karl
Radek, launched a full-scale assault on the left opposition. This task was not
an easy one, since in addition to their strongholds in Bremen, Hamburg, and
Berlin, the left possessed considerable strength in virtually all local KPD
sections. 71 In preparation for the Congress of Heidelberg on October 24,
Levi and the KPD central committee (Zentrale) prepared a set of'guidelines'
for party policies which denounced the opposition as 'syndicalist' and called
for the 'strictest centralism' in party affairs. Through tight control of both
the delegate selection process and the proceedings of the congress, Levi man
aged to obtain both the approval of the guidelines and the expulsion of those
who voted against them.
With the expulsions of Heidelberg, the first phase of German commu
nism had abruptly come to an end. By now it had become clear that the
differences between the two currents of German communism went much
deeper than a simple disagreement over tactics, but involved a fundamen
tally different conception of communism itself. The proces which culmi- nated in the radical councilist perspective of the IKD clearly testifies to the
depth of an alternative tradition within German Marxism which had little in
common with the Leninist communism that later became dominant. Al
though their challenge to the existing order was ultimately very limited and
their strategy greatly overestimated the revolutionary impulses that guided a
certain segment of the working class, Pannekoek and the radical councilists
managed to give expression to several critical innovations in tactics and the
ory, which would be further developed in the new anti-bureaucratic revolu
tionary organizations that emerged the following year.
70

72

The New Socialism of the Laboring Masses: Pannekoek's Political Thought,
1 9 1 4- 1 9 1 9

Pannekoek's theoretical work during the war years - which was central to
the strategy of both the Dutch and Bremen left - was largely an expansion
and reformulation of his earlier analysis of 1 91 0-1 9 1 4. Aside from some
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shifts in emphasis and a few new specifics, what was new i n these formula
tions was largely their tone and sense of immediacy.
Pannekoek's point of departure was a bold and sweeping political and
sociological critique of German social democracy. In an argument which
closely paralleled that of the German sociologist Robert Michels, Pannekoek
maintained that the ideological stagnation and attenuation of class conflict in
the pre-war socialist and trade union movement was a direct consequence of
its bureaucratic internal structure: 'It takes the form of a gigantic and power
ful organization, almost a state within a state, with its own officials, finances
and press, spiritual universe, and specific ideology (Marxism) . By its very
nature, it is adapted to the pre-imperialist peaceful era. The thousands of
officials, secretaries, agitators, parliamentarians, theoreticians, and publi
cists - who already form a distinct caste, a group with very distinct interests
- rule the organization on both the material and spiritual levels, and express
its general character. But whereas Michels had focused upon organiza-
tional degeneration, Pannekoek chose to emphasize the ideological coopta
tion that went hand in hand with this process. He argued that the entire
stratum of party and trade union offi c ials, parliamentarians, and Marxist
intellectuals had dampened working class militancy by importing various
forms of bourgeois ideology into the socialist movement. Marxism, in this
context, had been completely stripped of its revolutionary content and de
formed into a 'dry doctrine of mechanical fatalism'; its practical function was
nothing more than that of a legitimatizing ideology for a bureaucratic party
elite. As a-consequence, social democracy came to embody not the negation
of bourgeois society, but rather its extension and rationalization.
Pannekoek felt that the consequences of this for party life at the base were
clear: pre-war socialism had little impact on the daily lives of the great mas
ses of workers. Most party members were not active fighters for socialism;
only five to ten per cent participated in party activities; the others did little
more than passively pay dues. Such a proletariat was neither ripe enough nor
strong enough for political revolution. At best, it was an indication that they
were 'socialist but not revolutionary' . For these reaons, Pannekoek con
cluded that the power of German social democracy was nothing more than a
chimera. Behind its revolutionary facade, social democracy remained para
lyzed by irreversible contradictions.
At the same time, Pannekoek felt that social democracy's capitulation
was also a consequence of an inherent weakness in the proletariat's interna
tionalism. He argued that as the growth of imperialism created a new priv
ileged stratum within the working class, it simultaneously generated strong
tendencies toward national chauvinism and reformism, which corresponded
to the bureaucratic interests of the party and trade union leadership. Hence,
nationalism became the most easily manipulated ideological tool at the dis'73
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posal of the bourgeoisie, and social democracy became one of its main con
duits. In seeking to accuunt for the failure of socialist internationalism, Pan
nekoek distinguished between three forms of internationalism within the
workers' movement. The first of these was the 'primitive internationalism'
which characterized the early stages of the workers' movement and was still
propagated by the anarchists. In reality, this internationalism was nothing
more than a powerless protest of the old peasant villages and trade commu
nities against the strong centralized community of the bourgeois nation
state. The second type was the 'abstract internationalism' of the intellectuals
and the revisionists, which desired simply a peaceful community of nations.
Third, was what he termed the 'practical internationalism' of the industrial
proletariat, which was rooted in the work life of the proletariat and their
daily struggles against the bourgeoisie. Its hallmark was a 'community of
struggle', which - due to the nature of pre-war socialism - existed only in
embryonic form: 'These tiny socialist congresses, in which the leaders good
naturedly or vehemently discussed all sorts of questions and then went out
together to drink beer could not, of course, be a community of struggle. A
community of struggle develops only out of real struggles. ' At its best, pro
letarian internationalism was never more than an abstract feeling; there was
in reality no community with the workers over the border. It was, therefore,
not correct to say that the workers did not struggle against the war because
they were not internationalist enough, but the reverse: because they did not
struggle, their internationalism became a pale shadow. 75
As a corollary of his analysis, Pannekoek maintained that this deradicalii
ing process could only unfold in a period of economic and political stability,
whereas the war unleashed exactly the opposite - crisis and polarization. I t
- was for this reason that Pannekoek remained adamant i n his opposition to
any type of alliance with the centrist anti-war opposition led by Kautsky. He
felt that the instinct of self-preservation compelled the centrists to shield the
whole bureaucratic apparatus - to which they were irrevocably tied - from
the threat of social revolution by engaging in class collaboration. As bottom,
the policies of the centrists were merely one aspect of an attempt to reform
capitalism with the help of social democracy, which was occurring at the
very moment when socialism was a historical possibility.76
To his longstanding belief in the inability of the center to wage a struggle
for socialism, Pannekoek added a new ingredient: the possible structural and
ideological integration of social democracy into a new system of state ex
ploitation. The war-time experiences with state control over industries, he
felt, had led a large part of the bourgeoisie to place their hopes in a form of
'state socialism'. Pannekoek maintained that from an economic and tech
nological standpoint, a centralized and nationalized system of production
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would offer a number of advantages over private ownership, such as tech
nological rationalization, increased production, lower prices, and regulation
of wages and working conditions. It would also allow a speedy reconversion
of industry to peacetime production and provide an easy solution to the
problem of returning soldiers seeking employment. But for the workers, the
reality would only be a new system of domination erected behind the 'facade
of socialism' . 77
These formulations led Pannekoek to place a renewed emphasis on the
democratic aspects ofsocialist transformation. A constantly recurring theme
in Pannekoek's war-time writings was his objection to equating nationaliza
tion of enterprises with socialism, a point he had raised as early as 1911. He
warned that if socialism was considered synonymous with a state-controlled
economy, then the working class would fi n d itself without 'spiritual arms'
once the state intensified exploitation. In seeking to explain how a statist_
conception of socialism had come to predominance in the socialist move
ment, Pannekoek argued that while Marx had originally conceived of social
ism as rational economic planning combined with democracy, the purely
economic aspects of his thought had received the most emphasis owing to
half a century of economic scarcity. But as the economy was becoming in
creasingly organized through capitalist development, a new conception of
socialism as democratic self-administration was slowly coming to the fore
front. Pannekoek insisted that as the trend toward state socialism acceler
ated, the struggle for democratization - in the form of struggles for greater
democracy both within the existing state and in the new self-administering
organs of proletarian struggle - would take on a new intensity and signifi
cance. 78
As a counterweight to what he perceived as the growing statist orienta
tion and deradicalization of social democracy, Pannekoek envisioned a 'new
socialism of the laboring masses' . 79 Although avoiding a precise defi n ition,
Pannekoek viewed this new socialism as residing in the capacity of the mas
ses for spontaneous action and self-organization and distinguished it from
the old, discredited party-based socialism of the pre-war era: 'The hope of
socialism no longer lies in its gradualist and bourgeois side, the admirable
socialist parties with their glittering speakers, their famous politicians, their
noble feelings of human love, their nice programs, their good, proud, self
righteous workers. It lies instead in the dark poverty and misery of the mas
ses, who, as they rebel against their misery, are hated, scorned, and per
secuted as the enemies of state and society; out of their struggles at:ld sacri
fices will arise the full freedom of mankind. For Pannekoek, the war sym
bolized the beginning of a new epoch for both capitalism and socialism 'in
which the will and action of men will be primary' . 81 Although his strategic
' 80
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conceptions remained more an expression of faith than a practical guide to
action - as the German Revolution clearly revealed - the trenchant logic and
militant phraseology of Pannekoek's position could not be misunderstood;
it was a clarion call to a new kind of socialism, free from the evasions, com
promises, and ambiguities of the era of the Second International, one based
on the single-minded waging of a total and world-wide class struggle.
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CHAPTER IX

THE LEFT COMMUNIST ALTERNATIVE, 1920-1926

West European Marxism on the Offensive: The Amsterdam Bureau

A new epoch in the history of European Marxism began with the formation
of the Communist International in March, 1 91 9. In spite of his longstanding
differences with Pannekoek over the nature of the new international revolu
tionary Marxism, Lenin, nonetheless, made it clear long before the Interna
tional was formed that he envisioned a leading role for both the Dutch and
Bremen left. Writing on the possibility of forming a new International in
1 91 7 , Lenin noted: 'The Bolsheviks within Polish Social Democracy, the
Dutch, the "Arbeiter Politik" and "Demain" - this is a sufficiently large
nucleus. ' 1

During the early months of the Comintern's existence, significant West
ern involvement was precluded by the disruption of the usual avenues of
communication between Russia and Western Europe. The task of involving
Western Eurbpe was first approached in practical terms in September, 1 91 9,
when a decision was made to create a Secretariat for Western Europe in
Berlin and a Western European Bureau in Amsterdam. To organize the
Amsterdam Bureau, Lenin chose the Dutch Marxist S.J. Rutgers, who was
residing in Moscow. An engineer by profession, Rutgers had spent several
years in the Dutch East Indies prior to the war and in 1 9 1 5 went to the
United States where he, along with his close friend and political collabora
tor, Louis Fraina, played a key role in disseminating many of Pannekoek's
ideas within the American socialist movement. 2 A fter the war, he traveled
across Siberia, then ravaged by civil war, to Moscow, arriving in time to
represent the CPH at the foundation of the Comintern. Rutgers was given a
three-fold mandate by Lenin: to establish relations with various communist
groups in Western Europe and America, to set up a communist propaganda
center, and to organize an international conference. Rutgers was also in
structed by the Comintern executive to staff the Bureau with Pannekoek,
Gorter, Roland Holst, Wij nkoop, and Van Ravesteyn.3
The Amsterdam Bureau first began to function in January, 1 920, with the
immediate goal of organizing an international conference in Amsterdam,
which many viewed as the equivalent of an international congress of the
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Comintern. This conference, which was held in Amsterdam from February
3 to 6, 1920, marked the high water mark of the Bureau's activity and its first
attempt to serve as a de facto West European International. While Dutch
delegates predominated, the conference drew delegates and observers from
at least a dozen countries and was a more representative gathering than the
earlier foundation congress of the Comintern. 5
Although the conference was poorly organized and broken up pre
maturely by the police, it, nonetheless, attempted to articulate, for the first
time, a specifically West European conception of communism. The man
ifesto adopted by the conference emphasized the significance of the workers'
councils as the new principle of proletarian organization and included a set of
theses drafted by Pannekoek explicitly condemning parliamentary and trade
union tactics. In his 'Theses concerning Parliamentarism', Pannekoek - who
almost immediately had emerged as the Bureau's 'spiritual leader'6 - also
openly challenged the centralized structure of the International when he
publicly criticized Co min tern policy, noting: 'These main lines laid down by
the Moscow Secretariat have not since, proved sufficient in all practical
cases. [ . . . ] whether and when a country is in this condition is a matter for the
decision not of any international congress, but of the communists of this
country. '7
The A msterdam Bureau's antipathy toward parliamentarianism and
trade unionism, and its emphasis on autonomy for the component parties
was only the first open indication of a major difference in outlook between
the leadership of the Communist International and the Dutch leftists. While
serious differences between the Bolsheviks and the Dutch left can be traced
back to the years of the Zimmerwald Marxism, both parties preferred to
gloss over them in the revolutionary ferment that followed the Russian Rev
olution. Thus, when Rutgers spoke at the founding congress of the Comin
tern about the CPH's close relationship with the syndicalists, it was consid
ered a positive feature of the party, consistent with the desire to bring all
revolutionary elements into the new organization. In the months that fol
lowed, Pannekoek, Gorter, and Roland Holst all wrote ideologically accept
able articles for the review Communist International. When Rutgers left for
Amsterdam, he carried with him an offer from Lenin for Pannekoek to work
in Moscow as a full-time theoretician and advisor for the Comintern. 8 The
Dutch, for their part, had initially taken it for granted that both the Bolshe
viks and the Communist International rejected parliamentary tactics. This
assumption, in fact, seemed to be borne out by the few writings of Lenin
available in translation - in particular by State and R evolution with its paean to
Pannekoek - and by the early formative documents of the Comintern.
The Dutch left interpreted the structure and function of the Bureau ac4
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cording to their own tradition which emphasized agitation over organiza
tion. They had few notions of specific policies the Bureau should adopt or
the machinery appropriate to carry them out; their major activity often
boiled down to writing apocalyptic revolutionary manifestos; From the
very beginning, the Bureau's strategy was premised on their Pannekoekian
belief in the need for a resolute break with the tactics and organizational
forms of pre-war social democracy. In pursuit of this aim, a considerable
part of the Bureau's work was devoted to a bold attempt to consolidate a
specific current of left communism revolution throughout Europe.
Through Henriette Roland Holst's extensive travels, close ties were forged
with the Committee for the Third International in France, Sylvia Pankhurst.
and the Workers' Socialist Federation in England, and left groups in the
Swiss and Belgian socialist parties. The closest relations, however, were
reserved for the German left opposition, with whom Pannekoek remained
in close contact. Although Germany was part of the territory assigned to the Berlin Secretariat, the Bureau attempted to intervene actively on the side of
the left opposition in the factional struggle in the KPD, which earned it the
lasting hostility of the Berlin Secretariat.
The B ureau's aggressive militancy and independent outlook were again
demonstrated with striking clarity when it attempted to organize a sub
bureau of its own, the Pan American Provisional Bureau, which was set up
in the United States by Rutgers' collaborator, Louis Fraina, to coordinate
revolutionary activity in North and South America. The sub-bureau,
however, soon became entangled in the factional disputes ragi.ng within the
American communist movement and never managed to achieve more than a
paper existence. 9 A more audacious step was taken when the Bureau also
maneuvered to downgrade the Berlin Secretariat by passing a resolution
reassigning its duties and designating it 'a subdivision of the Amsterdam
Bureau' . 1 0 With one bold stroke, the Bureau had attempted to subordinate a
branch conceived and organized by Moscow. Taken together, these plans,
conceptions, and policies all clearly reveal that, for from viewing themselves
as instruments of a central authority, the Amsterdam Bureau regarded itself
as a major revolutionary center for the future European revolution.
Although the Bureau's independent revolutionary outlook was in part a
reflection of a specifically West European conception of communism, it was
also greatly facilitated by the lack of communication between Amsterdam
and Moscow. From the time it started functioning in January 1920, until late
April, when Rutgers established a regular courier link through Stockholm,
the Bureau had virtually no direct communication with Moscow. By this
time, however, the Bureau's policies and actions had become well known in
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Moscow and the Comintern leadership considered the situation extremely
embarrassing. The breaking point came when the Bureau began to take up
the cause of the newly formed German KAPD. The response from the Com
intern leadership was quick and unequivocal . On April 30, Radio Moscow
made a terse announcement that the Bureau had been closed down and its
functions assigned to the Berlin Secretariat. 1 1 The decision had been reached
with neither consultation nor a chance of appeal. With this action, what has
been described as 'the only opportunity ever given the Western Communists
to form a subsidiary Communist center of their own'12 abruptly came to an
end.
Working Class Organization of a New Type: The KAPD and the AA UD

What Pannekoek and the Amsterdam Bureau were saying in a general way
about the need for a specifically West European form of revolution, the
militants of the German left were asserting directly in practice. The spon
taneous creation of workers' councils in Germany during the period 1 9 1 8 to
1 92 1 was only one aspect of a larger process of working class mobilization
and radicalization, which was marked by several attempts to develop anti
bureaucratic alternatives to the traditional forms of party and trade union
organization.
Within the German labor movement, a new movement of revolutionary
industrial unionism arose which owed little to formal socialist doctrine or
practice. Like the workers' councils, this movement had its origins in the
factory committees which emerged during the war and proliferated rapidly
after November, 1 9 1 8 . Based almost entirely on local factory or shop
organizations, the industrial union movement appeared almost spon
taneously, without any precise ideological definitions or attachments. The
local organizations that emerged were defined largely by their dissatisfaction
with the existing trade unions, a willingness to use militant tactics, and a
common anti-bureaucratic impulse. Their highly decentralized character
was initially neither premeditated nor a matter of principle, but a con
sequence of their origins in localized wildcat strikes. 1 3
In the process of ideological differentiation that followed, many of these
local organizations began to look increasingly to syndicalism as a model,
which led to the formation of the Freie Arbeiter- Un.ion Deutsch/ands (FA UD Fi:ee Workers' Union of Germany) in late 1 91 9 . Within a few months of its
formation, the FA UD had grouped together nearly 200,000 workers. 1 4
Other groups, however, began to turn their attention toward forming a new
type of revolutionary factory organization, which they termed 'workers'
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unions' (Arbeiter-Unionen) to distinguish themselves from the traditional
trade unions. The theoretical cornerstone of the 'workers' unions' was the
concept of 'unitary organization' which had been articulated by the Bremen
and Hamburg left since 191 7. Although the 'workers' unions' appeared
spontaneously, the ideological form they assumed can be attributed in part
to the continuous and intensive propagandizing for the idea of 'unitary
organization' by the left radical activists. While the first 'workers' union'
appeared as early as 1 91 8, they began to emerge on a large scale only during
the great wildcat strike wave of Ruhr coal miners in April, 1919. 15 Although
modeled in part on the IWW, the 'workers' unions' differed from the syn
dicalist factory organizations by their willingness to affiliate with the com
munist movement and their acceptance of a future state organized on the
basis of the council system.
In the consolidation of these localized 'workers' unions' into a national
federation, the Bremen left played an organizationally and ideologically de-
cisive role. The first step toward the formation of a national organization
was taken in August, 1919, when the Bremen left drafted a set of provisional
statutes defining the proposed federation as 'an economic organization of
struggle' in solidarity with the KPD and the Third International, and di
rected toward the establishment of a council republic. The basic unit of the
new federation was to be the local factory or workshop organization, each of
which would be tied to a network of local, regional, and national bodies,
which would eventually merge into 'One Big Union'. Although the pro
posed federation was conceived of as a class-wide instrument of struggle,
each affiliated unit was to have maximum independence and freedom of
choice in determining tactics. 16 To build the new federation, two national
conferences of shop stewards from various independent revolutionary facto
ry organizations were held in Bremen during the fall of 191 9, which man
dated the Bremen group to play a coordinating role and to publish a national
newspaper. 1 7
In no other city was the 'worker's union' movement as strong as in Bre
men. A city-wide federation of workers' unions was first formed in August,
1919. By October, it had 3, 000 members; by January, it had reached its high
point of7,000 members. Its main stronghold was at the docks and shipyards,
where over 70 per cent of the workers were affiliated. At the Weser
shipyards alone, 3, 000 workers were members. 1 8
Pannekoek gave qualified support to the revolutionary industrial union
movemeh t in January, 1920, in a major article in Bremen's Der Kommunist
and in the theses on trade unionism he drafted for the Amsterdam Bureau.
Arguing that the traditional trade unions had become an 'instrument of the
leaders against the masses', Pannekoek maintained that the 'workers'
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unions' represented a powerful revolutionary alternative, which by weaken
ing the inner firmness of the centralized unions, removes a powerful obstacle
to revolution. At the same time, however, Pannekoek cautioned that the
new organizations could escape the logic of bureaucratization and avoid be
coming de facto trade unions only in times of direct revolutionary struggle,
when the character of the masses is completely transformed. 19
The foundation congress for what officially became the Allgemeine A rbei
ter- Union Deutsch/ands (AAUD - General Workers' Union of Germany) fi
nally took place in Hanover from February 14 to 1 6, 1920. The proceedings
of the congress revealed almost immediately a major division over the
movement's basic mission and structure. One wing of the movement, the
so-called 'federalists' led by Wolftheim and Laufenberg of the Hamburg left,
took a position close to syndicalism and maintained that the AA UD repre
sented 'the coming state organization' of the proletariat. For them, the prin
ciple of local autonomy signified not only the complete autonomy of every
economic district or factory unit, but also the right of self-determination for
each individual. Another wing, the so-called 'centralists' led by the Bremen
and Berlin groups, contended that the AAUD could not be the organiza
tional form for the new society and stressed its role as an instrument of
industrial agitation. The 'centralists' insisted that the AAUD must not allow
itself to become a network of 'localized syndicats', but must act as a catalyst
for a revolution based on the councils. 20
Despite its inability to resolve its basic organizational structure, the
AAUD, nonetheless, grew rapidly in the highly charged atmosphere of
1920. 21 I ts greatest successes were due to the large influx of members from
the anarcho-syndicalist FAUD. In many cases, whole FAUD affiliates went
over to the AAUD, including the FAUD's entire eastern region.22 Withiri a
month of its foundation, the AAUD's membership had reached 80,000; by
the spring of the following year, the number of members was perhaps as
high as 200, 000.23
While the 'workers' unions' were taking root within the German labor
movement, a parallel attempt was underway to develop an anti-bureaucratic
alternative within the German communist movement. Levi's expulsion of
the left opposition at the Congress of Heidelberg had grave consequences for
the KPD . Almost overnight, the party was reduced from an estimated
1 07, 000 to 50,000 members. 24 The KPD's strongest sections, those in north
ern Germany, the Rhineland, · parts of Saxony and virtually the entire Berlin
section, all joined the expelled opposition. In Berlin, where the KPD had
12,000 members, only 36 persons were present when Wilhelm Pieck deliv
ered his report on the congress;25 in Essen only 43 out of 2, 000 members
supported Levi and the Zentrale.
26
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Once the smoke of factional battle had cleared from Heidelberg, the ex
pelled left opposition began the immediate political task of redefining its
organizational practice. The most immediate and pressing problem was
whether or not to form a new revolutionary party, and, if so, what the
nature of the new party would be. This question was first confronted at a
national conference of expelled oppositionists in Bremen on October 30,
1919. Although the majority of delegates eventually voted in favor of work
ing to restore party unity, the discussion revealed three main currents of
opinion . The Hamburg group led by Wolffheim and Laufenberg, which had
been the driving force of the opposition prior to the Heidelberg expulsions,
favored the immediate formation of a new party. Another group centered
around Otto Ruhle of Dresden favored dispensing with the party form of
organization altogether and working exclusively within the AA UD. The
majority, led by the Bremen and Berlin organizations, however, felt that the _
KPD could be revitalized by waging resolute struggle against the Levi
leadership. Their position - which was shared by Pannekoek - was premised
on the belief that they would ultimately win the support of Lenin and the
Third International.
Shortly after the Bremen conference, Wolffheim and Laufenberg, seek
ing to put the movement on a broader basis, began to articulate a new strat
egy of 'national bolshevism' which called for a common front between the
German nation and the Soviet Union against the Entente powers. This
move isolated them from other elements of the opposition and as a result the
main locus of the left opposition shifted to Bremen. The Bremen left's cen
tral role in the opposition was formalized at a second national conference of
the opposition on November 3 0 , 1 919, which mandated them to create an
official opposition 'information bureau', which, in the months that fol
lowed, played the role of a 'counter Zentrale' to the expelled oppositionists.
These events coincided with a lengthy discussion in the pages of Der
Kommunist over the opposition 's fundamental orientation, to which Pan
nekoek contributed several key articles. In seeking to put the left's anti
parliamentarianism into theoretical perspective, Pannekoek made it clear
that opposition to electoral democracy was not an abstract principle, but a
practical necessity rooted in the strategic requirements of the new period.
The hallmark of the epoch, he wrote, was the contradiction between the
objectively revolutionary nature of the post-war situation and the passivity
of the masses arising from their dependence on a bourgeois mode of
thought. The fundamental task of the movement, he felt, was to overcome
this passivity and ideological dependence by mobilizing the working class
through action. To revert to parliamentary tactics in an era of class polariza
tion would immobilize the movement and lay the foundation for its ultimate
defeat: 'More important than the fact that the workers do not rule is the
a
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deeper and more decisive fact that they must rule if they are not to be
crushed . '
Pannekoek's opposition t o parliamentary tactics was closely linked to his
support for the council system as the basis of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat. Stressing that proletarian democracy was the essence of socialism,
Pannekoek maintained that parliamentary democracy represented only the
semblance of democracy and constituted one of the main instruments of
capitalist hegemony. The councils, on the other hand, represented the pri
mary institution for com batting bourgeois hegemony and a powerful mech
anism for uniting the previously fragmented working class into a cohesive
system of political and economic democracy. Pannekoek insisted that the
fundamental problems of revolutionary strategy and a socialist reorgan
ization of society could no longer be resolved by the traditional 'leader poli
tics', but only by the masses themselves, struggling to comprehend and
change their social reality. As long as the masses are told there is an easier
way ' that others will do it for them, then they will hesitate out of an innate
inertia and remain passively mired in the old ways of thinking. At bottom,
parliamentarianism represented nothing less than 'the spiritual power of the
leaders over the masses'.
Shortly afterwards, Levi responded to Pannekoek with an article arguing
that under the prevailing conditions of capitalist offensive, parliamentary
tactics represented 'the most acute form of revolutionary action'. In the
course of his remarks, Levi constantly referred to the opposition as 'adven
turists', 'putschists', 'Blanquists' and 'Bakuninists' and drew an approving
parallel between his actions at Heidelberg and Marx's attempt to expel the
anarchists from the First International. 30
These accusations prompted Pannekoek to reply with another article en
titled 'The New Blanquism', in which he attempted to put Levi's charges
into historical perspective. Pannekoek began by noting that when condi
tions for revolution are ripe and the masses still continue to remain passive,
then other doctrines often come to the forefront which offer easier ways than
revolution to achieve the same goals. In France prior to 1 870 two such ten
dencies emerged: Proudhonism, which aimed at peaceful revolutionary
transformation through economic arrangements; and Blanquism, which
substituted the conspiratorial actions of a small, determined minority for
proletarian self-emancipation. Both tendencies were rooted in the traditions
of an earlier movement and retained a petit-bourgeois mentality because
they could not perceive the powerful force in the developing class struggles,
which was then being theorized in Marxist doctrine. Pannekoek went on to
maintain that this division had reappeared in a new and more highly de
veloped form in post-war Germany. Noske and Ebert's belief that the work
ers could gain power peacefully through their participation in the workers'
29
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councils without revolutionary struggle, he felt, represented a form of neo
Proudhonism, while Radek and Levi's beliefthat power could be seized by a
centralized and disciplined revolutionary minority signified a form of neo
Blanquism.
This assessmem was bound up with Pannekoek's belief that Levi and
Radek's policies amounted to nothing less than a crude attempt to create a
dictatorship of the Communist Party, which would eventually culminate in
a dictatorship of the central committee. Pannekoek took it for granted that
an elitist party could never confront the critical question of bourgeois ide
ological hegemony. To attempt to substitute the actions of a small revolu
tionary minority for a spiritually prepared working class could only lead to
the types of disasters that occurred in the council republics of Munich and
Hungary.31 Throughout this controversy, Pannekoek still remained firmly
convinced that Levi and Radek's tactics were the result of particular circum
stances, and that the policy of the German opposition had the support of
Lenin and the Third International.
As both sides struggled to give their case a theoretical foundation, events
in Germany helped give the debate a special sense of urgency. From Decem
ber, 191 9, onwards there was a sudden resurgence of industrial unrest which
arose from deteriorating economic conditions and an attempt by the Ebert
government to weaken the remaining power of the workers' councils. On
January 1 3, 1 920, 42 persons were killed by the police at a demonstration in
front of the Reichstag - the bloodiest incident since the revolution. 32 This
quickening tempo of events led to a new divergence of aims within the
opposition. Confronted with the possibility of a major class confrontation,
the Bremen section of the opposition began to place a renewed emphasis on
reunification with the KPD. By this time, a new faction headed by Karl
Jannack and Karl Becker had come to prominence which began to deem
phasize the opposition's differences with the Zentrale. Following several
weeks of intense debate, the Bremen section voted on March 1 1 to re-enter
the KPD. With this move, the opposition was deprived of many of its best
and most politically experienced militants. Although a minority of the Bre
men membership remained with the opposition, the information bureau
was dissolved and the main center of the movement immediately shifted to
the Berlin group centered around Karl Schroder. 33
Only two days after the Bremen opposition voted to return to the KPD,
Germany was engulfed in the great military revolt known as the Kapp-Li.itt
witz Putsch. 34 The particular circumstances of the Kapp Putsch created a
stark confrontation between the workers and their most hated enemy, the
military, which brought to the surface a subterranean revolutionary torrent.
In Berlin, the general strike called by the trade union leader Karl Legien was
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so total that the counter-revolutionary regime could not function. Before
the crisis was over, certain regions saw armed proletarian action of a kind
Germany had not known even during the civil war of early 1919. Through
out all these events, the KPD leadership vacillated. After first instructing
members not to defend the republic, the Zentrale suddenly reversed itself
when it found that most KPD affi l iates were ignoring its directive.
The apparent willingness of the working class to resort to militant actions
and the unwillingness of the KPD to support such actions convinced the
opposition that the time was ripe for the formation of a new party. On the
initiative of the Schroder group, a national conference of the opposition was
held in Berlin on April 4 to 5, 1920, out of which emerged the Communist
Worker ' s Party of Germany (KAPD) . 35 The KAPD's politics were based on
the premise that the party was 'not a party in the traditional sense', but a
medium to enable the working class to liberate itself from all forms of domi
nation by leaders. 36 The new party's program, which was inspired largely by
Pannekoek, emphasized the role of subjective factors in revolutionary de
velopment: 'The main problem of the Germa,n revolution is the self-con
scious development of the German proletariat'. In keeping with this aim, the
KAPD saw its role ·as one of uniting the most advanced elements of the
working class and acting as a leaven within the masses, spreading propagan
da, organizing discussions, and, when necessary, opposing the illusions of
the masses. Unlike the Leninists, the KAPD stressed that the party must be a
catalyst of ideas rather than a direct instrument of revolutionary action. The
task of revolutionary organization and action was instead left to the AA UD,
which was viewed as complementary to the KAPD. The AAUD's struggles
in the factories, the KAPD felt, would create the necessary atmosphere and
consciousness for the self-mobilization of the working class, which would
culminate in a cou.n cil state. 37
With the formation of the KAPD, the basic contours of the left commu
nist alternative were fi r mly established. The new conceptions of working
class organization and activity that found expression in the KAPD and the
AA UD were in part the p roduct of particular circumstances, but they also
show a high degree of continuity with the concepts Pannekoek and the left
radicals had developed both before and during the war. Their far-reaching
critique of trade union and party-centered socialism grew out of a long-time
conviction that bourgeois ideological hegemony could be transcended only
by a direct confrontation with the state and capital by a militant and class
conscious working class organized from below on the basis of new struc
tures of proletarian rule. By the spring of 1 920, it had also become in
creasingly clear that the logic of this position was moving them irrevocably
toward a major confrontation with the Communist International.
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Pannekoek Against Lenin: Left Communism and the Comintern

Until the appearance of Lenin's 'Left- Wing' Communism: An Infantile Disor
left communism had not been proscribed by the Comintern. Prior to
this time, the nature of Leninism and its signifi c ance for the West had not
been firmly established. For Pannekoek and others, Lenin's name continued
to be associated with world revolution, uncompromising class struggle, and
militant anti-parliamentarianism. Although he expected opposition from
others in the Comintern, Pannekoek still believed that left communism
would find a steadfast ally in Lenin, the defender of world revolution. With
the hope of influencing Comintern tactics, Pannekoek drafted in March,
1 920, a major brochure addressed to the International entitled World Revolu
tion and Communist Tactics, which almost immediately became the funda
mental text of left communism.
Attempting to set forth a conception of revolution commensurate with a
highly developed capitalism, Pannekoek distinguished between separate
Eastern and Western forms of revolutionary practice. In the East, he main
tained, the key factor in determining tactics was the predominance of a col
lectively oriented peasant society and culture. Unlike the workers of the
West, the masses of Russia and Asia had never experienced the paralyzing
effects of bourgeois culture and traditions and their inner character was thus
completely different. Because of their longstanding traditions of village
communalism, the peasants were able to relate to communism in a primi
tive, open manner.
In the West, on the other hand, a longstanding bourgeois civilization had
thoroughly penetrated the thoughts and feelings of the masses. Taking up
the critical question of why the German Revolution had failed to develop
into a socialist revolution, Pannekoek asked: how was it possible that victory
eluded the workers at a time when the state was powerless and they were
seemingly in control? This defeat, he felt, proved that the bourgeoisie pos
sessed still another source of power which permitted them to re-establish
their domination: 'This hidden power is the spiritual p9wer of the bourgeoisie over the proletariat. Because the proletarian mas_s es were still com
pletely governed by a bourgeois mentality, they restor�d the hegemony g.(
the bourgeoisie with their own hands after it had coll�sed" '38
Pannekoek further maintained that the low level of working class con
sciousness and the slow tempo of revolutionary development in Western
Europe had given rise to two conflicting tactical currents which were present
in the communist movement in every country: radicalism and opportunism.
He argued that whereas the radical current seeks to revolutionize men's
minds by word and deed and attempts to counterpose the new conceptions
der,
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to the old conceptions in the sharpest possible manner, the opportunist cur
rent emphasizes points of agreement instead of demarcating differences in
the hopes of securing short term gains of temporary power. In polemicizing
against the current he labeled 'communist opportunism', Pannekoek
stressed that opportunism did not necessarily mean a conciliatory or pliant
attitude; on the contrary, a lack of clear principles is often concealed in
strident rhetoric, and in revolutionary situations it is characteristic of oppor
tunism to place its hopes on great revolutionary deeds. When the forces are
not immediately adequate for the attainment of a certain goal, opportunism
- instead of seeking to strengthen these forces - attempts to attain that goal
by other more roundabout means at the expense of lasting success in the
future. But power achieved in such circumstances, felt Pannekoek, always
turns out to be an illusion - personal power exercised by leaders and not the
power of a class. Power not based upon a working class fully prepared to
exercise its hegemony would either be lost or have to make so many con
cessions to reactionary forces that it would be inwardly spent.
Pannekoek's emphasis on the radicalization of consciousness !ed him to
rejectb-otlr the amorphous mas.s party formations of social democracy and
the elltist vanguard ofRussian bolshevism as inadequate for the task of revo
lutionizing the masses: 'A revolution ca � no more be made by a big mass
party or coalition of different-parties than by a small radical party. It breaks
out spontaneously among the masses; �.ction instigated by a party can some
times trigger -it off (a rare occurrer!ce), but the determining forces lie
elsewhere, in the psychological factos.s deep in the unconsciousness of the
masses and in the great events of woi:Jd politics. ':fhe logic 9f the R_osi_!ion
led Pannekoek to raise the possibili � that the vanguardist r.n odel of p;i rty
organization being championed by the Comintern might at some point be
come a major obstacle to revolutionary dt;.velopme�t. In situations where
the party has seized power without the active understanding and interven
tion of a united working class, the populace that has allowed this seizure to
take place is equally capable of becoming a follower of reaction. But, more
fundamentally, a revolution that does not permit control of society and pro
duction by the masses themselves is 'counter-revolutionary and harmful'
and must be replaced by another form. 40
In outlining the tactical choices for Western Europe, Pannekoek took
considerable pains to underline the differences between left communism and
syndicalism. The principal dividing -poirif; -- he maintained, lay in their dif
ferent attitudes toward the structure and superstructure of society. Stripped
of its revolutionary rhetoric, the fundamental aim of syndicalism was simply
a government based on the trade union bureaucracy and a radical section of
the old state apparatus, which essentially left the capitalist state intact. The
'39
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syndicalists were also content to leave the intellectual and cultural spheres of
society-to the bourgeoisie. By failing to dissolve the material and spiritual
elements of capitalist rule and revolutionize the mental outlook of the pro
letariat, a syndicalist government would create the conditions for a later.
capitalist regroupment.
Although his differences with the Russian leadership of the Comintern,
as they emerged in this discussion, were deep and indicated a substantial
ideological split, Pannekoek, nonetheless, still continued to believe pro
foundly in the world-transforming significance of the Russian Revolution.
He felt that the Russian Revolution had ignited the spiritual and material
energy of �he Russian masses and was enabling them to build and sustain a
new society. Pannekoek remained firmly convinced that the Russian Revo
lution would be both the catalyst for the European revolution and the open
ing round of a larger Asian revolt against Western capitalism. This assess
ment led Pannekoek to de-emphasize the Russian Revolution's proletarian
character and stress its significance as a movement of national liberation.
Pannekoek saw the revolutionary developments in Russia and Asia as the
ascendency of a new world civilization which, by combining a communal
spirit with historical materialism and modern technology, would challenge
Western supremacy in culture, technology, and economic development.
With the tone of exuberant optimism characteristic of the years following
the Russian Revolution, Pannekoek fostered a grand messianic vision of
world-wide proletarian revolution:
' When the German revolution takes a decisive turn and connects with Russia, when
revolutionary mass struggles break out in England and America, when revolt flares
up i n India, when communism pushes its frontiers forward to the Rhine and the
Indian Ocean, then the world revolution will enter its next mighty phase . . . for West
ern Europe and the islands of the coast are only a peninsula projecting from the great
Russo-Asian complex of lands. The common struggle against capital will unite the
proletarian masses of the whole world . And when finally, at the end of the arduous
struggle, the European workers, deeply exhausted, stand in the clear morning light
of freedom, they will greet the liberated peoples of Asia in the East and shake hands in
Moscow, the capital of the new humanity . '41

While Pannekoek was advancing these arguments, Lenin was develop
ing, in preparation for the Second Congress of the Comintern, his own
strategic analysis to refute the left communists, which took the form of his
famous essay, 'Left- Wing' Communism: An Infantile Disorder. Lenin took as
his starting poiht the assumption that the slow tempo of the revolution in the
West necessitated a period of retrenchment for the international communist
movement. Under these new conditions of protracted warfare, c�llists
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headedness', 'mere babblers', were only a few of the phrases he used - Lenin
excoriated the Dutch and German left for their lack of tactical finesse. Lenin
singled out Pannekoek's theoretical work as 'particularly solid and par
ticularly stupid'. 43 After noting that the Dutch position arose from the 'mis
fortune' of having been born in a country where illegality was unnecessary,
Lenin concluded that the Tribunists could never become more than 'a circle,
not a party of the masses, but a group of intellectuals and a few workers who
imitate-the worst features of intellectualism'. 44
annekoe responded to Lenin 's arguments and accus � tions with only a
_ .
_
s o
erword to subsequent editions
of World Revolution and Communist
Tactics, in which he laconically noted that the significance of Lenin's for
mulations lay not in their originality and content, but in the fact that it was
Lenin who made them. The real task, Pannekoek felt, was not to oppose
Lenin's arguments with other arguments, but to comprehend the historical
circumstances that gave rise to his policies. renin's �fe� of the traditional
entarianism and trade unionism, he maintamea, was rooted
tactics o
in the contradiction b.etwe
�tunions r.oie as a nation:;t�-;;;d;�·
revolutionary vocation of the Third Interna��;i:-In"-a�;ing this··;;;:;;�;
icuon, anne oe pomte to t e ovletOnion's urgent need for economic
reconstruction, which he felt could be realized only on the basis of a modus
vivendi with the capitalist world. What such an accommodation required
was not a radical communist revolution, but a pliable Western working class
willing to intervene on the Soviet Union's behalf. Pannekoek felt that the
logic of this situation dictated that the political requirements of the Soviet
Union would increasingly become the key factor in determining communist
tactics in the West and that the Comintern would be reduced to a tool by
which the Soviet Union intervenes in West European politics. Pannekoek
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The 'in'ii;"t:';�k'Orre7pJyi'iig to Lenin was left to Gorter, who responded
with his famous 'Open Letter to Comrade Lenin' . Of all the Dutch Marxists,
Gorter had enjoyed the closest relationship with Lenin - whom he had
known personally in Switzerland during the war - and seemed the least
likely to become involved in a polemic against him. Like Pannekoek, Gorter
structured his argument around the differences between Eastern and West
ern communism . But unlike Pannekoek, who attributed the slow tempo of
revolution in the West to the predominance of bourgeois ideology,��_!'te�
prol�t_a_riat'_:_mai�obs_�cle was the _g�.tif__m_aJ.c.r:ia.Lp.Q_�t;J_ _
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The essential strategic aims advanced by Pannekoek and Gorter were not
confined to the Dutch and German left. By the spring of 1920, a powerful
left communist challenge to the rapidly consolidating Leninist communism
had surfaced throughout Europe. 47 Alth�lJ.gh it represented the most for
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dam Bureau, the international center of left communism shifted to another
recently established Comintern bureau in Vienna and its journal Kom
munismus. Under the editorship of Georg Lukacs, Kommunismus served as a
major forum for the loose network of left communists, publishing Pan
nekoek, Gorter, Roland Holst, Sylvia Pankhurst, and many others, along
with the essays that later composed Lukacs' History and Class Consciousness.
Like Pannekoek, Lukacs was a theoretician of the s ontaneit of the masses,
who saw class co��ssas t e nvm orce in history and the decisive
factor intheSeI - iberation of the proletariat. Indeed, Lukacs' approach to
Marxism had 0eens1iapeampartoya-SYstematic study of Pannekoek he
made shortly before becoming a Marxist in 1918. Another major center of
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Still another major theoretical center ofleft communism surfaced in Brit
ain, in Sylvia Pankhurst's Socialist Workers' Federation and their publica
tion, Workers' Dreadnought. The left communist trend was also visible in the
Swiss and Austrian communist parties, both of which were resolutely op
posed to parliamentarianism. Within Russia, the Workers' Opposition de
veloped a forceful critique of bureaucratic proletarian organization and
maintained a close relationship with the KAPD.
The KAPD's formation in April, 1920, set the stage for a major con
frontation between the left communists and the Comintern. Despite their
opposition to Leninist tactics, the KAPD continued to remain firmly com
mitted to the cause of the Third I nternational. Shortly after its foundation,
the KAPD dispatched a delegation led by Jan Appel to Moscow to negotiate
the party's affiliation to the Comiritern. Following two meetings between
the delegation and the Comintern executive, Zinoviev issued an open letter
to the KAPD membership setting forth four conditions for affiliation with
the Communist International: immediate expulsion ofWolffheim, Laufen
berg, and Ruhle; unconditional submission to the decisions of the Second
Congress; creation of a committee of reconciliation to seek reunification
with the KPD; KAPD participation at the Second Congress. While the
Appel delegation was returning to Germany, a second KAPD delegation led
by Otto Ruhle arrived in Moscow without knowing what the first delega
tion had discussed or having had a chance to read Zinoviev's open letter.
A fter lengthy discussions with Lenin and the other leaders of the Comintern,
Ruhle abruptly announced on the eve of the congress that the KAPD would
neither participate in the congress nor join the Third I nternational. 51
The KAPD's absence from the Second Congress did not prevent the
main issues the left communists had raised from being aired. The backdrop
to this debate had already been provided by the distribution to the delegates
of the respective texts of Pannekoek and Lenin - the last time the work of a
foreign oppositionist was publicly disseminated by the Comintern. Despite
a spirited defense of the left communist position by Bordiga and the Dutch
delegation, the congress in the end approved resolutions supporting parlia
mentarianism, trade unionism, and centralized party organization.
I n the aftermath of the Second Congress, a vigorous debate developed
within the KAPD over its future relationship to the Third International. A
so
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minority position was taken by Otto Ruhle, who rejected any form of col
laboration with the Comintern. The feelings of the majority of the KAPD
were undoubtedly expressed by Gorter when he announced his intention to
organize a revolutionary opposition within the Third International. Still
hoping to convince Lenin of the erroneous nature of Comintern tactics, Gor
ter, along with the KAPD leaders Schroder and Rasch, journeyed to
Moscow for further discussions with the Comintern executive. Although
Lenin met personally with Gorter, he remained. indifferent to his admoni
tions. 53 The outcome of these talks was a decisio n by the executive to provi
sionally admit the KAPD to the Comintern as a 'sympathizing party' with
consultative status on the condition that they seek reunification with the
KPD. Although the KAPD had serious reservations about this arrangement,
they accepted it with the expectation of building a revolutionary opposition
within the Third International.
The KAPD first approached the task of organizing a revolutionary op
position in May, 1 921 , when it dispatched still another delegation to
Moscow, consisting of Appel, Schwab, and Meyer, to build support a mong
the delegates to the upcoming Third Congress of the Comintern. Although
conversations were held with left-leaning delegates from a number of coun
tries, the KAPD was unable to organize a cohesive opposition faction for the
congress. At this point, the executive issued an ultimatum to the KAPD to
either merge with the KPD or face expulsion. The KAPD rejected it imme
diately and in September was formally expelled from the Comintern.
As the conflict with the Comintern intensified, Pannekoek and the left
communists began to increasingly focus their attention on the larger under
lying issue of the meaning of the Russian Revolution itself. Throughout
1 920 and early 192 1 , both Pannekoek and Gorter deliberately avoided any
type of personal attack on Lenin and remained firm in their belief that Russia
had inaugurated a new communist society. Both failed to perceive, or ig
nored, the steady erosion of the power of the soviets, and took considerable
pains to differentiate themselves from those who opposed the Russian Revo
lution and the Third International. Within the KAPD, the first public crit
icism of the Russian Revolution came from Otto Ruhle, who, upon his
return from Russia in June, 1920, began to argue that a counter-revolution
ary party dictatorship had assumed power. 56
In the interval between the Second and Third Comintern congresses, the
situation in both the Soviet Union and Western Europe had changed dra
matically. In 1 920, Soviet Russia was virtually isolated from the outside
world and its leaders still believed that revolution in the West was imminent.
By 1921 , it had established trade and diplomatic ties with a number of coun
tries, and if the Russian leadership still believed that revolution in Europe
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was a possibility, they no longer considered it imminent. Within Russia, this
altered perspective found expression in a policy of economic retrenchment
known as the New Economic Policy.
These changes led Pannekoek, starting in May, 1 92 1 , to undertake a ma
jor re-evaluation of the Russian Revolution. Pannekoek's analysis was ini
tially marked by the conviction that communism in Russia was not a con
crete, economic relationship, but a 'spiritual reality' embodied in the popular
measures that the Bolsheviks were pursuing in improving education, health
care, housing, and in raising the cultural level of the masses. Pannekoek, at
the same time, also felt that the chaotic economic conditions in Russia
provided the objective basis for a new class struggle between workers and
peasants such as had occurred in the Kronstadt uprising. Since neither the
weak and demoralized working class, nor the atomized peasantry were capa
ble of exercising power by themselves, the most likely outcome of such a
struggle would be a new bureaucracy exercising power in their name. Only
a revolutionary offensive in the West, he felt, could provide the spiritual
impetus for a revitalization of the Russian Revolution. 57
By July, 1 921 , Pannekoek was fully prepared to assert that what he had
two months earlier suggested was only a possibility had now become reality:
Soviet Russia had degenerated into a bureaucratic elite ruling on behalf of the
peasantry. What had occurred in Russia since the revolution was not the
conquest of power by the proletariat, but a change of government from the
capitalist rulers to a party dictatorship presiding over a system of production
in which the capitalists were restrained only by certain forms of worker
control. Pannekoek felt ·these changes were partly traceable to the growing
penetration of the Soviet Union by Western capital, which put the Western
capitalists in a position to infl u ence the Soviet bureaucracy. This whole pro
cess, he felt, was best exemplified by the shift in Soviet foreign policy to
ward conciliation with the West and the extension of this policy to the tactics
of the Comintern. From the perspective of the Soviet leadership, a revolu
tionary offensive in the West would bring only destruction and economic
dislocation which would jeopardize the reconstruction of the Soviet econo
my. ss
Pannekoek's hostility towards the Bolsheviks became even more riro
nounced after the expulsion of the KAPD from the Comintern.�m
ber, 1 921 , he had rekhed the drastic conclusion that the Soviet re11:ime haa
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nekoek made it clear tha:_he considered comJJJ11nis.uincuine in Russia to be
.the.. creasillgly
nothing more than a legwmizingideciQ.g_y_ad.a.pJ:.�ltQ.J]l!! sk.iu
_,--b<:>�ill:Lo£.the,b_yrea.µ.....f!.!!_c y. This situation led Pannekoek to con
rcIUcfe that the first steps toward a full-scale capitalist restoration had already
been taken; others would follow out of inevitable necessity.59 Pannekoek
extended his analysis to argue that the Third International had reached a
point of objective convergence with the policies and tactics of the Second
International. Despite their professed ideological differences, both social de
mocracy and communism played the same functional role as mechanisms
for integrating the working class into capitalist society. Confronted with
these new realities, Pannekoek could only conclude: 'Never has the necessity
of unlearning what we have so recently learned been as great as now.
60

'6 1

Between Deventer and Moscow: The CPH and the Comintern

Pannekoek's growing disillusionment with traditional party organization
received additional reinforcement from a factional dispute which had de
veloped earlier within the Dutch CPH. In contrast to Germany, where the
lines of factional cleavage were clearly drawn and tied to a specific organiza
tional practice, the differences that emerged in Holland were as much a mat
ter of personality as political principle.
As in most instances of serious political disagreement, this controversy
did not arise overnight but developed over the course of several years. The
origins of this complex factional struggle are traceable, at least in part, to a
dispute that flared up during the early days of the war between Pannekoek
and the leadership triumvirate over what type of war victory would be most
beneficial for the left. Wij nkoop and Van Ravesteyn took the position that a
German defeat would be more desirable due to the oppressive nature of
German militarism. Their attitude was based largely on traditional anti-Ger
man sentiment - an obsessive theme in Dutch culture - which had little to do
with Marxist ideology. Indeed, Van Ravesteyn himself later admitted that
they were partisans of a 'rigorous anti-German politics'. Pannekoek
promptly charged that their position represented a dangerous deviation
from proletarian internationalism.
Due to opposition from the membership, Van Ravesteyn and Wij nkoop
were forced to retreat from their stand and the issue remained dormant for
the next two years. In the spring of 1916, however, Van Ravesteyn once
again took a strongly pro-Entente position, which led another executive
committee member, Barend Luteraan, to charge that he was promoting
Dutch intervention on the side of the Entente. At the same time, Luteraan
began to organize a base of support in the Amsterdam section of the party
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and initiated a series o f polemics against Van Ravesteyn, which lasted
throughout the remainder of 1 9 1 6 and much of 1 9 1 7 .
Although Luteraan frequently cited the writings of Pannekoek and Gor
ter to justify his position, neither of them played a significant role in his
opposition movement during the early stages of its existence. In Pan
nekoek's case, this was due to a strong personal animosity toward
Luteraan. 64 This situation, however, began to change as Pannekoek and
Gorter's relations with the triumvirate continued to deteriorate over the
question of more active participation in the Zimmerwald left. The breaking
point came in September, 1 9 1 7 , when Van Ravesteyn condemned Lenin's
acceptance of German transportation to Russia and drew an approving par
allel between Kerensky's offensive against Germany and the French revolu
tionary war of 1 793. 65 Both Pannekoek and Gorter immediately responded
with polemics. P annekoek, for his part, maintained that Van Ravesteyn's
attitude was similar to the social patriots . 66 Gorter, however, went a step
further and made an uncharacteristically abusive personal attack on Van
Ravesteyn and Wijnkoop. 67 With this action, Gorter placed himself irre
vocably in the camp of the Luteraan opposition. Gorter lost no time in as
suming a leading role. In October, he sent two articles to the Tribune, which
Van Ravesteyn refused to print. When Gorter inquired about publication,
Van Ravesteyn wrote back terming the opposition 'a collection of morally
and mentally defective individuals'.68
By the end ofl 9 1 7, the opposition movemen't against the triumvirate was
at its height with no less than four separate opposition groups in existence
which had the sympathy of about a third of the membership. 69 In addition to
the Amsterdam group centered around Luteraan, there was a group in Rot
terdam, the entire Hague section, and a group terming itself the 'Propaganda
Society of the Zimmerwald Left'. During the months which followed, the
focus of the opposition's critique began to shift increasingly toward other
issues. In March, 1 91 8 , the leader of the Hague oppostion, W. van Reesema,
published a pamphlet accusing the party leadership of an over-reliance on
electoral methods and a passive attitude toward the trade union movement. 70
The underlying source of the opposition's discontent, however, was with
Van Ravesteyn's high-handed leadership methods. Of these methods, a fac
tional supporter of Van Ravesteyn later noted: 'The meetings were under the
strict control of Van Ravesteyn. No opposition was tolerated except for
details on day-to-day propaganda. When opposition seemed imminent, the
faithful were commanded to attend and swing the vote. For Van Ravesteyn
the party had to be his obedient tool (he actually used the expression: "the
party? it is a tool" - it shocked me) . '71
In September, 1 9 1 8, the various opposition groups gathered together for
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the first time at a national conference to build a coordinated opposit10n
movement. Although the conference approved a rather vaguely formulated
program, the opposition's cohesion was strong only on the question of
greater internal party democracy. The new opposition consciously mod
eled itself on the initial Tribunist opposition and sought to appeal directly to
the membership and the working class with i ts own publication, De Interna
tionale. But in the absence of clear goals, the new publication never managed
to achieve the scope and dynamism of the Tribune. During the seven months
of its short existence, De Internationale never acquired more than two hun
dred subscribers. 73
By the fall of 1 91 8, the conflict had reached a new pitch of intensity with
Gorter leading the assault. The enmity between Gorter and the triumvirate
had now grown to a passionate hatred. In September, Gorter published three
serialized Tribune articles attacking the leadership on a variety of issues. In
one of these, an article entitled 'Troelstra-Wijnkoop', he charged Wijnkoo p
and Van Ravesteyn with being part of a larger current of 'international re
formism'. At the same time, Gorter announced that he would lead a struggle
against Wijnkoop and Van Ravesteyn with the same fervor he had once led
the struggle against Troelstra. 74 To make a comparison with Troelstra, who
was considered to be the arch-betrayer of Marxism, was regarded as one of
the worst insults of the SDP and even Pannekoek objected to Gorter's use of
the parallel. 75 In reply, the triumvirate declared that their bonds with Gorter
were 'irrevocably broken' and that, henceforth, the columns of the Tribune
would be closed to him.76 Van Ravesteyn followed this up with an abusive
letter to Pannekoek in which he directly questioned Gorter's sanity. Carry
ing his attack a step further, Van Ra vesteyn also accused Pannekoek of being
'not merely an accomplice, but the person actually responsible for this politi
cal and intellectual suicide'. 77
Although Van Ravesteyn later claimed that Gorter's assault threatened to
bring a 'catastrophe' for the party, it was clear by the November, 1918 Con
gress of Leiden that the intensity of the opposition's polemics could not be
translated into organizational strength. 78 For many oppositionists, Gorter's
polemics were more a source of embarrassment than clarity. Except for cir
culating a declaration by Gorter, the opposition made virtually no attempt to
carry the debate to the congress. With the coming of peace, the opposition
had also lost its most compelling issue. As a result, much of the opposition's
strength rapidly dissipated and most of 1919 was characterized largely by a
factional stalemate.
In the months that followed, Wij nkoop and Van Ravesteyn took full
advantage of the situation to consolidate their organizational base in the par
ty. The triumvirate set the tone when it declared shortly after the congress:
72
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'In cases when the party membership fails to show sufficient initiative, then
the executive must determine the line of action itself, and it goes without
saying that it will be somewhat dictatorial, perhaps even more so than at
present. '79 The leadership's position was greatly strengthened by the relative
isolation of Pannekoek, Gorter, and Roland Holst from the party rank-and
file. At the 1919 Congress of Groningen, strong criticisms were made of
their failure to participate in daily party life. The young activist Dirk Struik
undoubtedly spoke for many when he accused them of acting like a ' Party
Olympus'.
Throughout the long course of factional struggle, Pannekoek's response
was complex and not uniform. Although sympathetic to the opposition's
cause, Pannekoek, unlike Gorter, avoided direct participation, due to his
distaste for the increasing personalization of political relations and a growing
involvement in astronomy. Gorter has also noted that during this time Pan
nekoek had little interest in the affairs of the Dutch left and was mainly
concerned with the German revolution. This situation led Luteraan at one
point to publicly rebuke Pannekoek for his failure to play a more active role
and accuse him of suppressing material favorable to the opposition's cause.
Like Pannekoek, Roland Holst - despite her longstanding dislike of Wijn
koop and Van Ravesteyn - also avoided playing an active role in the opposi
tion out of a conviction that such action would be divisive. Both Pannekoek
and Roland Holst confined their oppositional activity to writing for the
Nieuwe Tijd, which in Van Ravesteyn's words had once again become an
'oppositional organ'.
I n August, 1919, the remnants of the opposition attempted to regroup
with a new publication, De Roode Vaan, which was edited by Luteraan and
financed by Gorter. In order to give what was essentially a personal dispute a
broader justification, the opposition began to increasingly take up the main
themes of the German left opposition. On this basis, the new publication
was defined as a ' paper of the workers' rather than a 'paper of the leaders'.
Gorter summed up what he considered the main issue when he declared that
bureaucratization was not something confined to the pre-war socialist
movement. Frustrated and embittered, Gorter also announced his resigna
tion from the party and proclaimed his intention to work directly among the
masses, 'in that other area of communism which is real and living'. 85 Al
though Luteraan continued to work within the CPH, the opposition - lack
ing an organizational pr�ctice or political base of any consequence - was
unable to regain the strength it enjoyed during 1917 and 1918.
Until the spring ofl 920, the factional struggle in the CPH had no connec
tion to the growing conflict in the international communist movement.
When Lenin's 'Left Wing' Communism first appeared all sections of the party
80
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were taken completely by surprise b y his formulations and his harsh and
abusive attack on Pannekoek. 86 Throughout 1 920 and much of 1 92 1 , Pan
nekoek's conceptions still exercised considerable influence within the party
and were at least partly shared by the triumvirate. 87 During their joint par
ticipation in the Amsterdam Bureau, both sides - although barely on speak
ing terms - were united in their desire to transform the Bureau into a West
European Comintern. At the Second Congress of the Comintern, Wijnkoop
put aside his own differences with Pannekoek and Gorter to champion the
cause of the KAPD and criticise the growing Russian domination of the
International. For these actions, the CPH was stripped of its seat on the
executive and Lenin was moved to note: 'We have the statement of Wijn
ko[o]p that he does not agree with Pannekoek's ideas, but in his speeches he
has proved the contrary.
In the months following the Second Congress, a tripartite division began _
to increasingly characterize the CPH. At one pole was the leadership trium
virate of Wijnkoop, Van Ravesteyn, and Ceton and their supporters, who
continued to dominate the party's organizational structure. At the other pole
was the loosely organized opposition divided between the Nieuwe Tijd intel
lectuals, the Roode Vaan group of Luteraan, and several fractious local
groups. Between these two poles, lay an intermediate group composed pre
dominantly of young activists who had joined the party during the war years
and whose main political reference point was the Russian Revolution. Few
members of this group had been involved in the pre-war SDP and their
distinguishing characteristic was rejection of theory for the lessons of every
day struggle. Although they shared a common dislike of the triumvirate's
leadership methods and approved of much of the opposition's political per
spective, they were open to the doctrines of Bolshevism and the influence of
the Comintern in a way that the pre-war leaders of the SDP could never be.
Included among this group were men such as Jacques de Kadt, Jan Romein,
G.J . M. van het Reve, Dirk and Anton Struik, Louis de Visser, and A.S. de
Leeuw, who with a few key additions and subtractions would soon con
stitute the basic leadership nucleus of the CPH for the next two decades. 89
For the CPH, the Second Congress of the Comintern marked the first
sustained contact with the Russian leadership and opened a new phase in the
party's development. Following Wijnkoop's chastisement at the congress,
the triumvirate - although continuing to maintain an independent and leftist
outlook - began an attempt to bring the party more in line with Comintern
policy .90 The first indications of a change in policy came when Van Rave
steyn proposed to modify the CPH's trade union program by shifting the
main focus of the party's trade union activities from the syndicalist NAS
federation to the SD AP-dominated NVV. Despite an intensive campaign by
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the triumvirate, Van Ravesteyn's proposal was overwhelmingly rejected at
the party congress that November. 91
Undeterred by this rebuff, the triumvirate turned their attention toward
centralizing the party along Bolshevik lines. When, in May, 1921, the En
schede section passed a resolution condemning a decision to have the dele
gates to the Third Congress of the Comintern chosen by the executive rather
than the membership, the entire section was expelled en bloc and party mem
bers were forbidden to have contact with them. The full implications of this
move became apparent when the Zwolle and Deventer sections were expel
led for supporting the Enschede section.92 Shortly afterwards Luteraan met
the same fate.
At this point, a major debate developed in the opposition over whether to
follow the German example and build 'workers' unions' and a new party
along the lines of the KAPD. Following his return from Moscow in late
1 921 , Gorter raised the possibility of forming a new party and in February
began to propagandize openly for such a move. 93 Pannekoek, however, cau
tioned that in Holland, unlike Germany, conditions were not ripe for the
creation of new forms of working class organization since the 'old thought
patterns' had not been altered by a war and crisis of capitalist society. The
most the left could do was to propagate the significance of workers' councils
and anti-parliamentarianism for future developments. Pannekoek's readi
ness to continue working within the framework of the CPH was also
grounded in his assumption that the divisions in the party were more a 'tech
nical matter' related to the triumvirate's heavy-handed leadership and the
growing influence of Moscow, rather than fundamental strategic dif
ferences. To withdraw from the party would only cut the opposition off
- from the predominantly left-leaning membership and preclude the pos
sibility of adapting the CPH's tactics to future revolutionary develop
ments. 94 Gorter and Luteraan, however, rejected this strategy and began to
undertake preparations to form a new party.
These efforts culminated in the formation of the Kommunistische A rbeiders
Partij Nederland (KAPN - Communist Workers' Party of the Netherlands) in
September, 1 921 . Although the KAPN was modeled directly on the KAPD,
with a virtually identical program, the new party lacked both the social base
and dynamism of its German counterpart. 95 At its high point in late 1 92 1 , the
party numbered less than 200 members, organized in eight sections. 96 While
Pannekoek chose not to join, the KAPD received the wholehearted support
of Gorter, who acted as its main spokesman, edited its publication, provided
much of its financial support, and attempted to mediate its never-ending
factional disputes.
Throughout all these events and developments, the independently-
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owned Nieuwe Tijd remained firmly in the hands of the left. For the CPH
leadership, Pannekoek's defense of the KAPD and his increasingly hostile
assessment of the Soviet Union was an acute source of embarrassment and
threatened their already strained relationship with the Comintern. Con
fronted with this situation, the triumvirate began to take measures to bring
the Nieuwe Tijd under party control. Pannekoek responded to this drive by
reaffirming the Nieuwe Tijd's importance as an instrument of socialist clar
ification and announcing his intention to fight any attempt at party inter
ference. Following the decision at the Third Congress that all communist
publications must be brought under strict party control, the leadership be
gan to pursue its campaign with renewed intensity. At this point, the op
position suffered a major loss with the defection of Roland Holst. Although
she had stubbornly defended the KAPD at the Third Congress, Roland
Holst's position shifted suddenly upon her return, when she began to po�
lemicize against Pannekoek for joining a 'reactionary assault on Russia' . 98
With Roland Holst's support, Van Ravesteyn maneuvered to have a declara
tion published in the Nieuwe Tijd on September 5 announcing that the pub
lication had been placed under direct party control with Roland Holst as sole
editor. Van Ravesteyn now felt confident enough to declare to Moscow
that the left had been removed from all positions of influence in the party . 1 00
Although Pannekoek had initially been pressured into supporting this ar
rangement, he responded a few days later by resigning from the CPH. Pan
nekoek, however, continued to remain on the editorial board of the Nieuwe
Tijd, and convoked a board meeting to discuss the declaration. Following a
heated debate between Pannekoek and Van Ravesteyn, the board dead
locked, with Van Ravesteyn and Roland Holst supporting party control,
and Pannekoek and]. Rogge, the son of the publisher, opposed. In the ensu
ing days, the Comintern executive made it clear that Moscow would not
permit the CPH to co-edit a review with Pannekoek. 10 1 Pannekoek, by now
completely isolated, tenaciously held to the position that rather than allow
the Nieuwe Tijd to lose its independent status, he would dissolve the review
and put up a sign declaring: 'Closed by order of Moscow'. 1 02
When Van Ravesteyn persisted in his demand, Pannekoek and Rogge
ceased publication on December 20. Shortly afterwards, the CPH came out
with its own publication, De Communistisclie Cids, which was edited by Van
Ravesteyn and Roland Holst. The triumvirate's triumph, however, was
short-lived. Within five years, both they and Roland Holst would be outside
the CPH. 103 For the Dutch left, the dissolution of the Nieu we Tijd brought to
a close a quarter century of theoretical creativity and innovation. Although
the publication's outward form remained intact in the Communistisclie Cids,
its substance became a mere shadow of what it had been in its dynamic years.
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For Pannekoek, this event marked his final break with the international
communist movement. 1 04
From Movement to Sect: Left Communism in Decline

While the battle within the CPH raged, the newly formed KAPD was em
broiled in its own internal turmoil. The initial circumstances for the KAPD
were highly favorable. Born in a period of proletarian radicalization, the
party incarnated the German left radical tradition - albeit in a modified and
more radicalized form. Membership at the party's foundation stood at an
estimated 38,000, which was several thousand more than the KPD, and
nearly double what the Bolshevik party had been at the beginning ofl 917. 1 05
In addition, the KAPD possessed an extensive range of regional, local, and
factory publications. Yet the party's strength still had signifi c ant limitations,
of which its a morphous organizational structure was the most serious. Like
the AAUD, the KAPD was never more than a loose federation of different
ideological and regional tendencies which were capable of sudden disin
tegration. Their reliance on working class spontaneity and rejection of lim
ited demands for material i mprovements led them to consistently refuse to
create stable, permanent organizations for fear of deadening the revolution
ary dynamic with bureaucracy. During the war years, Arbeiterpolitik and
Pannekoek's theoretical work had played a central role in the consolidation
of a specific left communist current. But by 1 920, other theoretical tenden
cies and publications had emerged as independent ideological centers in their
own right. The KAPD's basic structural weakness was compounded by the
changed political and economic situation prevailing in Germany after 1 920.
The initial stabilization (or apparent stabilization) of the Weimar regime,
combined with the ebbing of the council movement and the withdrawal
from political involvement of much of the working class, while it did not
weaken the determination of the left communists, did set limits to their
appeal. What remained of the council movement was either organized
through state initiative or subsidiary to the trade unions with specialized
tasks. With no revival of the council movement at hand, empty rhetoric and
sectarian logic swiftly took hold.
The first of the KAPD 's many ideological disputes occurred at the party's
foundation congress when a conflict developed with the 'national bolshevik'
tendency led by Wolffheim and Laufenberg. 1 07 Following several months of
controversy, this dispute was finally resolved at the KAPD's second con
gress in August, 1 920, when the 'national bolsheviks' were expelled as 'na
tionalist saboteurs of the German revolution'. 1 08
A mong all the theoretical problems confronted by the left communists,
106
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the question of revolutionary organization was the thorniest and most divi
sive. Even before the KAPD's foundation congress, a group led by Otto
Ri.ihle and Franz Pfemfert expressed their opposition to any type of cen
tralized party structure. At the congres �strenuously objected to des
ignating the new organization a party andthe statement in the KAPD's pro
gram that it was not a party in the traditional sense was made largely in
deference to his position. 1 09 Jn numerous articles, and in his widely circulated
brochure, Die Revolution ist keine Parteisach-e! Revolution is Not a Part Mat
ter!), Ri.ihle ar ue t at t e mam goal of the revolutionar work s..'....�
�t must be to assume direct contro o soCia pro uction on a factory-by
factory, industry-b -i'l� Y basis, c.�;ough uni��..!li H..ti9..��
ing p olitical p_a rt!_��er;w-h!E.El.IJ.£.h of�IE_�.:!.����e com_ !!..1 012 .§.Fg�JrnL
eJLCQ.UJmYni.� t �. 9J�l!. B.0�V::: ���steP..!:�;_E,� er���� g gsg�c;Uh.;!t..alL
�tY-P,\':_$...c;>.[ P. �lY-.9.IBe.niz � F�9.!l..:Y� ES his;;:::.:;.� ,F �.:ildJ,t<;.g_.;m,s!-filmpJy�w oth�L
.f.?!.m of d o_ _��!Ei.2!2.:. T�!D.g_�UQ...;.JE
' ,9.�J� �.iJ-'11L D;�iJ!:::-
��na�_p�t ...£!< !!.ti:alis ll1.em l:>_�same . rinciples as the bourgeois
state anat�h.e R.Qli.t·cs �.Y.eL.Yutli\!lY.��i:.ilY. \:i<fu.Jo...01121 ortumsm.
To remain consistent with this perspective, Ri.ihle and his East Saxony
organization voted in November, 1920, to withdraw from the KAPD and
merge into the AAUD. 1 1 1
Ri.i hle's decision added fuel to a debate that was already raging within the
ranks of the AA UD over its relationship to the KAPD. These differences
were brought dramatically into the open for the first time at a· national con
ference of the AA UD in December, 1 920, at which a faction favoring close
relations with the KAPD led by Karl Schroder won control. When it became
clear at the next national conference of the AAUD in June, 1 921, that the
pro-party tendency was firmly entrenched, Ri.i hle and his followers left to
form the A AUD-Einheitsorganisation (AAUD-E).
Taking as their point of departure Ri.ihle's opposition to any form of
political party separate from the factory organizations, the AAUD-E crit
icized the KAPD for being a centralized party of professional leaders, dis
tinguished from the KPD only by its rejection of parliamentarianism. In its
organizational statutes, the AA UD-E declared. that it would be governed
solely by the federalist principle, with no centralism, no 'outside' leadership,
and no interference from intellectuals not belonging to the plant. Never
numbering more than a few thousand supporters, the AAUD-E concen
trated its work within the local factory organizations affiliated with the
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Ri.ihle's departure from the KAPD did not end internal strife in that
organization. Shortly before the KAPD was expelled from the Comintern, a
debate had developed within the party over whether to form a new left
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communist International. The most prominent proponent of a new Interna
tional was Herman Gorter, who was supported organizationally by Karl
Schroder. Although the majority of the party clearly opposed such a move,
Schroder maneuvered in late July, 1 92 1 , to have the KAPD set up an interna
tional information bureau to lay the groundwork for a Fourth International.
The division of opinion over the question of forming a new International
was, for the moment, less divisive than a parallel cleavage that emerged over
an attempt to develop a new theoretical basis for the KAPD's activity under
the prevailing conditions of capitalist stabilization. Theorizing on the basis
of Rosa Luxemburg's theory of accumulation, the Schroder group con
structed an argument which maintained that capitalism, despite its apparent
stability, had entered a 'death crisis' ( Todeskrise) from which it could not
recover. The tactical conclusion that Schroder drew from this was that al
though the situation in Germany was objectively revolutionary, the work
ing class still remained under the influence of their reformist leaders, which
required that the KAPD maintain firm revolutionary principles in order to
win the workers at later point. This amounted above all to the belief that
KAPD militants should not participate in traditional trade union struggles,
which many in the KAPD and AAUD were urging as a 'flexible tactic' . The
anti-Schroder tendency, while agreeing that capitalism was in a state of col
lapse, chose to de-emphasize the objective or economic aspects of the crisis
and stressed instead a confrontation based on a Pannekoekian process of
spiritual struggle. While this group did not specifically endorse 'flexible tac
tics' , it did maintain a more open attitude toward them.
These theoretical controversies were aggravated by what many perceived
to be Schroder's increasingly dictatorial leadership methods. When in
_ March, 1 922, Schroder won a factional vote under questionable circum
stances, his Berlin district expelled him. Schroder and his followers re
sponded by forming their own KAPD, complete with its own AAUD affili
ate, which became known as the 'Essen tendency' to distinguish it from the
majority 'Berlin tendency' . Consequently, from 1 922 onwards there existed
two KAPD's and three AAUD's. At the beginning of the split, the Berlin
based KAPD had 2,000 members, plus another 1 1 ,000 in its AAUD , which
compared to 450 in the Essen-based KAPD and 1 , 600 in its AAUD . 1 1 2 The
'Essen tendency' did, however, manage to acquire much of the KAPD's
most experienced political leadership, along with its leading intellectuals,
Gorter, Reichenbach, and Goldstein. The most important achievement of
the Essen KAPD was the formation of the Kommunistische A rbeiter-Interna
tionale (KAI - Communist Worker's International), which became almost
the sole focus of its activities during the 1 920's. Despite the high hopes of its
founders, the KAI led a largely shadow existence, with the Dutch KAPN
a
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and Bulgarian Communist Workers' Party as the only active affiliates. Un
like Gorter, who became an active proponent of the 'Essen tendency', Pan
nekoek, by now thoroughly disillusioned with the movement's factional
ism, chose not to take sides, although his sympathies were with the Berlin
group. 1 1 3 Throughout all this ideological discord, Pannekoek continued to
maintain that in spite of its factionalism and the often crude character of its
propaganda, the left communist movement represented the conscious ex
pression of a new principle of proletarian organization and was struggling to
develop and deepen new insights. He felt the movement's sectarianism was a
symptom of capitalist stabilization and would be swept away once and for all
by a renewed capitalist crisis. 114
Despite the revolutionary optimism of Pannekoek and others, the years
after 1 922 were ones of catastrophic decline and disintegration for the once
powerful left communist movement. Badly fractured by sectarian turmoil _
and bereft of a mass base, the entire movement could count on no more than
20, 000 supporters in 1 923, and only a few hundred by the time Hitler seized
power in 1933. 115 Although the left communists continued to maintain an
extensive press and an active and vocal presence in the working class
throughout the 1920's, their political history during these years is largely a
chronicle ofloose and proliferating congeries of splinter groups, lost for the
most part in obscurity.
The most prominent of the left communist groups, the KAPD-Berlin,
deprived of much of its theoretical leadership, soon confined its main ac
tivities to issuing fruitless and dogmatic appeals for insurrection. Their only
organizational success came in 1927 when they developed close ties with a
dissident left group in the KPD led by Karl Korsch known as the Entschiedene
Linke. The two groups finally merged only when the Korsch group lost
most of its members. By this point, the KAPD-Berlin had been reduced to
only a few hundred members. Shortly afterwards, the party became em
broiled in a dispute with its AA UD affiliate over the question of supporting
traditional economic strikes, which led the AAUD to declare that it had
assumed the tasks of the party.
The distintegration of the Essen-based KAPD was even more rapid. The
first major defection came in 1 923, when a Leipzig-based faction, charging
that the party was dominated by a 'literary circle', detached itself to form the
League of Council Communists . Since their principles were already close to
the AA UD-E's, most of the League's members joined that organization in
1 924. The most far-reaching crisis, however, occurred in 1925 when the
KAPD-Essen's main leaders - Schroder, Goldstein, and Reichenbach - left
to rejoin the SPD, arguing that a revival of the council movement was un
likely. With Garter's death in 1927, the 'Essen tendency' lost its last theoreti-
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cian of any consequence. By 1 929, the party could no longer afford to pub
lish its own newspaper, although it continued to maintain a tenuous formal
existence until Hitler's seizure of power.
This whole process of sectarian fragmentation and marginalization was
perhaps best exemplified by the fate of Riihle's AAUD-E. Throughout
1923, a series of defections and expulsions took place over the questions of
amalgamation with the anarcho-syndicalist FAUD, participation in wage
struggles, the extent of autonomy for individual factory units, and the de
gree to which congress resolutions were binding. In 1925, its leading the
oretician, Otto Ruhle, resigned, contending that the climate of political reac
tion was too strong for a.n active revolutionary politics. Two years later the
AA UD-E merged with a left group expelled from the KPD and a factory
organization known as the Industrial Union ofTransport Workers to form
the Spartacist League of Left Communist Organizations (SLO) . But by
1 931 , when the SLO joined with the AAUD-Berlin to form the 343-mem
ber Kommrmistische Arbeiter-Union Deutsch/ands (KAUD - Communist
Workers Union of Germany) it could contribute only 31 members . 1 16 By
now, however, the remnants ofleft communism no longer had any preten
sions of being a mass movement and viewed themselves primarily as groups
of propagandists fighting to maintain the council ideal.
Despite their best efforts, the left communists had clearly failed to trans
late their theories into a permanent revolutionary anti-bureaucratic alterna
tive to Leninism and social democracy. In the highly-charged atmosphere of
the immediate post-war period, the extraordinary militancy and active in
volvement of the left communists had made it possible to create new and
innovative forms of working class organization and a distinctive political
. consciousness . But with the decline of the council movement after 1921,
their theories lost their immediacy and took on an increasingly abstract
character. At the same time, the failure of left communism cannot be ex
p lained simply by historical events. This failure was, in part, traceable to the
inadequacy ofleft communist theory and practice. In formulating their strat
egies, the left communists consistently refrained from analyzing in-depth
key questions such as the exact composition of the council movement, the
factors behind its sudden decline, and the reasons why social democracy and
Leninism so easily retained their hold on the working class. On the contrary,
the left communists emphasized the universal nature of the council form of
organization and failed to developed any policy for operating under condi
tions of even a temporary stabilized capitalism. These theoretical deficien
cies were compounded by a narrow purist mentality and a tendency toward
inflexible dogmatism that often helped isolate the movement even from the
most sympathetic elements of the working class. In comparison to other
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groups, there was also a serious shortage of reliable leaders in the lower
ranks who might have been able to channel more effectively the energies of
the militants. Nonetheless, although their exertions had done little to clear
the path for a genuine self-governing socialism, they were not entirely with
out effect. If nothing else, the left communists had at least outlined the possi
ble form that an anti-bureaucratic socialism might take and helped to identi
fy the main obstacles to its realization. Out of this legacy would emerge a
new school of council communism, which wou!d find its clearest theoretical
voice in Pannekoek.
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CHAPTER X

A NEW WORKERS' MOVEMENT IN FORMATION:
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL COMMUNISM,
1927-1945

From Left Communism to Council Comnnmism: The Origins of the CIC and
CCC

In one sense, Pannekoek's active political career terminated with the demise
of the non-Leninist revolutionary left after 192 1 . He was never again able to
participate in any social movement with a recognizable influence on public
events. Nonetheless, Pannekoek never at any stage retired from his vocation
as a revolutionary theorist, and, except for a brief period between 1921 and
1 927, wrote without respite almost until his death. The lengthy works he
undertook as the pre-eminent theorist of council communism, destined for
the eyes of a mere handful, were composed with the same intellectual acu
men and thoroughness as the works he once wrote for millions.
Although his political perspective remained substantially unchanged, the
ebbing of the revolutionary tide after 1920 caused Pannekoek to experience a
profound and distressing disillusionment, which led him to confine his po
litical activity largely to personal contacts. According to his own testimony,
when the Nieuwe Tijd was abolished in 1 921 he considered it 'for me person
ally [ . . . ] not inconvenient' since it enabled him to devote his full attention to
astronomy. 1 While political frustration provided a powerful impetus, Pan. nekoek's withdrawal from active political involvement was also motivated
by the difficulties he was having in resuming a full-time career in astronomy
at the age of almost fifty. His politics always made his career prospects, at
best, tenuous. The precarious nature ofPannekoek's position was made par
ticularly clear in 1 919, when, after a heated parliamentary debate, the con
servative government of Ruys de Beerenbrouck blocked his appointment as
deputy-director of the prestigious Leiden Observatory on the grounds that
he might use the position to conduct 'Bolshevik propaganda' . 2 Shortly after
wards, Pannekoek was appointed lecturer in mathematics and astronomy at
the University ofA msterdam which was a municipal university not control
led by the state. Another major career breakthrough came in 1 921 , when the
university granted him funds to establish an astronomical institute. During
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the course of the next two decades, this institution provided the framework
for much of his pioneering work in astrophysics .
While Pannekoek's energies were being increasingly absorbed by his
astronomical institute, the foundations for what later emerged as Dutch
council communism were slowly being laid. Council communism did not
emerge full-blown as a tendency distinct from left communism, but slowly
evolved from a prolonged intellectual inquiry into the political, social, and
economic conditions necessary for a non-bureaucratic, non-statist transition
to socialism. What initially differentiated council communism from left
communism was its refusal to identify with the international communist
movement, its total rejection of party organization, and its emphasis on
developing a fresh theoretical approach to the problems of socialist transfor
mation. 4 Although small in scope and lacking any capacity to translate their
ideas into practice, the council communists, nonetheless, have been termed,
on the basis of the depth of their theoretical analysis, the ' most comprehen
sive ideological challenge to Soviet Leninism in the inter-war period'.
During its initial stages, the transition from left communism to council
communism took place largely under the impetus of the ex-KAPN leader
Henk Canne Meijer. A former metal-worker turned teacher, Canne Meijer
had joined the CPH in 1918 under the impact of the Russian Revolution and
almost immediately became a supporter of the opposition. When the KAPN
was formed in 1 921 , Canne Meijer was elected to the executive committee
and served as an editor of its newspaper. 6 In 1 924, Canne Meijer and several
others, objecting to Luteraan's leadership and the KAPN's growing secta
rianism, resigned from the party, charging that it had become a 'stinking
cesspool', and called for a new movement 'not rooted in German relation
ships' . 7 In the months which followed, Canne Meijer organized a small in
formal discussion group for the purpose of integrating the basic conceptions
ofleft communism into a new theoretical analysis . Canne Meijer's theoreti
cal inquiry received a major boost in 1925 when the former KAPD leader Jan
Appel moved to Holland and joined the group. A former shipyard worker
and leader of several wildcat strikes, Appel had been active in the Hamburg
left during the war where he came under the influence of Pannekoek's the
oretical writings.
Until early 1 927, the discussion group led a largely informal existence. At
this point, a decision was made to formally constitute the group as the
Group oflnternational Communists (GIC) . The initial political perspective
of the GIC centered around three broadly defined principles: 1) anti-parlia
mentarianism; 2) replacement of the trade unions by self-governing factory
committees; 3) direct control of these committees by the workers them
selves.10 In using the designation 'group' , the GIC consciously rejected the
3
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principle of party organization and defined itself primarily as a small 'work
group' charged with clarifying basic insights about the nature of the class
struggle and the council system within the working class. While proclaim
ing its intention to actively support working class actions and to work to
increase the participation of the workers in all decisions, the GIC stressed
that it would not act as a factional grouping. 1 1
The decision to formally constitute the GIC was made partly in response
to a major tactical debate that began in 1925 among the remnants of left
communism about the movement's fundamental orientation. The issue un
derlying this debate was the problem of how to resolve the contradiction
between the movement's revolutionary aspirations and the practical need to
maintain a constituency among the workers. What triggered this debate was
a decision by the KAPD-Berlin approving limited use of parliamentary tac
tics and strikes over economic issues, following their merger with the Ent
schiedene Linke and its two parliamentary delegates in 1927. The opponents
of parliamentary and trade union tactics attempted to defend their position
by arguing that capitalism had entered a 'death crisis' which would generate
a revival of the revolutionary workers' movement. 1 2
These developments prompted Pannekoek to break six years of self-im
posed political silence with a prominent article entitled 'Principles and Tac
tics', which sought to define a role for the non-Leninist revolutionary left
under the prevailing conditions of capitalist stabilization. Although not as
yet affiliated with the GIC, Pannekoek enunciated some of the main issues
that were to dominate its early development. In analyzing the prospects for
revolutionary development, Pannekoek attacked both the efforts to modify
the left's opposition to parli�mentary and trade union tactics and the attempt
to derive a tactic from the 'death crisis' theory. Pannekoek's position was
based on his distinction between principle-centered tactics and opportunist
tactics. What distinguished an opportunist tactic, he maintained, was its em
phasis on short-term goals and its inability to take anything into account
beyond the present.· He contended that all forms of opportunist tactics whether based on parliamentarianism, trade unionism, or ' death crisis' theo
ry - are concerned primarily with developing a practice for the moment and
increasing the immediate strength of the movement instead of raising the
consciousness of the workers for a future upheaval. By contrast, a principle
centered tactic is based on a conception of the total process of revolutionary
development and seeks to develop a long-term practice for the future. While
opportunist tactics might attract supporters in the short run, clear and
proven principles represent a key source of the movement's spiritual power
and the basis for a fundamental revolutionary transformation. Pannekoek
argued that whereas opportunism thrives in times of prosperity, the picture
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changes completely i n revolutionary periods when the workers turn to those
who are able to articulate a clear revolutionary alternative. While paying
tribute to the importance of the KAPD and the AA UD as vehicles for con
serving the lessons of 1918-192 1 , Pannekoek felt that these organizations
would continue to be bogged down in sectarian politics until they could
develop a fresh theoretical approach to the new phase of capitalism that be
gan in 1918. The situation, he reasoned, was analogous to the period be
tween the failure of the revolutions ofl848 and the emergence of the social
ism of the Second International: 'The old revolution is finished; we must
prepare the new one.
Pannekoek's insistence on the need for a new ideological orientation was
fully consistent with the intellectual focus of the GIC. The fir st full exposi
tion of the GIC's position came with the publication of its book-length doc
ument, Grundprinzipien kommunistischer Produktion und Verteilung (Basic
Principles of Communist Production and Distribution) which was com
monly known as the Grundprinzipien. Although not formally published un
til 1 930, the Grundprinzip ien evolved out of a document Jan Appel had writ
ten while imprisoned in Germany during 1923-1925. Through a systematic
study of Marx's writings, Appel sought to investigate the main problems in
creating a new socialist society. Appel's principal concern was with provid
ing a theoretical framework for resolving what he felt were the t�o key
questions arising out of the experiences of the Russian and c;;e rman revolu
tions: 1) What economic conditions are necessary for the abolition of exploi
tation? 2) What are the political and economic conditions that will allow the
proletariat to maintain power once it has been won? Following Appel's ar
rival in Holland, the manuscript was revised by Canne Meij er and presented
to the group for several years of discussion and revision.
The Grundprinzipien was postulated on the assumption that the worker's
self-activity and self-organization, by themselves, offered no guarantee of
proletarian emancipation. This emancipation, the GIC felt, could only be
realized and maintained through the abolition of the capital-labor relation
ship in production and a complete decommodification of the labor process.
The GIC argued that it was not enough simply to suppress private property
- as the Russian Revolution had clearly demonstrated. The GI C's solution to
the problem of extending the political conquests of the revolution to eco
nomics was to devise an elaborate hypothetical system detailing how the
councils could organize society in a way that would allow distribution to
conform to labor expended until a stage is reached in which social consump
tion outweighs individual consumption. Once social consumption pre
dominated, both value exchange and the wage system would be abolished
and the basis for a genuine communism fi rmly established. To replace the
' 13
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exploitation inherent in the wage system, the GIC developed the idea of a
new computing unit of average social labor time, which they felt would be
capable of embracing all categories of production and distribution in a com
munist society. These measures, they maintained, would transform produc
tion from a process of capital expansion into a labor process in which society
draws from nature the means of consumption it needs, in a manner consist
ent with Marx's dictum: 'From each according to his ability; to each accord
ing to his need.
Although his writings served as a major point of departure for the GI C's
theoretical work, Pannekoek had no formal contact with the organization
until 1 929, when Canne Meijer visited him with a request to write an intro
duction to the Grundprinzipien. Pannekoek, however, declined on the
grounds that he considered the Grundprinzipien to be 'somewhat utopian and
unreal' Nonetheless, Pannekoek almost immediately established a close
working relationship with the GIC, which was soon complemented by a
close personal friendship with Canne Meijer.
With their ideological cornerstone in place, the GI C's theoretical and po
litical development was rapid and purposeful. Through their rigorous the
oretical activity, the GIC soon gained a reputation out of proportion to their
small numbers. Although still hoping for a revival of the council move
ment in the near future, the GIC's overwhelming preoccupation was with
analyzing the long-term features of revolutionary transformation, which led
their political opponents to label them the 'cloister friars of Marxism'. 1 7 In
the realm of daily practice, the GIC structured its work around a variety of
educational and propaganda activities such as forums, literature distribu
tion, and publishing several publications. In addition, the GIC also at- tempted to serve as a national and international clearing house for council
communist activities. In Holland, the GJC worked to spread its ideas among
the other non-Leninist left organizations. By 1 932, three other such organi
zations were in existence along with the GIC: the KAPN; a split-off from the
KAPN known as the Groups of Council Communists; and an offshoot from
the NAS known as the Left Workers' Opposition. In November, 1 932, the
GJC organized a conference of these groups to discuss the question of uni
fication, but they were unable to agree on a common program. Until
Hitler's seizure of power, the GIC also maintained close ties with the rem
nants of the German left communist movement. During these years, Canne
Meijer and Appel were frequent contributors to the German left communist
press and regularly attended their conferences. Links were also forged with
left groups in England, France, Denmark, Hungary, and the United States.
On the initiative of the G IC, an international conference of these groups was
held in Copenhagen during June, 1 935. Although the gat�ering affirmed a
'14
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set of basic principles, a dispute developed between the Dutch and German
delegates over whether to emphasize theory or the practical necessities of
struggle. When the Germans extended this debate to the question offonning
an international council organization, the Dutch charged that 'the new fifth
or sixth International is here present in crudely revised edition'. 1 9
Of the GIC's international contacts, none were more important than
those with the American group centered around Paul Mattick, which by the
mid-1 930's had emerged as a major theoretical center of council commu
nis m in its own right. A metal-worker and former member of the KAPD,
Mattick had emigrated to the United States in 1926 and immediately joined
the IWW. In early 1 927, Mattick entered into a long period of collaboration
with the GIC when he wrote Canne Meijer requesting Pannekoek's ad
dress. 21 Throughout the late twenties and early thirties, Mattick focused his
work on bringing the ideas of council communism to the !WW and to the _
local councils of the unemployed in Chicago which he had helped organize.
In 193 1 , he embarked on a year-long effort to revive the once influential
Chicago Arb eiter-Zeitung. Dissatisfied with the IWW's anti-Marxist orienta
tion, Mattick in 1 934 joined with a group expelled from the Leninist-ori
ented Proletarian Party to form the United Workers' Party. To reflect the
group's council communist orientation, the name was later changed to the
Groups of Council Communists (GCC) . Directly modeled on the GIC, the
GCC was conceived of primarily as a theoretical and propaganda group
seeking to recognize and elucidate major patterns of development. Like the
GIC, the GCC's main strength lay in the high caliber of its theoretical work.
Its theoretical review International Council Correspondence (later renamed Liv
ing Marxism and New Essays) featured, in addition to the extensive works of
Mattick, regular contributions from Pannekoek and Karl Korsch.
Pannekoek's willingness to collaborate with the GIC and the GCC was
premjsed on his belief that the two organizations represented models of pro
letarian self-education. It was partly on these grounds that shortly after Inter
national Council Correspondence first appeared, Pannekoek reproached Mat
tick for the publication's intellectualism, contending that 'often [it] looks
like an intricate and difficult splitting of curled hairs, and sometimes I won
der how such clear and simple a theory as Marx'[s] can be made so difficult
by misunderstandings and learned or quasi-learned complications'. These
criticisms were reiterated in another form a few years later when Mattick
announced his intention to replace the mimeographed International Council
Correspondence with the printed review Living Marxism. Pannekoek felt that
this decision shifted the publication's main function from worker's self-edu
cation to abstract theory and would undoubtedly be perceived by the work
ers as another attempt by intellectuals to dominate them mentally.
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In the political development of both the GIC and the GCC, Pannekoek
played a key role as a quasi-official theoretician, mentor, and financial sup
porter, but remained deliberately aloof from the day-to-day functioning of
the movement. Pannekoek j ustified his unwillingness to play a more active
role by arguing that a movement dominated by intellectuals contradicted the
basic task of self-education. This role as an external theorist, however, often
led to a strained relationship with both groups. Speaking of Pannekoek's
relationship to the GIC, Canne Meijer noted in a revealing comment:
' Pannekoek is a "pure theoretician", he is not a fighter in our sense. He offers analyses
and conclusions, but doesn't attempt to carry them out. He won't participate in the
organizational life because he "doesn't have enough time". [ . . . ] He provides his anal
yses and we fight it out about what they mean. He is an extraordinarily modest man
without the slightest trace of self-conceit, but he won't take a position on anything he
is not absolutely certain about. For these reasons, we often think: "Pannekoek says it
so it must be true, but is it indeed really true?" But praxis involves decisions about
which one can never be entirely certain. This is the real difference between a "pure
theoretician" and a fighter. '26

When similar criticisms were voiced in the GCC about his theoretical
domination of the group, Pannekoek felt compelled to reply that if it were
indeed true that theory represented a 'condensed form' of experiences, then
'it is not strange that one person sees it better and clearer than another' on the
basis of a lifetime of theoretical and practical activities within the socialist
movement. Using such reasoning, Pannekoek insisted that his writings
were 'part of those forces, by which the material world transforms the mind
of the workers' .
27

The Permanent Crisis: the Theoretical Development of Council Communism in
the Inter- War Period

The themes most frequently stressed by both the GIC and the GCC were
essentially an extension of those which had been articulated by Pannekoek
and the left communists since 1920. In place of the 'leader politics' of the
trade unions and parties, the council communists sought to build a new
movement based on the principle of workers' self-management. Despite the
predetermined character of their views, the council communists repeatedly
maintained that it was not their intention to create a new ideology in regard
to the organizational forms of the future, but simply to comprehend the self
emancipatory movement of the working class and to elucidate it the
oretically. For this reason, they contended that building their own organiza
tions had little relevance to this process except to serve as instruments to
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clarify and publicize the necessary course of actions. Active intervention in
the sense of attempting to get the workers to follow specific policies was
regarded as only one step removed from Leninism.
These ideas were brought into sharp theoretical focus by Henk Canne
Meij er in a seminal article - inspired largely by Pannekoek - entitled 'The
Rise of a New Labor Movement'. The essential point of Canne Meijer's
analysis was his argument that the 'workers' movement' no longer coin
cided with the ' movement of the workers'. The real movement of the work
ers since 1917, he insisted, lay in the workers' councils, which would again
come to the forefront as capitalism continued its economic decline. What
still remained of the old workers' movement in the form of trade unions and
parties was a 'capitalistic movement of workers' so completely integrated
into capitalist society that it was unable to function other than as an instru
ment of that society. Canne Meij er argued that because the old organizations
were based on the principle of domin;\nce by leaders, they were a faithful
reproduction of the capitalist state and would be a steadfast ally of the bour
geoisie during the revolution. A rebirth of the workers' movement was pos
sible only on the basis of a rebellion of the masses against the old organiza
tions: 'The destruction of the state signifi e s, above all, the destruction of
these organizations. ' In attempting to build a new worker's movement
based on the principle of 'seJf-leadership of the masses', the workers would
have to destroy the very features of the old workers' movement that were
considered its strengths. While praising the earlier left communist move
ment for its attempt to apply these principles, Canne Meij er criticized it for
its lack of theoretical finesse, sectarianism, impatience, ill-considered ac
tions, revolutionary verbalism, and a general lack of insight. At the same
time, he made it clear that the GIC was not identical with the new workers'
movement, but merely a theoretical reflection of a certain stage of social
development.
In theorizing how the new workers' movement would emerge, the coun
cil communists sharply diverged from Pannekoek in their attempt to tie their
strategy to a new version of crisis theory. In 1929, the German economist
Henryk Grossmann, in a detailed work entitled Das Akkumulations- und
28
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Zusammenbruchsgesetz des kapitalistischen Systems. (Zugleich eine Krisentheorie)

(The Law of Accumulation and Collapse of the Capitalist System), sought to
'reconstruct', through a critique of Rosa Luxemburg's theory of undercon
sumption, Marx's law of accumulation in a way that would demonstrate the
inevitable necessity of collapse inherent in the mechanisms of capitalist pro
duction. 3 1 Grossmann made it clear that because of its importance for revo
lutionary practice, the theory of capitalist collapse represented 'the portal
column of Marx's economic thought'. Against Rosa Luxemburg's view
32
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that capitalism would eventually break down in the circulation o f goods,
through a lack of markets, Grossmann argued that the collapse of capitalism
would originate in production itself, through a decline in profits. On the
basis of an abstract theory of value bound to labor time, Grossmann con
structed a rigorous schema of the accumulation process, showing how it was
destined to culminate in a crisis brought about by a breakdown of the neces
sary proportionality between the production of surplus-value and the needs
of accumulation. This meant that capitalism's inevitable drive toward col
lapse was not rooted in any external contingency, but in the system's own
'cellular form', the commodity. Published during the first year of the de
pression, Grossmann's work almost immediately became a theoretical cor
nerstone of the council communist movement.
The widespread acceptance of Grossmann's work within the council
communist movement prompted Pannekoek to undertake a detailed cri
tique ofGrossmann's analysis. Pannekoek's critique was marked by his con
viction that the problem of capitalist collapse was the 'most important of all
questions' confronting the working class - particularly during a time when
economic conditions were helping to prepare mens' minds for the possibility
of a full-scale collapse. Although Pannekoek utilized his formidable mathe
matical talents to demonstrate the quantitative fallacy ofGrossmann's argu
ments, his critique was largely an extension and reaffirmation of his long
standing obj ection to any form of economic fatalism. Taking up first
Grossmann's claim to have 'reconstructed' Marx's original theory in the face
of social democratic and communist distortions, Pannekoek charged that
Grossmann 's work was nothing more than a 'patchwork of quotations from
Marx, incorrectly applied and stuck together by means of a fabricated theo
ry' . Grossmann's analysis, he insisted, was founded on a fundamental meth
odological error: an inability to comprehend the total economic, ideological,
and political nature of capitalism. As a counter to the crisis model proposed
by Grossmann, Pannekoek reaffirmed what had been at the heart of his crit
icism of Rosa Luxemburg in 1 9 1 3 : 'The accumulation of capital, crisis,
pauperization, the proletarian revolution, the seizure of power by the work
ing class form together, acting like a natural law, an indivisible unity, the
collapse of capitalism. '
Grossmann's main error, Pannekoek declared, was therefore, 'that of a
bourgeois economist who has never had practical experience of the struggle
of the proletariat and who is consequently not in a position to understand the
essence of Marxism'. Theories of economic catastrophe, Pannekoek main
tained, were ready-made for intellectuals desiring a planned economy built
in accordance with the reproduction schema they have invented. Such theo
ries often have considerable appeal to large numbers of revolutionary work-
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ers who see a n economic catastrophe a s the only possible means o f activating
the passive masses. In place of a final catastrophe, Pannekoek envisioned a
long series of crises, each leading to new struggles, in which the illusions and
passivity of the workers would progressively collapse, as they discover their
true aims and struggle for control of social production itself. The tactical
conclusion Pannekoek drew from this analysis was that: 'The self-emancipa
tion of the p roletariat is the collapse of capitalism. '33
Pannekoek's critique of Grossmann triggered a counter-polemic from
Paul Mattick, who embarked on a lengthy effort to refine and expand
Grossmann's analysis. According to Mattick, Grossmann's chief merit was
to have developed a theoretical model of crises which, through its analysis of
value, was capable of enabling the workers' movement to move from an
abstract theory of capital development to concrete revolutionary practice.
Mattick made it clear, at the same time, that he considered the theory of
collapse a major point of demarcation between reformists and revolution
aries. 34 During the course of this controversy, Pannekoek received the sup
port of Karl Korsch, who offered a similar 'subjectivist' criticism of
Grossmann. 35 In the end, however, Pannekoek and Korsch's views failed to
sway majority sentiment in the council communist movement.
The council communists ' emphasis on the permanent crisis of capitalism
was closely bound up with their assessment of the function of the state in
advanced capitalist societies. Within a general process of capitalist dissolu
tion, the council communists identified a world-wide counter-trend of cap
italist concentration and state intervention which took two forms: fascism
and monopoly state capitalism.
From the council communist perspective, fascism was seen as a modified
and more aggressive version of the traditional capitalist defla tionary solution
to relaunching the accumulation process : compression of wages, suppres
sion of trade unions, and limitation of consumption. In contrast to the old
capitalism, in w hich the state was a necessary instrument of industry, the
new fascist stage of capitalism had achieved a merger of the state and produc
tion whereby industry was subordinated to the state. While stressing that
fascism was a response to capitalist disorder - both economic crisis and
working class revolt - the council communists maintained that fascism was
not a new form of social organization, but simply a new phase in the history
of the capitalist division between the producers and the means of produc
tion. Reduced to its most essential aspects, fascism represented merely the
'fully matured and self-realized capitalist state ' . 37
The same trend, they felt, was present in different form in the non-fascist
countries as a growing tendency toward monopoly state capitalism, which
found its clearest expression in the American New Deal. Unlike fascism,
36
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however, the New Deal was an infl a tionary solution to capitalist stagnation
based on state-financed production, public works programs, and the trans
formation of the trade union movement into a pillar of a new Keynesian
system. Essentially, the New Deal paved the way for the development of
monopolies by introducing trade unions into large factories and exempting
the price oflabor from the laws of supply and demand, thereby ruining small
businesses and encouraging the process of concentration required for in
creasing capital accumulation. Despite their outward differences, both fas
cism and the New Deal had essentially the same goal: the establishment of a
state-controlled economy which would no longer experience the dise
quilibrium that capitalism was unable to eliminate on its own. By eliminat
ing competition and centralizing the means of production, monopoly state
capitalism had also created the preconditions for a later emergence of a total
itarian political and ideological dictatorship. 38
In pointing to the changes in the state brought about by the stagnation in
the accumulation process, the council communists attempted to tie their case
to a historical analysis of the role of the state in capitalist society. During the
early stages of capitalism, they argued, the prevailing theory of economic
liberalism, which opposed any form of state intervention in the economy,
corresponded to the practice of unrestrained capitalism. Even at this early
stage, however, certain bourgeois intellectuals dissented from the prevailing
ideology of laissez faire capitalism. In the 1 840's, the economist Friedrich
List, for instance, developed a theory of state socialism which assigned the
state a central role in expanding the internal market and supporting produc
tion for the general welfare. With the emergence of cartels and monopolies
in the period after 1 870, the capitalists began to enter into a closer economic
relationship with the state. This relationship went hand in hand with imperi
alism and its conquest of world markets. During this stage, the state in. creasingly became the maintainer of certain capitalist interest groups who
used the state to increase their monopolization of the domestic market and to
help dump their goods on the international market. The First World War
initiated a new phase of direct state intervention in the economy, which
provided the model for both s.tate capitalism and fascism. Social democracy
reinforced this process by viewing the growing state intervention as the
beginning of socialism and identifying socialism with nationalization. In
suspending the market's competitive laws and assigning the state direct re
sponsibility for production, both fascism and state capitalism marked mere
ly the culmination of a process long underway. 39 In Mattick's view, these
changes amounted to nothing less than a 'Second Industrial Revolution'.
While agreeing that fascism and state capitalism represented a major al
teration of the state, Pannekoek dissented from the prevailing view that they
40
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were a consequence of economic crisis and thus a necessary precondition for
proletarian revolution. He felt that although fascism and state capitalism
corresponded to the needs of an economically distressed capitalism, they
were not the only options available to resolve the crisis, and, in fact, were
probably less effective as a long-term strategy than the normal mechanism of
bourgeois democracy. What was most critical, Pannekoek insisted, was that
fascism and state capitalism were an expression of the will of the capitalist
class, a political decision made in response to a certain stage of the class
struggle. For these reasons, the evolving new workers' movement must not
allow the belief in the inevitability of fascism and state capitalism to become
the basis of its strategy. The key factor for revolutionary development, he
argued, was the constantly growing power of capital and the inability of the
old workers' movement to confront it. 4 1
The council communists' assessment of the statist tendencies in advanced
capitalism also applied to Soviet Russia. The prevailing view was sum
marized in a set of theses, which argued that Soviet Russia was merely an
other expression of the logic of capitalist development and part of a world
wide counter-revolutionary process. It was maintained that a socialist trans
formation was precluded by the predominantly feudal and agrarian socio
economic structure of Russia. Although the Bolsheviks' practice was based
on Marxist principles, their political behavior was shaped by essentially the
same tasks which had earlier defined the bourgeois revolutions in the West:
the destruction of an absolutist, agrarian, feudal system and. the creation of a
political and administrative apparatus capable of responding to a modern,
commodity-based economy. The Russian bourgeoisie, numerically small,
and politically dependent on czarism through state subsidies, was incapable
of fulfilling this task. What this ultimately meant was that the bourgeois
revolution in Russia had to be carried out not only without, but directly
against, the bourgeoisie. The solution to this problem was provided by the
unique set of social conditions prevailing in Russia. In attempting to pin
point the main dynamic of the Russian Revolution, the Theses singled out
the peasantry, which, because of its majority status, had passively deter
mined the social character of the revolution . Owing to their atomized
character, however, the peasants were unable to fight for their class interests
on their own. The numerically smaller working class, on the other hand,
while possessing a proper fighting spirit and the rudiments of a communist
consciousness, lacked the social strength for victory, and were compelled to
subordinate themselves to a group of petit-bourgeois intellectuals not
organically bound up with their class interests. Whatever their subj ective
intentions, the special genius of the Bolsheviks, therefore, was to have re
solved the historical problem of bourgeois revolution in Russia by forging,
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through their leadership tactic, a seemingly contradictory alliance between a
peasantry fi g hting for private property and a proletariat fighting for social
ism.
At the same time it was made clear, that although nationalization clearly
differentiated the Bolshevik system from Western capitalism, it did not alter
the social relations of production, which in both systems was based on the
separation of workers from the means of production and the monopoliza
tion of political power by the state. It was no longer private capital but state
controlled capital which now opposed the working class and perpetuated the
wage-labor form of productive activity conducted according to capitalist
standards of profitability, while allowing the appropriation of surplus-labor
through the agency of the state. Although the Soviet state expropriated pri
vate capital, it dit not abolish the capital-labor relationship upon which mod
ern class rule rests. Under these conditions, it was therefore only a matter of
time before the emergence of a new ruling class whose privileges depended
upon the maintenance of a state-controlled system of production and dis
tribution. What this meant for proletarian tactics was that Bolshevism was
not only 'unserviceable' as a revolutionary ideology but one of the 'heaviest
and most dangerous impediments' to proletarian revolution. The implica
tions of this for the new workers' movement were fully clear: 'The struggle
against the bolshevik ideology, against the bolshevik practices and hence
against all groups seeking to anchor them anew in the proletariat is one of the
first tasks in the struggle for the revolutionary reorientation of the working
class .
In their prognosis for the future, the council communists felt that the
various state capitalist solutions to the problem of capital accumulation were
only temporary and unstable expedients. Although a certain amount of
order had been attained, production remained restricted and social develop
ment hindered. The economic limits of fascism and state capitalism, they
felt, would intensify the contradictions between the productive forces and
the relations of production, leading to new working class upheavals. Owing
to their inclination to treat state power as an essentially homogeneous emity
and to their inability to analyze fascism in anything other than classical
Marxist terms, the council communists fl a tly rejected the possibility that
fascism represented a new and unscrupulous force capable of mobilizing the
whole society for its designs. Without providing a comprehensive and in
depth analysis, Pannekoek clung to the belief that the triumph of fascism had
put the class struggle on a completely new basis. What fascism had de
stroyed, he insisted, was not the workers' movement but only its historically
outdated forms. Unlike parties and trade unions, the class struggle was
something which could not be destroyed or forbidden: By destroying the
'42
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old movement and the illusions connected t o i t , fascism had restored the
workers' natural class unity and compelled them to think and feel in class
ter'm s without any mental or organizational barriers. Pannekoek's incorrigi
ble optimism led him to argue that under fascism every struggle would be
come a direct revolutionary struggle.
The outbreak of the Second World War led to no changes in the theory
and practice of council communism. The council communists' attitude to
ward the war was fully consistent with the positions they had worked out
earlier. In an unusually indifferent and undifferentiating analysis, they ar
gued that the war was a confl i ct between two basically similar social sys
tems. The war, like the depression, was seen as only another sign of the
permanent crisis of capitalism. Although both fascism and monopoly state
capitalism had tried, with different tactical tools, to resolve the crisis of cap
italist accumulation, the concentration of capital continued to slow down
until it had to be bolstered by violent methods. The war, they felt, had
clearly revealed that the new productive forces unleashed by the various
forms of state capitalism were not compatible with a world market system
still based on competition. Despite their common elements, the new ruling
classes had developed in a manner that excluded the possibility of sharing in
world exploitation. By creating a condition of near permanent war, the cap
italists had replaced the 'anarchy of the market' with the 'anarchy of plan
ning' . 44
While in agreement about the intrinsically capitalist character of the war,
the council communists differed about its eventual implications for social
development. Mattick and Korsch felt that in a situatio:-i characterized by the
absence of any autonomous action by the workers, the war would lead, no
matter who won, to a ' fascistization' of the world. In Mattick's words: 'All
roads lead to the totalitarian state. While still holding out the possibility of
spontaneous working class revolt, they maintained that an international fas
cist world order was neither a prelude to a genuine revolution, nor an intrin
sic part of the revolutionary process itself. Pannekoek, however, stubbornly
insisted that the war would bring about a general exhaustion and im
poverishment which would be accompanied by new and more violent revo
lutionary upheavals. The failure of the working class to prevent war and
fascism, he felt, was due solely to the legacy of a half century of Marxian
reformism under the 'leadership principle', which had produced a workers'
movement incapable of acting in its own interest.
Faced with the reality of the Second World War, the council communists'
already s mall numbers continued to decline rapidly. In the United States, the
GCC had largely ceased functioning by 1 940, although Mattick continued to
publish New Essays until 1 943. In the Netherlands, the GIC disbanded itself
43
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in the wake of the Nazi occupation. Part of the GIC, however, put aside their
obj ections to party organization and joined forces with Henk Sneevliet's
quasi-Trotskyist Revolutionary Socialist Workers Party in July, 1 940, to
form the clandestine Marx-Lenin-Luxemburg Front. Shortly after the arrest
and execution of Sneevliet in August, 1 942, differences developed over the
question of support for the Soviet Union, which prompted the former GIC
members to leave to form the Spartacist Communist League. With only a
handful of members, however, this organization remained inactive
throughout the duration of the war.
As they wrestled with the complex of theoretical and practical problems
posed by the war, fascism, and economic crisis, the council communists,
like the left communists, had clearly failed to resolve the concrete problems
of revolutionary transformation. From an historical standpoint, it was their
chief merit to have helped pioneer new theoretical work in several areas . In
their extensive analyses, they mounted a detailed and penetrating critique
not only of the function of the state in advanced capitalism and of the general
trend of capitalist development, but also of the predominant forms taken by
the socialist movements in the past. Through their rigorous criticism of
state-dominated systems in all forms and their articulation of an ideology of
workers' control, the council communists provided invaluable theoretical
tools for a critical re-elaboration of Marxian analysis. But for all the impor
tance and originality of their insights, the council communists' highly ab
stract formulations were completely inadequate as a guide to practice. Too
often, the narrow underlying assumptions of their doctrines tended to im
pede both an understanding of the actual development of the working class
and the recognition of the need for new categories of theoretical speculation.
Blinded by the categories of classical Marxism and lacking any organic con
tact with the social reality they sought to transform, the council communists
were unable to conceive of any strategy for democratic transformation out
side of the workplace and, in the end, were forced to fall back on an illusory
confidence in an heroic industrial proletariat engaged in spontaneous strug
gles at the point of production. In the final analysis, a strategy premised on
non-participation and theoretical purism led only to a paradox. On the one
hand, council communism presented itself as merely the intellectual compo
nent of a political practice; on the other, it lacked any specific political an
chorage. The result was the substitution of a theory as a surrogate for poli
tics.
47
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CHAPTER XI

THE WORLD OF THE WORKERS' COUNCILS:
PANNEKOEK AND THE THEORY OF COUNCIL
COMMUNISM

The Workers' Way to Freedom: Rebellion and Council Organization

Although his energies were primarily devoted to astronomy afcer 1 920, Pan
nekoek played a vital role in giving the basic ideas of council communism
theoretical depth and comprehensiveness. Pannekoek's ideas were repeat
edly articulated and systematically developed in numerous articles and in
three book-length works: Workers' Councils, Lenin as Philosopher, and the
unpublished 'The Workers' Way to Freedom'. In these works, Pannekoek's
primary intention was to provide a body of popularized theoretical literature
to be disseminated within the working class as part of the task of developing
a 'new orientation'. His poin� of departure for this 'new orientation' was a
bold and sweeRing critique of the 'staust' and 'leader' oriented politics oC
both social.Qem 9 crac;x aQ<i.J,e.oWJsm:
-

' Socialism, as inherited from the 1 9th century, was the creed ofa social mission for
the leaders and politicians: to transform capitalism into a system of State-directed
economy without exploitation, producing abundance for all . It was the creed of class
struggle for the workers, the belief that by transferring government into the hands of
these socialists they would assure their freedom. [ . . . ] l'i_o w it is seen that socialis mJ.n
the sense o f State-dire�,trd R!�
y m ea!1� state-capita m an<liliauocial..
.
in the sense o f worke r1'..em_ms)J?,i1EJ2.�P,!?S sible as��Jie.ru.�i.Qu,_ The
,
new orientation of socialism is self-direction of production, sel f-direction o f the
class-struggle, by means of workers' councils. [ . . ] The workers educated in the
beliefin socialism stand bewildered now that they see that the very opposite, heavier
slavery, is the outcome. To grasp that socialism and communism now both mean
doctrines of enslavement is a hard j o b . New orientation needs time; maybe only a
new generation will comprehend its full scope . ' '

_!.:.m

��n,?m

]L

.

As conceived by Pannekoek, the main focus of this new orientation was
to be on elucidating the idea , f""Co'UriCo
iT rganizatio s the creative and d namic element of socialist trans ormation. In t eorizing the role of the
workers' councils, Pannekoek stressed that while the councils represente<;La___
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highe! stage of proletarian or anization, they were not simply replacements
_..Q.U 1e o . otganizations, but the very�.gation of the principleS��g
these organizati.Q_ns. Pannekoek remained firmly convinced that the counCils
would resolve th��jct betwee �:.'.15!�� and foll��.fl.�..b.y�li m in�tingsb_<:_
,.. professionalleadership 5od1es w -1ch Fiad gained power�i:.Jhu.an)<-and
'fiTe-:-lie insistea t a fin t e councIT�tireTu
�Qflea ers j.J?. w;)Q:·
6"eabolished and the whole class�...n.i co"porate..d...iuto th<: d�
making process.
-,'\lffioughl>an"iiekoek viewed the councils as the central agent of socialist
transformation, he steadfastly maintained that they could not be mechanJ_cally proclaimed or arbitrarily willed into existence by revolutionary__
grQJ.lp5.< Attl'ie most, sucfi groups cOUJ'd'oniypropagate t e 1 . ealid neces�sity of council organization. Rather than being tactical objectives in them
selves, the councils represente��.!Y.!h$: tr_'.'nsi�2EY- 9.rna niz_a tjpJ1.;ilfo.r ni oL
the class s�-��Jn.9�the s,.rn!>�q�Jmm.L<?..£.�� -PJ.i.Q..ciple .oLwor.k�conttol..
over pr_oduction:
�----- .

' Workers' councils does not designate a fixed form of organization whose lines have
been established once and for all , and for which all that remains is to perfect the
details. It is concerned with a principle that of workers' self-management of enter
prises and of production. This principle can never be realized through a theoretical
discussion of the best actual form it might take ( . . . ]. In our era, "workers' councils" is
[ . ] synonymous with the class struggle itself [ . . . ]. Thus the idea of"workers' councils" has nothing in common with a program of practical objectives to be realized
tomorrow or next year. It serves solely as a connecting thread for the long hard fight
for freedom that still lies ahead for the working class. ' 2
-

.

.

From the standpoint of revolutionary transformation, what was primary
and decisive in the councils, therefore, was not their organizational struc
ture, but the spirit of rebellion that creates them. In this fighting capacity of
the working class, he argued, resides the means of individual and collective
transformation by which the passive, dependent, alienated wage laborer of
capitalism becomes the active, independent, self-conscious producer of the
future council state. As instruments of proletarian warfare, the councils are
suitable only for revolutionary periods, when the working class is on the
offensive. In cases where the workers are unable to complete the revolution,
the councils would no longer serve a useful social function and would be
open to cooptation by either the state or the parties and trade unions.
According to Pannekoek, the councils cou!? only emerge spon�eously�·
and organically O,l,lt.0Jarm;il.\u1LkiBJ�,Sl a ss practice and were already present
Ji:i emb,r..y..ouic;..ferm.�n.a,(;.tig,.Q?JiJJ.f���t g.r.j� . He argued that the key
' factor in the transformation of wildcat strikes into workers' councils would
3

4

..
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be the strike committees that often emerge spontaneously to coordinate
strike actions. These committees, he felt, embody both direct democracy
.an_9 a class community - the two most essential elements of cmlricil organi
zation. Pannefoekremaineo conf1dei'in1ITt-meprim:iptEGH:l1rectrecall of
�legates and the limited sphere of decision-makin,&J20W!:�.cUn the
committees ..vquldlfr" v�.JiLiliL��t.o..b.P.L.f��S!:WzS..d.k�
�..iliip_bodiesj�_eir own r.i,g12_t. He viewed the committees as simply ' mes
sengers' for communicating the opinions and wishes of the groups they rep
resented.
Pannekoek envisioned the wildcat strike tactic at least in part as a form of
rebellion against the trade unions. Expanding upon the analysis he had been
articulating since at least 1 906, �thatin advanced capitalt 11 traces of their roletarian identity and had
�R�
become ermane �JM. f ca italist so� �a w the unions as 'th:_
apparatus by_�o�opolistic capital imposes its conditions
�tire..w.otl<.in�s·. �a_u.J>��r co �fm�'ili�rm�i--__
--Illt:.:1-0Lcap itahst-rati0�it)�.;:the trade union leaders could never raise the
issue of workers' control sin��oU1CrtFiFeate9� th.!...YE��� <?,.�
�neI<:oe1<:11o�weve'r;·rerrtfia't"tf1ls�uiTibrium could not be main
tained indefinitely. As monopoly capitalism developed a growing sense of
power and self-confidence, it would attempt to dominate the working class
completely. Since a mobilization at the point of production was anathema to
the union leaders, they would be forced to defend a lowering of the workers '
standard of living. Under these conditions, a contradiction of viewpoint
between the workers and the union bureaucracy would swiftly arise, leading
to spontaneous revolts at the point of production.
Pannekoek believed that workers' councils were also prefigured in the
tactic of factory occupations. By preventing strike-breakers from being
brought in and helping keep the work community intact, factory occupa
tions represent a higher form of struggle than wildcat strikes . But for the
consciousness and political development of the working class, these occupa
tions would signify much more:
5

a

.

.

6

7

'ln it, as in a light flash at the horizon, a glimpse offuture development springs up. By
shop occupations the workers, unwittin g ly, demonstrate that their fight has entered
a new phase. [ . . . ] Here the workers become conscious of their intimate connection
with the shop. To them it is not another man's building where only at his command
they come to work for him ti!J he sends them away . To them the shop with its
machines is a productive apparatus they handle, an organ that only by their work is
made a living part o f society. It is nothing foreign to them; they are at home here,
much more than the j u ridical owners, the shareholders who do not even know its
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whereabouts. I n the factory the worker s grow conscious of the co ntents of their life,
their produ ctive work, their work-community as a collectivity that makes it a living
organi sm, an elemen t of the totali ty of socie ty. Here, in shop occupation, a vague
feeling arises that they ought to be e n tirely master of production, that they ough t to
expel the u nwor thy outsiders [... ]. '8
..--- · --

Pannekoek's enthusiasm for wjJdcat strik
and <shop-.occupatio.r.i�
however, was tempered by his belie t at unless these actions are expanded
into a class-wide movement they can rarely bring-vi'Cf'OrYsince their fo��;is
too narrow and they are too easily suppressed. T.hecli.iefimgort;;i.ru;�QfJ..hese
actio� he___fclt Ji�..in....the.i.ap.a.c.i
u;
J;..)!.-t�WLfui!L.fU?;hting seirit, in- , .,
�d_self-re�� and <J� conscious1!_� 5..s ;�ln cases where such move
ments are able to develop into nat1onaland class-wide movements they will
immediately come into conflict with the capitalist state, which forces them
to assume a directly political role. It is at this point that the workers' councils
first begin to make their appearance, expanding their role simultaneously
with the revolution until the capitalist state is destroyed.
Although Pannekoek believed that the preconditions for workers' con
trol of production existed in the daily work life of the proletariat, he felt that
their perception of this possibility was greatly circumscribed by the prevail
ing spiritual hegemony of the bourgeoisie. Since the consciousness of the
workers is essentially practical and not concerned with speculative truths or
moral imperatives, their thoughts and actions are governed by a cautious
realism which makes them reluctant to act on the anti-capitalist attitudes
they have acquired as wage earners. Because adaptation to existing circum
stances yields predictable results, consciousness, under normal conditions, is
likely to remain within the tr�ditional categories of bourgeois society. 9
This pattern of adaptive behavior, Pannekoek felt, was also legitimized
by a highly structured code of values and beliefs which has been passed
down from preceding generations as tradition and collective memory. What
this ultimately meant for the development of proletarian consciousness was
that because of the predominance of the traditional thought systems from
the past, the immediate material situation often has little influence on the
workers' thought process:
.
•

'[... ] traditional ideas hamper the spread of new ideas tha t expre ss new nece ssities.
[... ] every tradi tion is a piece of reali ty, just as every idea is itself a par t of the real
world, living in the mind of men; i t is ofte n a very powerful reality as a de terminant
of men's a ctions. It is a reali ty of an ideological nature tha t has lost i ts material roots
be cause the former co nditions of life which have produced them have since disap
peared. (... ] Much more impor tant is what may be termed the social memory, the
perpe tuatio n of collective ideas, systematized in the form of prevailing beliefs and
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ideologies, and transferred to future generations in oral communi cation s, in books,
in literature, in art and in education. The surrounding world which determines the
mind con sist s not only of the contemporary economic world, but also of all the
ideological influences derived from continuous inter cour se with our fellow men.
Hen ce come s the power of tradi tion, whi ch in a rapidly changing society causes the
development of ideas to lag behind the development of society. '10

But Pannekoek was unable to offer any convincing answers as to how the
movement could compensate for the time lag between consciousness and
social development. Rather than acknowledge this dilemma, he simply ban
ished the problem altogether by arguing that the lagging consciousness
would eventually be radicalized by a severe crisis of the system. He foresaw a
period of acute social crisis in which the material and spiritual foundations of
society would begin to collapse and the real nature of the system would be
suddenly exposed for all to see. Under these conditions, the workers' con
formity to traditional belief systems would no longer yield predictable re
sults and submissiveness would swiftly give way to rebelliousness. It is at
this point that a mass transformation of consciousness begins. Once the dy
namics of working class rebellion come into play, then those elements of
proletarian consciousness which are antithetical to the dominant bourgeois
categories begin to develop . Notions of solidarity, community feeling, col
lective action, creativity, and self-reliance, all of which have long been pres
ent in the daily work experience and struggles of the working . class, imme
diately come to the forefront. As the struggle intensifies... �_w.ru�
.iilli!
n
!:!£ t, these concepts are
�n ne��rienc.c .siu�cli.d arity a�� self-m...�!
grearry-expanded into a 'dominating life principle' of society.1 1
Of all the strategic questions confronting the international council com
munist movement, none was more important than the question of forming a
revolutionary organization separate from the councils. Pannekoek's writ
ings on this question reflect the confusion and ambiguity existing within the
movement. His basic position was summed up in 1927 when, after the
KAPN asked him to clarify whether or not he was a member, he bluntly
stated: 'I consider the party-system and the conception of party membership
to be in large part a remnant of the earlier socialist era of the workers' move
ment, which, however, inevitable it may be in certain respects, is in general
harmful. For this reason, I remain outside it.'12 From the 1 920 ' s onwards,
Pannekoek repeatedly argued that political parties, as instruments for gain
ing and holding power, were by their very nature rigid structures with strict
discipline and tight admission and expulsion procedures. Their task was not
to develop the initiative and self-activity of the workers, but to train loyal
and obedient followers. Whereas the str.µ_ggk.f9J.Jh.{: lib Iation of the work-
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J!!_�s requires unlimited intellectual freedol]b_��ties seek to sU,p_preis...alJ
to ��£t. t heir own: Because of their commitment to the leadership
principle, parties represent a powerfulobstacle to the realization of a genuine
�gmz.ei:niug_gisiaTiS_Ql. 13
Despite his resolute hostility to traditional party organization, Pan
nekoek was far from clear and categorical in his views on the question of
organization separate from the councils. At other points in his analysis he
maintained that parries were 'necessary elements in social development'
which express unavoidable differences of tactical opinion within the work
ing class during revolutionary periods. 14 To a certain extent, he tried to side
step the issue by calling for the formation of special kinds of groups which
'might be called parties, but they would be parties in an entirely different
sense from those of today' .15 Pannekoek, however, was frustratingly vague
on what the precise outlines of these new formations would be, except to
note that they would be 'think groups' charged with exclusively theoretical
and educational tasks:
'Groups ofcommon opinion will be formed, to discuss and propagate their ideas, to
fight the scientists of the capitalist class, to wage the spiritual contest with other
groups. This is the way of self-education for the working class. Parties in this sense
may be called the scouting groups in the capitalist jungle. They have to investigate
the ways, to study science and circumstances, to discuss these in mutual debate, to lay
their ideas, their explanations, their advice before their fellow workers. In this way
they are necessary instruments to build up the intellectual power of the working
class. '16

Only in this way could the workers in the councils compare and choose
the appropriate 'orientation' for the fundamental transformation ofeconom
ic, social, and authority relations.
Organization and Production: The Council State

In Pannekoek's model of revolutionary transformation, the workers' coun
cils serve a dual purpose. They represent, in the first instance, the direct
organs of struggle, and hence the material base of revolution, in a specific
phase of capitalism; and, in the second instance, they constitute the in
frastructure and organizational arrangement of the new society. In his book,
Workers' Councils, the most comprehensive statement of his council com
munist position, Pannekoek attempted to detail exactly how the council
system would function in practice. In comparison to the bulk of his theoreti
cal writings, which at least nominally sought to be empirical, this analysis
was unusually futuristic in character. Pannekoek justified this approach by
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arguing that the criticism of the old conceptions could be effective only if
they conveyed a positive image which could be used to compare the princi
ples of the old world with those of the new .17
What Pannekoek
a network of autonomous
--' ..; !.....:-..:_:...: _,,, :
. factory-level
' -, c.;--,was
- '--'-'-; � envisioned
__::__: ...c-�
� -;'- '
;;_� -= :
-;- '-'- - -=- :-� "-- '- :...:.: -= - -=..::. .:-i--=co�
il'"'- s , e_
i-on s a.:n d d ecis .
io.
.
n s for:__
a c_, h o f w h i ch-w o u1 d b-e-t h..c.e-;l�oc u s o� f d isc"u s s,
�matters of local production. In plants too large to assemble all the workerS";
delegates would be selected-from the various work groups who would be
subject to instant recall. The councils would not be composed of experts, nor
would they be responsible for the administration of the factory. Their main
function would be to carry out the decisions of the workers, facilitate discus
sions, and to serve as a liaison between the various work groups and facto
ries . ..h1; hypothesized by Pa��ek, the local factory councils would IL<'?.
merged into a vari�ted network of collaborating regional, national, and
lnaustry.::.e
..w.id ..&.Q1.
1 !.1.fi!.s so that production constitutes a single interco�
. .
nected entity. To help coordinate the work of the local coun_£fu.,_Q;uua
councils wouldberormd on the same structure as the local councils (i. e.1 on
the principle of shop fl�or delegates· su �ect t?_.L'Em.�diat�..!fglli..:.._ Although
t ecrntrilcouncils"were-fObe'" responsible-for coordination, collection of
data, and dissemination of information, they would not be planning bodies.
That task was to be left to the workers in the local councils, who, once in
possession of the necessary information, would be in a position to make the
critical decisions and convey them to the delegates to the central council.
Beyond this, the central councils were to be responsible for maintaining
horizontal cooperation between factories in the same branch of industry and
vertical cooperation between the factories that provide them with materials
or use their products. To supplement this network of factory councils, Pan
nekoek envisioned a parallel, but more localized, network of councils for
consumer and professional groups.
In outlining the constituent elements of the council state, Pannekoe�
�tcyunders.c.m:e.d.th.auh.e_c.Q.l!.n c_il s��.!!l��no t..��s�J��...£.[g 9_y�J.Ll:_
merit,_buLthe . comple.te.. neg:Hion
of governmental authority. Whenever
-p c;_,er is needed it would come �-{i;��tf'yTfomth-e cu'll·ectiVit1es"o'f�orkers in
the shops and would be entirely under their control. Pannekoek went on to
draw the conclusion that once the council system was firmly established the
division between politics and economics would also disappear. Since society
and production would form an interconnected totality, there would no
longer be any need for a group of specialists and managers divorced from the
great body of producers to regulate the social and legal conditions of produc
tion. This democratization of social and productive relationships, he felt,
would be sufficient to motivate the workers to devote their full attention to
the totality of social production.
__-

..
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Pannekoek took it for granted that the new structure of democratic self
management, combined with the changes in the productive sphere - in
creased productivity and rapid technological development - that would ac
company it, would completely revolutionize the nature of work. He as
sumed a priori that the continuing development of the council society would
undermine the traditional division between intellectual and manual labor,
transforming work from a means of survival into a means of self-expression:
'Whereas the abundance of life necessities, the universal prosperity repre
sents the passive side of the new life, the innovation oflabor itself as its active
side makes life a delight of glorious creative experience. '18 In Pannekoek's
hypothetical schema, the role of labor in the new society had almost quasi
religious significance: 'For the free worker of the future the handling of the
perfectly constructed machine, providing a tension of acuteness, will be a
source of mental exaltation, of spiritual rejoicing, of intellectual beauty. '19
Pannekoek's paradigm of the future society was also postulated on the
assumption that this new structure of workers' self-management provided,
for the first time, the possibility for transforming production into a 'men
tally dominated process'. As envisioned by Pannekoek in one of his more
utopian moments, this transformation was to be accomplished by an elabo
rate new system of statistics and bookkeeping which would make all aspects
of the economic process fully accessible to the producers. Through a net
work of interconnected computing offices, each branch of production
would have responsibility for collecting and disseminating statistical data
and rendering it into easily comprehensible form, by means of tables,
graphs, and pictures, as a precondition for discussion: 'As a plain and intel
ligible numerical image the process of production is laid open to everybody's
-views. Here mankind views and controls its own life. What the workers and
their councils devise and plan in organised collaboration is shown in charac
ter and results in the figures of bookkeeping. Only because they are per
petually before the eyes of every worker the direction of social production
by the producers themselves is rendered possible. '20
I n exploring how the counciJ::s.t.aJ���_f�tion in practice. � �annekoek
ma mta1rled. that the councils woulc;i n:.i�JJ..ifost tnernseiveS::;iiO"t .mer.efy a�·A�·
·
'fu.£!?.fo p rofeiailiJLQ!:g�nli.iTu
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state of proletarian consciousness and the prelude to a 'total revolution in the
spiritual life of man'.21 In Pannekoek's ideal of council democracy, the coun
cils would assume critical pedagogical functions which would transform the
mind from a concern with self to a concern with the community and society
at large. The 'world of the workers' councils', he insisted, would be struc__
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tured around a new organization of knowledge based on the acquisition of
new intellectual tools by the producers. But in defining the exact content of
this new organization of knowledge, Pannekoek became exceedingly vague
and contended only that it would be based on an all-encompassing scientific
world view, which would form the basis for the social organization of pro
duction in the same manner that the natural sciences formed the basis for the
technical organization of production. Through an understanding of the basic
structure of society and the labor process, and their role in it, the workers
would acquire, for the first time, the ability to consciously manage society:
'From obedient subjects they are changed into free and self-reliant masters of
their fate, capable to build and manage their new world. ' 22 It was on these
grounds that shortly after the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, Pannekoek
criticized the workers' councils that emerged for their failure to articulate a
new level of consciousness and for their emphasis on 'pure practice'. 23
In the hypothetical schema described by Pannekoek, the picture that
emerges is a highly problematic one. Deriving his views less from a practical
understanding of social reality than from a Marxist metaphysic, Pannekoek
constantly assumed that the council state would automatically resolve fun
damental questions such as the relation between leaders and masses, the uni
fication of diverse social strata, the division and specialization oflabor, tech
nological innovation, and the concrete problems of political administration
and democratic self-management. In his highly schematic presentation,
Pannekoek never addressed the specific problems of administration. He
provided no satisfactory answers to critical questions such as: how would
the network of councils combine to create an effective structure of admin
istration? How would a fragmentation of administrative resources be pre
vented? How would an even representation of groups be insured? What
would be the criteria for assigning administrative responsibility? What
would be the role for non-proletarian social strata? In the same vein, his
conviction that the control and continuing development of productive
forces alone would form the basis of a new spiritual life, led him to refrain
from analyzing in-depth precisely how culture, art, literature, science, and
education would be produced in the council state. More fundamentally, in
theorizing the dynamic of the new society, Pannekoek neither questioned
the basic structure and social content of capitalist industrialization, nor at
tempted to place the development of productive forces in a framework that
significantly challenged the class division of labor and the nature of existing
productive roles. On the contrary, he insisted that under the council system
the rate of growth and economic progress would reach levels unheard of in
capitalist society . His vision of the new society was, in the final analysis,
firmJy rooted in the basic categories and assumptions of capitalist economic
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development: unlimited industrial production and growth, rationalization
of production, cost efficiency, and exaltation of the work ethic.
Ideology and Social Reality: Pannekoek's Philosophical Critique of Leninism

__xannekoek's theory of council co mm11nis.IILW..as_c.o.mpleme.nted P)'.'. his vi�
o f the Soviet Union as a state capitalist society based on a bourgeois revolu:ilim..and sustained by a pswdo-Mar.x.is.t..ide.ology. Although others had ad
vanced similar theories, justified on social and economic grounds, Pan
nekoek sought to go a step further by giving his theory a rigorous philo
sophical base as well. To show what he felt the Marxism of the Russian
Revolution really implied, Pannekoek undertook a detailed critical examina
tion of the philosophical basis of Leninism, which was published as Lenin as
Philosopher in 1 938.
Lenin's philosophical ideas were first expressed systematically in his 1908
work, Materialism and EmpirioCl'iticism, which later became a canon of Soviet
Marxism. The specific questions to which Lenin addressed himself were
inspired principally by a series of developments within the Bolshevik party.
Shortly after the turn of the century, certain intellectuals in the Russian so
cialist movement had taken an interest in Western natural philosophy, par
ticularly in the ideas of the physicist Ernst Mach and the Swiss philosopher
Richard Avenarius. Although their views were not identical, both Mach and
A venarius felt that the main task of philosophy was to elaborate a 'natural
concept of the world' based on 'pure experience' . To this end, they at
tempted to develop - in a conception which had n:any similarities to the
ideas ofJoseph Dietzgen24 - an epistemological theory based on the premise
that all knowledge consists of the description and ordering of sensations and
experiences, which became known as empiriocriticism. Mach went on to
demonstrate how the phenomena of physics could be adequately explained
without recourse to the concept of physical matter. 25 By 1908, a kind of
'Machism', with Bogdanov and Lunatcharsky as the leading spokesmen,
had emerged as an influential trend within the Bolshevik party, which Lenin
sought to undermine in J\!laterialism and Empiriocriticism.
Characterizing the empiriocritics' view that reality is composed pri
marily of mental elements as a form of subjective idealism, Lenin attempted
to defend his conception of historical materialism on what he regarded as the
chief points at issue: the status and character of matter and the nature of
knowledge. In response to the empiriocritics' belief that matter is a construct
of sensations, Lenin argued that matter is ontologically primary, existing
independently of consciousness and representing the objective world. Lenin
maintained, at the same time, that because the movement of matter is gov-
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erned by unchangeable natural laws, space arid time were not subjective
modes of ordering experience, but objective forms of the existence of mat
ter. On the question of knowledge, Lenin affirmed a 'copy theory' of per
ception which contended that sensations depict or mirror the real world
exactly. From this perspective, Lenin defended the possibility of obtaining
objective truth and emphasized practice as its main criterion.
Pannekoek's main aim was to confront the scientific and philosophical
content of Leninism by a consideration of the philosophical and social back
ground out of which it emerged . Believing that the underlying source of
Lenin's errors lay in his conception of historical materialism, Pannekoek
sought to anchor his critique in an analysis of the relationship between
Marxism and modern physics. Taking up Lenin's claim that matter was an
exclusively physical concept based on atoms and molecules, the movement
of which was governed by unchangeable natural laws, Pannekoek main-_
rained that the physical matter so central to Lenin was in reality nothing but
an abstraction. The whole course of modern physics, Pannekoek declared,
had replaced the material notion of matter with an abstract mental concept:
'Atoms of course are not observed phenomena themselves; they are in
ferences of our thinking. As such they share the nature of all products of our
thinking; their sharp limitation and distinction, their precise equality be
longs to their abstract character. As abstractions they express what is general
and common in the phenomena, what is necessary for predictions. '26 From
his Dietzgenian perspective, Pannekoek broadened this definition to define
matter as everything which actually exists, whether in nature or in the
human mind: 'If[ . . . ] matter is taken as the name for the philosophical con
cept denoting objective reality, it embraces far more than physical matter.
Then we come to the view [ . . . ] where the material world was spoken of as
the name for the entire observed reality. This is the meaning of the word
materia, matter in Historical Materialism, the designation of all that is really
existing in the world, "including mind and fancies", as Dietzgen said. '27
From this standpoint, human ideas were just as much a part of objective
reality as tangible objects. For the science of historical materialism this
meant that the concept of physical. matter was insufficient to render the en
tire world of experience; other concepts such as energy, mind, and con
sciousness were clearly needed. Lenin, therefore, in criticizing Mach and
Avenarius (and for that matter Dietzgen to whom he devoted a chapter en
titled 'How Could Joseph Dietzgen have Found Favor with the Reactionary
Philosophers?') for their alleged subjectivis m, had failed even to reach the
conceptual sophistication of their system. While admitting that Marxist crit
icism of Mach and Avenarius was clearly needed, Pannekoek made it clear
that it had to be on different grounds than that given by Lenin. 28
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Pannekoek, however, was not content to demonstrate the distance be
tween Lenin's Materialism and Empiriocriticism and the developments in mod
ern physics, but sought to pinpoint the source of these errors and assess their
significance for the revolutionary movement. For Pannekoek, the central
methodological principle to be applied was a distinction between bourgeois
materialism and historical materialism. Bourgeois materialism, he insisted,
had initially developed as an ideological weapon of the bourgeoisie in their
struggle against the aristocracy. Consequently, it was a type of materialism
whose main point of reference was individualistic, a materialism whose
principal tool was natural science, and whose main enemy was the religious
ideology in which the absolutist status quo rationalized itself. According to
this doctrine, all phenomena of human life, including ideas, have their ori
gins in the chemical and physical processes of cellular substances and ul
timately can be explained by the dynamics and movements of atoms. His
torical materialism, on the other hand, arose as a weapon of the proletariat in
the struggle against the bourgeoisie. Its main reference point is society, and
its science is a soc.ial rather than a natural science, which reveals to the pro
letariat their true relationships within the capitalist system. For these rea
sons, it considers ideas a social rather than a physical problem. Thus, for
example, in the case of religion, historical materialism seeks to explain its
social base and does not fight it directly, but attacks the economic structure
of society.
Using this reasoning, Pannekoek argued that the basic fallacy of Lenin's
position lay in his inability to transcend the philosophical categories of bour
geois materialism. According to Pannekoek, it was neither an accident nor
an aberration that Lenin used an outdated, mechanistic, bourgeois material
ism for his point of departure, but a natural outgrowth of the prevailing
socio-economic conditions in pre-revolutionary Russia. In czarist Russia,
the revolutionary intellectuals, Lenin among them, were confronted with
essentially the same task and problems as had been the bourgeois revolution
aries of an earlier historical epoch: the overthrow of an absolutist, land-based
ruling class which was impeding the development of modern industry. But
in Russia the bourgeoisie was too weak and too dependent upon czarism to
carry out this revolutionary task itself. This role, therefore, fell to the intel
ligentsia, a class composed of technical and professional people of non-noble
origin, often employed by the state, who were aided in their task by the
small and backward Russian working class. What this meant for the pro
letarian movement in Russia was that the revolutionary class struggle was
first and foremost a struggle against czarist absolutism, pursued under the
banner of socialism and led by the intelligentsia. These themes were not
entirely new in Pannekoek's thought. As early as 1909, he had argued, in an
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undeveloped analysis, that Marxism was serving as the ideology of the revo
lutionary bourgeoisie in Russia, and had concluded that: 'Only Marxism can
[ . . . ] serve as the ideology and fighting theory of bourgeois revolution in the
twentieth century. '29
Within this process of bourgeois revolution, Pannekoek felt that Lenin's
chief contribution was to have provided both the organizational form (the
vanguard party of professional revolutionaries) for carrying out the revolu
tion and a philosophy suitable for revolutionary activity. Since religion
served as a major ideological prop of czarist aristocracy, the militant wing of
the rising Russian bourgeoisie felt it was necessary to devote first priority to
waging a resolute campaign against it. Lenin's reversion to the militant
bourgeois materialism of a past historical epoch provided the necessary ide
ological and philosophical basis for this struggle. Indeed, throughout Mate
rialism and Empiriocriticism, Lenin seemed to suggest that the most important_
ideological struggle in the world was between materialism and religion.
What this meant, Pannekoek felt, was that: 'To the Russian Marxists the
nucleus of Marxism is not contained in Marx's thesis that social reality deter
mines consciousness, but in the sentence of young Marx, inscribed in big
letters of the Moscow People's House, that religion is the opium of the
people. '30 Both in his obsolete materialist philosophy and in his theory of
revolution, Lenin hid himself from the historical truth that the Russian Rev
olution was bound to remain a belated successor to the great bourgeois revo
lutions of the past. Lenin's 'Marxism' Pannekoek insisted, did not express
the practical necessities of the workers' fight for freedom, but was a response
to specific Russian conditions. Russia required not so much the emancipa
tion as the creation of a modem industrial proletariat; not so much the end of
capitalist accumulation as its acceleration. On these grounds, Pannekoek
concluded that 'the alleged Marxism of Lenin and the Bolshevist party is
nothing but a legend. Lenin never knew real Marxism' . 31 Capitalism he
knew only as colonial capitalism; and social revolution he knew only as the
annihilation oflarge-scale land-ownership and czarist despotism. The prob
lem was not so much that Lenin was wrong or that his logic was fallacious,
but that his mode of thought was bourgeois. Leninism represented, there
fore, the theory of a new state capitalist middle class revolution installing a
new ruling class which signified for the workers just another form of slavery
and exploitation. This was the true significance ofLenin as philosopher. Had
Lenin's Materialism and Empiriocriticism been known in the West in 1920,
Pannekoek concluded, then the development of West European commu
nism might have taken an entirely different course. 32
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CHAPTER XII

REVOLUTION AND REALITY: THE COUNCIL
IDEAL IN THE POST-WAR PERIOD

'Hope is Far Distant': Pan.n.ekoek and the Dilemma of the Independent Left
The period following the Second World War marked the final stage of Pan
nekoek's political career. During the last decade and a half of his life, increas
ing age did little to diminish either the extent of his writings or the intensity
of his political commitment. 1 Although Pannekoek continued to analyze
with great acumen the major questions confronting the workers' move
ment, his writings found only a limited audience and his political ideas even
less, in a social climate shaped by preparation for war and the defeat, either
actual or by default, of virtually all revolutionary aspirations. Powerless to
act beyond the scope of a few scattered individuals, Pannekoek continued to
write after 1945 largely out of a personal, moral conviction. 2
During the first four decades of the twentieth century, Pannekoek had
shared the revolutionary optimism of the left, but in the post-war period this
optimism was tempered by his belief that the working class had failed to
fulfill its historical task. Although he initially felt the war would be followed
by a wave of wildcat strikes, a new mood of despair began to appear in
-Pannekoek's writings toward the end of the war. In an update to his book
Workers' Councils, written in 1944, the usually optimistic Pannekoek felt
compelled to note:
In the
first world war its weakness, so sharply in contrast with former pride and boasting,
manifested itself in that it was dragged along, that deliberately, by its own will, it
followed the bourgeoisie and turned into underlings ofnationalism. r . . ] In the present
'In this second world war the workers' movement has fallen much deeper than in the .first.

.

war the working class had no will of its ow11 a11y more to decide on what to do; it was already
incorporated into the entirety of the 11atio11. As they are slwffi
. ed to and fro over factories and
shops, uniformed and drilled, commanded to the fronts, mixed up with the other classes, all
essence of the former working class has disappeared. The workers have lost their class; they do
1101

exist as a class anymore; class-consciousness has bee11 washed away in the wholesale sub

Their special class-vocabulary: so
cialism, community has been adopted by capital for its dissimilar concepts. '3
mission of all classes under the ideoloLey of b(rt capital.
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Pannekoek made i t clear throughout his post-war writings that this defeat
of the working class was the natural legacy of over � half-century of tradi
tional Marxist theory and practice. Thinking along the same lines as Karl
Korsch during this same period, he contended that the first half of the twen
tieth century had witnessed not the decay of capitalism, but the decomposi
tion of the revolutionary dynamic in Marxism. Whereas Marxist theory and
practice had become totally disfigured and stagnant, capitalism had modi
fied itself and thereby survived the shocks of depression and two world
wars. Rather than acting to destroy the capitalist system, the Marxist move
ment had actually served to bolster it. 4 But in confronting this situation,
Pannekoek - although still retaining his full intellectual vigor - was ill-pre
pared to make any bold departures. Instead, he chose to make what was
essentially a declaration of faith by arguing that the defeat of the traditional
workers' movement was only a precondition for the emergence of a new_
workers' movement based on the principle of workers' self-management:
'To put it into one specialised point: when I was in the German S . P . , I wrote
for tens of thousands; I felt part of a movement apparently on the verge of
victory; now we see that it was all preliminary, without consciousness of the
real fight to come - though our small opposition groups got glimpses of it;
this big movement for state socialism had to succumb, to make place for the
fight for real self-determination and mastership, that now is to come. '5
Unlike others o f the independent left, Pannekoek did not attempt to re
examine or modify his basic strategy in any substantial way during the post
war period. His main hopes were still centered around a spontaneous council
movement emerging out of the practice of wildcat strikes and shop occupa
tions. 6 The repeated failure of such a movement to emerge since 1920 did not
alter his outlook. As a consequence, Pannekoek's discussions of post-war
strategy became increasingly unrealistic because the narrow categories with
which he was operating no longer corresponded to the realities of advanced
capitalism . Although he glimpsed the general outlines of the highly ra
tionalized capitalism that was reshaping post-war European society, Pan
nekoek was unable to develop fresh concepts and insights on the basis of this
transformation. For these reasons, his post-war writings were often labored
and repetitive. The accents were those of a man who, although exhausted,
was making a desperate effort to keep on talking in the belief that sheer
repetition and volume would convince a future audience of the truth and
importance of his mission.
Like many others during the post-war period, Pannekoek gave increasing
attention to the problem of mounting tension between the United States and
the Soviet Union. Pannekoek's analysis of the post-war situation pivoted on
his beliefthat developments in both the East and West were leading to a final
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convergence of centralized, state capitalist political systems with in
creasingly totalitarian aims: 'Everywhere governments assume a totalitarian
character, seek to lead production, make alliance with the party and trade
union leaders to form a united power over the working class. '7 In the West,
he felt, the governments would be transformed - through democratic in
stitutions - into completely dictatorial power bodies . In these circum
stances, the trade unions would become almost pure instruments of big capi
tal, perhaps through the mechanism of a 'capitalist-fascist' labor party. 8 At
the same time, Pannekoek hardened noticeably in his attitude toward the
Soviet Union. For the first time, he was prepared to assert that, for the
workers of the West, Soviet-style state capitalism would be a dangerous
regression since the possibilities for autonomous working class action were
more severely limited. 9 Such an outlook led Pannekoek to increasingly pin
his hopes - at least privately - on a future pax americana: 'I am increasingly
mindful of the fact that the new revolutionary struggles that will occur
through the medium of the councils will come, and can only come, after
A merican capitalism establishes its supremacy on a world scale. ' 1 0
Pannekoek's mood of radical pessimism was most clearly evident in his
belief that the rivalry between the two state capitalist power blocs - rein
forced by a crisis of overproduction - made a Third World War almost
inevitable. In this situation, he felt that the working class - paralyzed by fear
and irrevocably bound to the capitalist order - would be completely power
less to act: 'We cannot expect that the working class, in its present weakness,
will be able to prevent a third world war by thwarting it by revolutionary
counteractions; but after the devastation it will stand before the choice of
building up their free world, or fall into a deep slavery under a united world
..c a pitalism. ' 1 1
Ifin the past Pannekoek had no doubts about the tide of history, he now
contemplated, at least for the short run, a future lying in ruins. For both the
working class and the future of humanity, he felt, 'only slavery and destruc
tion seem near; hope is far distant' .12 It was in this spirit that Pannekoek
embarked on the last major intellectual project ofhis career, his uncompleted
'The Future of Civilization'. Pannekoek had originally conceived of this
work as an examination of the development and role of mental concepts
throughout the entire course of human history, but his fear of an impending
collapse of contemporary civilization, either through nuclear war or world
wide totalitarianism, led him to shift his attention to drawing a parallel with
the collapse of ancient civilization, the Dark Ages, and the rise of capital
ism. 13 Despite four years ofintense intellectual activity and almost 800 pages
of notes, Pannekoek managed to complete only a fragment of what he ini
tially envisioned.14 In late 1 954, discouraged by the lack of interest in his
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work, Panneko_ek abandoned the project entirely, noting t o Canne Meijer:
'There is no public who would read something like this, and it is highly
improbable that it would even be published. Everything we have written in
the past few years has remained completely unsold and unread . 'IS
Pannekoek's growing pessimism was heightened by a political isolation
even more pronounced than during the 1930's. In Holland, the former GIC,
now partly regrouped in the Spartacist Communist League, underwent a
major crisis in lace 1946 over the question of whether to form a party similar
to the KAPD or to organize an international federation of factory organiza
tions. When it became clear in mid-1946 that chis dispute could not be re
solved, Canne Meijer, Appel, and several other supporters of a federation
withdrew from the organization to establish their own publication, De
Vlam.16 But in contrast to the pre-war GIC, neither group was able to gener
ate a significant body of theoretical literature. While supporting the idea of
an international federation of factory organizations, Pannekoek objected to
the sectarianism of both groups and defined his attitude as 'objectively crit
ical but without personal opposition' . 1 7 Conditions were even less favorable
in Germany for a revival of council communism, where only a small circle
around the former KAPD activist Alfred Weiland was active: In the United
States, Paul Mattick made no effort to revive either the GCC or his publica
tion New Essays, and begar\ to confine his activities almost exclusively to
economic theory. Mattick undoubtedly captured the isolation of post-war
council communism when he noted: 'at present there is not a single human
being in New York with whom I could cooperate on anything'. 1 8
Although the pre-war council communist movement had collapsed., Pan
nekoek continued to disseminate his ideas through a network of independent
leftist intellectuals and groups. His most extensive contacts were in Ger
many, where he wrote regularly for the independent left publications, Volk
und Zeit, Funken, and Neues Beginnen. In England, Pannekoek remained in
close contact with the Independent Labour Party leader F. A. Ridley, a group
in the Socialist Party of Great Britain, and the publication Left. In France, ties
were maintained with the Socialisme ou Barbarie group and the syndicalist La
Revolution proletarierme. In the United States, Pannekoek enjoyed a good
working relationship with Dwight MacDonald and his review Poliiics until
he wrote a critique of MacDonald's celebrated article, 'The Root is Man'.
Pannekoek ' s only success in converting an independent left group to
council communism came with the small Australian group centered around
James Dawson. A former metal worker turned shopkeeper, Dawson had
been active in the Socialist Party of Australia (an affiliate o fche eclectic and
sectarian World Socialist Party) until he was forced to resign in 1945. Upon
his resignation, Dawson founded his own review, the Southern Socialist Di-
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gest, which moved rapidly from a dissident version of the Socialist Party of
Australia's ideology to syndicalism. Following correspondence with Pan
nekoek in late 1946, Dawson shifted to council communism and renamed his
publication the Southern Advocate for Workers' Councils. Although the Soi1th
ern Advocate soon drew regular contributions from Pannekoek, Mattick, and
Korsch, it never achieved the scope and dynamism of the pre-war GIC and
GCC publications, and remained largely a personal and eclectic organ of
James Dawson.
In defining his own political role during this period, Pannekoek felt that
his main task remained essentially the same as it had always been: ro help
discover and propagate the conditions and method by which the working
class could become its own master. 1 9 As part of this task, Pannekoek envi
sioned a key role for his book Workers' Councils. Following his dismissal
from the University of Amsterdam by the German occupation authorities in
194 1 , Pannekoek immediately began to devote his full attention to this
work, which was completed in 1942, with major additions in 1944 and
1947. 20 Assuming at the time that the war had opened a 'new epoch for the
workers ' _ movement', Pannekoek conceived of Workers' Councils not as a
program for action, but as a tool which would enable the workers to gain a
clear understanding of the wider aspects of their actions. 21 With this expecta
tion, Pannekoek prepared separate Dutch, German, and English editions.
Despite Pannekoek's high hopes, only the Dutch edition appeared in print in
1946. In Germany, Pannekoek initially arranged for Alfred Weiland to se
cure publication, but no funds could be raised. For the English edition, Pan
nekoek first approached Paul Mattick, but once again no funds were avail
able. Pannekoek next approached the Independent Labour Party and the
Socialist Party of Great Britain, but was turned down for ideological rea
sons . 22 At this point, the task of publishing the English edition fell upon
James Dawson in Australia. Although parts of Workers' Councils were se
rialized in the Southern. Advocate for Workers' Councils in 1948, financial diffi
culties and Dawson's mounting personal problems prevented full publica
tion until 195 1 . In the end, Pannekoek had to personally provide most of the
financing.
One of Pannekoek's few opportunities to deepen and develop the theory
of council communism came during a polemic with the French Socialisme ou
Barbarie group throughout 1953 and 1954. Like many other independent left
groups and journals of the post-war period, Socialisme ou Barbarie emerged as
an attempt to create a revolutionary alternative to Stalinism and social de
mocracy. Although they initially began political life as an opposition group
within the Trotskyist Parti Communiste Internationale, the Socialisme ou Barba
rie group began to rapidly articulate their own version of council commu-
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nism. 23 Unlike the council communist mainstream, however, they defended
the need for an anti-bureaucratic, avant-garde revolutionary organization dis
tinct from the working class to help give direction to the spontaneous strug
gles of the workers. An opportunity for a theoretical exchange came when
Cornelius Castoriadis, the main theoretician of the group, presented a de
tailed outline of how such an anti-bureaucratic party could be organized . 24
While paying tribute to Socialisme ou Barbarie for having reached a coun
cilist perspective by independent means, Pannekoek criticized Castoriadis'
program on the grounds that it was impossible to reconcile self-governing
with leadership by a small external group or party. To attempt to do so, he
felt, would be to reproduce Leninism. 25 In reply, Castoriadis maintained that
some type of centralized revolutionary organization would be necessary
both to facilitate a revolutionary seizure of power and to insure that the
councilist viewpoint prevails. Since the councils would reflect the character
of the working class - which would change little during the course of the
revolution - some form of 'avant-garde minority' would be necessary to pre
vent them from being dominated by hostile forces such as Leninism or from
succumbing to a process of bureaucratization. Using such reasoning, Cas
toriadis maintained that the sole guarantee against bureaucratization was to
demonstrate in practice that an avant-garde but non-bureaucratic organiza
tion with organic ties to the working class was possible. The fundamental
error of Pannekoek's position, he felt, wa-s his belief that Leninist and Stali
nist type organizations were the only kind possible. Castoriadis also ob
jected to Pannekoek's view that the main task of the council communists was
theoretical and spiritual. He argued that, on the contrary, the council com
munists must actively intervene in struggles, proposing to the workers
modes of action, and com batting the influence of the bureaucratic organiza
tions. A dozen resolute, organized, avant-garde workers, he contended,
could, in certain instances, launch strikes involving thousands. 2 6
Pannekoek responded to this argument by maintaining that during pro
letarian class actions certain persons stand out by virtue of their courage and
clarity of vision, and that such persons together constitute a de facto avant
garde which appears in every mass action. In this manner, they become lead
ers who can rouse the activity of the masses and by their broader view give
good advice for these actions. Pannekoek, however, cautioned that once
such leaders combine into fixed groups or parties these fluid relations be
come petrified. Then as ex officio leaders they feel themselves in command
and wish to be obeyed. Pannekoek concluded by reiterating his longstand
ing belief that what was real and lasting in proletarian struggles was the
change that takes place in the inner character of the entire class - a change that
can occur only through their own activity and initiative, not by following
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others. Only this transformation, he insisted, could guarantee a meaningful
self-emancipation of the working class . 27

Re-thinking Marx: Pannekoek and the Reconstruction of Revolutionary Theory
and Practice
Although Pannekoek never wavered in his basic commitment to council
communism, elements can be found throughout his post-war essays and
letters of an awareness of the need to develop a new approach to revolution
ary theory and practice. From his criticism of the failure of the Marxism of
the Second and Third Internationals, Pannekoek moved to a reconsideration
of the meaning of Marxism itself. For the first time, he was prepared to
assert that the terminology of Marxism had long since lost its meaning and
that, applied in an orthodox manner, the doctrine of Marxism stood as a
powerful barrier to working class self-emancipation: 'So I think we must
make a close with the old slogans and traditions of socialism, and make a
new start. And even with the slogans and doctrines of Marxism. The science
of Marx, the true las.ting part of his work, remains the basis of all our opin
ions and thoughts. But to put it crudely: the word Marxism should disap
pear from our propaganda. Everything we tell is based upon what we see and
(what] every worker can see. Every explication based on 'Marxism' floats
over the heads of the masses and disappears. '28
Pannekoek felt that for the purpose of developing a 'new life conception'
based on the principle of workers' self-management of production, appeals
to Marxism would have no significance because the workers know nothing
ofit or have seen it used by the communist parties to turn them into obedient
followers. 29 Through its use by the communist and social democratic par
ties, Marxism had degenerated into a mere system of knowledge which no
longer represented the consciousness of a revolutionary practice. What in
Marxist theory and practice had appeared as anti-capitalist at one stage of
capitalist develop ment became incorporated into the capitalist mode of pro
duction at another stage. What had once seemed to be the road to socialism
led merely to a new type of capitalism. 30
Pannekoek remained firmly convinced that before Marxism could again
serve as an instrument ofemancipation a fundamental reconceptualization of
its meaning must take place. But as with so many aspects of his thought,
Pannekoek made only perceptive observations that were never developed .
H e could offer neither a fully reconstituted Marxism n o r a post-Marxist
radical theory. In this respect, his critique of Marxism was far less compel
ling and systematically developed than those of other post-war leftist critics
of Marxism such as Korsch and Castoriadis, both of whom perceived with
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far greater clarity the problems that continued reliance on traditional Marx
ist categories might encounter. At no point did Pannekoek attempt to dis
cuss which elements of Marxism might actually be reconceptualized. He
deemed it sufficient to note only that a new revolutionary theory and prac
tice - a kind of Marxism of the twentieth century - would arise with the
resumption of an actual struggle against capitalism. He felt that this struggle
for a new world view would be comparable to the similar struggles that took
place during the formative period of the socialist movement and during
Galileo's seventeenth century struggles in astronomy. 31 In the end, Pan
nekoek's break with Marxism remained tentative and incomplete largely
because Marxism still offered an explanation of the nature of society that
satisfied his highly rationalistic scientific inclinations.
_hnnekoek's reconsideration of Marxism did, howe_ver, lead him to ta)5.e
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ations. W hat the council communist tradition had achieved, he felt, was less
a set of doctrines or accomplishments than a method of proletarian self
emancipation. In summing up his political legacy, Pannekoek noted what he
considered to be most essential in his life work:
'I rather doubt that J can be very u seful as a guide for the younger generation. The
world develops so swiftly that th ey will acquir e from an entirely di ffer ent mi lieu and
experience, doctrines that are com plet ely di ffer ent from those we acquired from an
earlier era. Just as we obtai ned our doctr ines through many diffi cult struggles, they
too will have to do the same, and the most we can do is to help them see the variegated
possibilities in everything, in order that they can form their own judgment s. To teach
th em to u se their own brains is th e best doctrine that can be handed down. I r is also a
do ctrine that could w ell be a p plied in the present worker s' mo vement . '34

Ultimately, he felr, the central issue would always be the same: to over
come the traditional division of humanity into two groups: a small ruling
elite and subordinate and exploited masses.
Unfulfilled Promise: Pannekoek in Historical Perspecti11e
Nearly six decades separate Pannekoek's first writings from his last. In the
years between, Pannekoek served both as an impassioned participant in the
political and social struggles ofthe era and an illuminating interpreter of their
significance. Throughout his long political odyssey, the ultimate ideals that
Pannekoek cherished remained the same and he pursued th.em with great
zeal and an unusual selflessness. Although a middle class academic can h ardly
be considered a revolutionary in any realistic sense, Pannekoek had the par
tic_ular kind of fortitude appropriate to his role: the courage of a con
scientious objector in a militant society.
As a practical revolutionary, Pannekoek's life was always stalked by dis
appointment. For all the intensity and originality of his efforts, he never
succeeded .in theorizing his ideas into a cogent political practice or in de
veloping a permanent alternative to the social democratic and Leninist mod
els - although elements of his doctrines have surfaced intermittently in
movements such as the Eastern European revolts and the New Left. Con
fronted with the frustrations of his great hopes, Pannekoek often sought to
a ffirm his life's work by arguing that the categories which define success or
failure are socially and historically determined:
' Looking back at the politi cal hi story of the past century we find two political meth
ods co nstant ly standing in oppo sition to each other, both of whi ch are expressio ns of
the class struggle. Why is it that one is called "good po litics" and the other "bad
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politics"? Clever politicians dire ct their e fforts to "refor ming '', in other words to
buttre ssing the old sy stem o fdomination [... ). This i s called "good pobtics". Others
direct their e fforts to aiding the exp loited masses acquire the force to eman cipate
the m selves from all forms o fdo mina tion and exploitation. A nd yet in parliamentary
jargon this is call ed "bad po litics " . '35

But even for Pannekoek such reasoning had the character of a post facto
rationalization. Most of the time his unsuccessful quest for an emancipatory
socialism left him unhappy. Unlike other historical figures, Pannekoek nev
er derived any compensatory feelings of martyrdom or moral superiority
from his political beliefs - socialism was always for him an attainable pos
sibility.
As a theorist, Pannekoek considered his work less a finished theory than a
critical methodology open to all new social developments. But ifthe trend of
his thought is considered as a whole, Pannekoek's work contains a collection
of elements of critique, analysis, and constructive conceptions with suffi
cient coherence to fit together into a single conceptual framework. What
emerges is a broad theoretical synthesis which suggests a particular orienta
tion toward the main questions of social transformation. It is a theory which
at its best established a whole new set of priorities and helped inspire new
ways of thinking about revolutionary politics and questions of domination
and subordination. In one form or another many of his central themes - self
management, mass consciousness, and non-bureaucratic authority relation
ships - have become part of the common discourse of a large part of the left
in advanced capitalism.
Pannekoek always considered his Marxism both the detached work of a
scientist and the product of specific working class struggles. Until 1921 vir
tually all of his theoretical work was closely tied to the everyday political
struggles of the Dutch and German socialist movements. The intersection of
his theoretical conceptions with the concrete experiences of these move
ments decisively influenced the development of a distinct left radical current,
which ultimately culminated in a form of council communism. During the
highpoint of the European council movement from 1918-1920, Pan
nekoek's ideas became for the first and only time an actual historical pos
sibility. But with the ebbing of the post-war tide of rebellion and the subse
quent collapse of the council movement, Pannekoek swiftly lost his histor
ical importance. In 1 921, when faced with a choice between participation in a
sectarian and declining radical councilist movement, an accommodation
with Leninism or social democracy, or a retreat from active politics al
together, he opted without hesitation for the latter and sought to act as a
detached intellectual. Neither a communise nor a social democrat during the
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1 920's and 1930's, he could play only a small role in shaping left wing atti
tudes. Far from leading to disinterested scientific contemplation, his retreat
from politics cut him off from actual historical developments and eventually
affected his theory. as well. Divorced from the concrete struggles and pos
sibilities contained within society, and isolated from the likely consequences
of his actions, Pannekoek tended to produce in the years after 1921 arbitrary
schema at the expense of depth and insight. The result was that his ideas
remained frozen instead of developing.
Pannekoek's isolation from politics after 1 921 only compounded what
was a serious methodological flaw in his theoretical work, which ultimately
undermined its historical possibilities. Although he formulated his ideas
with considerable force and lucidity, Pannekoek's efforts were greatly hand
icapped by his tendency to seek and discover a simple formula that would
provide the answers to a wide range of complex problems. Throughout his
career, Pannekoek was often unwilling to wrestle with fundamental ques
tions or probe into the foundations of his central assumptions and concepts.
Abstracting from the bewildering particulars of experience, he often pro
jected large generalizations and then attempted to qualify them by an unduly
literal use of analogy and social metaphor. Even during his best moments as
a theorist, broad schematic patterns on the decline of capitalism and the rise
of socialism clouded the more immediate strategic realities he sought to elu
cidate. When unforeseen developments called into question certain aspects
of his theories he seldom acknowledged it. His first response was usually to
relegate the resolution of the problem to the future. Only rarely do Pan
nekoek's writings give the impression that he is struggling with an idea on
the basis of evidence open to a variety of interpretations.
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equated socialism with large scale industrial de
t rationalized mass
�. a
, a disci lined laroduction ra id economic ro v
bor force, and a highly aci'.2.!lced t cli.ii.Q tgj,J;alan.d.s.ci_enti.fi£ . infras� cture.
fNowhere in his writings is there any consideration of an alternativ� con:
} ception of industrial and economic development. Nor did he attempt - in
contrast to others of the Western Marxist tradition ::r�T;roaCienfi!sw·�
i!!_cl u de a critiq�pital(s.Ll.2Si£�y�side tbe fact_� or to ques nonn;_�
rialist f
arJcis . ' , it has been
�
_gener�- Pannekoek'
-"f!c5te0,never escaped the historical phase of capitalisn1ii1'Wlii ch it was for
mulated. For Pannekoek, bourgeois society was always viewed as an L�
mense facrory.36-�-�..-::-------�arger histof1�al perspective, Pannekoek's shortcomings rep
resent less a personal failure than the objective limitations of a historical
outlook. His ideas were .shaped during an era of great social turbulence,
when a relatively homogeneous proletariat was fighting to preserve a degree
of craft skills and job autonomy that were rapidly being eroded by the initial
effects of capitalist rationalization. They corresponded to a competitive, pre
Keynesian stage of capitalism in which the instability of the market economy
found expression in a harsh and unrestrained class struggle at the point of
production. They became increasingly obsolete as capitalist rationalization
created a new type of consu'mer capitalism with a new working class more
diversified in its composition and less centered in the traditional factory set
ting. In the last analysis, Pannekoek's Marxism reflected more the growing
pains of a bureaucratic advanced industrial capitalism than a viable historical
alternative.
While it remains true that Pannekoek's Marxism did not have within it,
either as an ideology or organized movement, the components necessary for
keeping pace with the rapid social and economic changes of the era, his ideas
cannot be viewed as entirely irrelevant. The general content of the issues
raised by Pannekoek extends well beyond their specific historical form. Pan
nekoek's great achievement was to have reaffirmed with unmistakable clar
ity a goal of socialism that has often been neglected. It is a goal of democratic
transformation starting from the shop floor and extending to the whole of
society. In attempting to recover the democratic and egalitarian core of the
socialist ideal, Pannekoek adhered with unparalleled persistence to the hope
and faith that people can still create their own history. In a century where
Marxism has failed to deliver human emancipation, Pannekoek's critique of
the extreme statist and authoritarian tendenci
-entiQ!lie}n n re:.Maix.::
ist tra ltlon and his vision_gf a radically free and democratic society, if
notfimg else, has r�ded both an inspiration and a direction
for others.
----- One ought not to expect more rom po itical theory.

..:.,:_��

____ ....,.._

·
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Introduction
1 . Obsrnrity was not always the case for Pannekoek. Prior to the First World War, and for a
few years afterward, Pannekoek was a widely known figure in the international socialist move
menr. Commenting on the impact ofPannekoek's thought on rhe formation of American com
munism, the historian Theodore Draper has noted: ' [ . . . ] Pannekoek and Gorter were familiar
names to many A merican Socialisrs when Lenin and Trotsky were virtually unknown'. The
odore Draper, The Roots of A111erican Co11i1111111is111, New York, 1 957, pp. 65-66.
2. The term 'Western Marxism' has generally been used to refer to an alternative tradition
within Marxism which has stressed the subjective and active clements of Marxism and has
focused attention on such previously ignored issues as philosophy, culture, and consciousness.
l e has been counrerposed to orthodox Marxism, which has emphasized the structural, econom
ic, and detcrminist elements of Marxism. The bibliography on Western Marxism is vase. For a
critical overview of chis tradition, see: Perry Anderson, Consideratio11s 011 Western Marxism,
London, 1 976; Russell Jacoby, Dialectic of Defeat. Contours of Western Marxism, Cambridge
[etc. ] , 1 98 1 .
3 . The best source o f information o n Pannckoek's astronomical career is his own scientific
autobiography: ' Sterrenkundige herinncringen ', in: B . A . Sijes, J . M . Welcker, J . R. van der
Leeu w (eds. ) , Anton Pan.nekoek. Herinn.eringen. Heri11neri11ge11 uit de arbeidersbeweging. Sterrenkun
dige herinneringen, A msterdam, 1 982, pp. 229-274. A detailed evalu;.tion of his scientific accom
plishments is given in: E . P.J. van den Heuvel, 'Pannekoek als sterrenkundige', in: ibid . , pp.
2-19-228.
4. The two most useful overviews of Pannekoek's Marxism were both written by council
communists: Serge Bricanier's pioneering quasi-anthology, Pan11ekoek et /es conseils 01.1 vriers,
Paris, ( 1 969], which has appeared in English translation as Pan11ekoek and the Workers ' CoJ.111cils,
St. Louis, 1 978; and Caj o Brendel, Anton Pannekoek. Theoretikus van het socialisme, Nij megen,
1 970. Among the anthologies that have appeared are: Hans Manfred Bock (ed . ) , A. Pan11ekoek,
H. Gorier, Orga11isation imd Takrik derproletarisc/1en Revolutio11, Frank fun am Main, 1 969; Anton
Pannekock, Nwbestim1m1ng des Marxisrn/.ls, Berlin, 1 974, with an introduction by Caj o Brendel;
Jaap Kloosterman (ed . ) , A 11to11 Pam1ekoek. Partij, Raden, Revoh1tie, Amsterdam, J 972; D. A.
S mart (ed . ) , Pannekoek and Carter's i\!Iarxis111, London, 1978.
5 . Included in this category are: Paul Mattick, 'La prospecciva della rivoluzione mondiale di
Anton Pannekoek', in: Anna/i Isrit1.uo Ciangiacomo Feltrine/li, X V ( 1 973) ; Hans Man fred Bock,
' Anton Pannekoek in der Vorkriegs-Sozialdemokracie', in: Jahrbud1 A rbeiterbeweg1111g, nr. 3,
Frankfurt am Main, 1 975, pp. 1 03-1 67; H . Schurer, 'Anton Pannekoek and che Origins of
Leninism', in: The Slavonic and East Europea11 Review, June, 1 963.
6. The only derailed study ofPannekoek's entire career undertaken until now has been Mark
Boekelman's unpublished 1 982 Universiry of Toronto Ph.D. dissertation, The Development of
.
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the S ocial and Political Tho1.1ght of Anton Pannekoek, 1873-1 960: From Social Democracy r o Council
Comnnmism. B. A. Sijes has provided a valuable overview of Pannekoek's political development
in his 'Anton Pannekoek, 1 873--1960', in: Pannekoek . Herinnei·ingen, op. cit., pp. 1 1 -69.

Chapter

I

1 . The best accounts of the industrialization process in the Netherlands are:J . A . deJonge, De
industrialisatie in Neda/and rnssen 1 850 en 1 914, Amsterdam , 1 968; 1 .J . Brugmans, Paardenkradu
en 1Vlense11111ac/1t . Sociaal-econo111ische geschiedenis van Nederla11d 1 795-1940, 's-Gra venhage, 196 1 .
Still useful i s Henriette Roland Holst's classic work, Kapiiaal en arbeid in Nederland. Bijdrage toi de
econo1nische geschiedenis der .19e eww, A msterdam, 1 902.
2. This ideological and cultural segmentation of Dutch society is covered in: L . G.J . Ver
berne, De Nederlandse arbeidersbeweging i11 de negrnt.iende eer.iw, A msterdam, 1 940; Johan Gouds
blom, Dutch Society, New York, 1 967; Arend Lij phart, The Politics of Accommodation . Ph1ralism
and Democracy in the Netherlands, Berkeley, 1 968.
3. For an analysis of the effect of religion on the emergence ofDmch trade unions, see: Erik
Hansen, Peter A. Prosper, Jr. , 'Religion and the Development of the Dutch Trade U nion
Movement, 1 872-1 91 4', Histoire sociale/ Social History, N r. 18, November, ] 976, pp. 357-383.
4. The early organizational development of the Dutch working class is covered in: Ger
Harmsen, Historisch overzicht van socialisme en arbeidersbeweging in Nederland. Deel 1 . Van de begi11tijd lot he! 1.1itbreken van de Eerst.e Wereldoorlog, Nij m egen, 1 973; Verberne, De Nederla11.dse ar
beidersbeweging in de negentiende eeuw, op. cit . ; 1 .J . Brugmans, De arbeidende klasse in Nederland in
de 19e ee"w (1813-1 870), U trecht, 1 963; A .J . C. Reiter, De spoorwegsiakingen va11 1903. Een spiegel
der arbeidersbewegi11g in Nederla11d, Leiden, 1 935.
5. The most comprehensive history of the SDB is: D .J . Wansink, Het socialisme op de
tu1eesprong. De geboorte van de SOAP, Haarlem, 1939.
6. The best source on Ferdinand Domela N ieuwenhuis is his autobiography, Van Christen tot
Anarchist., A msterda m , ] 910.
7. Wansink, Het socialisme op de tweesprong, op. cit . , pp. 47-65. Despite his i mportance both
for the formation of Marxian socialism in the Netherlands and late nineteenth century Dutch
intellectual and culmral l i fe, Frank van der Goes still awaits a biographer.
8. P (ieter JJ[ elles) Troelstra, Cedenkschrijten . Eerste dee/. Wording, A msterdam , 1 927, pp. 254270. Troelstra's early career is traced in: A. F. Mellink, 'Het politiek debuut van Mr. P.J.
Troelstra ( 1 891-1897)', Tijdsclnijt 11oor Ceschiedenis, nr. 1 , 1970, pp. 38-58.
9. Sam de Wolff, E11 toch . . ! Di·iekwarf eeu1.11 socialisme in 11oge/11li.1Cht., A msterdam, 1 95 1 , p. 98.
Information on the Peoples' Party of Friesland can be found in: T . van der Wal, Op zoek naar ee11
11ieuwe vrijheid. Ew kwart eeuw arbeidersbewegi11"� in Friesla11d (1870-1895), Leiden, 1972.
1 0. Troelstra, Ccdenksc/1rifte11. Tweede dee/. Croei, A msterdam, 1 928, p. 60.
1 1 . Ibid . , pp. 1 16-1 17.
·1 2. Information on the early years of the SD A P's development can be found in: H. van Hulst,
A. Pleysier, A. Scheffer, Het Roode Vaandel volgen wij. Ceschiedenis van de Sociaal Democratische
A rbeiderspartij van 1880 tot 1 940, 's-Gravenhage, 1969; W . H . Vliegen, Die onze kracht ontwaken
deed. Ceschiedenis der Sociaaldemocratische ilrbeiderspartU in Nederlandgedurende de eerste 25jaren van
haar bestaan, A msterdam, 1 924.
1 3. De Wolff, En roch . . !, op. cit . , p . 1 1 8.
1 4. These developments are covered in: Rtiter, De spoonvegstakingen, op. cit. , pp. 85-1 48 .

1 5 . Pannekoek, 'Sterrenkundige herinneringen ', op. cit. , pp. 229-230.
1 6. Dirk Struik, ' Years of Revolution', unpublished manuscript, p. 1 3 . l am indebted to Pro
fessor Struik for m aking a copy of this manuscript available to me.
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1 7 . Pannekoek has provided a revealing glimpse into his lifestyle in a passage in his memoirs:
' I remember that Henriette Roland Holst recommended to me the Hotel Frankfurter Hof (be
cause, as she later told me, it had nice Aowers in the windows), but after two days I left because it
was too expensive and too chic. I then went to a people's hotel the comrades had recommended
to me, but it was too crude and too simple. Finally, I went to one o f the hotels behind the station
catering to commercial travellers, and there I found what I was looking for. ' Pannekoek,
'Herinneringen uit de arbeidersbeweging', in: Pannekoek. Herinneringen, op. cit. , p. 1 31 . This
document was originally written by Pannekoek as a personal memoir for his family in 1 944.
1 8. Pannekoek to Sijes, January 21 , 1 953, B . A. Sijes Archives, International Institute o f Social
History (Amsterdam).
19. Pannekoek was a founder o f the debating society 'Christiaan Huygens' and chairman from
1 895 to 1 896 . 75jaar Christiaan Huygens, s . 1 . , 1 970.
20. Pannekock, 'Herinneringen uit de arbeidersbeweging', op. cit . , pp. 7 1-21 8 , quotation
p. 72.
21 . !bid.
22. Pannekoek, undated entry, untitled notebook, Anton Pannekoek Astronomical Institute,
University of A msterdam . Pannekoek used this notebook to record his thoughts during the
years 1 899 and 1 900.
23. Ibid . , entry fo r April 8, 1 899.
24. Ibid . , entry for April 23, 1 899.
25. Ibid., entry for A pril 23, 1 899, p. 1 9 .
°
26. Pannekoek, 'Heri n neringen uit de arbcidcrsbeweging', op. cit. , p. 72.
27. Edward Bellamy, Eq1.iality, London, 1 897, p. 273.
28. Ibid., p. 293.
29. Pannekoek, untitled notebook, entry for June 1 1 , 1 899, p. 36.
30. Pannekoek, ' Herinneringen uit de arbeidersbeweging', op. cit. , p. 73.
31 . Ibid.
32. A (ntony] P[annekoek(, ' Misverstand?', Her Sociaal Weekblad, August 5, 1 899, pp. 367369.
33. Ant[ on] Pannekoek, 'Geen verbetering', De Krnniek, nr. 263, 1 900, pp. 3-4.
34. Pannekoek, ' Herinneringen uit de arbeidersbeweging', op. cit. , p. 75.
35. Ibid . , p. 74.
36. Socio-economic conditions in Leiden and the state of the city's working class are described
and analyzed at length in the January 24, 1 903 issue of De Wekker. Also useful is: Dick Wortel,
Mark Kranenburg, 80 jaar vakbeweging in Leiden, Leiden, 1 980.
37. C . H . Kettner to the SOAP Partij Bestuur, July 6, 1 900, SOAP-Leiden A rchives, Interna
tional Institute of Social History (A msterdam). I n formation on the early years of the Leiden
SOAP is contained in two works by Dick Wortel: 'De memoires van Hendrik Neuteboom',
Leids Jaarboekje, Leiden, 1 983, pp. 1 67-200; 'Dr. J . A . N . Knuttel, peuterige Kamergeleerde
cu·ssen Marx en Kluyver' ,jaarboek van de Stich ting lnstitui.lf voor Nederlandse Lexicologie. Overzicht
van dejaren 1981 en 1 982, Leiden, 1 984.
38. C . H . Kettner to the SOAP Partij Bemnir, November 4, 1 901 , SOAP-Leiden Archives.
39. Pannekoek to the SOAP Parlij Besl1mr, January 13, 1903, SOAP-Leiden Archives. The
SDA P fared little better in the elections. In 1 902 it received only 1 50 out of3, 825 votes cast. Her
Volk, November 25, 1 903.
40. An occupational listing from the early 1 900's lists members in the following trades: cigar
makers, 2; shoemakers, 2; typographers, 1 ; housepainters, 4; blacksmiths, 4; plasterers, 4;
guards, 3; masons, 2; bricklayers, 5; carpenters, 6; weavers, 1 ; bakers, 1 ; paper hangers, 1.
Undated membership listing attached to the ' Notulenboek van de afdeeling Leiden der Sociaal
demokratische A rbeiderspartij, 1 899-1903', SOAP-Leiden Archives.
.
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41 .
42.
43.

Minutes for February 1 2, 1 900, ibid.
Pannekoek to rhe SOAP Pariij Besru11r, March 5, 1 900, SOAP-Leiden A rchives.
The activiries of rhis comminee are traced in: Worrel, Kranenburg, 80jaar vakbeweging in
Leiden, op. cit . , pp. 1 7- 1 8 .
44. Pannekoek, ' Wat wij willen', De Wekker, December 20, 1 902.
45. Pannekoek's key role in the developmenr of this bakery is discussed in: Worrel, Kranen
burg, 80jaar vakbeweging in Leiden, op. cit. , pp.42-44.
46. This club is described in the February 20, 1 904 edition of De Wekker.
47. Minures for J anuary 28, 1 901 . 'Notulenboek van de afdeeling Leiden [ . . . ] ' , op. cit . , Pan
nekoek also took up this theme in one of his first articles: [Anton Pannekoek], ' A rbeidskracht en
Rust', De Nie11we Tijd, 1 899--1 900, pp. 644-648.
48. Pannekoek, 'Wat wij willen' , op. cir.

Chapter II
1.
2.

Pannekoek, 'Herinneringen uir de arbeidersbeweging', op. cit . , p . 76.
The most comprehensive account of Dierzgen's life and work is: Gerhard Huck, Joseph
Dietzgen (1 828-1888) . Ein Beitrag z111· Jdeengeschic/1te des Sozialiszn1.1s im 19.Jahrlnmderl, Stungart,
1 979. Also useful are: Eugen Dierzgen, 'J oseph Dierzgen: A Sketch of His Life', in: J oseph
Dietzgen, So111e of the Philosophical Essays on Socialism and Science, Religion, Ethics. Critiq11e-of
Reason and the World-at-Large, Chicago, 1 9 1 7 ; Adam Buick, 'Joseph Dierzgen ', Radical Philoso
phy, Spring, 1 975; Virrorio Ancarani, 'La teoria della conoscenza nel primo Dierzgen
(1 866-1 869) ', Annali, 1 976, pp. 137- 1 64; Adolf Hepner, Josef Dietzgens Philosophische Lehren,
Stuttgart, 1 91 6; Henriette Roland-Holst, Joseph Dietzge11s Plzilosopl1iege111einverstii11dlich erliiutert
in ihrer Bedwrzmg fiir das Proletariat, Miinchen, 1910.
3. Quoted in: Eugen Dierzgen, 'Joseph Dierzgen', op. cit. , p. 1 5.
4. Marx, Letters to Dr. K1.1gel111ann, London, s . a . , p. 80. Marx qualified this enthusiasm by
noting 'a certain confusion' and a 'too frequem reperirion' in a manuscript Dierzgen had sent
him. I bid.
5. 'And this materialisr dialectic which for years has been our best working tool and our
sharpesr weapon, was, remarkably enough, discovered nor only b y us, but also independently
o f us and even of Hegel b y a German worker, Joseph Dietzgen. ' Frederick Engels, Ludwig
Fwerbach a11d rhe 01uco111e of Classical German Philosophy , London, ( 1 934], p. 54. Although he
termed Dietzgen's 'account of the rhing-in-itself as a thing made of thought' as 'brilliant', En
gels complained rhat Dietzgen's use ofrhe dialectic appeared ' more in flashes rhan as a connected
whole'. Engels to Marx, November 6, 1 868, in Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Selected Correspon
dence, London, 1 942, pp. 253-254.
6. In this connection, George Lichtheim has noted: 'On rhe whole he probably came closest
to expressing what the average Socialisr of the period thought and felt about the world, but his
thinking was too unsystematic to yield the kind of coherent docrrine that could be opposed to
the official teaching in the universiries . ' George Lichtheim, Marxism. An Historical and Critical
Swdy, New York, 1 961 , p. 242.
7. An examination of certain aspects ofDierzgen 's influence on rank-and-file militants can be
found in two works by Stuart Maclnryre: 'J oseph Dietzgen and British working-class educa
rion', 8111/etin (of the] Societyfor rhe Study ofLabot1rHistory, nr. 29, Autumn, 1974, pp. 50-54; A
Proletarian Science: Marxism in Britain 1 9 1 7-1933, Cambridge (etc. ] , 1 980, pp. 1 29-1 40.
8. Dietzgen, 'The Nature of Human Brain Work', in:J oseph Dietzgen, The Positive Outcome
of Philosoplzy, Chicago, 1 906, p. 47-173, quotation p. 8.
9. Ibid. , p. 97.
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1 0. Ibid . , p . 433.
1 1 . Pannekoek, 'Herinneringen uic de arbeidersbeweging', op. cic. , p. 94.
1 2. Pannekoek noced in chis conneccion chac ic was 'a proof of the deep validity of a clear
Marxisc insight that Dieczgen, a layman and an amaceur in the scientific area, fully clarified the
basis of modern nacural science long before the modern natural scientists themselves went the
same way ( . . . ) ; the mosc weO known of them, Ernst Mach, has admitted his astonishment upon
learning that many ofhis newly developed theories had been developed a quarter century earlier
by Dieczgen'. Pannekoek, 'Twee natuuronderzoekers in de maacschappelijk-geestelij ke strij d',
De Niei1111e Tijd, 1 9 1 7 , pp. 300-3 1 4, 375-392, quotation p. 304. Throughout his career, Pan
nekoek consistently attempted to apply a Dietzgenian methodology co his own scientific re
search. For examples of chis, see his works: De Evohuie van liet Hee/al, Leiden, 1 9 1 8; De Astro
pliysica en hare ll'lodeme ontwikkeling, A msterdam, 1925.
13. Pannekoek, 'De Filosofie van Kant en hec Marxisme', De Nie111ve Tijd, 1 90 1 , pp. 549-564,
605-620, 669-688.
1 4 . Pannekoek, 'Herinneringen uit d e arbeidersbeweging', o p . cit . , p. 94.
1 5. Pannekoek, 'The Position and Significance of J. Dietzgen's Philosophical Works', ih:
Dietzgen, The Positive Outcoll'le of Pliilosopliy [ . . . ) . op. cic., pp. 30-3 1 .
1 6 . Ibid., p. 28.
1 7 . Pannekoek, ' Dietzgens Werk', Die Nei1e Zeir, 1 9 1 2-1 9 1 3, vol. I I , p p . 37-47, quotacion
p. 37.
1 8 . Pannekoek, ' D e Filosofie van Kane e n het Marxisme', o p . cic . , p. 620.
1 9. Pannekoek, 'The Posicion and Significance ofJ . Dieczgen's Philosophical Works', op. cic . ,
p. 1 7.
20. Ibid . , p. 27.
2 1 . Pannekoek t o Gerald Lucas, January 7 , 1 953, Pannekoek A rchives, nr . 1 08/ 1 3.
22. Pannekoek, 'The Posicion and Significance o fj . Dieczgen's Philosophical Work', op. cic. ,
p. 21 .
23. Ibid . , p. 29.
24. I bid. , p. 27.
25. I bid., p. 1 2.
26. See: Roy Bhaskar, i\ Realist Theory of Science, Atlancic Highlands, 1 978.
27. lA ntonie Pannekoek). 'The Origin of Ascronomy, George Darwin Leccure, delivered by
professor Anconie Pannekoek on 1 95 1 April 13', Monthly Notices of tl1e Royal Astro110111ical So
ciety, 1 95 1 , nr. 4, pp. 347-356. Pannekoek's most comprehensive discussion of the relacionship
becween science and social developmenc is contained in his A History of Astro110111y, New York,
1 969.
28. Pannckoek, Lenin as Pliilosoplier. A Critical Exa111i11ario11 of tlie Pliilosopliical Basis of Le11i11is111, New York, I 948, p. 1 9. Pannekoek has elaborated elsewhere on the concept of technol
ogy: 'The basis of sociecy - productive power- is formed chieAy ch rough technology, chough in
primicive societies natural conditions play a maj o r role. [ . . . ) Technology does noc merely invol
ve maccrial faccors such as machines, factories, coal mines and railroads, but also che ability co
make chem and the science which creaces chis technology. Nacural science, our knowledge of
the forces ofnacure, our abilicy co use ic and to calculace wich it, may be conceived as faccors of
production coo. Technology rests not on material factors alone, but also on strong spiritual
elemen ts . ' Pannekoek, ' Hee Historisch materialisme', De Nie11we Tijd, I 9 1 9, pp. I 5-22, 52-58,
quotation p. 1 9. By analogy, Pannekoek viewed socialist politics as the 'technology of the
proletariat', since it had a similar scientific and spiricual conncccion to their productive relation
ships. Pannekoek, ' Sozialiscische Politik', Zeit1111gskorrespo11denz, Nr. 65, May I , 1 909. From
1 908 to 1 9 1 4, while a full-time militant in che German SPD, Pannekoek wrote a regular series o f
weekly articles which were senc c o subscribing local S P D publications. The dates cited are those
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of the proof copies contained in the Pannekoek A rchives, n r . 281. These articles can be found
most regularly in the Leipziger Volkszeitung and the Bremer B1:irger-Zeit1.mg, usually several days
to several weeks a fter the proof date copy.
29. A. Pannekoek, 'Klassenwissenschaft und Philosophie', Die Neue Zeit, 1 904-1 905, vol. I,
pp. 604-61 0, quotation p. 606.
30. Pannekoek, 'The Position and Significance of] . Dietzgen 's Philosophical Writings', op.
cit. , p . 1 0.
3 1 . J . Harper [i.e. Anton Pannekoek), 'Materialism and historical Materialism ' , New Essays,
nr . 2, Fall, 1 942, pp. 9-25, quotation p. 1 7.
32. Pannekoek, 'Klassenwissenschaft und Philosophie', op. cit.
33. Ant. Pannekoek, 'Professor Treub over hct historisch materialisme', De Nie11we Tijd,
1 904, pp. 87-97, 1 59-1 72, 295-308, quotation p. 306.
34. Pannekoek, 'Klassenwissenschaft und Philosophie', op. cit.
35. Pannekoek, 'Twee natuuronderzoekers in de maatschappelijk-geestelijke strij d', op. cit.
36. Pannekoek, ' Klassenwissenschaft und Philosophie', op. cit.
37. Pannekoek, 'The Position and Significance ofj . Dietzgen's Philosophical Works', op. cit . ,
p. 34.
38. Pannekoek, 'Professo r T reub over het historisch materialisme', op. cit. Pannekoek argued
that the dialectical mode of thinking provides truth only through its relative character: 'Dialecti
cal thinking corresponds to reality in as much as it takes into consideration that the finite cannot
explain the infinite, nor the static the dynamic world; that every concept has to develop into new
concepts, or even into its opposite'. J. Harper [i . e. Anton Pannekoek), 'Materialism and histor
ical Materialism', op. cit. , p. 23.
39. Anton Pannekoek, 'Historischer Materialismus und Religion', Die Neue ZeiL, 1 903-1904,
vol. 1 1 , pp. 1 33-1 42, 1 80-1 86.
40. Ant. Pannekoek, 'Marx-Studien ', De Nieuwe Tijd, 1 905, pp. 4-1 3, 1 29-1 42, quotation
p. 1 1 . See also Pannekoek's article, 'Energie und Wirtschaft', Die Neue Zeii, 1 905-1 906, Vol. 1 1 ,
p p . 620-626, 653-659.
4 1 . Pannekoek, 'Der Marxismus', unpublished manuscript, Pannekoek Archives, nr. 1 58.
42. Pannekoek, ' Historischer Materialismus und Religion', op. cit . , p. 1 40.
43. ). Harper [i.e. Anton Pannekoek) , 'Materialism and historical Materialis m', op. cit . ,
p. 22.
44. Pannekoek, 'Dialectisch Materialis me', unpublished manuscript, Pannekoek Archives,
nr . 1 91 .
45. Pannekoek, 'Der Marxismus', op. cit. (cf. note 4 1 ) .
46. Pannekoek, Lenin as Philosopher, op. cit . , p. 31 .
47. Pannekoek, 'lnlichting', De Kroniek, August 3 1 , 1 90 1 .
48. Pannekoek, 'What Abom Marxism?', Industrial Worker, February 7, 1 948.
49. Pannekoek to Maximilien Rubel, A pril 29, 1 953, Pannekoek Archives, nr . 1 08.
50. Pannekoek, 'Het stand punt der partij ' , De Niwwe Tijd, 1 903, pp. 94-104. Pannekoek later
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